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PREFACE.

There are many books, German, French, and Eng-

lish, on the objective side of old Greek life upon

the religion, the laws, the feasts, the furniture of the

Greeks
;

but there are very few on the subjective

side, on the feelings of the Greeks in their temples

and their assemblies, in their homes, and their wan-

derings .

It is on this side that I offer the present volume

as a contribution. It is, of course, very incomplete;

but, were I able to remedy this defect, the book

must become unserviceable to the general reader, for

whom it is intended. The materials are so vast and

so fragmentary, that any systematic treatment must

result in a mere dictionary a mosaic of references,

and not in a work fit for ordinary perusal. It is,

moreover, generally true that no work is so disap-

pointing as that which professes completeness.

In my treatment of the subject, I have endeavoured

to take homely and common sense views, and have

arrived at many results opposed to what I
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viii PREFACE.

consider sentimentalism or pedantry. These results

are in all cases supported by direct references to the

Greek texts themselves, on which I have relied in

preference to modern authority. I hope my readers

will adopt the same method in judging me, and will

thus be brought into contact with the great originals,

which are too often studied at second hand.

Wherever modern writers have suggested to me

interesting views or quotations, I trust I have fully

acknowledged my obligations. I cannot do so ade-

quately to my old pupils, Mr. H. B. Leech, of Caius

College, Cambridge, and Mr. Oscar Wilde, of Magdalen

College, Oxford, who have made improvements and cor-

rections all through the book. I am likewise indebted

to Mr. J. G. Butcher, of Trinity College, Cambridge,

for reading the proof sheets and making many

valuable criticisms.

Trinity College, Dublin,

November 4, 1874.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTION.

AMONG the nations which stand out in the course

of history, as having done most to promote human

knowledge, human art, and human culture, the Greeks

are first in the judgment of all competent observers.

The hold which Greek literature retains on our modern

education is not the mere result of precedent or

fashion. Every thinking man who becomes acquainted
with the masterpieces of Greek writing, must see plainly

that they stand to us in a far closer relation than the

other remains of antiquity. They are not mere objects of

curiosity to the archaeologist, not mere treasure-houses

of roots and forms to be sought out by comparative

grammarians. They are the writings of men of like

culture with ourselves, who argue with the same

logic, who reflect with kindred feelings. They have

worked out social and moral problems like ourselves,

they have expressed them in such language as we
should desire to use. In a word, they are thoroughly

modern, more modern even than the epochs quite

proximate to our own. The disjointed sentences of

the Egyptian moralist, the confused metaphors of the

B



2 SOCIAL GREECE. [CH.

Hebrew prophet, show that were they transplanted

into our life, and taught our language, they would still

be completely at a loss to follow the reasoning of our

modern literature. Ptah-hotep or Ezechiel could not

move in modern society. Aristotle or Menander, on

the other hand, would only need to understand the

names invented for our modern discoveries. In all

moral and social questions they would at once find

their way, and enjoy even our poetry and our fiction.

But what is more striking, even the mediaeval baron

and the mediaeval saint would feel vastly more out of

place among us than the intelligent Greek. The

satire and scepticism of our modern society, the decay

of fixed belief, the omnipotence of free discussion as

shown by press and platform, the rule of private

interest over patriotism and self-sacrifice all these

features would be very congenial to the Greek, while

they would shock and perplex the Crusader. Com-

merce and speculation, debate and diplomacy, would

delight the clever Athenian. He would recognise the

teaching of his nation in poetry, architecture, and

painting ;
and the manifest superiority of the old models

would save him from feeling small in the face of our

other progress. Let us invert the whole case, and the

result would be very analogous. If one of us were

transported to Periclean Athens, provided he were

a man of high culture, he would find life and manners

strangely like our own, strangely modern, as he might

term it. The thoughts and feelings of modern life

would be there without the appliances, and the high

standard of general culture would more than counter-
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balance sundry wants in material comfort. For these

reasons Greek social life must be far more interesting

to general readers than any other phase of ancient

history. Some of the problems which are still agitating

our minds were settled by the Greeks, others, if not

settled, were at least discussed with a freedom and an

acuteness now unattainable. Others, again, were solved

in strange violation of our notions of morals and good

taste; and when such a people as the Greeks stand

opposed to us, even in vital principles, we cannot

reject their verdict without weighing their reasons.

The social life of the Greeks has often been handled,

especially by German and French authors. But the

ponderous minuteness and luxury of citation in the

works of the former have obscured the general effect,

and leave the ordinary reader with no distinct im-

pression on his mind. The crushing weapon of

modern criticism has in Germany shivered classical

philology into splinters, and each man is intent on

gathering up, and claiming as his own a fragment or

two, which he analyses with wearying accuracy. The

French essays on Greek life are of an opposite descrip-

tion. They aim at brilliancy and esprit alone, and gain

these qualities at the frequent sacrifice of accuracy and

critical research. Their authors are ready to uphold, for

example, a spurious treatise against all critical objec-

tions, however sound, provided it affords them a

striking trait to complete their social picture. In

fact, a sound knowledge of Greek has not yet been

diffused among the French, and so their isolated

Hellenists do not write in an atmosphere of correcting

B 2
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friends and carping critics. In spite, therefore, of the

abundance of materials at hand, and the abundance

of theories based upon them, there is still room for

attempts to select salient features, and to bring before

the modern public an accurate picture of Greek life, not

in its trivial details, but in its large and enduring

features. A more than incidental notice of the

peculiarities of food and dress, and of the plan and

arrangement of houses, is but weariness and idle

labour. We want to know how they reasoned, and

felt, and loved
; why they laughed and why they wept ;

how they taught and what they learned.

But alas ! to these questions we can only find full

answers from one city, and from one brief epoch.

Athenian culture under the Athenian democracy may
indeed be regarded as the highest type and outcome of

the Greek mind. But there, and there only, can we

find sufficient materials to discuss the principal social

questions in separate essays. The earlier ages are only

known to us through the scanty remains of epic and lyric

poetry, which afford many hints and suggestions, and

in the case of the simpler epic age even allow us to

draw a general sketch of life and manners, but which

in the far more interesting lyric age the transition

from the old to the new life fail us utterly, and allow

little more than scattered reflections, often incon-

sistent, and scanty inferences, always uncertain. The

essays therefore on the Greeks of the epic and lyric

ages may be regarded as introductory to those in

which Athenian life is more amply described. How-
ever unsatisfactory, these earlier chapters seem neces-
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sary in an historical work, where the later stages cannot

be regarded as born in full armour, like the goddess

Athene, but as growing insensibly from long sown seed

and in long prepared soil.

In connection more particularly with such theories

as those of Mr. Froude, which endeavour to get rid of

the refinements of philosophers and politicians, and to

reduce the motives of society to rude violence and

successful force in relation to such theories I cannot

but think that the best possible antidote is to study
the various phases through which the society and the

morals of such a people as the Greeks passed. It will

be seen how they began with rude notions, how in the

Homeric days the now fashionable theory that '

Might
is Right

' was practically carried out of this the

present essay will give ample proofs. Even delicacy of

feeling and chivalry of sentiment will be very in-

adequate, if the check of sound laws, based upon sound

moral feeling diffused throughout a society, be not ever

there to repress and to educate. We may then see,

in succeeding ages, this social and moral force con-

tending, and in the end contending successfully,

against the disintegrating and barbarising forces

opposed to it the party struggles and social hatreds

so prominent in Greece. And so we shall arrive at

the Attic period, in which the free citizen could boast

that the state protected him both from violence and

injustice, so that men learned to postpone wounded

feelings and outraged honour to the majesty of the

law, that forbad all violence, even in the vindication

of personal injury. And so the refinement of Greek
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manners culminated in the gentle Menander, who

brings his philosophy to aid the dictates of the law,

and warns us that controversy and disputes are dis-

agreeable and inconsistent with true comfort, and that

a true gentleman would rather loose advantages and

even submit to annoyance than ruffle his temper, and

agitate himself with either wrangling or retaliation
1
.

Unfortunately these developments within single states

were not accompanied by similar improvements in their

external relations. The Greeks never attained the

higher condition of subjecting their public disputes to

a system of international law or public arbitration.

But we may well excuse it in them, seeing that in our

nineteenth century this large and civilised method of

avoiding war is but seldom invoked, and only sub-

mitted to with discontent and with grumbling. I

think it will farther be shown that the general public

of ancient Greece did not approach so nearly to the

enlightenment of its intellectual leaders, as our modern

public does. We find, for example, in the ordinary life

of Athens, cruelties and barbarities so violently in

conflict with the humanity of a Socrates, a Euripides,

1 See his Ttcvpyds, frag. 3 (Meineke),
' This is the best man, Gorgias,

who knows best how to control himself when injured (oafis dSmuaOai

nkiiar' iiriaTar' t^Kparws), for this hot temper and extreme bitterness

is clear evidence to all of smallness of mind.' This sentiment, so

different from those of Euripides, is repeated in other fragments ; see

frag, incert. 25, and yvwfiai 47. The latter passage is almost Christian

in tone :

' Prefer to be injured rather than to injure, for (in so doing)

you will blame others, and you will escape censure.' If he had not

promised us the luxury of blaming others, the sentiment would be

thoroughly Christian.
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or a Plato, as to astonish us, and make us doubt our

estimate of Attic culture. These harsh contrasts

would, I think, exist now among us, but for two great

differences in our society one of them the direct

result of Christianity. They are the invention of

printing, and the abolition of slavery. The former has

brought the leaders of public opinion into a close con-

tact with the masses, quite unattainable in ancient days.

In its modern development, the newspaper press, with all

its faults, certainly brings home to the public mind all

cases of cruelty and injustice with a promptness im-

possible even in busy and gossiping Athens, and so the

public conscience is not only made sensitive, but has

obtained a powerful organ for uttering its immediate

censure.

The latter has weaned the dominant classes from

that contempt of human rights and human emotions

which, even in our own day, is manifest in those who
live as masters or rulers over degraded populations.

Nothing, for example, is more striking in the Indian

Official of even ten years standing, and still more

in his wife, than their impatience of the rights and

feelings of the lower classes at home, which they are

obliged to respect, after their habit of lording it over

the natives of Hindustan. I suppose the planters of the

slave states in America would exhibit similar feelings.

If these things be true, it will appear that the points
of superiority in our condition to that of the Greeks

were partly due to an accident in our civilisation the

discovery of a rapid means of multiplying books, but

partly to a higher and better religion. This latter
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is of course the great contrast, and the great advantage
which we have gained. But I confess that when I

compare the religion of Christ with that of Zeus, and

Apollo, and Aphrodite, and consider the enormous,

the unspeakable contrasts, I wonder not at the great-

ness, but at the smallness of the advance in public

morality which has been attained. It is accordingly

here, where the difference ought to be greatest, that

we are led to wonder most at the superiority of Greek

genius which, in spite of an immoral and worthless

theology, worked out in its higher manifestations a

morality equal to the best type of modern Christianity.

Socrates and Plato are far superior to the Jewish

moralist, they are far superior to the average Christian

moralist
;

it is only in the matchless teaching of Christ

himself that we find them surpassed. So then the

social life of the Greeks is more than a matter of

antiquarian curiosity, it is of practical value and interest

to us all.



CHAPTER II.

THE GREEKS OF THE HOMERIC AGE.

The great vexed question of the origin and com-

position of the Homeric poems lies happily beyond
our present scope. To those who desire to study

the social indications in these great epics, it is a

matter of small importance to know whether they

were composed by one poet, by two, or by many ;

whether they grew up gradually in a school of

rhapsodists, or whether they sprang complete from a

single genius. Even the ultra-sceptical theory, which

holds that the Iliad and Odyssey, as we have them,

did not acquire their present form till late in the

Attic age, even this theory, supposing it were shown

not impossible, would little affect us. Two facts

alone we demand, and these will doubtless be con-

ceded by critics of every description ; first, that

whenever or wherever the Homeric poems were

arranged or produced, the great result was accom-

plished by building with other materials, by assimi-

lating or embodying older and shorter lays : secondly,

that whatever may be the exact age of these older

materials, at least this is certain, that they describe a

state of society different from, and older than, that

implied in any other relic of Greek literature.

A qualified exception, as to antiquity, may perhaps

be made in favour of Hesiod, but the social state
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described by him if contemporaneous, yet belongs to a

different part of Greece and to a different rank in

society. So far then as he is contemporaneous, we
shall call in his assistance as affording a contrast, and

possibly as completing the picture left us by Homer.

For the social attitude of Hesiod seems to differ curiously

from that of all the rest of the earlier Greek poets, ex-

cept perhaps Hipponax. It has hardly been remarked,

how intensely aristocratic was their tone, and how they

uniformly addressed themselves to the powers that be,

often in pointed exclusion of all inferior classes. The

Rhapsodists addressed kings and princes, and sang at

courts. The Lyric poets addressed either the gods, the

tyrants, or those close aristocratic circles that swayed
the Greek cities on the abolition of monarchies. Even

the Gnomic poets were aristocrats, and spoke their

wisdom to their compeers only. No Greek poet

addressed the Demos, till it too became the sovereign

Demos, and till the distinction of higher and lower

classes became as it were inverted by the ochlocratic

spirit of the times. Apart, then, from the scanty frag-

ments of popular songs, no voice directly addressed

to the lower classes has reached us, save the plain

shrewdness of Hesiod, whose ' Works and Days
'

(unlike

the Georgics of his Roman imitator, written in the

interests of the rulers) give us some evidence of the

poor and shady side of Greek life in early days. It

is even possible that he describes the same society

from a widely diverse point of view 1
.

1
Cp. Horn. 5 490. I quote the books of the Odyssey by small Greek

letters, those of the Iliad by capitals, according to a convenient German

habit.
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And if it be the same society, there can be little doubt

that the genuine Hesiod's picture must be in many

respects truer than Homer's. It is almost painful to

say anything in the least derogatory to the Iliad or

Odyssey, especially when they are almost our only

authority for the earliest phase of Greek society. But

I am convinced that all the critics, even Grote and

the sceptical Germans, have overrated the accuracy of

the pictures of life given in these poems. They have

been persuaded by the intense reality and the natural

simplicity which have made these scenes unapproach-
able in their charm, and they have thought that such

qualities could only coexist with a simple and faithful

reproduction of the circumstances actually surrounding

the poet's life. But surely this argument, irresistible

up to a certain point, has been carried too far. A
poet of genius may surely be capable of modifying and

colouring, even when he is observing and copying nature.

Moreover, he must even endeavour to do so, if he sets

himself to describe an ideal state of things above his

own experience, or if he desires to please a rich patron,

to whom actual surroundings are in many respects

unpleasant. Now these were the very conditions under

which the epic poets composed. Their poems were

certainly intended for recitation at the courts of kings

and chiefs. They were intended to honour these chiefs

by extolling the deeds and lives of their ancestors.

And so an ideal state must be described a state
'

evidently differing only in degree from the poet's own

experience else the truth and reality of his picture

must have suffered but yet differing from it in the
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greater interference of the gods, in the larger size and

strength of the heroes, and in the greater valour of

their deeds.

These differences are acknowledged by the poets

themselves, but are we sure that they confined them-

selves to these? Are we sure that they did not

accommodate other circumstances to the wishes or

the regrets of their noble hearers ? Thus, for example,
the rank and file of the army are there to be marshalled

by the kings, and to raise the shout of battle, but

then they actually disappear from the action, and leave

the field perfectly clear for the chiefs to perform their

deeds of valour. There is not, I think, an example in

all the Iliad of a chief falling, or even being wounded,

by an ignoble hand. Such a misfortune was too

shocking to the sensibilities of an aristocratic

audience. Amid the cloud of missiles that were flying

on the plains of Troy, amid the crowd of chiefs

and kings that were marshalled on either side, we

never hear how a 'certain man drew a bow at a

venture, and smote a king between the joints of the

harness.' Yet this must necessarily have occurred

in any prolonged combats such as those about the

walls of Troy.

Here, then, is a plain departure from truth, and

even from reasonable probability. It is indeed a mere

omission which does not offend the reader
;
but such

inaccuracies suggest serious reflections. If the epic

poets ignore the importance of the masses on the battle

field is it not likely that they underrate it in the

agora ? Is it not possible that here, too, to please
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their patrons, they describe the glorious ages of the

past as the days when the assembled people would not

question the superior wisdom of their betters, but

merely assembled to be taught and to applaud ? I

cannot, therefore, as Mr. Grote does, accept the

political condition of things in the Homeric poems,

especially in the Iliad, as a safe guide to the political

life of Greece in the poet's own day. The figure

of Thersites seems drawn with special spite and

venom, as a satire upon the first critics that rose up

among the assembled people, to question the Divine

right of kings to do wrong. We may be sure the

real Thersites, from whom the poet drew his picture,

was a very different and a far more serious power in

debate, than the misshapen buffoon of the Iliad. But

the king who had been thwarted and exposed by him

in the day would over his cups in the evening enjoy

the poet's travestie, and long for the good old times,

when he could put down all impertinent criticism by
the stroke of his knotty sceptre. The Homeric agora
could hardly have existed had it been so idle a form

as the poets represent. But as the lower classes

were carefully marshalled on the battlefield, from a

full sense of the importance which the poet denies

them, so they were marshalled in the public assembly,
where we may be sure their weight told with equal

effect, though the poet neglected it for the greater glory

of the counselling chiefs. Would that we had fuller

sketches from the tamer Hesiod ! He, at least, does

not sing in the interest of courts and kings, and he

moreover gives us a glimpse into the sorrows and
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severities which encompassed the lower classes while

the courts may have revelled in luxury and splendour.

Yet even his wisdom, as we have it, is not without

suspicion from a very different cause, for his works have

suffered more than most Greek poems from interpola-

tions and additions. Their moral and didactic tone,

as well as their fragmentary character, made them at

an early period a favourite handbook of education,

especially as the moral advices of later Gnomic poets

could be foisted in, and taught under the venerable

name of the older Hesiod. Though I am not here

concerned with critical questions, it were not right

to begin a sketch of the times based upon such evi-

dence, without at once telling the reader the nature

and the imperfections of that evidence. More especially

when 1 intend making considerable use of Mr. Grote's

remarkable chapter on the ' Manners of the Heroic

Age,' it is necessary to warn the reader against the

too ready faith here shown by a great writer, else-

where imbued with a very sceptical spirit. Other

points of difference will disclose themselves in the

sequel.

But I cannot pass on without supplementing briefly

a large defect in the attitude of Grote and other

English authors on the Homeric age. They lay aside

all inquiry into the previous conditions of Greece as

impossible and useless. The very civilised life of the

Greek and Trojan heroes is assumed as a starting

point, having developed itself, we know not how,
from the rude barbarism which Thucydides rightly

considers to have been the really primitive state, the
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veritablejuventus of Hellenism. Yet surely the wonder

of Aristotle is justified, when he expresses himself at

a loss to explain how a monarchy such as that of

Agamemnon could spring from such conditions.

I cannot but think that the consistent voice of the

older Greek legends, coupled with what we know of

early Phoenician and Egyptian history, wellnigh solves

the difficulty. The remains of the stone age found

lately under the lava at Therasia 1

,
are too remote and

isolated to admit of any safe inferences. But the older

Semitic histories, the Egyptian inscriptions, and the

traditions of the Greeks themselves, agree that the

Phoenicians certainly, and perhaps the Egyptians, sailed

-with powerful fleets through the JEgean, and traded

at enormous advantage with the rude inhabitants of

the coasts and islands, by means of their imposing
wealth and culture. They settled also in the Greek

waters, partly for commercial and mining purposes,

as for example at Thasos, where Herodotus saw a

whole mountain disembowelled by their operations
2

,

1

Cp. Revue Archeologique, vol. xvi. pp. 141-7. The islands of Santorin

and Therasia in the iEgean Sea are the sides of a gigantic volcano, of

which the crater is now a deep sea basin, surrounded by precipitous

cliffs, which slope gradually outward to the open sea. Deep under these

lava slopes there have been found buried the remains of what the

French call an ante-historic Pompeii. Stone implements, some rude

gold ornaments, pottery with ornamental patterns, a rude house, and

some skeletons have been disinterred. Our oldest Greek authorities on

Thera, such as Pindar, make no allusion to its having been a volcano,

so that even the tradition of this great irruption had died away in his-

torical Greece. I mention these facts here, as not sufficiently known, to

discuss them would be irrelevant.

*
ovpos niya avartTpanntvw kv rp fijnjffCi, vi. 47.
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but partly also from the desire of forming new empires.

Just as distinguished Athenians, like Miltiades or

Iphicrates, became great princes among the ' butter-

eating Thracians,' so we may suspect that the legends of

Minos, of Cadmus, and of Danaus indicate sovereign-

ties set up by these civilised foreigners in prehistoric

days among the Greeks. They possessed the requisites

which Aristotle sought in vain among the chiefs of

his own nation, and gained their power by introducing

great public benefits to the ruder Greeks, as well as

by the splendour of their circumstances, and the

superior arms of their followers. The legend of Minos 1

seems to us the echo of the most important of these

sovereignties, but the prehistoric ruins at Argos, My-
cenae, and Orchomenus, show that Crete was not the

only seat of culture.

Gradually the national spirit was roused against

these foreigners. As the legends tell us of Theseus

conquering the Amazon worshippers of Astarte, and

refusing his tribute to the servants of Moloch, so I

suppose Greek, perhaps at first semi-Greek, chiefs, the

offspring of connections between the invaders and the

natives, began gradually to dispossess and supplant the

Semitic forerunners of Greek culture. But the splen-

dour of their rule was too attractive to be abolished.

The native chiefs seem therefore to have succeeded to

1 I agree rather with Duncker, who considers Minos to represent a
"
purely Phoenician power, than with E. Curtius, who thinks it was an

Hellenic, or semi-Hellenic power. All the legends point to Phoenician

sources, and to Phoenician mythology, in connection with this king, nor

do I see any Greek feature in his rule, so far as we know it.
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the power and wealth already centred at Argos, My-

cenae, Crete, Orchomenus, and other such favourable

positions. The great Cyclopean ruins are found on the

very sites indicated in Horner, as the seats of the

greatest monarchs. Accordingly, I conceive Agamem-

non, Menelaus, Nestor, and other of the richer chiefs,

but especially the Atreidae, to have rather inherited a

power and wealth established originally by the enlight

ened despotism of Semitic merchant princes, and not

gradually acquired by the extension of a local patri-

archal sway. The legends are with me, and so is

Aristotle, who cannot conceive monarchies arising in

Greece gradually, but rather in consequence of some

special circumstance, such as some great public benefit

conferred by a prominent individual. The splendour

of the palaces of Menelaus and of Alcinous, who had

their walls covered with a profusion of bright metal,

seems to point to a kind of decoration essentially

Eastern and not Hellenic. Even in late times, the only

old hereditary monarchy in Greece, that of Sparta, re-

tained, in the public mourning for the kings, features so

strikingly foreign and Asiatic, that they called for special

notice from Herodotus 1
. If therefore Agamemnon in-

herited his splendour from such predecessors, it will

follow that the earliest form of the monarchy was not

1 Vi. 58.
' The custom of the Lacedaemonians upon the death of their

-

kings is the same as that of the barbarians in Asia, for most of the bar-

barians now practise the same custom when their kings die.' He
describes these customs in detail. The public lament over the deceased

king,
'

affirming that the last king is always the best,' is very like the

'Irish cry' still practised in the mountainous regions of Kerry and

Connemara.

C
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patriarchal but despotic, and that the Homeric King
of men succeeded to a power with great pretensions,

but practically limited in all directions by the rise of

petty chieftains, more or less independent.
The general tone of the Iliad and Odyssey describes,

- then, not a nascent, but a decaying order of things ;

subordinate chiefs rebelling against their suzerains,

nobles violating the rights of their absent chiefs. The

fierce spirit of independence in the Greek stood already

opposed to the idea of a monarchy, hallowed by pre-

cedent and tradition
;
and it was even then plain to

thinking men (like Hesiod) that this profound antag-

onism could only be solved by such a change in the

order of things as would give the majority an interest

in maintaining the government. This majority, at first,

only included the aristocracy, and so, when the Dorian

invasion had dislocated Greece, aristocratical types
of government resulted. But with the development of

commerce, and with the depression of the nobles by
the tyrants who rose up among them, the lower classes

awoke to a sense of their rights, and so, upon a second

dislocation of Greece (the Persian wars) democracies

resulted as an equally natural development.
These later stages are beyond my present scope. I

wish merely to indicate how the Homeric poems re-

present to me the close of an epoch almost a state

of decay preceding a newer order of things and that

I, therefore, estimate the society and the morals of

the Iliad and Odyssey quite differently from those

writers, who have compared them with primitive

_. conditions in other nations. Of course, primitive
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features remained, as they do in every nation
;
but

they were combined with vices which betray the de-

cadence of culture, and with virtues rather springing

from mature reflection and long experience than from

the spontaneous impulse of a generous instinct.

Mr. Grote, Mr. Gladstone, and others, have made

the Homeric age more familiar than any other phase

of Greek life to English readers. They have accepted

the descriptions of the rhapsodists as a literal account

of a real contemporaneous society; they have more-

over deduced, with exceeding subtlety, all the in-

ferences which can be extracted from the poems in

favour of Homeric honour and purity. Every casual

utterance is weighted with the deepest possible mean-

ing; every ordinary piece of good nature attributed

to profound and self-denying benevolence. We are

told that morals in historic Greece had decayed ;
that

a social state of real refinement and purity had passed

away, to make way for cold calculation and selfish

aggrandisement. How far this picture is real we
shall see in the sequel. But the labours of these in-

genious authors have relieved me of the task of mi-

nutely describing all the details of Homeric life. The

great masterpieces themselves are accessible to all in the

translations which have of late years poured from the

press. I shall, therefore, confine myself to the features

in which the Homeric Greek was the parent of the

historical Greek, noticing incidentally such contrasts

as must naturally suggest themselves in the inquiry.

The mediaeval knights, with whom it is fashionable

to compare the princes of the Iliad and Odyssey, were

C 2
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wont to sum up the moral perfection which they es-

teemed under one complex term a term for which

there is no equivalent in Greek the term Honour.
It may be easily and sufficiently analysed into four

component ideas, those of courage, truth, compassio7i,

and loyalty. No man could approach the ideal of

chivalry, or rank himself among gentlemen and men
of honour, who was not ready to contend, when oc-

casion arose, against any odds, and thus to encounter

death rather than yield one inch from his post. He
must feel himself absolutely free from the stain of a

single lie, or even ofan equivocation. He must be ever

ready to help the weak and the distressed, whether

they be so by nature, as in the case of women and

children, or by circumstances, as in the case of men

overpowered by numbers. He must with his heart,

and not with mere eyeservice, obey God and the king,

or even such other authority as he voluntarily pledged
himself to obey. A knight who violated any of these

conditions, even if he escaped detection at the hands

of his fellows, felt himself degraded, and untrue to

the oath taken before God, and the obligation which

he had bound himself to fulfil. This, I conceive, was

the ideal of knighthood.
Let us now turn to the Homeric poems to obtain

information on these four points, remembering that, as

the real knight may have fallen short of the ideal we
have just sketched, so doubtless the real Homeric

Greeks were considerably worse than the ideal cha-

racters depicted by the rhapsodists.

I believe I shall run counter to an old-established
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belief when I say that the courage of the Homeric

chiefs in this types of their historical descendants

was of a second-rate order. It was like the courage of

the French, dependent upon excitement, and vanishing

quickly before depression and delay. No doubt the

Greeks were a warlike nation, like the French, fond

of glory, and revelling in excitement
;
but they did not

possess that stubborn valour which was the duty of

the mediaeval knight, and which is the physical cha-

racteristic of the English and German soldier. With

the exception of Achilles and of Diomede, all the

chiefs in the Iliad are subject to panics, and fly before

the enemy. Of course, the flattering bard ascribes

these disgraceful scenes to the special interference of

the gods, but as he equally attributes special feats of

valour to a like interference, we may discount the

marvellous element, and regard these men, as we do

a French army, to be capable of splendid acts of

daring and of courage, but liable to sudden relapse

-into dismay and craven flight
1

. Even Achilles flies

in fear from the pursuit of the river Scamander,
but this is rather the dread of an ignoble death, as

he himself says, than proper cowardice. Ajax, who

approaches nearest of the ordinary men in the poem
to our notions of a stubborn soldier even he is sur-

prised by panic, and makes for the ships.

There are farther indications of the same thing in

1 The courtly Pindar maintains the Homeric doctrine (Netn. ix. 27)

when he says : ev yap Sat/iov'totm <po&ois (ptvyovri itai vcuSes 6twv :
' in

panics even sons of the gods run away' a sentiment which no trouba-

dour would have ventured to utter.
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the Odyssey. When Ulysses hears from Circe (* 496)
what sufferings he has yet to undergo, he tells us himself:

' So she spake, but my spirit was broken within me
and I sat crying on the couch, and I felt no more desire

to live and see the light of the sun.' This was natural

enough, but very different from the courage, not only
of the mediaeval knight, but of the modern gentleman.
Still worse, when the hero is telling Achilles in the

shades of the valour of his son Neoptolemus, he

says that as the chiefs entered the wooden horse,

though they were the best of the Greeks, yet
' the other

leaders of the Danai wiped tears from their eyes, and

the limbs of each trembled beneath him, but Neo-

ptolemus alone neither grew pale nor wept V
These hints in an ideal description, professing to

tell of the highest possible heroism, indicate plainly

that the Greeks of the heroic age were no extraordinary

heroes, and that they were not superior in the

1
Cp. x 524 sq.

ev9' aWoi Aavawv rjfqropts rj8e fxtSovres

SaKpvd r' ujfitpyvvvTO rpe/xov 6' vrro yvia ftcaffrov

KiTvov o' ovirore 7tdfj.Tcav iyojv idov d<p0a\fJ,oiffiv

ovr' wxprjaavTa xp a xdWiftov ovrt iropulhv

oaitpv dfxopgafitvov.

See also 198 sq. where the weeping of Ulysses and his men is

almost ludicrous. I may as well at once cite an historical parallel to

show the unity of Greek sentiment at every epoch. At the conclusion of

the 2 1st oration in our remains of Lysias (the dnoXoyia Swpotioicias) the

speaker says,
' Whenever I was about to run a risk in the naval battles, I

never lamented or wept, or kept talking about my wife and children, and

saying what a dreadrul thing it would be, if I dying for my country were

to leave them orphans and desolate.' Thus the speaker takes special credit

to himself as an exception to a general rule.
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quality of courage to the Greeks of history. In this

respect, then, the Achaean chiefs were indeed but the

forerunners of their descendants. The same combina-

tion of warlike ardour, but of alternating valour, meets

us all through Greek history
1
. The Athenians, the brave

people who first ventured to look the barbarians in

the face, whether at Sardis, or at Marathon, as He-

rodotus says these brave Athenians are frequently

seized with panics, and run for their lives. The same

may be said of all the Greeks, except the Spartans, who

succeeded in curing their national defect by a very

strict and complete discipline. But this discipline

controlled all their lives, and sacrificed all higher ob-

jects to that of making them stand firm in their

ranks. I conclude this discipline to have been un-

natural and strained, from the fact that no other Greek

city, much as they all admired Spartan organisation,

ever attempted to imitate it. When we now-a-days
see the German armies better disciplined than our

own, we forthwith propose to reform ourselves on

their model. No such attempt ever occurs in Greek

history. This could hardly have been so, but for the

reason just assigned. The Spartan training was so

oppressive that not even the certainty of victory in battle

could induce other Greek politicians to recommend it,

or other Greek citizens to adopt it. Thucydides hints

1 Thus in a curious passage of Plato's Gorgias (Jowett, iii. 94) Cal-

licles, in answer to Socrates, tells us that brave men and cowards are

equally pained at the approach of the enemy, and equally pleased at their

departure. He does not contemplate that bravery which delights in

danger, and seeks it out.
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at this very plainly, and, in the mouth of Peri-

cles, shows that, even with inferior military training,

the real advantages are on the side of wider culture.

Aristotle supports the same view in stronger and

more explicit terms. I cite these authorities to show

how artificial and fictitious a thing the Spartan valour

was, and how different from the spirit of the Viking,

the Baron, and the Yeoman. We know too how even

the Spartan valour collapsed as soon as Epaminondas
met them with superior tactics, and how little idea

they had, either at Leuctra or Sphacteria, of resisting

to the death. The Greeks, then, though a very warlike,

were not a very courageous people, and we may affirm

of them, in a lesser degree indeed, what Tacitus says

of the Britons :
' In deposcendis periculis eadem au-

dacia, et ubi advenere, in detrectandis eadem formido.'

The reasons of this curious combination are obvious

enough, and worth a moment's digression. In the first

place, the Greeks, from Homer's day downward, were
- an exceedingly sensitive people. Evidences of this

feature crowd upon us in the Iliad and Odyssey. The

delicate tact with which unpleasant subjects are evaded

in conversation shows how easily men were hurt by

them, and how perfectly the speaker could foretell it

by his own feelings. In fact, so keenly alive are the

Homeric Greeks to this great principle of politeness,

that it seriously interferes with their truthfulness,

just, as in the present day, the Irish peasant, with the

same lively imagination and the same sensitiveness,

will instinctively avoid disagreeable things, even if

true, and '

prophesy smooth things' when he desires
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especially to please. He is not less reluctant to be

the bearer of bad news than the typical messenger in

Greek tragedy, who complains, in regular stock phrases,

of the hard and ungrateful duty thrust upon him by
untoward circumstances.

To this mental sensitiveness there was doubtless

joined a corresponding bodily sensitiveness. An acute

sense of pain and of pleasure, delicate nerves of taste

and touch these gifts were necessary for the artistic

products in which the Greeks excelled. We know how

important a place was held in historical times by cooks,

and how keenly the Greeks enjoyed the more refined

pleasures of the table. So we shall find Plato's con-

temporaries disputing in music on the difference of

notes almost identical, showing that they appreciated
-

dissonances which we consider unimportant.
I cannot parallel these facts in Homer, except by a

curious case of sensitiveness in smell. When Menelaus

is windbound off the coast of Egypt, and at his wit's

end, a goddess (Eidothea) explains to him how to

catch and interrogate Proteus, and engages to place

him in ambush, which she does by concealing him

with three comrades under fresh sealskins (8 44c sqq.)

These men were in danger of their lives, and were

engaged on the perilous errand of doing violence to

a marine god. Yet the point which left its mark

most strongly on Menelaus' mind was the bad smell of

the sealskins !

' That would have been a most dread-

ful ambush
;

for a most deadly smell of sea-nourished

seals galled us dreadfully. For who would lie down
beside a sea-monster ? But the goddess saved us, and
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devised a great boon. She brought and put very sweet-

smelling ambrosia under each of our noses, and it

destroyed (counteracted) the smell of the seal.
5

If we combine with this great delicacy of sensibility

the gloomy and hopeless views which the Homeric
Greeks held concerning a future life, we shall see good
reason for their dread of death. For although Homer

distinctly admits an after life, and even introduces us

to it in the Odyssey, he represents the greatest kings
and heroes in weakness and in misery, without hope
or enjoyment, save in hearing the vague and scanty
rumours that reached them from the world of mortal

men. The blessed islands of the West were indeed even

then a home for the dead
(5 564 sqq.), but they had

not yet been opened to moral worth, as in the days of

Pindar 1
. They were reserved for those who, like Mene-

laus, had the good fortune of being nearly related to

the gods by marriage or family connections. From
- this aristocratic heaven therefore even Agamemnon,

Achilles, and Ajax were excluded, and wandered forlorn

in the doleful meadow of asphodel.

There will be less controversy as to the low sense

of truth among Homeric Greeks. At no period did

the nation ever attain that high standard which is the

great feature in Germanic civilisation. Even the

Romans, with all their coarseness and vulgarity, stood

higher in this respect. But neither in Iliad nor Odyssey
is there, except in phrases, any reprobation of deceit as

such. To deceive an enemy is meritorious, to deceive

a stranger innocent, to deceive even a friend perfectly

1
Cp. 01. ii. 57 sqq., and the famous frag, of his Opfjvos.
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unobjectionable, if any object is to be gained. So it

is remarked of Menelaus, as it were exceptionally, that

he will tell the truth, if you press him, for he is very

considerate {rit-vv\iivo<i). This was said to Telemachus,

who was expecting melancholy news, and in such a

case I have already observed that the Greeks would al-

most certainly avoid the truth. But the really leading

characters (except Achilles) in the Odyssey and Iliad do

not hesitate at all manner of lying. Ulysses is perpetu-

ally inventing, and so is his patroness, Pallas Athene,

and she actually mentions this quality of wily deceit as

her special ground of love and affection for him (v 328).

Zeus deceives both gods and men, the other gods

deceive Zeus
;

in fact the whole Homeric society is

full of guile and falsehood.

There is indeed as yet a check upon men, which is

often ignored in later Greek society. There is still

a belief in the gods, and an expectation that if they

are called to witness a transaction by means of an

.oath, that they will punish deceit. This belief, ap-

parently surviving from an earlier and simpler state of

society, must have been rudely shaken in Homeric

times, when we consider the morality of Olympus in

the epic poetry. The poets clearly held that the gods,

if they were under no restraint, or fear of punishment
from Zeus, were at liberty to deceive as they liked,

One safeguard as yet remained, the oath by the Styx,

the penalties of violating which are enumerated in

Hesiod's Theogony, and consist of nine years' tran-

sportation, with solitary confinement and hard labour 1
.

1
Cp. his Theog. 793 sqq.
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As for other oaths, the Hymn to Hermes shows that

in succeeding generations their solemnity was openly
ridiculed. Among the Homeric gods, as well as among
the heroes, there were indeed old-fashioned characters

who adhered to probity. The character of Apollo is un-

stained by deceit. So is that of Menelaus. But Apollo
fails in defending his favourite against the reckless

party politics of Here and Pallas, he gives way in battle

before Poseidon, he is like Menelaus among men, an

eminently respectable, but second-rate personage. The

experience of Homeric men was aged enough to know
that probity secured no man from the troubles of life

and the reverses of fortune. The gods were often

ungrateful and thankless, and so the weight of public

opinion inclined decidedly to the belief that honesty
was indeed respectable, and of better repute than deceit,

but that it was not safe to practise it except with the

aid of superior force 1
. So Achilles was master of the

1 As similar states of society produce similar philosophies, so we find

the very same attitude in Machiavelli's Principe, especially in his celebrated

18th chapter, entitled:
' In che modo i principi debbiano osservare la fede.'

He begins by praising good faith, but observing that history shows great

princes to have succeeded by the opposite principle. In fact the prince

must be partly a fox, to detect snares, and partly a lion, to terrify the

wolves. ' Non pub pertanto un signor prudente ne debbe osservar la

fede, quando tale osservanzia gli torni contro, e che sono spente le cagioni

che la feciono promettere.' He adds the usual excuse :
' E se gli uomini

fossero tutti buoni, questo precetto non saria buono, ma perche son tristi,

e non 1' osserverebbono a te, tu ancora non 1' hai da osservare a loro.'

He goes on to show that the virtues of honour, probity, and good faith

must be simulated, or else men will not be deceived, though he observes

that men are so silly, or so bound by present necessities, that there is

little difficulty in deceiving them. The whole chapter is the most

characteristic in a very characteristic treatise.
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situation, and to him lying was useless to attain ends

that might be better attained by force. This subject

will naturally recur when I come to compare the

Homeric and Periclean Greeks.

We pass to the third element in chivalrous honour,

a sense of compassion for the weak, and an obligation

to assist the oppressed. Unfortunately this duty ap-

pears to have been delegated to Zeus, whose amours

and other amusements often prevented him from

attending to his business. How inadequately he per-

formed it in this respect is plain from the very pathetic

passages in which the condition of the decrepit father,

the forlorn widow, and the helpless orphan are de-

scribed. There is no passage in the two poems, if we

except that of the dog Argus, which will bring more

tears into hard modern eyes than the lament of And-
romache over Hector (X 482 sqq. Lord Derby's transl.),

Now thou beneath the depths of earth art gone,

Gone to the viewless shades; and me hast left

A widow in thy house, in deepest woe.

Our child an infant still, thy child and mine.

Ill-fated parents both! nor thou to him,

Hector, shalt be a guard, nor he to thee ;

For though he 'scape this tearful war with Greece,

Yet nought for him remains but ceaseless woe,
And strangers on his heritage shall seize.

No young companions own the orphan boy.
With downcast eyes, and cheeks bedewed with tears,

His father's friends approaching, pinched with want,
He hangs upon the skirt of one, of one

He plucks the cloak ; perchance in pity some

May at their tables let him sip the cup,
Moisten his lips, but scarce his palate touch:
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While youths with both surviving parents blest

May drive him from their feast with blows and taunts :

Begone, thy father sits not at our board !

Then weeping to his widowed mother's arms

He flies, that orphan boy, Astyanax,' etc.

It is here the lamentable condition of the orphan
that strikes us so forcibly. How different, for example,

do we find the Irish peasants, with whom I have already-

compared the Greeks, where the neighbours divide

among them without complaint the children left

destitute by the death or emigration of the parents,

and extend their scanty fare and their wretched home-

stead to the orphan as to their own children. The

Homeric gentleman, of whose refinement and delicate

politeness we hear so much, was far removed from

such generosity. We feel almost painfully the beauty

of the simile, by which the poet pictures the joy of

Ulysses, when, after two nights and two days in the

deep, he sees land from the summit of the great

rocking wave
(e 394) :

' As dear as the [returning]

life of a father appears to his children, when he lies

suffering in a painful disease, long wasting, for a

hostile deity was persecuting him
;
as dear then as he

is when the gods free him from his trouble, so dear did

the land appear to Ulysses. And again (0 523) : 'As

when a woman weeps falling upon the body of her dear

husband, who has fallen before his city, and commanding
his people, defending the town and his children from the

pitiless day [of slavery]. She then, seeing him gasping

in death, casts her arms about him with shrill cries.

But they (the enemy) striking her with spears on the
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back and shoulders, bring her into slavery, to have sor-

row and misery, and her cheeks waste with piteous woe.'

Little, indeed, need be said about the respect for the

rights of women. As is well known, when a town

was captured, the noblest and fairest ladies, whether

married or not, became the property of the victors as

their concubines. But a still more significant fact has

not been adequately noted, that such a fate, though felt

as a lamentable misfortune, was in no sense a dis-

honour to the Greek lady, of which she would after-

wards be ashamed. Despite of all the courtliness with

which ladies are treated in the Homeric poems,

despite of the refinement of their characters and the

politeness of their ordinary life, the hard fact remains

that they were the property of the stronger, and that

they submitted to this fate without being compromised
in society. Neither Briseis nor Chryseis seem the

least disgraced by their residence in the Greek camp ;

and still worse, Helen, after living for years with

Paris, is then handed over to Deiphobus, and finally

taken back by Menelaus without scruple or difficulty.

If we weigh carefully her appearance in the Odyssey,
we shall see that her regrets are altogether for the

turmoil she has caused, and for the tears and blood

wasted upon her recovery ;
her dignity has suffered no

shock, nor does she avoid the eyes of men 1
.

1
Xenophon, in a passage which will hereafter be discussed, announces

this principle distinctly.
' If such an accident,' he says,

'

happen to a

woman without her own fault, she is not the less honoured among men? He
would not of course agree with the courtly rhapsodist, in admitting an

adulteress to this class, even though she alleged compulsion on the part

of Aphrcdite.
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These facts show with great clearness how com-

pletely the law of force prevailed over the weak, and

how the Homeric lady was so constrained by its iron

necessity, that all delicate feeling, however ornamental

to the surface of society, vanished in stern practice.

The case of Penelope corroborates this view. It was

hateful to her to marry one of the rude and ungentle-

manly suitors, who thrust their attentions upon her in

her grief. Yet if Ulysses were surely dead, there was

no help, she must pass into their hands, whether she

choose it or not.

Stranger and not less characteristic is the treatment

of old age. The king or chief, as soon as his bodily

vigour passed away, was apparently pushed aside by

, ., younger and stronger men. He might either maintain

himself by extraordinary usefulness, like Nestor, or

be supported by his children, if they chanced to be

affectionate and dutiful
;

but except in these cases

his lot was sad indeed. We hear Achilles (A 492 sq.)

lamenting that doubtless in his absence the neighbour-

ing chiefs are illtreating the aged Peleus, and he longs

to dye his spear in their blood. We see Laertes, the

father ofUlysses, exiled, apparently by grief and disgust,

to a barren farm in the country, and spending the close

of his life, not in honour and comfort, but in poverty
and hardship. When these princes, who had sons that

might return any day to avenge them, were treated in

such a way, it is surely no strained inference that

unprotected old age commanded very little veneration

or respect among the Homeric Greeks. While there-

fore we find here, too, much courtliness of manner,
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and respectfulness of address toward the aged, from

their younger friends, the facts indicate that, like

helpless women and children, so worn-out men received

scanty justice and little consideration. Among friends

and neighbours at peace and in good humour, they were

treated with delicacy and refinement, but with the

first clash of conflicting interests such considerations

vanished. The age was no longer, as I have said,

a believing age ;
the interference of the gods to protect

the weak was no longer the object of a simple faith,

and Greek chivalry rested on no firmer basis.

I may add, by anticipation, that at no period of

Greek history can we find old age commanding that

respect and reverence which has been accorded it in

modern Europe. We hear, indeed, that at Sparta the

strictest regulations were made as to the conduct of

young men towards elders, but this seems an excep-

tional case, like most things at Sparta. There is a

well-known story of an old man coming into the

crowded theatre at Athens, and looking in vain for

a seat, till he came near the Spartan embassy, who
at once stood up and made room for him. Though
the whole theatre applauded this act of courtesy, I am
sure they did not habitually imitate it. The lyric and

tragic poets, as I shall show by ample quotations in

future chapters, were perpetually cursing the miseries

of old age, and blessing youth, fair in poverty, fairer

still in riches. Probably old Athenian gentlemen were

for these reasons like old Frenchmen, who are very

prone to prolong their youth by artificial means, and

strive to maintain a place among their fellows which

D
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they will lose when they are confessedly of the

past generation. And so in Greece, as in France, old

age may have come to lack that dignity and that

importance which it obtains in the British army, on

our Governing Boards, and in Chinese
society^-

But

apart from these peculiarities of race, the feverish ana!

agitated condition of Greek politics, the perpetual wars

and civil conflicts, must have made prompt action and

quick decision all-important, and so the citizens could

not brook the slowness and caution of old age, which

often mistakes hesitation for deliberation, and brands

prompt vigour as rashness.

There yet remains the idea of loyalty I mean

hearty and unflinching allegiance to superior authority,

or to the obligations taken by oath or promise. The
idea is not unknown to Homer's men and women.

Achilles and Penelope (more especially the latter) are

in the highest sense loyal, the one to his friend

Patroclus, the other to her husband Ulysses. But in

the Greek camp the chiefs in general are wofully

deficient in that chivalrous quality. I shall not lay

stress on their want of conjugal loyalty, a point in

which Menelaus, according to the scholiasts, formed

an honourable, but solitary exception. In those days,

as in the times of the Mosaic law, absolute fidelity was

expected from women, but not from men. In their

own homes, indeed, scandals of this kind were avoided

as the cause of ill-will and domestic discomfort. It

is specially observed (a 433), that Laertes avoided

these relations with Euryclea from respect for his

wife's feelings, and the misconduct of the suitors in
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the same direction is specially reprobated ;
but when

the chiefs were away at their wars, or travelling, the

bard seems to expect no continence whatever. The

model Ulysses may serve as an example, instar om-

nium.

But it is in their treatment of Agamemnon that

the want of loyalty is specially prominent. Achilles

is quite ready to insult him, and but for the promptings

of Athene, that is, of prudence, who suggests that he

may play a more lucrative game by confining himself

to sulkiness and bad language, is ready even to kill

him. The poet, too, clearly sympathises with Achilles.

He paints Agamemnon as a weak and inferior man,

succeeding by fortune to a great kingdom, but. quite

unfit to govern or lead the turbulent princes whose

oath had bound them to follow him to Troy. It is

in fact Ulysses, Diomede, and Nestor who direct him

what to do. It may be said that we might expect

such insubordination in the case of an armament col-

lected for a special purpose, and that even the

mediaeval knights did not escape this disgrace in the

very parallel case of the Crusades. I shall not, then,

press the point, though Agamemnon's title to supre-

macy is far different from that of Godfrey de Bouillon.

Take the case of Ithaca in the absence of its king.

We are told repeatedly that he treated his people like

a father, and yet only a few old servants seem to

side with him against the worthless aspirants to the

throne.

The experimentum cruris, however, is the picture

of the gods in Olympus. We have here Zeus, a sort

D 2
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of easy-going but all-powerful Agamemnon, ruling

over a number of turbulent self-willed lesser gods, who
are perpetually trying to evade and thwart his com-

mands. At intervals he wakes up and terrifies them

into submission by threats, but it is evident that he

can count on no higher principle. Here, Poseidon,

Ares, Aphrodite, Pallas, all are thoroughly insubor-

dinate, and loyal to one thing only, that is their party.

Faction, as among the Greeks of Thucydides, had

clearly usurped the place of principle, and we are

actually presented with the strange picture of a city
-- of gods more immoral, more faithless, and more de-

praved, than the world of men.

This curious feature has much exercised the critics,

and caused many conjectures as to the real moral at-

titude of the epic poets. I think the most natural

explanation is based upon the notorious levity and reck-

y^ lessness of the Ionic character, as developed in Asia

Minor 1
. We know from the lyric poets, we know

from the course of history, how the pleasure-loving

1 We have ample evidence that the more serious of the Greeks re-

garded the matter in the same light. Xenophanes, for example, was

known as a severe critic of Hesiod's Theogony, as well as of Homer,
and Sextus Empiricus has preserved for us his bitter utterance :

navra Oeois avtd-qKav "O/x^/xSs 6' 'HaioSSs re

oaaa Trap avdp&ntoioiv ovuSea /rat xpoyos eariv

ol ^\(lffT
,

((pBey^avro Ota/v dOt/xiaria epya
KKiitTtiv fioixevfiv re Hal d\\^\ovs dnarevuv.

The discussions upon epic poetry which Plato has left us in his Ion,

and in the second book of his Republic, point in a similar direction, and

even show how the strange utterances were explained as the result of

direct inspiration, and not the natural outcome of the poet's mind.
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Ionians of Asia Minor seem to have lost all the

stronger fibre that marked the Greeks of Hellas. Re-

velling in plenty, associating with Asiatic splendour

and luxury, they very soon lost those sterner features

love of liberty, self-denying heroism, humble submission

to the gods which still survived in Greece
;
and thus

I conceive the courts at which the bards sang thought

that a very free and even profane handling of the gods

-was a racy and piquant entertainment, so that pre-

sently it was extended even to the so-called Homeric

hymns, which, of all Greek poetry, treat the gods in

the most homely and even sensual way. The Hymn
to Aphrodite, detailing her amour with Anchises, and

that to Hermes, detailing his theft and perjury, are

exact counterparts to the lay of Demodocus, which

treats both Ares and Aphrodite in the same way.
This bold and familiar attitude was narrowly con-

nected with another leading feature in the Greeks

their realism in art. There is nothing vague, or ex-

aggerated, or incomprehensible, tolerated by their chaste

judgment and their correct taste. The figures of dogs
or men, cast by Hephaestus, are specially remarked

for being life-like throughout the Homeric poems.

They actually walk about, and are animated by his

peculiar cunning. This, as Overbeck has well observed,

is merely the strong expression of the object proposed

to himself by the Greek artist, in contrast to the cold

repose and mute deadness of Egyptian sculpture. The

Egyptians seldom meant to imitate life in action. The

Greeks, from their very first rude essays, laid before

them this higher goal. Like the statuary, so the poet
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did not waste his breath in the tiresome and vague

adoration of the Egyptian psalmist, but clothed his

gods in the fairest and best human form, and endowed

them with a human intellect and human will.

Homer's gods are, therefore, too human to embody
an abstract principle, and so this side of their re-

ligion the poet relegated to certain personified abstrac-

tions, which seldom appear, and which seem to stand

apart from the life of the Olympic gods. Perhaps Zeus

himself, in his Dodonean character, has this imper-

Q\, sonal aspect as the Father of light and of good. But
- Zeus of Olympus is quite a different conception. So

there is a personified or semi-personified Albas, and

an "Art), and Auai, and 'EpCvvs, which represent stern

and lasting moral ideas, and which relieve the Olympic

gods from the necessity of doing so, except when the

poet finds it suitable to his purpose. But as these

moral ideas restrained and checked men, so the special

privilege of the gods seems to be the almost total free-

dom from such control. The society of Olympus, there-

-fore, is only an ideal Greek society, in the lowest

sense, the ideal of the schoolboy, who thinks all con-

trol irksome, and its absence the smnmiim bonum, the

ideal of a voluptuous man, who has strong passions,

and longs for the power to indulge them without un-

pleasant consequences.

It appears to me, therefore, that the Homeric pic-

ture of Olympus is very valuable as disclosing to us

the poet's notion of a society freed from the restraints

"^ of religion. For the rhapsodists were dealing a death-

blow (perhaps unconsciously) to their religion by these
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very pictures of sin and crime among their gods. Their

idea is a sort of semi-monarchical aristocracy, where

a number of persons have the power to help favourites,

and thwart the general progress of affairs
;
where love

of faction overpowers every other consideration, and

justifies violence or deceit. It will quite satisfy our

present object to select the one typical character which

both the poems place in the foreground as the Greek

ideal of intelligence and power of the highest order.

The leading personage in Homer's world of men and

gods is undoubtedly Pallas Athene. She embodies all

the qualities which were most highly esteemed in those

days. She is evidently meant to be the greatest and

most admirable of the deities that concern themselves

with men. Yet, as Mr. Hayman has truly observed,

she is rather infrahuman than superhuman. There is

no touch of any kindly feeling, no affection or respect

for either God or man. There is not even a trace

of sex, except in her occasional touches of spite.
' Her character is without tenderness or tie of any
sort

;
it never owns obligation, it never feels pain or

privation, it is pitiless ;
with no gross appetites, its

activity is busy and restless, its partisanship unscru-

pulous, its policy astute, and its dissimulation pro-

found. It is keenly satirical, crafty, whispering base

motives of the good (indeed she comprehends no others,)

beating down the strong, mocking the weak, and exult-

ing over them; heartless yet staunch to a comrade;
touched by a sense of liking and admiration for its

like, [she accounts expressly for her love of Ulysses by
his roguery and cunning,] of truth to its party ; ready
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to prompt and back a friend through every hazard.'

Such is Mr. Hayman's picture, verified by citations

for each and every statement l
.

This very disagreeable picture is not, as he would

i
have it, an impersonation of what we call the world.

Surely the modern world at least professes some high

motives, and is touched by some compassion. But it

is the impersonation of the Greek world, as conceived

by Thucydides in his famous reflections on the Corcy-

--^Lrgean massacre. He was mistaken indeed, profoundly

mistaken, as we shall often see in the sequel, in con-

sidering this hard and selfish type a special outcome of

the civil wars. No doubt they stimulated and mul-

tiplied it. But here, in the Iliad and Odyssey, in the

days of Greek chivalry and Greek romance, even here

we have the poet creating his ideal type intellect and

energy unshackled by restraints and we obtain a

picture which, but for the total absence of sex, might be

aptly described as an Antiphon in petticoats. The

great historian, despite of his moral reflections, speaks
of Antiphon, the political assassin, the public traitor to

his constitution, as apery ovbtvos varepos
' in general

merit second to none 2
.' The great epic poet silently

1
Cp. Hayman's Odyssey, i. p. 73, Appendix E.

2 I ought in fairness to mention that some old grammarian notices in

the early orators, from whom Thucydides learned his style, a peculiar

use of aptTT) for general reputation. Thus also in Hesiod, "Epy. 313

nXovTif 8' aperf) teal kvSos d-trySti. This would give the passage an easier

sense, for Antiphon was certainly the most prominent man of Athens at

that time. I am not sure that the usual rendering should not be

amended in this way, but yet, as none of the lexicographers have noticed

it, I leave what I had written in the text.
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expresses the same judgment on his own Pallas Athene.

Were it not impossible to assign so late a date to the

origin of the Iliad and Odyssey, we should be com-

pelled to consider this impersonation of the patron

goddess as suggested by the grasping policy and astute

intellect of imperial Athens. Had the Athenian

envoys who took part in the Melian dialogue chosen

to assert mythical precedent for their conduct, they

might have cited the Athene of Homer as their

patroness and forerunner in a heartless and brutal

policy.



CHAPTER III.

THE HOMERIC AGE (CONTINUED).

The foregoing general reflections on the Homeric

age have necessarily detained us, as being essential

to the better understanding of the permanent features

in the Greek character. I still owe such readers as

are not intimate with Greek literature some details

which may help them to picture to themselves the

society of those long-past days.

Homer introduces us to a very exclusive caste society,

in which the key to the comprehension of all the details

depends upon one leading principle that considera-

tion is due to the members of the caste, and even to its

dependants, but that beyond its pale even the most

/v~*-~ deserving are of no account save as objects of plunder.

So the Homeric chieftain behaves even in battle with

some consideration to his fellow chieftain
;
in peace and

in ordinary society he treats him with the most delicate

courtesy and consideration. To his wife and to the

wives of his friends he behaves with similar politeness,

though in a less degree, and with a strong sense of their

inferiority. To his own slaves, who are as it were

dignified by being attached to him, he conducts himself

with consideration, as he does even to his horses and
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his dogs for the same reason. But there is evidence

enough that the stranger who was not a guest friend,

and the free labourer who was unattached to his house-

hold these, as well as all women not belonging

directly to the governing classes, were treated with

reckless brutality, and in disregard of the laws of justice

and mercy. A few illustrations on each of these

points will be sufficient to establish the principle, and

so give us a clue to gathering up details under its

special heads.

The Greeks and Romans always laid great stress on

the habits of the table as indicative of civilisation, and

it was specially noted of such mythical humanisers as

Orpheus, that they had induced men to improve the

tone and manners of their feasting. The Greeks of

historic times not only contrasted themselves in this

respect with their semi-barbarous neighbours, but even

(as we shall see) estimated the comparative culture of

the Greek cities by this sensitive social test. From

this aspect, then, the Greeks of Homer and of Hesiod

occupy a very definite position. The appointments of

their feasts seem simple, but not unrefined. Each

guest generally had a small table to himself (a 106-12)

well cleansed with sponges, and a special supply of

bread. The washing of hands before eating was uni-

versal. With the exception of the large cup (Kprjrijp)

on the table, which was often embossed, and the work

of a famous artist, we hear of no plate, or other

valuables to ornament the tables. This neat simplicity,

however, does not correspond with the extraordinary

quantity and rudeness of the food, and the barbarous
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sameness in the victuals and their preparation. The

Achaean heroes seem always ready to join in a meal of

'

great roast joints, and they hardly ever meet on any

important occasion without forthwith proceeding to

such a repast. Nor do we see any refinement or

variety in either cooking or materials. We hear of no

vegetables except among the peculiar Lotos-eaters (ot r*

avdwov ei8ap thovviv, i 84), or of fish, except indeed that

the latter is mentioned by Menelaus * as the wretched

sustenance of his starving comrades when wind-bound

off the coast of Egypt ! Here is indeed a contrast to

the Attic banquet, where large joints were thought

coarse and Boeotian, while fish was the greatest and

the most expensive of luxuries.

Yet withal the primitive and primitively cooked
1 materials of the banquet, in themselves no better than

the ' mutton and damper
'

of the wild Australian

squatter, were accompanied by evidences of high re-

finement and culture. There was ruddy sweet wine,

mellowed by age, and esteemed for its bouquet as well

as its flavour 2
. And yet good as the Greeks thought

it, they tempered it with water, for bestial drunkenness

was in all ages an offence against Greek taste
;

it was

even by the immoral suitors considered fit for Centaurs,

and by later Greeks for Thracians : ctio-i/xa -n'wzivAsf
1^^

1 Cf. S 368, and Mr. Hayman's instructive note on the passage.
2 The eating of cheese, and general milch-speise, as the Germans call

it, which we find to be the habit of the Cyclopes in the ninth book of

the Odyssey, was evidently the habit of pastoral tribes, or of the lower

classes thus occupied. Still Ulysses and his companions seem to enjoy

it thoroughly, though they prefer meat diet.
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was an universal rule of society. There was also

present the reciting bard, who aided and was aided

by the generous wine in raising the emotions of the

guests to a warmer and loftier pitch, for he sang the

deeds of men of old renown, the ancestors and models

-of the warriors who sat before him at their tables.

This was truly the intellectual side of the Homeric
c
banquet, a foretaste of the Symposium of Plato. But

the Homeric Greeks were still far below that stage, when

intellectual conversation, in which all took part, was

considered essential to social enjoyment ;
for the most

f cultivated of the heroes, Ulysses, describes it as his

notion of the highest enjoyment (1 7) to sit in a row of

silent guests and listen to a bard singing, with ample
meat and drink upon the table. There were some-

times ladies present also, as we see in the case of Helen

and Arete at their respective courts, and the strong

intellect and high qualities of such ladies are plainly

seen in the leading part which they take in the

conversation.

The current news of the day seems generally to have

been the chief topic, whenever strangers were present,

and we can imagine the eagerness with which men

enquired concerning absent friends, when they had no

other means of hearing of their welfare. So much was

the want of regular communication felt, that wandering

beggars evidently attained an importance similar to

that of the beggars and also of the pedlars in Scott's

novels, who combine with the trade of selling goods
that of carrying news, and were even at times employed
as confidential messengers. These vagrants, in Homer's
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day, either carried or invented news, and obtained their

living in reward for it. Thus Ulysses, in this disguise,

asks his swineherd (f 118) what sort of man his lost

master was, perhaps he may have met him in his

wanderings. And the swineherd replies :
' Old man, no

wanderer could persuade his wife and son by bringing

them news, but vagrants in want of hospitality tell idle

lies, and will not stick to the truth. Whatever wan-

dering beggar comes to Ithaca, goes to my queen and

babbles idle tales, but she treats him kindly and asks

him every detail, and as she weeps the tears drop from

her eyelids, as it is with a woman when her husband is

lost abroad. And I suppose you too, old man, would

not be slow in making up a story.' In so similar a

state of society to that of old Scotland, I fancy that

the Phoenician traders may have corresponded some-

what to the pedlars, as the beggars were so analogous.

The Homeric beggars do not, however, seem to have

made so much money as those of Scotland and Ireland

in the last century.

The great courtesy and hospitality shown to strangers,

even of the lowest type, nevertheless appear to me
rather the remains of a more primitive state of things,

than the natural outburst of Homeric generosity, for

even in the ideal society depicted by the poets, there

are many passages where the close shrewdness and cal-

culating generosity of the Greek mind break out naively

enough through the curtain of nobler feeling which

only disguised them. I lay no stress on the absence of

that modern sentiment which values a gift as a keep-

sake, and will not part with it even for greater value.
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The Homeric heroes readily give away the gifts of

respected guest friends. But this was probably because

the absence of coined money had not made the broad

distinction now universally felt between the market

value and the sentimental value of a present. The

main Homeric personalties consisted of arms, cups,

and ornaments. These were obtained by barter, and

taken in payment, and so even the gifts of friends

were not considered in any different light from a mere

money present.

But in other points hospitality was, I think, decaying.

Though every chief was bound to receive a stranger,

and though the more noble of them did so readily, yet

there are hints of some compunctions in accepting hos-

pitality, and some merit claimed by the host for grant-

ing it. Mentor and Telemachus (y 343) rise up from

Nestor's feast, and intend to return to their ship, when

the old hero lays hold of them, and exclaims: 'Zeus

and the other immortals forbid that you should leave me
and go to your ships as if I were a man short of clothing,

or poor, who had no wrappers and rugs for himself and

his guests to sleep in comfortably.' And so when Tele-

machus arrives at Sparta, Menelaus' confidential servant

(depa-m-) asks: 'Tell me, shall we take round the

horses of these noble strangers, or send them on to some
one else, who may befriend them ?' But Menelaus an-

swers in great anger: 'You used not to be a fool
;
but

now you are talking silly nonsense, like a child : as if

we ourselves had not before reaching home enjoyed the

hospitality of many !

'
Both Nestor and Menelaus were

gentlemen of the old school ; so that when the question
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is raised, they hesitate not in their answer. But

another hero speaks out more naively :
' Of course you

must receive a stranger, when he comes
;
but who would

be so foolish as to invite a man of his own accord,

except it were a skilled artisan
' who of course would

more than repay his host by his services. -

We hear too that the presents generously bestowed

by the kings were recovered by them subsequently from

their people, and yet this homely arrangement seems

fairer and more satisfactory than the habit of

modern times, when people give their kings a large

income beforehand, in the vain expectation that they

will spend part of it at least in hospitality. The

Homeric Greeks were too shrewd and wide-awake a

people to sow where they did not reap, and the in-

crease of communication, and consequent frequency of

visitors, were sure to close quickly the open door, and

the unasked right of entry. The anxious precautions

of Ulysses on entering the house of Alcinous, so similar

to the acts of the exile Themistocles at the hearth of the

Molossian king, show that there was risk, even in peace,

for travellers
;
and it may be that the generous hos-

pitality of the nobler Homeric chiefs was even then

not the general rule, but the mark of a higher and more

refined nature. So we find the elder Miltiades, in

historical times, sitting at his open door in contrast to

the general selfishness of his neighbours. Homeric

politeness seems, then, in this respect also, a forerunner

of the later Greek courtesy, that it consisted rather in

X good taste and in tact than in reckless extravagance

or in self-denial for the sake of others. Thus we find
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Homeric men avoiding to press an unwilling guest

a piece of good taste unknown to many of our middle

classes
;
and evading all unpleasant subjects a piece of

tact requiring subtilty of mind and quickness of per-

ception. The mediaeval baron or the old Irish squire

would readily fight a duel for a friend from mere

politeness, they would not have comprehended the

points on which the Greeks laid stress.

Indeed no one can read the account of the games in

the Iliad (Book xxiii), or that of the courts of Alcinous

and of Menelaus in the Odyssey, without being greatly

struck with the gentleness and grace of the ideal life

^portrayed by the Homeric poets. The modern betting

man will be surprised to see the open and gentle-

manly way in which the races and other contests were

conducted. Of course there was a little jostling, and

some cheating, especially on the part of the gods who
befriended each competitor ;

but then we find a man's

word believed that he had no unfair intention a piece

of open dealing which would hardly answer among the

habitues of our race-courses. Above all, the conduct

of Achilles is marked throughout by the finest and

kindliest feeling ; indeed, in no other part of the poem
does he appear to nearly such advantage.
The court of Menelaus is a worthy counterpart to

this picture. No doubt this hero is always repre-

sented in a very favourable point of view, socially,

and Helen is acknowledged to have charms not only of

person, but of intellect, beyond all other women, so

that this court may be regarded as the poet's ideal of

refinement and politeness. But admitting this, we
E
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must also admit that the ideal is very high. There is

nothing inferior to the tone of society in our best

circles in this picture. The presence of Helen among
the company, her luxurious elegance, her quick tact

and ability all these features show how fully the

poets appreciated the influence of female society in

softening the rude manners of the pugnacious heroes.

So at the court of Alcinous we are especially in-

troduced to Queen Arete
(rj

66 sqq.) as a lady
honoured by her husband above the honour given to

other ladies by their husbands, and greeted with kindly
words by her people whenever she went out through
the city, 'for she was not wanting in good sense and

discretion, and acted as a peacemaker, allaying the

quarrels of men.'

We have thus been passing insensibly from the

Homeric hero's treatment of his fellows, to his treat-

ment of the ladies of his family. The* cases I have

already cited show- how high was the position of

married women in the royal houses. The charming

portrait of the Princess Nausicaa corresponds with it

perfectly and in all these ladies' habits we find the

greatest liberty of demeanour, and all absence of silly

jealousy on the part of their relatives. Arete, as we
have just seen, was in the habit of going, apparently
on foot 1

, through her city. Nausicaa thinks that if her

gossiping townsmen see her passing through the streets

with so handsome a stranger as Ulysses, they will at

once set him down as her intended husband, and cen-

sure her behind backs for despising all her Phseacian
1

oreixria' dvd darv.
t] 72.
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suitors. And when Ulysses has apparently forgotten

her, and she feels somewhat heart-sore about him, she

does not think it unmaidenly to lie in wait for him

where he cannot pass her, and gently cast up to him

that though now honoured and courted by all the nation,

yet to her he once owed his rescue from want and

hunger. These and many other passages show that

the Homeric ladies enjoyed a liberty unknown in good

"society at Athens, though perhaps allowed in other

parts of Greece
;
and it will be a question for special

discussion hereafter, why the Athenians, of all Greeks,

retrograded most from the higher attitude of the epic

age. More especially, the rape of Helen and the

seduction of Clytemnestra seem to imply a very free

intercourse among the sexes, even to admit of such

attempts being made. From this point of view

iEschylus felt with a true instinct the independent and

free attitude of a reigning queen when her husband

was from home. So Penelope entertains even wander-

ing strangers, and has long interviews with them, in

the hope of hearing of Ulysses, and there was nothing

unseemly in doing so. Sophocles, in his dialogues
between Clytemnestra and Electra 1

,
was misled by the

customs of his day, and did not feel the epic freedom

of women sufficiently. It is also important to note

that this liberty was not confined to the higher classes,

as might possibly be supposed, for a remarkable

simile- says :
' Why should we now revile one another,

like women who in sotne angry quarrel go into the

1
ayufiivTf fi\v, c* ioiicas, av orp&pu. Soph. Elect, v. 516.

2 T 251 : cf. a 27, in support of it.

E 2
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middle of the street and abuse each other with re-

proaches both true and false ?
' We shall find the same

license implied in many of the lyric poets.

But I do not feel at all sure whether the very mild

censure expressed against infidelity is to be regarded as

a trustworthy reflex of the morals of the times. No doubt

the painful facts which I have noticed above (p. 31) must

have blunted the moral sense of men on these delicate

relations. Though we now-a-days rate personal purity
so highly, that the loss of it by misfortune is hardly
less excused by society than its abandonment through

passion, yet in the Homeric times, when the compulsory

infidelity of a wife as a prisoner of war was openly

recognised, and in no way reprehended, this callous

attitude may have reflected its influence upon cases of

voluntary sin, and so they came to be regarded less

heinous than they should have been. All this is pos-

sible, and may be allowed, I think, some weight. So
also the open concubinage allowed to married men
often afforded a plea for retaliation, and a justification

in the case of crime.

But yet, after all these allowances, I think we must

still attribute the most important reason for the ap-

parent leniency with which the adultery of princesses
is regarded to the poet's own social position, and to

the audience before whom he sang. Doubtless noble

ladies were present at his songs; he owed to their

favour many precious gifts, and perhaps a comfortable

retreat in the precincts of the palace. It was necessary
then to treat them, as he does the kings, with peculiar

leniency, and to set down their delinquencies to the
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special temptations of the gods, rather than their own

wickedness.

It was, I think, for this part of his audience that

the poet inserted the list of celebrated ladies whom

Ulysses met in the lower regions. I hardly think the

male part of the audience felt sufficient interest in

them. If they did, it would be an additional proof of

the prominence of noble ladies in their society, and of

the celebrity which a lady of exceptional beauty and

rank might attain. There can be no doubt that this

passage was very similar to the fuller catalogue of female

worthies known as the 'Houu and ascribed to Hesiod.

Despite of all that the advocates of Homeric

morals may say, there is nowhere throughout the

poems a really strong reprobation of Helen's adultery,

even in her own mind. She is never spoken of as

disgraced in the eyes of men, she is never regarded

as a castaway, or unfit to return to her position in

Menelaus' palace. If she had not caused bloodshed

and misery by the Trojan war, I see little reason to

think that her crime would have been regarded much
more seriously than that of Aphrodite in the lay of

Demodocus.

The treatment of Clytemnestra is, I think, equally

lenient, if we consider her more violent character, and

that she added the crime of murder to her adultery

(y 263 sqq.). She is specially said to have been of a

good disposition, and to have stood firm as long as the

old bard whom Agamemnon had left in charge of her

was there to advise her. The shade of Agamemnon of

course (in X) speaks more sharply; but the advice put
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into his mouth shows how strong was the influence and

intimate the relation of married women as regards

their husbands: 'Take care not to speak your whole

mind to your wife, but keep back something
' an

advice which is sometimes given in the present day by

people who pretend to be practical men, and who have

never heard of Agamemnon. Noble ladies then came

strictly within the limits of the exclusive caste, they
were treated with courtesy, and even too great leniency,

and occupied a very important position in aristocratic

society.

The very same remark will hold good of the ser-

vants attached to noble houses. They were often, as

we are told, children of good birth, brought up with

the children of the family, after they had been bought
from the vagrant pirates who had kidnapped them. In

fact, there appears to have been no traffic such as after-

wards existed, which brought slaves of inferior races,

usually Thracians and Syrians, into Greek ports. There

was, in Homer's day, no feeling of shame at enslaving

other Greeks
; nor, indeed, had the Greeks separated

themselves in idea from other nations under the title

-of Hellenes. So the slave was, or at least might be,

socially his master's equal ;
and I think the bards

take pains to tell us that those who distinguished
themselves by fidelity to their masters, were, after all,

of no common origin (like the wretched day-labourers
who worked for hire), but were really, though lowered

by misfortune, members of the same caste society of

which I am now speaking.

These confidential servants were, perhaps, excep-
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tions; for we find the faithlessness of the mass of

Ulysses' household coupled (p 319) with the general

reflection 'that Zeus takes away half a man's virtue

in the day that slavery comes upon him.' If we wish,

however, to see the good side of the matter, we need

only read what is told of Euryclea, and of Eumaeus

the swineherd, to see how thoroughly they belonged

to the family, and felt with it against the lower domes-

tics. Eumaeus tells the disguised Ulysses the history

of his life, and of his intimate relations to Laertes and

Anticlea. He speaks with gratitude of the comfort-

able position which he holds, but nothing can com-

pensate for the exile in which his circumstances have

placed him. He longs to see his old patrons, to talk

with them, be entertained by them, and to carry back

to his country home some token of their affection

in the shape of a present
1
. Euryclea, who plays a lead-

ing part through the poem, is clearly one of the main-

stays of the house, and so self-devoted in her conduct

that we feel hurt with Ulysses as we do nowhere else

in the whole poem, when he threatens her, should

she be wanting in discretion (r 487)
2

. Such slaves

1 Not a keepsake, as I have already explained.
2 There is a curious combination of harshness and of high feeling in

this passage, which is one of the finest in either poem. The old nurse,

recognising him suddenly by his scar, lets everything fall, and the bath

pours over the floor. Overcome by a burst of mingled joy and grief,

she cries out and looks round to Penelope, whose eyes are darkened,

and her mind distracted by Athene that she may not perceive it. Ulysses

seizes her by the throat, and whispers vehemently :
'

Nurse, why will

you destroy me you that nursed me at your breast now that I am
come home a wayworn sufferer after twenty years? But since god has
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differed in social standing but little from the free

attendants (6rpr;pot Oepairovres), who held a very honour-

able position in the retinue of the chiefs, just as well-

bred gentlemen and men of respectability are even

now not ashamed to perform menial duties at the

courts of kings and governors.

Even the animals, such as horses and dogs, which

were attached to the Homeric chief, enjoyed their

privileges accordingly. The horses of Achilles, with

their human sympathies and with their human voice,

remind us of Balaam's ass, and the intimate relations

which she had with the prophet. Indeed, throughout

the whole Iliad, the poets seem to be full of sympathy
with the energy and fire of the war-horses. In the

Odyssey the dog Argus takes the place of the horses

of Achilles. The island was rugged, as Telemachus

says to Menelaus, when he offered him a chariot and

pair as a present, and chariot-driving was conse-

quently not in fashion. But the dogs, chosen for both

speed and scent, the faithful companions of the young
men in hunting, must have been as highly esteemed

as they are now, and they must have attained, through

allowed you to recognise me, silence ! and let no one in the house know

it, (for if you do) I solemnly declare that I shall not spare you, though

you are my nurse, when I am putting to death the other women-servants in

my house.' And she answers :
'

Child, how could you say such a thing ?

you know how staunch is my resolve, and that I shall keep the secret,

like some hard stone or mass of iron. But when the day of vengeance

comes, I can tell you who are the women who are dishonouring your

house.' He answers :
'

Nurse, why should you tell of them ? 'tis not

your business, I shall find them out for myself. Keep you silent, and

leave it to the gods.'
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constant intercourse with human society, that intel-

ligence which now makes certain breeds so interesting.

The wonderful picture of the old broken-down hound

recognising his master after twenty years, and dying of

joy on the dunghill, where he lay helpless with age and

neglect this affecting trait could never have been

drawn except by men who themselves knew and loved

dogs, and appreciated their intelligence.

I can show even more cogent proof in a phrase not

observed by the commentators. When Telemachus

Q3 11) sets out, in full state, for the public assembly in

Ithaca, where he is to appear for the first time, and declare

his wrongs, the poet describes him as proceeding
' not

alone, for two sharp-toothed dogs accompanied him.' It

is quite true that to us a dog is a real companion, and

we hardly feel ourselves alone if the trusty comrade of

our sports is with us, but still even we should hardly

say :
' I met such an one walking yesterday. He was

not alone, for he had his dog with him.' So the wild

beasts of Circe are compared (k 216) to 'the dogs
that fawn about a chief coming from his dinner

[it

appears they were not allowed into the house], for he

never forgets to bring them morsels that delight them.'

Notwithstanding, there is a passage which describes

the dogs of the swineherd Eumseus in exactly the

terms in which our sporting men describe the fierce

dogs of the same coast and country which they meet

when shooting. The Epirot shepherds will not call

them off; they are very savage, and if strangers kill

them all the country rises up in arms. Eumseus, when

the dogs rush out at the ragged Ulysses, is obliged to run
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out and pelt them with stones to drive them off, and

tells his guest that had he not been there himself the

stranger would have been roughly treated. This is the

low side of the Homeric dogs. The highest side is the

passage where they, by their instinct, recognise Athene

as present, and cower in fear, while their masters are

unconscious of her presence (it 162), again reminding
us strongly of the story of Balaam's ass.

This sympathy for the lower animals reaches even

farther. The monster Polyphemus, who had no dogs,

and who neither feared god nor regarded man, shows

no trace of friendliness, or of any humane feeling,

except in his pathetic address to his ram, who had

been detained last by Ulysses, instead of leading out

the flock from the cave of the Cyclops as usual. The

blinded savage pours out his griefs to the animal, which

he thinks affected by his master's misfortune, and

longs that the ram had a voice to tell him the hiding-

place of the miscreants who had deprived him of his

sight. We shall meet again this sympathy, with dogs

at least, in later Greek history.

What consideration those received who lived apart

from the reigning caste, or made themselves obnox-

ious to it, appears painfully enough in the Homeric

poems and in Hesiod. If we consider the punishment
of his rebellious household by Ulysses, or the fate

threatened to Irus by the suitors
1
if he declines to fight

1 a 83. They threaten to send him in a ship to king Echetus, the

general mutilator of men (pporuiv SrjXrjfiova iravTwv), who will cut off

his nose and ears and other extremities. This personage is twice again

mentioned with the same epithet, and in similar connection. We have
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with Ulysses, we see what treatment rebellion or

disobedience met at their hands. The Greeks were

always a passionate people, and wreaked fierce ven-

geance to satisfy their wrath. So Achilles keeps in-

sulting the dead body of his foe, and even queens desire

to eat the raw flesh of their enemies, nor did men

abstain altogether from mutilation of the living.

But the utterance of Achilles in the nether world

is still more remarkable on the position of the poor,

who were unattached to the houses of the great.
' Talk

not to me,' says the hero,
' of honours among the

dead
;

I would rather be a hired servant on earth, and

that to a poor man, than rule as a king among the

shades.' In other words, I had rather choose the

most wretched existence conceivable on earth than rule

beneath 1
. Accordingly the hired servants (Orfrcs) of

poor farmers are selected for this distinction. Is not

this hint thoroughly borne out by the state of things

we meet in Hesiod ? If the poor-farmer class,

though personally free, had such a hard life as he des-

cribes, how wretched must have been the hired servant,

no farther information as to his intention, or why this brutality was

tolerated.

1
A. 4S9, &ov\oi{a]v *c" hrapovpos co-t &rjTfx>ifjiey aAAa-

dyfipi rap dxXqpai, a> fir) /Sj'otos wokis (vq,

tf racriv yexitaoi KaTa<pOtfuvotffiy avaootiv.

It is worth while to suggest as a parallel picture the ywij x*/"^'*

akrftris of M 433, who, by toiling night and day, earns an at'ucta /uaOov,

miserable wages, wherewith to feed her starving orphans. She is de-

scribed just as we should describe the most oppressed sempstress,

striving to rival with wom-out fingers the machine which she has no
' means to buy.
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whom the poet recommends his hearers to turn out

as soon as the press of farm work was over 1
. There

must, then, have been an abundance of such servants,

since they could be again procured at pleasure, and we
can conceive how miserable must have been their pay
and lodging on Hesiod's farm.

But the poet Hesiod himself had no enviable days.
And of all his griefs, undoubtedly the foremost was a

patent fact seldom alluded to by the polite Homeric
bards 2 the gross injustice of the chiefs in deciding

lawsuits, and their readiness to devour bribes. The
fable he adduces ("Epy. 184) implies plainly enough that

they felt a supreme contempt for the lower classes and

their feelings ; they openly proclaimed the law of

might, and ridiculed the lamentations of the ill-used

and injured husbandman. The repeated reminder to

the people of Ithaca that Ulysses had not thus treated

them, but had been considerate to them as a father,

almost implies that he was exceptional in his justice.

And indeed what could we expect from a society
which regarded the Pallas Athene of the Iliad and

1 I adopt Grote's rendering of the words 6rJTa cloikov iroaiadai in

preference to that of Gottling and others.
2 There is only one definite allusion, that in II 384, where the onset

of Hector is compared to the dreadful torrents sent in late autumn by
Zeus to punish the men who by sheer might decide crookedly in the

agora and banish justice, not reverencing the gods. The very phrases
used are so thoroughly Hesiodic as to suggest to sceptics the rejection
of the passage from the Iliad. I can see no reason for doing so, especially
as the allusion is perfectly general, and could not be taken by any noble

hearer as a personal reflection. But as heavy autumn rains were an

ordinary phenomenon, so I believe the crime which they punished to

have been ordinary also.
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Odyssey as its ideal of intellect and virtue ? But

in Homer we see only the good side (if we except the

Ithacan suitors, who are described as quite exceptional) ;

in Hesiod we are shown only the bad side. The

wretched farmer looked on the whole class of aristo-
'

crats as unjust and violent men, that cared not at all

about his rights and his interests.

Perhaps if we strike an average or balance, we shall

obtain a fair view of the real state of things in these

old days. Possibly the aristocrats who managed the

states after the abolition of monarchy in Bceotia

were worse than the single kings ;
for we know now-a-

days that boards and parliaments have neither con-

science nor human feeling, so that they commit

injustices almost impossible to individuals, and more-

over they are deaf to the appeal that touches a single

heart. But it is surely a certain proof of the antiquity

of Hesiod's poems, and perhaps the most hopeless

feature in his difficulties, that there seems no redress

possible for the injustice of the nobles, except the inter-

ference of the gods whose duty it is to punish wrong

among men 1
. The poet insists that the gods do see

1 So again in Horn (A 142 and ir 384 sq.) and Hes. 'Epy. 260, the

people have to suffer en masse for the kings' crimes ; this is recognised

far more bluntly by the kings in recovering gifts and extravagances from

their people (cf. Ameis on 81). The principle of the people paying for

the waste of kings was exemplified even in English history not very

long ago ; and as to people suffering for their rulers, it not only appears
in later Greek authors, such as Pindar, Pyth. xii. 12, but (of course) in

Oriental nations such as the Jews, where plagues are openly sent on

David's people because he chose to number them (2 Sam. 24V This

is perhaps the most explicit example to be found in early history.
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these things, and that they will interfere
;
but this very

insisting, coupled with the desponding tone of the

whole book, lets us see plainly what was the general

feeling of the lower classes. For as to obtaining help

from public opinion of any sort, even from the yaKem]

brnxov (frrjixis ( 239) of Homer, or the grumbling in

the ayopa to which Telemachus appeals there is no

trace of it. The earnest and deeply outraged husband-

man never dreams of a revolution, of calling the

assembly to declare its anger, or even of enlisting some

of the chiefs against the rest. It speaks well for the

sterner and sounder qualities of the Boeotian farmers

that such circumstances did not induce despair, but

rather a stern resolve to avoid the wicked judgment-
seats of the aristocrats, above all things to keep clear

of litigation, and to seek the comforts of hard-earned

bread and of intelligent husbandry. This, then, is the

isolated position of the works of Hesiod the poet of

-the Helots of which I have spoken already.

And yet in the moral parts of his writings the

Greeks of later ages found much that was attractive.

-The 'Works and Days' became even an ordinary

handbook of education. This fact will not surprise

us, when we consider that in one broad feature the

moral lessons of Hesiod run parallel with the pictures

of Homer, in this the exponent of the most permanent
features in Greek character I mean that combination

of religion and shrewdness, that combination of the

honestum and the utile
1

, which, though it often jars

1 I have perhaps spoken too favourably of Hesiod's ethics in the text,

seeing that an appeal to pure justice only takes its place in regard of
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upon us, yet saved the Greeks, one and all, from

sentimentality, from bombast, and from hypocrisy.

The king Ulysses and the farmer Hesiod have the

same respect for the gods, and the same '

eye to

business/ the same good nature and the same selfish-

ness, the same honour and the same meanness. Per-

haps the king was laxer in his notions of truth than

the husbandman
; just as the Cavalier thought less of

lying than the Roundhead. But perhaps this arose

from his greater proximity to the gods of the epic

poets, who had no difficulty at all in practising

falsehood.

In another point, however, the king, owing to his

manifold pursuits and interests, escaped a grave danger.
No ambition whatever lay open to Hesiod and his

fellows, save the making of money, and laying up
stores of wealth, as he says (686), xPWaTa yap i^uxh

-e'Aerai detAoitrt j3poioiGi\ In those depraved days,

when a verdict could be bought under any circum-

stances from the b&pocpdyoi /3ao-iA.?)ej, money was power,
even to a greater extent than in more civilised

conditions. Hence the natural tendency among the

the high-handed violence of the nobles. In all the rest of his book,
and especially throughout his ethical maxims, the utile, the vXtiarrj

Xapi* as he calls it, is the only sanction applied to actions. This cannot

be asserted of Homer, or even of Theognis in later days. There are

some good remarks on this subject in Steitz' Hesiod.
1 When I speak of money I do not prejudge the question whether

coined money was in use in Hesiod's day. Probably not ; but the

precious metals in their rude state, or worked into cups, answered the

purpose equally well. Men had got beyond the stage of counting their

-wealth exclusively by sheep and oxen, and by changes of raiment.
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lower classes must have been to postpone everything
to the amassing of wealth nay, rather, there was

no other occupation open to them. So we find

that both Tyrtaeus and Solon, early poets and politi-

cal reformers, set down ^tAoxp^artrj as the real cause

of the disorders in their respective states *. The

same tendency is plain enough in king Ulysses, and

shows itself even ludicrously in the midst of the

deepest melancholy and the greatest danger ; as, for

example, when he finds himself cast upon a desolate

shore and abandoned (v 215), and when he sees

Penelope drawing gifts from the suitors : but his

lofty and varied sphere of action forces it back into

a subordinate place. Yet I would have the reader

note this feature carefully, as we shall meet it again

in many forms throughout later Greek society.

There is another point on which Hesiod is vastly

inferior in social attitude to Homer; I mean in his

estimate of women. But the plain-spoken bard was

not singing at courts, where queens sat by and longed

to hear of worthies of their own sex; nor did he

contemplate the important duties of the house-mother

in the absence of her husband in wars and on the

service of his state. Hence it was that ^schylus,

though living in a democracy where women fared badly

enough, yet found and felt in the epic poets such

characters as his Clytemnestra, a reigning queen,

1 So Theognis bitterly exclaims (v. 699),
' the mass of men know but

one virtue to be rich :'

ir\r)6ti 8' avOpumcuv aperr] fxia yivtrai 776c

irXovTtlv.
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invested with full powers in the king's absence free

to discuss public affairs, to receive embassies, and act

as her judgment directed her. All these things were

foreign to Hesiod's attitude; yet surely it is strange

that in describing farm life and farm duties, he should

not have thought more of the important duties of the

housewife duties which throughout all Greek and

Roman history raised the position of the country-

woman above that of the towns-woman, whose duties

were less important, and whom the jealousy of city

life compelled to live in fear and darkness 1
. Yet

the first allusion in the 'Works and Days' is rude

enough :
' You must start with a house, a wife, and an

ox to plough, and have your farming implements ready
in the houseV There is, I believe, no farther notice

of the woman till the short advice concerning marriage ;

and here too nothing is stranger than the brevity with

which the subject is noticed, and the total silence con-

cerning the all-important duties which even Homer's

princesses performed, and which were certainly in the

hands of the women of Hesiod's acquaintance. We
might almost imagine that some sour Attic editor

had expunged the advice which Hesiod owes us on

the point, and had justified himself with the famous

apophthegm of Pericles (or rather of Thucydides), that
' that woman is best who is least spoken of among men,
either for good or for evil.' Hesiod implies, indeed,

1
tWtafiivov feSoucbs teal okotuvov tfjv is Plato's expression.

* Of course Aristotle's authority is decisive for the meaning of the

verse (375), oticav phr xpamara, yuvaiKa re, (3ovy t* dporrjpa, as well as for

the spuriousness of the false commentary added in the next line.

F
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that a man may know something of the young women
in the neighbourhood, and this supposes some freedom

of intercourse; yet he seems to consider the worst

feature of a bad wife her desire to sit at meals with

her husband, an opinion which in his age, and his

plain and poor society, seems very harsh indeed 1
.

However, then, I may be accused of having drawn

Homeric society in darker colours than it deserves,

though I have given authority for every charge, yet on

the Hesiodic society all intelligent students of the
' Works and Days

'
are pretty well agreed. It pictures

a hopeless and miserable existence, in which care,

and the despair of better things, tended to make

men hard and selfish, and to blot out those fairer

-features which cannot be denied to the courts and

palaces of the Iliad and Odyssey. So great, indeed,

is the contrast, that most critics have assumed a

change of things between the states described in

Homer and in Hesiod
; they have imagined that the

gaiety and splendour of the epic bard could not have

coexisted with the sorrows and the meanness of the

moral teacher. But both tradition and internal evi-

dence should convince us that these poems, if not

strictly contemporaneous, are yet proximate enough
in date to be considered socially pictures of the

same times, differing, as I have explained, in the

attitude of the poets, but not in the men and the man-

1 I am not satisfied with the epithet Znwo\L\ov (649), nor with the

rendering of the old Commentators, and think some corruption must

have crept into the text, though the MSS. do not vary except in the ter-

mination, and the editors seem satisfied.
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ners which gave them birth'. If so, Hesiod has told us

what the poor man thought and felt, while the Homeric

poet pictured how kings and ladies ought, in his opinion,

to have lived and loved. And with all the contrasts,

I think we can see conclusively that the fundamental

features were the same, and that they were the legiti-

mate seed from which sprang the Greeks of historic

times.

I may add, in conclusion, that this great contrast

between the fair exterior and the misery and injustice

within, though it has been now put very strongly in

the case of the Greeks, was not peculiar to them, but

has probably existed in all history where a favoured

caste has ruled in its own interest, and to the exclusion

of the general mass of the people. It was so in ancient

Egypt, it was so in ancient India indeed, in India

at all times, and it was so in mediaeval Europe.
But in most of these cases the stronger classes write

their own history and chant their own praises, whilst

the wrongs and troubles of the poor transpire but

rarely and by accident. So, the miseries of the old

1 The usual theory makes the authors of the Iliad and Odyssey
Asiatic Greeks, living among the Ionians, though of iEolian extraction.

If this were so, the contrasts of Asiatic luxury and Greek poverty might
be brought in to explain the striking differences between the two poets.

For we know that the Asiatic Greeks attained to wealth and luxury long

before their brethren in Greece. Mr. Gladstone, however, in the Con-

temporary Review for June 1874, contends earnestly that Homer com-

posed his poems in Greece. If we adopt this theory, the remarks in the

text will be even more pointed, and the contrast more remarkable, be-

tween the refinement of the upper classes and the rudeness of the lower,

in immediate contact throughout the same, or adjoining, districts.

F 2
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Egyptian poor have chanced to be transmitted to us

by the boasts of reckless kings, who so loved their own

glory, and to magnify their own deeds, that they con-

fessed the ruthless waste of human life with which they

completed their eternal monuments. And again, a

letter of a scribe has reached us, calling on a friend

to embrace a* literary life, and contrasting the poverty
and the oppression under which the farming class

suffered, with the comforts of his own calling. These

chance pieces of evidence lay open to us great social

sores, great sorrows of humanity covered with a surface

of unjust and heartless splendour. Can we imagine
that in the Middle Ages, in the days of troubadours

and tournaments, of moated castles and rich abbeys,

when the rude baron and the wily abbot divided the

spoil that then the lower strata of society fared in

proportion, and that we could fairly consider them

as sharing the splendour and the refinement of the

old romances and ballads? I need not speak of per-

secuted races like the Jews, who were so barbarously

treated that injustice towards them lost its very

meaning to their oppressors, who have vaunted their

own thefts and rapine and murder as the execution

of Divine commands, and the spreading of the gospel

of mercy through the world. But even in the case of the

poor and the unprotected, the orphan and the widow,
the sick and the destitute, it is but too certain that all

the earth was full of violence
;
and that hearts were

broken and honour trampled in the dust with little

compassion, when no law was found to punish trans-

gression.
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Feudal times may be brilliant, they may produce
both sentiment and heroism in the baron

;
to the many

they are days of turmoil and misery, of uncertain and

scanty comfort, of certain oppression and wrong.

What are the social pictures drawn of these times in

the novels of Sir Walter Scott books which contain

more and truer history than most of the dry annals

professing to be history ? Consider Ivanfwe, or Quentin

Durward, or the Fair Maid of Perth, are they not all

darkened with the cry of the poor for justice and mercy,
while the rich and powerful are made to suffer by the

novelist the punishments which they escaped in real

life ? These things should moderate our contempt for

the Homeric Greeks, even though we have stripped off

the husk, and shown the bitterness of the fruit within.

They were unjust and cruel and coarse below the

surface; but so were our ancestors, ay, within a century
of to-day. After all it is the democratic spirit vulgar,

unsentimental, litigious spirit that it is which first

overthrew this feudalism in the world
;
and in ancient

Greece, in Rome, and in the Europe of to-day, has

redressed social grievances, forbidden injustice, and

punished violence and wrong.



CHAPTER IV.

THE GREEKS OF THE LYRIC AGE.

When we pass the gap that separates Homeric from

historical Greece we find ourselves in presence of a

very different type of literary men. The tooth of time

has eaten their works into fragments. We can find

no continuous picture, no complete sketch of life, in

these scanty remnants
;
but still there is a something

in the briefest of them that speaks to us with a

different tone from that of the smooth and courtly

rhapsodists. The lyric poets had lost interest in old

kings and bygone glories ; they wrote about the pre-

sent, they told about themselves, they spoke out the

plain truth. We can see in the earliest of them, such

as Archilochus, a clear reaction against the perpetual

singing of antique glory, and the false palliation of

heroic crimes. ' Had not the poet himself told us,' says an

old writer 1

,
'we should never have known that he was

the son of a slave, and that he was driven from his

country (Paros) by poverty and want, to Thasos, where

he became very unpopular ;
nor should we have known

that he abused friends and foes alike, nor that he was

1
Critias, quoted by .Lilian, in Bergk, Fragg. Lyric. Grac. p. 724,

from which I quote throughout.
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an adulterer, except from his own words, nor that he

was sensual and insolent, nor, worst of all, that he

threw away his shield. Archilochus, therefore, was no

good witness against himself.'

And yet this poet was unanimously placed by the

Greeks next to Homer in popularity. We are, there-

fore, no longer in the presence of Greek Spensers and

Miltons, who forgot themselves and their age to

sing about gods and heroes, but in the presence of

a Greek Byron, who not only applied his transcendent

genius to satirise the men and the social laws of his

own time, but who flaunted before the world the worst

passages of an evil life, and, as a fanfaron de vices,

gloried in violating the holiest obligations which re-

strain ordinary men in every civilised community.
The same outspokenness, though it did not reach the

same extremes, marks the fragments of Alcaeus, of

Sappho, of Theognis, and of Solon. They stand totally

apart in spirit from the old rhapsodists, and in contact

with the moderns. They were strict realists in their

art, not approaching the ideal save in the hymns they

composed for the public worship of the gods.

The self-assertion of cowardice in so many of these

poets is a feature well worth noticing more particularly.

Not only have we the evidence just quoted about

Archilochus, but Herodotus (v. 95), and afterwards

Strabo (xiii. 600), tell us a similar story of Alcaeus,

who actually wrote a poem to a friend, and published

it, detailing how he had thrown away his shield in bat-

tle, and how the Athenians, with whom he had fought,

had hung it up as a trophy in Sigeum. We are not
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surprised, when such statements were made by turbulent

and warlike poets, to find allusions in the fragments
of Anacreon which seem to point to some similar

story [frags. 29, 30). I argued above (p. 21) that the

Greeks were not a courageous nation, in the sense

now accepted, and I think these additional pieces

of evidence, from a later age, corroborate what I

have said. The attitude of Pindar towards war is

quite similar to that of other Greek poets. His style

and subject-matter do not admit of confessions like

those of Archilochus and Alcaeus. He says [frag. 74)

that only the inexperienced love war; a sentiment

likely enough to be strongly felt in the days of the

disastrous, though glorious, Persian invasion, just as

we often heard it expressed by German soldiers and

officers after the late war in France. But still it is

evidence of a feeling in Pindar different from, and

more modern than, the valour of the knight-errant and

the crusader.

Plato, in his Laws (Jowett, iv, p. 227) has a very Greek

theory to account for the decay of valour in modern

times, as compared with the valour of the ideal Homeric

hero and the old Spartan citizen. He notices that

the Athenians were subject to Minos, and obliged to

pay him a tribute of human lives, because he possessed

a naval power, and they did not. ' Better for them,'

he adds,
' to have lost many times over the seven youths,

than that heavy-armed and stationary troops should

have been turned into sailors, and accustomed to leap

quickly on shore, and again to hurry back to their

ships' ;
or should have fancied that there was no
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disgrace in not awaiting the attack of an enemy and

dying boldly ;
and that there were good reasons, and

many of them, for a man throwing away his arms, and

betaking himself to flight, which is affirmed upon
occasion not to be dishonourable. This is the lan-

guage of naval warfare, and is anything but worthy
of extraordinary praise. For we should not teach bad

habits, least of all to the best part of the citizens.

You may learn the evil of such a practice from Homer,

by whom Odysseus is introduced, rebuking Agamem-
non, because he desires to draw down the ships to the

sea at a time when the Achaeans are hard pressed.
'

For,' says he,
' the Achaeans will not maintain the

battle, when the ships are drawn into the sea, but they
will look behind and cease from strife.' You see

that he quite knew triremes on the sea, in the neigh-
bourhood of fighting men, to be an evil

;
lions might be

trained in that way to fly from a herd of deer. More-

over, naval powers, which owe their safety to ships, do

not honour that sort of warlike excellence which is most

deserving of honour. For he who owes his safety to the

pilot, and the captain, and the oarsman, and all sorts

of rather good-for-nothing persons, cannot rightly give
honour to whom honour is due.

Plato has not the smallest notion of real sailor

courage, such as we have inherited from the Norsemen,
he does not know that such courage may be higher than

the courage of any landsman, for he has before him the

wretched coasting and plundering sea warfare of the

Greeks. His evidence, however, on the small valour

of the Greek marine is most valuable.
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But to return : there are ample historical reasons to

account for the blunt realism of the lyric poets. The

main interests of the Hellenic nation," after the wars and

adventures occasioned by their colonising epoch had

passed away, were centred not on foreign affairs, or ex-

ternal wars, but on the internal conflicts of their cities.

The great social struggle between the higher and lower

classes had commenced, and so the aristocracy became

naturally separated in most of the cities into a close

faction, with common interests and common principles

of action. The early lyric poets, as a class, were mem-
bers of this society, and spoke as equals to intimate

equals, not as paid inferiors to please their employers,

till the epoch of the tyrants came, when a few of the

later lyrists fell back socially into a position somewhat

analogous to the rhapsodists. Since these things are

so, the scanty and dislocated lyric fragments are worth

far more, historically, than the more consecutive but

more imaginary pictures of the epic poems. They
disclose to us a society of men of like passions with

the later Greeks, but more reckless and violent, inas-

much as men whose old privileges are for the first time

attacked are more bitter than those who have become

accustomed to this ungrateful reform.

When Thucydides tells us that the moral depravity

so graphically described in his third book came in with

the civil war, it is surprising that this assertion has

been adopted by historians without large qualifications.

It may possibly be true that democracies, being more

thoroughly organised and firmer in their claims, began

to develope these vices more manifestly at this time,
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but it is plainly false to say that the Greek aristocrats

did not openly act on all the principles indicated by

Thucydides long before his day. As I have already

shown, even Homer's Gods and Hesiod's Iron Age
possess all these disagreeable features. Were we to

seek an historical illustration of the same thing, it would

rather be found in the poems of Theognis and of Al-

caeus than in any other portion of Greek literature.

But we must look more to Hesiod than to Homer for

the antecedents of the moral darkness of lyric Greece.

We now see, not the oppressed farmer suffering from in-

justice and violence, yet still in awe of the divine right

of his princes, but these very hu>po<frayoi fiaaiATJes quarrel-

ling, as we might expect, over their ill-used privileges,

and over the booty they had plundered from their

people. Greek history, too, makes it plain that the lower

classes did not awake spontaneously to their rights,

and put forth one of themselves to vindicate and lead

them
;
but that the noble who failed in the struggle

with his brother aristocrats this was he who taught the

877/xoy their rights, and . offered to lead them against

their former oppressors. The Hesiodic boor was thus

awakened to his claims, and entered into the conflict

with the vigour of his race. But of course he was

duped by his leader, who only wanted him as a tool,

not as a friend, and who reduced both his former

equals and his former supporters to one level, as soon

as he was able to establish his tyranny.
Thus there arose a certain phase of Greek society,

called the age of the Tyrants, which has hardly received

fair treatment at the hands of historians. Politically,
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indeed, as regards the development of written laws,

and the habits of public debate, it must be regarded as

an epoch of stagnation, or of retrogression in Greece
;
but

socially and aesthetically, nay even morally, in spite of the

vices of many Greek despots, I hold it to have been not

only an age of progress in Greece, but even a necessary

prelude to the higher life which was to follow. For if

we regard carefully the attitude of Hesiod, Theognis,

Alcseus, and other such poets, we shall find that in the

aristocratic stage, in which the proper history of Greece

opens, the degradation of the lower classes and the un-

disguised violence of the nobles made all approach to

a proper constitution impossible. The Boeotian farmer

thought that he must suffer for the sins of his princes,

and never thought it possible that he should reject the

responsibility. He regarded this Jove-sprung pestilence

a sort of iron necessity that brought him unavoidable

suffering. In like manner the aristocrats could never

endure to see the men who lived like wild beasts in

skins, and were timid as deer 1
, claiming privileges, and

discussing rights with their noble selves. ' Between us

and you there is a great gulf fixed
'

this was the watch-

word of their policy. And so the nobles in Athens,

in Megara, in Lesbos, and probably in Sparta, quarrelled

among themselves with great violence, but never

thought for one moment of bettering the condition

of the brj/xos.

When the tyrants arose, they forced these widely

separated classes into the same subjection. There is

ample evidence that they systematically raised the

1 I quote this from Theognis, v. 55.
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common people, and lowered the nobles. There is

equally ample evidence that they enforced order, and

in some cases put down with a strong hand open

immorality \ so that cities that had been racked with

revolution and -violence for generations, first came to

feel the blessings of a strong government, and the

benefits of a peace to which they had been total

strangers. This gave them time to develope commerce

and to cultivate art the latter specially encouraged by

CL the tyrants as a class. I hold, then, that Greece, when

the tyrants passed away, was in a condition vastly

superior to its aristocratic age in fact, in a condition

fit to develope political life. This would have been

impossible but for the fusion of classes and the de-

velopment of culture enforced by the tyrants.

One memorable example will suffice by way of

illustration. What was the state of Athens when

Solon arose ? It had been torn by factions for years,

the country was languishing, men were weary of

turmoil and confusion, when this great genius was

entrusted with the regulation of public affairs. He
tells us plainly enough in extant poems that he en-

deavoured to lay down a fair constitution, raising the

lower classes gradually, curbing the violence of the

nobles, tempering all the extremes into a great whole

1 This is certain from the evidence we have in the fragments of

Theopompus {ct.frag. 252) about the tyrants of Mitylene. Curtius has

an ingenious theory that the tyrants were the evidence of a mercantile

Ionic reaction against the aristocratic Doric ascendancy brought about

by the greatness of Sparta. This theory, if proved, does not contradict

what is said in the text, but concerns the political side of a question,

which I am regarding from a social point of view.
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- in which all should have an interest. Here, then, was

a fair and just constitution offered to a state in the

pre-despotic stage. What was the result ? In spite of

all his' efforts, in spite of his self-imposed absence, and

the oath taken to avoid changes, the aristocrats could

not be restrained. They openly ridiculed Solon, as he

tells us, for not grasping the tyranny, in fact they could

not conceive his declining to do so
;
and even the

lower classes seem not to have understood his great

benefits, for the noble legislator complains, in language
which still touches us across a great gulf of centuries,

how he stands alone without friend or support in the

state x
.

It is to be observed, farther, that the lessons which he

taught, and the ideas which he strove to instil into the

Athenian mind, were no obscure metaphysics, no lofty

1 The ridicule of his aristocratic friends is told us in quotations from

Solon's own poems by Plutarch in chap. xvi. of his precious life of

Solon. ' But his intimates more particularly depreciated him, because

he thought ill of monarchy on account of its name, as if it did not forth-

with become a kingship [instead of a tyranny?] by the merit of the

holder, and as they had the precedents of Tynnondas in Eubcea and

Pittacus in Mitylene. None of these things made Solon to swerve from

his policy, but he said to his friends that a tyranny was a fair position

with no escape from it. . . .' He has thus described the ridicule of those

who derided him for avoiding the tyranny :
' Solon is no man of sound

sense or counsel, for when God gave him a fine chance he himself would

not take it ; but when he had made a miraculous draught, in amazement

he did not haul in the great net, through want both of spirit and of

sense. He should have been content, having got power and abundant

wealth, and being tyrant of Athens for a single day, to be then flayed

alive and have his race destroyed.' It is with reference to such friends

that Solon speaks of himself (frag. 37) as a wolf worried by dogs

crowding about him.
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flights of fancy, but the plainest homespun morality,

so plain indeed that his practical lessons appear to us

mere truisms. His moral attitude differs toto ccelo from

that of j<Eschylus, and stands so close to that of Hesiod

and Theognis, that they dispute with him the author-

ship of sundry reflections.

This very plain teaching, and this great moral and

political pre-eminence of Solon, were nevertheless to all

appearance useless. No sooner had he completed his

work and left Athens, than the old strife of parties

revived. His return made no change in this wretched

state of things. His laws were powerless, his lessons

were unheeded. He had cast his pearls before swine,

and they were ready to turn again and rend him. His

solution of the problem was without doubt theoretically

far the best, but practically it was a decided failure.

Peisistratus, a man of very inferior genius, but of greater

vigour and boldness, saw better how to solve it. Of
course Peisistratus had private ends, like Julius Caesar,

like Alexander, like Napoleon. But when a great

man's private ends happen to coincide with the good
of the state, he ought not to lose all credit because he

happens to benefit himself. There is ample evidence

~that Peisistratus was not only a wise but a humane and

orderly ruler. Despite of the violent opposition of the

aged Solon, he treated him with respect, and is said to

have strictly observed his laws. This shows his esti-

mate of Solon's theory. But if he did approve of

Solon's laws, he introduced the new element in which

Solon was wanting. After all, the aristocrats who had

ridiculed the lawgiver for not turning tyrant, had some
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wisdom in their taunts. Laws must not only be made,

they must be enforced. Peisistratus enforced Solon's

laws 1
. He insisted on peace and order in the city.

He stopped by main force the perpetual political

agitation which is the ruin of any commonwealth. He

developed the tastes of the lower classes, giving them

intellectual and social pleasures to compensate for the

4oss of higher but more dangerous excitement. The

reading of Homer, the feasts of Dionysus, the newest

lyric poems, attracted the attention of the public, in-

stead of the wild fever of conflicting rights and oppos-

ing privileges. Of course the great nobles found the

change intolerable. They retired, like Miltiades, to

their country mansions. They gladly left the country

to found colonies, and regain as foreign princes the

importance they had lost at home. Athens stood still

in political training, but she gained immensely in cul-

ture. Let the reader remember that without sound

intellectual culture all political training is and must be

simply mischievous. A free constitution is perfectly

absurd, if the opinion of the majority is incompetent.

Until men are educated, they want a strong hand over

them a fact which very few in this country will be

disposed to dispute. I fear it is almost hopeless to

persuade English minds that a despotism may in some

cases be better for a nation than a more advanced con-

stitution. And yet no students of history can fail to

1 See the remarkable passage in Plato's Laws, iv. 711, in which he

shows how rapidly a tyrant was able, even by merely setting the fashion,

to alter the laws and customs of a state. He is distinctly of opinion that

there is no other means at all so rapid and complete.
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observe that even yet very few nations in the world are

fit for diffused political privileges. The nations that

are fit, are so manifestly the greatest and best, and con-

sequently the most prosperous, that inferior races keep

imitating their institutions, instead of feeling that these

institutions are the result and not the cause of true

national greatness. Of course the result reacts upon
the cause, and becomes itself a cause in due time, but

only where it has grown up naturally, not where it has

been superinduced artificially. Thus the attempts at

democracy of the French, of the American negroes, and

of all such non-political races, must for generations
to come end in failure. The case of the Irish is still

more remarkable. The English nation has in vain

given them its laws, and even done something to

enforce them. The nation will not thrive, because this

is the very constitution not fit for it. I believe the

harshest despotism would be more successful, and

perhaps in the end more humane.

When the Greek tyrants had done their work, the

day of liberty came, and with it a great struggle, which

nerved and braced the people's energies against an out-

ward foe. The literature of free Athens shows us a

perfectly new attitude. Of course it were absurd to attri-

bute this memorable national development the most

miraculous the world has ever seen to any single cause.

A concurrent number of great causes alone could ever

have produced such an effect. But I claim as one cause

the literary culture which Athens received at the hands

__of Peisistratus and his sons. The hearers of yEschylus
were intellectually men widely different from the

G
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hearers of Solon, nay even from the hearers of later

lyric poets, like Pindar and Simonides. There is a

depth and a condensation of thought in ^Eschylus
which would have made him perfectly unintelligible to

men who appreciated the stupid saws of Hesiod and

Solon, even when obscured or polished by Pindar and

Simonides. The fact that ^Eschylus was appreciated

proves that Athens had attained the intellectual culture

fit for a great democracy. I believe that she owed this

V culture mainly to her tyrants
1
.

But of course the tyrants had their bad effect on

literary men, even while they promoted culture. For

their position and their policy led them to encourage

smoothness and elegance rather than originality and

vigour. Archilochus and Aristophanes could not have

been tolerated among them, and there were certain

species of poetry, like the comedy of the latter, which

though born, lay dormant till their control had passed

away. So then the lyric poets, who have been divided

in numerous cross divisions, -as regards dialect, metre,

country, and subjects, may be divided for our present

purpose into the poets of free states, and the poets at

yC the courts of tyrants.

The characteristics of the former are sufficiently

obvious from the foregoing remarks, as well as the

value of the evidence they respectively afford us. I

1 In corroboration of this view of the literary influence of the tyrants,

I may quote the curious case of Magna Graecia, where the Achaean con-

federation, which excluded tyrants, also exhibited no literary genius,though

Tarentum and Rhegium and the Sicilian cities bore their full share, often

under tyrants. (Cf. Mommsen's Rom. Hist. i. 143, Eng. Trans.)
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shall only here call attention among the latter to the

attitude of Pindar, who appears from his poems to have

been more a courtier than an honest man. I take his

moral reflections, and those of Simonides, to be far less

sincere than those of Solon or Theognis. But unfortun-

ately, the high moral standing of the earlier gnomists
made it impossible to keep their works pure and unde-

nted. Later moral teachers added to the reflections of the

older new saws and maxims, and these, especially when

they were of high merit 1
,
took refuge under the name of

Hesiod, or of Solon, or of Theognis, even where they
seem to us in direct contradiction to these authors'

opinions. Accordingly there is no more hopeless task

then the critical establishment of such texts. The

interpolations are often as old as the circulation of

the poems, and usually of equal merit as to thought
and diction. These additions are flagrantly obvious in

our extant remains of Theognis, and have been there

since the fourth century B.C., at all events, for Plato

criticises them in his Meno (vol. i. p. 286, ed. Jowett)

1 This consideration shows the folly of a very common procedure

among the German critics, of determining by their own taste (generally

a very capricious one) what lines are of inferior merit, and excluding
them as unworthy of the genuine poet. The supposed defect in the

suspected passage often arises from a want of comprehension on the

part of the critic. Choice specimens of this sort of restitution may
be seen in Steitz' otherwise valuable book on Hesiod, and still better

in Lucian Muller's papers on some of Ovid's Heroides in the twenty-

third vol. of the Rhein. Museum. In Gnomic poetry at all events, neither

commonplace nor disconnection are sufficient proof of spuriousness, and

again no line is more likely to be foisted in than a really good and striking

line. There is indeed no reason why the interpolated lines should not te

superior to the original poem.

G 2
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as part of the received text. The curious saltus from

subject to subject, the constant and direct incon-

sistencies, the total absence of continuity in the frag-

ments, tell but too plainly the history of their text.

It is beyond the scope of a general sketch to at-

tempt a notice of all the individual peculiarities scat-

tered through the widely severed fragments of the lyric

poets. Where the germ was developed in later Greek

society we shall notice it in our more special con-

sideration of the Attic age. But there are a few

general features, repeated in many of the fragments,

despite of contrasts in time and place, in metre and

in dialect. These must here occupy us for a brief space.

There is, for example, a peculiar uniformity in many
of them as to their religious views I mean their

views of Divine Justice and Benevolence, of Provi-

dence and of Fate. Solon and Theognis, Archilochus

and the earlier Simonides, the later Simonides arid his

contemporary Pindar, all agree in their general theory of

life. They were led by bitter experience to assert, what

had never been dared by Homer and only hinted by

Hesiod, that goodness and justice among men were often

without reward, and that the wicked did flourish as a

green bay tree
;
and yet, for all that, they jiever ad-

vanced even to the most distant hint of atheism, or to

a denial that the gods could and did interfere in human

affairs. Had such a notion been within their horizon,

it must have come into sight when we find such al-

most comic appeals as this of Theognis :
' Dear

Zeus, I wonder at thee : for thou rulest over all, having

in thine own hands honour and great power, and of men
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thou knowest well the heart and mind of each, and

thy strength is over all, O king ! How is it then that

thy mind can tolerate to hold transgressors and the

just in the same lot ?' And so the conclusion appears

briefly in the succeeding lines, 'There is nothing de-

cided for mortals as regards the Deity, nor what path he

must tread to please the immortal gods.' This is their

common attitude. They feel the presence of the Deity ;

they believe that human happiness and misery are be-

stowed by him
;
but though their deepest instinct tells

them that virtue must be his law, and justice his

principle, they cannot reconcile with it the facts of

common life. They conclude, therefore, that the ways
of God are inscrutable, and his paths past finding out.

Thus Solon, in the most famous of his fragments (No. 13,

ed. Bergk), where he tells us the results of his deepest

reflections on human life, after asserting in the strong-

est terms a ruling Providence, which, though often

tardy, yet never fails to seek out and punish vice, it

may be in the sinner himself, it may be by visitations

upon the third and fourth generation after this dog-
matic teaching, Solon goes on to show how men are

carried about, each by his own vanity and his peculiar

ambition, and how not one of them can see what dan-

gers and what successes are before him. In the words

of another fragment (17), Uavrq
'

aOavarmv a(pavr}s voos

avOpUTtOMTlV.

The lines of Theognis (vv. 133 sq.) are still stronger:
f No one, Cyrnus, is himself the cause of his misfortune

or his gain, but the gods are the givers of them both
;

nor does any man work with a sure knowledge whether
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the result will be good or evil. For often when he

thinks he is producing evil, he produces good, and

thinking to produce good he has produced evil. Nor

does any man attain his expectations, for the limits

of hard impossibility restrain him {ta^ei yap xa^ ^
ireipar awyaviris). For we men form idle opinions,

knowing nothing, but the gods accomplish all according

to their own mind/ But it must be observed that, by

way of antidote, the succeeding lines tell that he who

deceives a stranger, or a suppliant, never escapes the

immortal gods. The gloomy lines of Archilochus

{fr. 56), and Simonides of Amorgos (fr. 1), of Simon-

ides of Ceos (fr. 5),
and of Pindar's twelfth Olympian

Ode, repeat the same disappointment and the same

despair ;
even in language so similar to that of Solon

and Theognis, that they seem but evident repetitions

-of the common wisdom of the day, couched in the

tritest and most homely words l
.

It is worthy of remark that these poets were far

too philosophic to account for their difficulties, as

Homer would do, by the conflicting passions of in-

dependent deities. This vulgar polytheism had long

passed away from educated minds, and the poets speak

1 I quote the words of Pindar instar omnium :

ovfiPoXov 5' ov fdi tjs kvixOoviaiv

marov d/j.(pl irpaios ktraofitvas tvpev OeuOev

twv SI (ieWvvrciiv TfTvcpkcovTCu (ppaSai.

iroWa S' dvOpanrois irapcL yvaj/Miv tneoev,

ifnraXiv fx\v Tcptf/ios, ol 8' dvtapais

dvTiKvpaavTts faAcus ka\bv @adi) irfjuaros kv [wcpti rreSafitiipav

Xpov(p. Ol. xii. 7-12 -

These poets add nothing to Hesiod, 'Epy. 193 sqq. -
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of the Deity, for the most part, impersonally, or as one

almighty Zeus.

The vague and negative attitude of their religion

naturally coloured their practical ethics, and so we here

find many conflicting apophthegms, as is wont to be

the case in all proverbial philosophy. According to

the writer's momentary attitude, according to the sub-

ject in hand, the preacher frames his parable, without

regard to consistency. This peculiarity is indeed so

salient in the extant works of Theognis, that it seems

impossible to deny extensive interpolations ;
and there

can be little doubt that here, as in Hesiod, the use

of the author as a schoolbook induced men to smuggle

in foreign morality under the shelter of a great name.

It is then impossible to gather such teaching under

general heads, or present it as a connected system.

But there are some points on which lyric poets as

widely apart as Tyrtseus and Pindar agree, and this be-

cause they have both inherited them from the Ionic and

Boeotian Epos. They both think, for example, that the

best way of inculcating heroism is not by sentimental

appeals, but by showing the solid advantages to be de-

rived from it. It is far better, says Tyrtaeus {Jr. 10),

to die in battle, than to be driven from one's city and

rich fields and have to beg, going about with one's aged

father, one's wife and little children. For a man is hate-

ful to those whom he visits in his poverty and dire dis-

tress, and disgraces his race and his own respectability.
' If then/ the poet proceeds,

' there is no regard for

a wandering man, nor respect, nor consideration, nor

pity, let us fight with courage, and not spare our
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lives/ This picture of the contempt in which a vagrant

beggar is held, even if sprung from gentle blood,

reminds us of the anxious hurrying of Ulysses to the

asylum of the hearth, of Hesiod's advice to Perses (v.

367), and also of the sad words of Andromache, in

describing the lot of her orphan child (above, p. 39).

Pindar, whose evidence is not quite so valuable, in-

asmuch as he wrote in the interest of his profession,

repeatedly tells us that the satisfaction of doing

great things is nothing, if the glory of being publicly

praised does not attend it. We saw above that

this worship of success was quite Homeric, being
the counterpart of the contempt of failure, and equally

prominent in the Greek mind. To the passages al-

ready quoted I may add one in Pindar, which shocks

us in comparison with the gentleness and sympathy
of Achilles with the vanquished at the games. He

says that the deity has given to the four lads, whom
Alcimedon conquered, a most hateful return from the

arena 1
. The same idea is found in one of his frag-

ments (fr. 150). A very remarkable historical parallel

is to be read in Herodotus (vi. 6y), where the new

king of Sparta sends a messenger to ask his deposed

rival, out of insolence and derision, how he liked being

a magistrate after being a king. I fear, therefore, that

in this respect, the Greeks of the lyric age were hardly

gentlemen in our sense.

Another feature may, perhaps, be regarded as at

that epoch (if not, indeed, at all epochs) really na-

1 vootov i^iarov Kal aTifj.0T(pav ykwaaav ical eniicpvcpov olfiov.

01. viii. 68.
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tional and Hellenic. Their usual teaching, which

was in theory sound, and based upon the ex-

cellence and the satisfactions of virtue, did not

extend to political life, or at least was confessedly

to be there overridden by the pressure of circum-

stances. This inconsistency was the natural out-

come of their religion. As they believed in a

Providence, and in this Providence rewarding virtue,

so they taught that men should follow virtue. As

they also held that the reward was often withheld,

and that dishonesty and craftiness were constantly

successful
;
so they did not expect men to be proof

against pressure, but advised them to follow the stream

of fortune, and, above all, not to miss the satisfactions

of love and of revenge \ They were, like Machiavelli,

more outspoken than we are on this side, as many of

them were hardly moral teachers, and were more intent

on painting life as it is, and as they found it, than on

raising the standard of actions. But I hardly know
whether we should not note the same kind of incon-

sistency in our orthodox preacher, who exhorts his con-

gregation to turn the other cheek to the man who has

smitten one, and to give their cloaks to the man who
has taken their coats, but when he goes home upbraids
and scorns his friend if he brooks an insult without

instant satisfaction.

The party struggles of the Greek cities made the

aristocrats, who were in the end for the most part

defeated, far more vindictive than ever Greek na-

ture could have been originally, and the poems of

1
. Solon, fr. 13 ; Archil, fr. 65.
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Theognis, which were general favourites among the

nobles throughout Greece, show a mixture of contempt

and hatred against the lower classes that excludes all

generous and even honest treatment. It was openly

recommended to fawn upon your enemy, and deceive

him till he was in your power, and then wreak ven-

geance upon him. It is usual among critics to speak of

this as the attitude of Theognis, and of the special aris-

tocracy to which he belonged. They forget that we find

the same attitude in the moral Pindar {Pyth. ii. 84).

<p'i\ov dr) (pi\eiV

votI 5' kxOpbv or' ixfy>os euv \vkoio diicav viroOevao/mi,

aAA' aWore -narkoiv 0801s oko\icus.

It is expounded by Hesiod as proximate, by Thucy-
dides as universal, at a later epoch.

I cannot but dwell for a moment on this painful

feature, inasmuch as it is so closely paralleled in the

Ireland of to-day. Theognis is full of exhortations

against making friendships, against trusting in any

way the lower classes, who will ever be found false and

ungrateful.
' Make none of these townspeople (vv. 60

sq.) your friend when you really want him
;
rather seem

to be friendly with them all in words (airb ykwaaris),

but communicate not at all with them in any serious

matter, for you may know the minds of these miser-

able men, how they have no honour
(itCans) in their

actions, but they love wile and stratagem, and tor-

tuous ways, like men despairing of safety
'

{yj\Kin

a<oC6fievoi). Many other passages (vv. 279, 847, 853)

repeat this doctrine. It is precisely the feeling enter-

tained towards Roman Catholics by the old-school
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Orangemen of Ireland. Hundreds of times have I

myself been warned not to trust the 'false papists/

whose religion was full of lies, and whose word could

not be believed, who had been known to betray their

best friends, and to violate the holiest ties 1
. Un-

fortunately, there are certain real facts sufficient to

vamp up such a frightful theory. In the first place,

the pure Celt, who is always a Catholic, has less re-

gard for truth than the Protestant, with his touch of

Saxon breeding. Secondly, the long oppression of the

Roman Catholics, and their enforced separation from

Protestant society, has created a clan feeling, which,

in times of great bitterness and bloodshed, has been

known to outweigh even the closest ties of friendship

with the enemies of the clan. In this way, what one

side translate as faith towards country and religion,

the other call traitorous betrayal of friends and rela-

tions. Thus any thoughtful man who has lived in

Ireland comes to understand Greek political hate with

peculiar clearness.

1 This antipathy sometimes assumes a very grotesque form. ' How-

are you getting on, James V said a friend of mine to one of these Orange-
men. Badly enough, your honour; sure the country is gone to the

divil.'
' Why do you say that ? I see your farm in good order, with

plenty of stock on it.'
' What matter about that, doesn't your honour

know that if you shot a Papist now you'd be tried for it ?
' When my

friend looked amused, the Orangeman added with much warmth :
'

Well,

with the blessing of God, Pll have one day s fowling among them before I die?

Another was known to object vehemently to controversial sermons,

hereby the Papists might be converted. 'Till hell with them,' he

sclaimed,
' I wouldn't convert them.' Such anecdotes might be

ltiplied ad libitum. The Roman Catholic party have just as strong

itiments, but do not express them so boldly.
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Theognis has various theories to explain the mean-

ness and falseness of the lower classes, all of them

more or less true, and all of them verified by the

modern parallel I have cited. He says (v. 279) that

these people have to live from hand to mouth, and

therefore are trained to disregard and forget just re-

quital, if future. He says (v. 305) that they are not all

bad from the mother's womb, but are brought up in bad

society, and so all degenerate to a low level. Crush

them under your heel, and drive them with a sharp

goad (v. 847), for they are slavish. Finally (vv. 383,

899), he speaks very strongly on the degrading effects

of poverty, which drag even a fine and noble mind

into meanness and cowardice
;

for strong necessity

compels him to look to his daily bread, and not to en-

danger it by pride and independence.
If we weigh the evidence on these great questions

in the lyric fragments, as compared with the epic

poems, we shall say that while on the question of

religion men had begun to see and appreciate diffi-

culties, and to repudiate low and childish views about

the gods, in morals there was neither much advance

nor marked retrogression. The collapse of the popular

, L religion, which was even then in process, ought to

have made men more reckless, for many are totally

unhinged when old beliefs fall away from them
; they

have bound together all their morals with their dogmas,
and cannot sustain the one without the other. But

a deeper sense of moral obligation, and a sounder and

stronger conviction of the duties each man owes to

society these counterbalancing forces saved the
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higher and purer minds, and gave them a surer and

better reason for honesty and goodness than the wrath

of Athene or Apollo ;
and so in some minds, and those

the highest, a better and nobler morality took the place

of the religion of olden days. This development would

doubtless have borne good fruit, and shown us the

lyric age far superior to Homer's, had not the almost

universal and chronic civil wars in the Greek cities

embittered every relation of life, and sown the

growing mind of Greece with hate and with revenge.

It is to this melancholy social state a state first"""

checked by the tyrants that we must ascribe the small-

ness of the moral progress among the Greeks of this

age. I pass to kindred, but lighter topics.

Social intercourse appears to have stood far apart

from the older times, and in close relation to the

manners of the later Greeks, as we shall have ample
occasion to notice hereafter. In feasting especially,

moderate eating and drinking, combined with good

conversation, had assumed in the minds of educated

Greeks the position which they now hold in intel-

lectual society. Of course all noise and clamour, such

as is the fashion among our students, were intolerable

to Greek refinement 1
.

' Come, now/ says Anacreon,

1
Tennyson has well contrasted (In Mem. lxxxvi.)

' the noise

Of songs, and clapping hands, and boys
That crashed the glass and beat the floor,'

with that higher society which Xenophanes and Plato enjoyed ages^y_.
before him.

Even the reckless suitors of Penelope (<r 401) are disgusted with the

brawling of Eurymedon, when he hurls the footstool at Ulysses, and hits
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' let us no longer with this clatter and din of voices

(iruTa-yip re /cdAaATjrw), practise Scythian toping at

our wine, but drinking to the sound of sweet hymns
'

(fr. 64). Yet even this is rather Homeric, and reminds

us of Ulysses declaring that the highest delight is to

sit at a. plentiful table and hear a bard singing a

pleasant lay. Other lyric poets are more advanced in

their notions. Phocylides recommends light and good-
humoured banter (rfiza kwtIXKovto) over the wine-cup.

Theognis wishes that he may sit at table beside some

wise man, by whose conversation he will profit (v. 563)

while in another passage (v. 295 sqq.) he complains

of the nuisance of a chatterbox, whom all hate, and

whom no one will meet at a feast if he can help it

ex^o-'povfft 5e Travres, dvayKairj 8' (nifu^is

dvSpos toiovtov ov/ATroaicp Tt\46ei.

The locus dassiais, however, of this epoch is the great

fragment (No. i) of Xenophanes, where he describes

the requisites of an elegant and refined feast, and,

being a reformer not only in religion but in society,

specially inveighs against rhapsodising bards. He wants

to hear a man talk from his own resources, either

drawing from his experience, or suggesting moral dis-

course, and ' not one who marshals for you (SieVei) the

battles of the giants or the Titans, or those of the Cen-

taurs, inventions of the ancients in such things there is

no profit.' This is quite a Platonic, or Attic attitude.

With the sustained lay, it is evident that the groan-

the attending herald, and exclaim to one another :
' Would that this

stranger had come to grief elsewhere in his wanderings, before he came

hither, in which case he would not have caused such a disturbance.

But now here we are brawling about beggars, nor is there any pleasure

in the goodly banquet, since low manners prevail.'
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ing board and the unmixed wine departed from society,

and there is no subject on which the lyric and gnomic

poets have left us more copious advice than on the

proper use of wine. They loved pleasure, and under-

stood life too well ever to recommend water-drinking.

But they understood it also too well not to hate sur-

feiting and drunkenness. While they personified wine

(Ion, fr. 9) as * an untamed child and daring, young
and yet not young, sweetest forerunner of loud-sound-

ing loves, wine that elevates the mind, the president of

men/ yet they knew (Euenus, fr. 2), 'that if out of

measure he was the cause of grief or madness. In

company with three (water) nymphs he is most suit-

able. But should he blow a full gale, he is hostile to

love, and steeps us in sleep the neighbour of death.'

So Critias tells us the Lacedaemonians would not allow

each guest to pledge his friend in separate cups, for

that this drinking of healths was the fertile cause of

drunkenness. As might be expected, of all the lyric

remnants, the poems attributed to Theognis contain

the most numerous reflections on this subject reflec-

tions, I mean, of a gnomic character, as contrasted

with the wild license of Alcaeus 1
.

But in an elegy, of doubtful authorship, addressed

to Simonides 2
,
and apparently the work of no mean

1 Dicsearchus (Mull. Fragg. Hist. ii. p. 247^ says that Alcaeus drank

watery wine out of small cups ; but the extant fragments tell us that his

mixture was one to two, and so stronger than that of Euenus just quoted,

and that he began early, and had one cup following close upon another

(d 5' kripa ray kripav kv\i w&qTai^, thus compensating for the smaller size.

*
Bergk thinks Simonides of Amorgos, and that the author was an

early Euenus, not the Sophist alluded to by Aristotle, cf. Fragg.
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poet, the duties of a Greek gentleman as to wine

drinking are perhaps most accurately and elegantly

expounded.
' Wake not the friend, Simonides, among

us whom soft sleep may overcome when he has indulged
in wine, nor ask the waking man to sleep against his

inclination : everything compulsory is offensive. But

to him who will drink pour out without stint, it is

not every night that we enjoy such luxury. But I

for I observe moderation in honey-sweet wine will

court soothing sleep when I have gone home, and

will do so, since wine is most pleasant for men to

drink, neither when I am sober, nor when I am very
drunk. But whosoever exceeds a measure in drinking,

is no longer master of his tongue or his mind, and talks

recklessly, in a manner disgraceful to the sober, and

is ashamed of nothing, though modest when he was

sober: now you, perceiving this, drink not to excess,

but either retire before you are drunk let not your
lust compel you, like some wretched day-labourer
or else stay and do not drink. But you are ever

babbling that silly word
"

fill your glass," and so you

get drunk. For first comes the health of the guests,

and then a second cup is left ready before you, and

a third is for the libation to the gods, and another you

keep before you, and so you know not how to refuse.

He is indeed invincible, who can drink many cups

and say nothing foolish. But do you enjoy good
conversation sitting round the bowl, restraining one

another from contention, addressing individuals so

Lyr. p. 514, note. The fragment has reached us in the collection

attributed to Theognis.
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that the company may join in 1

,
and so our feast will

not want in refinement/ In other fragments of

Theognis, and these genuine, we see the same conflict

between good sense and good fellowship. ''Tis a

shame to be drunk among sober men, 'tis also a shame

to stay sober among men that are drunk '

; and, again,
' O wine, in some things I praise, in others I blame

thee
;

' nor can I ever altogether love thee or hate thee.

A good art thou and an ill. Who with a full share of

wisdom might blame thee, who might praise thee 2
?'

In all these quotations we see a moral attitude

which is about the same as that of average society in

our day. But intellectually the bright and pleasure-

loving Greek would have hated the heavy pomp
and stupid sameness of our large dinner parties.

Athenseus however observes, on the evidence of

Anacreon, that they still at this period maintained the

habit, afterwards only to be found among barbarians,

of crowding their tables all through the feast with

dishes. In fact, they had not yet introduced their

diner a la Rnsse (Athenseus i. 1 2 A). But that they had

1 On no point were the Greeks more particular as regards their dinner

parties, than that the conversation should be general. As soon as the

common listening to a reciting bard became obsolete, it is the serious dis-

course of a leading guest, as in this fragment and that of Xenophanes
above quoted. It is the Ktyopevov es fiiabv at Cleisthenes' banquet in

Herodotus ; it is the demand in Plato's Symposium, that Socrates shall

not whisper it is in fact the universal feature of the Greek banquet.
We stupid moderns seem to be specially providing against it in our

dinner parties,where people are broken up into couples, and so restrained

from general talking.

1 Cf. Theog. vv. 510, 627, 836, 873.

H
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already begun to give attention to cooking in the

lyric age appears from fragments of Solon {Jr. 38)

of Simonides of Amorgos {Jr. 23, 24) and of Hippo-
nax {Jr. 35). To the Greek, brilliant conversation was

not an accident, but a necessity in society, and wine

was chiefly prized as promoting this end. He was

intensely fond of good cheer and of elegant dishes,

but the cooks and the vulgar people who made this

the end of banquetting were always despised and

ridiculed. They compensated, too, for the frequent

absence of the female sex from their feasts by that

romantic friendship which subsisted between young
men in ancient Greece a friendship which ab-

sorbed all the higher affection now felt only towards

the opposite sex. On this question the second book

of Theognis' elegies gives ample and curious infor-

mation, and those who compare it (especially vv. 1 260,

and 1 3 13 sqq.) with the allusions in the courtly Pindar
1

will be struck with the free and manly tone of the

old aristocrat, and how completely faithful friendship

comes into the foreground, while the court poet, who

was living among tyrants and their minions, like

Anacreon, pictures the sensuous beauty alone, and so

degrades his higher genius to a baser level.

But these considerations lead us on to a more inter-

esting question, and one on which authors have been

almost uniformly astray, the question of the position of

women in the lyric, as opposed to the heroic and the

Attic ages. It is not true that in this period women

J 01. i. 40 ; xi. 105 ; Isthm. ii. 1 ; and fr. 2 of the Skolia.
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had been degraded, and that the Homeric poems
afford models and characters superior to those of the

lyric poets. Take the feeling of maternal love, as

shown by Andromache and Penelope. The celebrated

passage in which the former appears is one of the very

best in the great Iliad, and yet I hesitate not to say
that an extant fragment of Simonides containing the

lament of Danae is not a whit inferior either in sen-

timent or in diction. In this, the most exquisite of

all the lyric fragments, the purest maternal love and

the noblest resignation find their most perfect expres-

sion, and we may safely assert that the poet, and

the age which produced such a poem, cannot have

been wanting in the highest type of female dignity
and excellence.

I quote it in Dean Milman's version
;

but even

that excellent poet's version falls vastly short of the

great original.

1 When rude around the high-wrought ark

The tempests raged, the waters dark

Around the mother tossed and swelled;

With not unmoistened cheek she held

Her Perseus in her arms, and said :

" What sorrows bow this hapless head !

Thou sleepst the while, thy gentle breast

Is heaving in unbroken rest;

In this our dark unjoyous home

Clamped with the rugged brass, the gloom
Scarce broken by the doubtful light
That gleams from yon dim fires of night.
But thou, unwet thy clustering hair,

Heed'st not the billows raging wild,

The moanings of the bitter air,

Wrapt in thy purple robe, my beauteous child!

H 2
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Oh! seemed this peril perilous to thee,

How sadly to my words of fear

Wouldst thou bend down thy listening ear !

But now sleep on, my child! sleep thou, wide sea!

Sleep, my unutterable agony!
Oh ! change thy counsels, Jove, our sorrows end !

And if my rash intemperate zeal offend,

For my child's sake, her father, pardon me !
l " '

There are other, though less prominent, indications

in the other poets, not less clear and convincing. We
are told that Stesichorus composed a poem called

Calyce, which was highly popular among the ladies

of ancient days. Aristoxenus has preserved to us the

mere outline of the plot, which shows it to have been

the forerunner of the novels or love stories afterwards

fashionable at Miletus. The maiden Calyce, having
fallen madly in love with a youth, prays to Aphrodite

that she may become his lawful wife, and when he

continued to be indifferent to her, she committed

suicide. It was specially noticed by ancient critics

how the poet had drawn the character of the maiden

as exhibiting the greatest purity and modesty under

these trying circumstances, and we are told, or we

can at least plainly infer, that this noble feature was

the great cause of the popularity of the poem.
A careful consideration of the fragments of Sappho

will, I think, lead to the same conclusion. There

appears to have been, in her day and in her city, both

great liberty for women to mix in general society, and

a bold independent way of asserting their rights and

1 This great fragment has escaped Mr. Symonds, who should have

noticed it in his Greek Poets, a very brilliant but inaccurate book.
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their dignity. She versified, we are told, a dialogue,

by some suspected to have taken place between

Alcseus and herself, in which the lover says to his

flame,
' I have something to say to thee, but I feel

confused and ashamed/ Whereupon the girl in

answer to him, says : Wert thou a good man, and

were the thing thou hast to say to me a good thing,

thou hadst not felt this shame and confusion, but hadst

said it freely, looking me straight in the face without

blushes 1
.' She went so far as openly to censure in

another poem her own brother, who was in the wine

trade between Lesbos and Egypt, and having gone to

Naucratis, there fell in love with a lady of beauty,
but unworthy of him in moral character; and this

poem was celebrated and much quoted by the

ancients.

A less remarkable poet, Simonides of Amorgos, has

left us a more complete fragment on this question

the celebrated poem in which the various tempers of

women are shown to result from a kinship with various

domestic animals. There are so many curious indi-

cations of manners in this poem, that I shall here

extract the substance of it. I do so the more unre-

servedly as the exigencies of our modern universities,

with their fixed or traditional courses, are such that even

good Greek scholars may not be familiar with it. We
are too apt to go round the ordinary course of well-

1
Cf. Bergk, pp. 887 and 919. The passage is one of the innu-

merable instances in which ayaOos was used in a strictly moral sense by
the early Greeks

;
for the quotation makes it plain that the word

occurred in the original text.
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known Greek authors, and neglect these fragments,

which surely merit our attention as much as anything
in Greek literature.

The poem begins with the untidy woman, whose

mind is said to be akin to that of a pig : and next,

the curious and tell-tale woman is compared first to

a fox, and then to a dog
1

. She wishes to hear and to

know everything, and goes about looking out for news,

and retailing it.
' Nor can her husband make her

stop even with threats, whether in a rage he should

knock her teeth out with a stone, or whether he speak

to her gently, and not even when she is sitting in

company with guests/ Next comes the dull woman
without sensibility, whose mind is of the earth, earthy,

'who cares not for good or evil; the only work she

does is to eat, and not even when God sends a hard

winter, does she draw her chair nearer the fire.
1 We

can hardly conceive a more telling or truthful picture.

People without sympathy for others are sure to have no

taste for comfort themselves, for comforts are essentially

social things, and imply a pleasure in other people's

happiness.

We next come to the fickle woman, who is like the

sea. One day she is laughing and joyous, and the

guest seeing her in her house will praise her, and say
' there is not in all the world a better or fairer woman

than this/ But next day she is furious and unap-

proachable, alike to friends and enemies. There follows

an elegant parallel description of the sea, alternately

smiling to the sailor's delight, and again raging with

1 There appears some inconsistency or confusion in the text here.
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loud-sounding waves1
. Then follow the asslike and

cat-like women, with details which show that these

domestic animals were esteemed then exactly as

they are now.

Presently we come to the luxurious and extravagant

woman, whose mind is akin to a horse. She avoids

all slavish work and toil, and will not touch the

grinding-stone, nor clean up the house, nor sit at the

kitchen- fire. Such a woman makes her husband in-

timate with necessity. She washes herself twice a day
or even three times, and uses unguents. She wears her

hair always combed and in tresses (ftaOeiav) shaded

with flowers. Such a woman is a fair sight for other

people, but to him that owns her an evil, except he

be some tyrant or ruler, who delights his mind with

such things by way of luxury. Then comes the ugly

woman, akin to the ape, who is of course most objec-

tionable to the Greek moralist. ' Such a woman goes

through the town a regular laughing-stock to all men.'

But the last has the nature of a bee
; happy the man

that obtains her, for to her alone no blame attaches.

Under her care his living prospers and increases. She

grows old, a loving wife to her loving husband, the

mother of a fair and praised race. Distinguished is

she among women, and divine grace clings to her

1
Cf. Jr. 7, v. 37sq- :

Siairtp 6a\aaaa troXXcucis fitv aTptfiTjs

tart]K awrifuuv, \apyua. vavryoiv fttya,

Oiptos kv
S:prj- iroWaxis Se fiaiverai

(iapvKTviTOHTi Kvftaai (popev/xtvij

raxrrrf fta\i<iT toua Toiavrrj fyvi\

bfrfyv.
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[Qdr\ 8' a(x(j)Lbibpoixv x&Pcs
) '>

nor does sne delight in sit-

ting among women, when they are talking low scandal

(atppohicrtovs Xoyovs). The poet ends with some general

remarks, one of them very modern in tone, the other

strange and opposed to our ideas. He says that when

there is a lady in the house,
' the guest is not received

with the same open welcome,' alluding, I suppose, to

the friend of bachelor days. And then, that it is the

habit of every man to praise his own wife, and abuse

those of others, not reflecting that all are under a like

misfortune.

I call the reader's attention particularly to the fact

that the public appearance in society of married women
is so openly recognised in this poem. He will also

see how heartfelt and earnest is the praise of the vir-

tuous woman, in spite of all the poet's cynicism. It

is moreover evident that he does not speak of the

higher classes exclusively, but rather of those middle

ranks, in which the lady of the house is expected to

do such house-work as is now performed by the corre-

sponding class in Germany.
Yet withal the age was not behind the epic age in

sentiment. Far from it. These historical Greeks, for

example, fell in love as no Homeric hero ever could.

When we read the precious fragments of burning com-

plaint left us by Archilochus, by Sappho, by Anacreon,
and by Ibycus, we feel that we stand close to them,

while the epic heroes are afar off and have not yet

entered into the real atmosphere of that great emotion.

The aged Ibycus dreads another visitation of Eros,

as the old racer dreads a new contest, when he feels
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that his limbs have
1

lost their vigour, and will not

carry him as of old to victory. When . Sappho sits

in presence of her lover, her eyes grow dizzy, and her

tongue refuses utterance, her heart flutters, and her

ears are full of confused din, her mind wanders,

and her cheek becomes pale
1
. I need not say more

by way of comment how truthfully these great poets

felt the facts of human nature as the young now feel

them, and as the old remember to have felt them.

And I need not point out to the student of the

Odyssey how differently the Homeric Greeks endured

the same trial. Even the earlier tragedy of Athens

falls short of the reality of these lyric poets ;
and till

we descend to the pathetic Euripides, no equal

sympathy with this, the largest of human feelings,

rewards our search. So also the respect for the holiest

of human emotions, the mother's love for her child,

which had been so exquisitely painted in the Homeric

poems in the person of Andromache, among nobles,

in that of the wretched widow among the poor, toil-

ing at the wool for miserable fare, who wears out her life

1 Fr. 2 (according to Bergk's reading) :

dis yap (ZiSov po\ea at, <pdn>as

ovSiv t' ukw
aXka, icafi fiiv yXaiaoa iaye, \iirror 8'

avTtKa XPV t? viraSeSpofioKfv,

onartoai 5' ovSev oprjfi, irippo/t-

fiuot 8' axovai.

a 54 fi iSpais tcoKxeeTcu, rpofios 8

isaaav aypei, \XaipoTipa. 5i voiat

epiu, Tt(h>dxTp> 8' oKiyu 'mfifvrjs

(paivofuu d.\Aa.
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in support of her helpless children this great and beau-

tiful emotion is brought out in the lament ofDanae over

the infant Perseus, which I have already quoted.

But having noticed these points of social and moral

advance, I desire to recapitulate a few others in

which the lyric Greeks were strictly the successors of

the Homeric heroes. In the matter of cowardice, our

evidence is curiously precise. We are no longer told

by a courtly bard that the gods sent fear into the heart

of a warrior; but the poets themselves, men fond of

war, and perpetually engaged in it, tell us themselves

in express terms, that they ran away and threw away
their arms. Archilochus says so, and so does Alcseus,

and so does Anacreon. One of them even jokes

about the shield that once belonged to him being

hung up as a proud trophy by one of his enemies.

Stesichorus and Pindar {01. xi. 15) told how even the

great Heracles, when Cycnus was helped by his father

Ares, fled in fear
1
. Pindar makes elsewhere (Nem.

ix. 27) similar statements.

These passages, especially the confessions of the

cowards themselves, strike us as very curious. Of course

they tend to corroborate what was said above about

Homeric valour
;
but I hardly think they can simply be

explained by a low standard of courage, for all through

Greek history the loss of the shield certainly was con-

sidered a disgrace. We must, in addition, not fail to

keep in mind the intense realism with which these

men appear to have led a reaction against the smooth

ideal courtliness of the rhapsodists. They caught the

1
Z(pvyt Sdaas, Bergk. p. 978.
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public ear by a new and welcome sound the sound of

plain straightforward reality. Intense it was, and

therefore brimful of passion, and of the beauty and

interest which passion lends to every product of human

art, but homely too and truthful, not shirking poor
admissions nor disguising vulgar notions.

We saw above, how the advantages of heroism were

put forward as the proper inducements to valour, and

how on the valiant side of their character the Greeks

were just as homely in stating their motives. The

very passage of Tyrtieus which suggests these reflec-

tions {fr. 10) is equally remarkable for its want of

compassion to the poor, as the reader will see by re-

ferring back to the passage (p. 87). This attitude is

strictly Homeric, there is neither advance nor decay
in this side of Greek nature. It is corroborated by
numerous reflections of Theognis and Solon, where

poverty is reckoned the worst of evils, especially the

poverty of exile, so much so that the promises or the

friendship of an exile were held of no value when he

returned. He would do anything to obtain that result,

and felt justified in any deceit to obtain it.

As to the sympathy with lower animals, on which

the epic poetry yielded us a good deal of evidence,

hardly a notice has reached us in the lyric fragments.
One distich, attributed to either Theognis (v. 1252)
or Solon, speaks of horses and dogs, as well as

foreign friends, as essentials to a man's happiness.
Nor did the great Simonides scorn to write an epi-

taph {Jr. 130) on a famous hound, probably belonging
-to the Thessalian Scopadse, his patrons. I have no
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doubt his namesake would have compared some class

of women to dogs, but that his plan admitted of only
one good kind, as opposed to various bad types ;

and

perhaps the Homeric epithet kvv&ttls influenced him

in the same direction.

Upon the more serious feature of avarice, it seems to

me that the Greeks of the lyric age were the direct suc-

cessors of the Hesiodic Greeks certainly ; probably
also of the Homeric Greeks, did we know more of the

poorer classes in that society. It was hardly the love

of wealth for its own sake, an artificial vice rare in

early times, and still rarer in a people who loved

natural enjoyments so keenly as the Greeks. It was

^x^ rather as a means to power and pleasure that the

Greek loved money, and the reflections of Solon and

the advices of Theognis only repeat literally what had

been said before by the sour and practical Hesiod.

To Solon, indeed, the love of money is the root of

all evil, the real parent of that selfishness which

thwarted and ridiculed his earnest and philosophical
reforms

;
to Theognis, poverty hereditary poverty is

the source of the meanness of the lower classes
;
and

its pinching grasp is now laying hold of the nobles

in defeat and exile, and is to them the cause of faith-

lessness and the breaking up of the old loyalty and the

old exclusiveness. With the rise oftrade and of shipping,

riches have made themselves a place beside ancient

lineage, and the bankrupt noble will not blush to ally

.himself with the base but wealthy merchant. These

things are all common now-a-days, and we look

upon the grumbling of the Greek aristocratic moralist
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just as we look upon the pompous absurdity of the

encumbered Irish squire, who has retained of all his

heirlooms nothing but the old contempt for trade, and

who still reconciles himself with grief and shame to

the marriage of his ignorant and spendthrift son with

some respectable shopkeeper's daughter, who will not

only, by her fortune, save him from immediate ruin,

but is also likely to introduce a sober strain into the

race, and be the parent of wiser and more reasonable

children.

But I repeat that the Greeks never came down to

the stupidity of our day, when wealth is eagerly sought

by people who never intend to enjoy it; when the

addition of thousands does not add one enjoyment
to their life, save the barren consciousness of im-

portance. The Greeks loved wealth because it ob-

tained for them all the great enjoyments of this life

-success in love, success in revenge, success in political

life; and, as we can see clearly, money was more

effectual in procuring all these blessings in those days
than it has been in almost any other nation at any

epoch of its history. This keen love of pleasure was

one of the indelible characters in Greek human nature,

reappearing at all times and in all ranks of society;
so much so that Aristotle notices the defect even of

a term in the language to denote that blunt and stolid

nature, which is not strongly affected by this motive, and
feels fully justified in calling such a man a sort of in-

animate or non-percipient creature avaiadrjTos tis *.

1 Simonides of Amorgos, by the way, describes just such a character

in one of his general types of bad women, as I have above remarked

(p. 102).
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It is to this same source that we may trace the re-

appearance of another Homeric feature in the lyric

fragments, I mean the horror and hatred of old age.

The beautiful lines still left us of Mimnermus have

it as their marked characteristic. He tells us to enjoy
the delights of love {fr. i)

' since miserable old age is

coming upon us, which disgraces even the fair man
;

ever do wretched cares affect his mind, nor does he

delight in beholding the rays of the sun, but is hateful

to boys and dishonoured among women, so oppressive
has God made old age.' He comes back upon this

yrjpas apyakiov repeatedly, a gift worse than death, as

the wretched Tithonus had found it: 'When youth
has fled, short-lived as a dream {fr. 5), forthwith this

wretched and hideous old age looms over us, hateful

and dishonoured
;
which changes the fashion of a man's

countenance, injuring his sight, and clouding his mind.'

Theognis makes similar complaints (vv. 526, 567) and

Pindar, in his first Olympian ode (v. 82), asks why
those who must of necessity meet the fate of death,

should desire to '
sit in obscurity, vainly brooding

through a forgotten old age, without sharing a single

blessing.'

These quotations, which might be considerably mul-

tiplied, show clearly a feeling quite foreign to our own

literature, and to that of the Germans, where, no doubt,

the commonplaces about age do occur, but where

altered conditions of society, and the late growth of

republican ideas, have left both honour and power to old

age, and have thus, as it were, compensated socially

for its great physical disabilities. Among the Greeks,
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on the contrary, in addition to these latter, there were

arrayed against old age a rude assertion of superior

force, and with the rapid intellectual development of

the nation, a strong consciousness of the greater force

and knowledge of youth. Old men had to contend

with the rising generation upon even terms, and with-

out those large allowances conceded to them by
modern sentiment and modern good manners. There

were isolated peoples in the classical epochs who felt

this sentiment. It was well known throughout Greece

that at Sparta the reverence for age, as such, was a

strict prescription of Lycurgus, and even the Athenian

theatre honoured the feeling as an evidence of re-

finement. The Romans, ruder and coarser than the

Greeks in almost every respect, in this stand closer

"to us moderns, that they shared with the Spartans the

conservative respect for age.

But the most enlightened Greeks stood nearer, I

fear, to the savages of the present day, who re-

gard without respect or affection any human being
who has become useless in the race of life, or who
even impedes the course of human affairs. We
know that, at Athens, actions of children to deprive
their parents of control of property were legal and

commonly occurring, nor do we hear that medical

evidence of imbecility was required. It was only among
a few conservative cities, like Sparta, and a few ex-

ceptionally refined minds, like Plato's, that the nobler

and kindlier sentiment prevailed. The philosopher,

indeed, has applied to it his finest metaphor : Some
of the gods we see with our eyes, and honour them

;
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of others, we honour the images, raising statues of

them, which we adore
; and, though they be lifeless,

yet we imagine that the living gods have a good will

and gratitude to us on this account. Now if a man
has a father or mother, or their father and mother

treasured up in his house stricken in years, let him

consider that no statue can be more potent to grant

his requests than they are, who are sitting at his hearth
;

. . . whom, when a man honours, the heart of the

-God rejoices, and he is ready to answer their prayers.'

(Ed. Jowett, iv. 442.)

The reader however who has not forgotten what

was said above (p. 39) concerning Pallas Athene, as

a Homeric ideal, will see that the ingrained selfish-

ness of Greek character was the active and perpetual

opponent of all such sentiment. This selfishness

was nourished by the perpetual conflicts and vicissi-

tudes of the Greek cities. Even the closest and most

sacred bond of Homeric days, that of party, which

had alone been able to sway the hard hearts of

Athene, and Here, and Poseidon, even this bond was

being loosened, for Theognis' bitterest lamentations

are on this very decay ;
how the exile would promise

anything to return, and then betray his friends
;
how

the magistrate would endeavour, by any deceit, to

overcome his old fellows, and reduce them to a level

with the townsmen under his tyranny.

It is fashionable in certain philosophies, long since

exploded, but of late showing signs of new life, to

attribute all human action to selfishness, and to trans-

late the plain facts of passion and of principle into in-
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volved and subtle deductions from this principle. I

am very far from advocating this absurdity, but am

ready to admit, with Bishop Butler, that except

stronger motives supervene, this is ever present and

constantly asserting itself. In Greek politics, as in

ours, principle did at times, though rarely, override it,

as we may see from the case of Solon. Passion, too,

silenced it, but far oftener than it does now, because

society had not settled down into a calm and equable
state from its troubled and violent beginnings. But

these were intermittent agents, and make but a small

figure in the fragmentary history of old days beside the

constant workings of selfishness, on which we chance

to have three very adequate witnesses Hesiod, The-

ognis, and Thucydides.

/^Selfishness is akin to dishonesty, and thus we are

led to the consideration of another disagreeable fea-

ture, on which the Homeric age gave us considerable

materials. Here again we have a permanent Greek

feature, and one recognised, as well in old times as

in modern, both by the better Greeks themselves, and

by their more respectable neighbours. Herodotus no-

tices, in evident contrast to his own nation, the care

with which Persian boys were taught to speak the

truth. Cyrus is said, in the same spirit (Herod, i. 153),
to have expressed his open contempt for men who
met in a fixed marketplace daily to lie, and cheat one
another. Darius caustically calls Scythes the justest of

all the Greeks he ever knew, because he kept a single

promise. So much for earlier days. Thucydides and

Aristophanes are home witnesses for the dishonesty of

I
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Greek life at a later epoch. Then we descend to days
when the coarse and brutal Romans were able to as-

sert their own superiority, in this respect at all events.

Grceca fide mercari is a proverb in the older comedy.

Cicero, in his oration Pro Ccecina, turns aside to apolo-

gise for doubting generally the veracity of Greek evi-

dence, He claims to know more of the Greeks than

any man of his day ;
he confesses his love and admir-

ation for their genius; he concedes to them all the

high qualities they choose to claim, save one that of

- truthfulness 1
. I need not descend to the Grcecia mendax

of Juvenal and Persius, when the Greeks in Rome

may have been, like the Irish in America, the mere

offscourings of home society. Apart then from any

exaggeration, without denying to many of the philoso-

phers the highest feelings of honour, without denying
to the lower classes much of that respect for truth with-

out which constitutional government is impossible, we
cannot claim for the Greeks a high place for honesty

among civilised nations. In Athens the Demos indeed,

upon one memorable occasion, stuck to its oaths of

amnesty, and allowed murderers and informers under the

tyrants to return unmolested, and dwell among the chil-

dren of their victims. But such instances are noted as

1 ' Vernmtamen hoc dico de toto genere Groecorum : tribuo illis

litteras, do multarum artium disciplinam, non adimo sermonis leporem,

ingeniorum acumen, dicendi copiam; denique etiam, si sibi alia sumunt,

non repugno: testhnoniorum religionem et fidem nunquam ista natio

coluit ; totiusque hujusce rei quae sit vis, quae auctoritas, quod pondus,

ignorant.' I think almost the same remarks might be applied to the

lower-class Irish, if we substitute a mere capacity of literary excellence

for the developed genius justly ascribed to the Greeks.
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rare. I have no doubt that many, even of the Athenians

themselves, regarded this noble self-denial as a Quix-
otic display of honour, and counted it among those

excesses of doing good which Aristotle afterwards called

vices, and among which he deliberately ranked excess

in speaking the truth. Socially, no doubt, we all

agree with Aristotle; society cannot subsist without

polite suppressions of truth, but, in a moral treatise,

the admission points to a different standard from that

of the old Persians and Germans. The main point on

which I here insist is, that dishonesty was not an

occasional symptom in the worse epochs of Greek

history, but a feature congenital in the nation and

indelible waxing and waning, no doubt, but always at

-a tolerably high level.

Let us pass to a pleasanter topic, and cast a glance
at the hospitality of the lyric days, as compared with

that of the Homeric epoch. The reader wiU remember

that there were symptoms of the decay of this virtue,

which naturally flourishes among primitive societies,

when means of communication are difficult, and the

providing of food and shelter for travellers has not yet
become a matter of commercial speculation. It ap-

peared that the Homeric Greeks were at the close of

that condition in which men keep open house for

strangers, and that they were beginning to estimate the

cost and convenience of having to do so. We can

hardly fancy Hesiod welcoming a stranger with much

cordiality: he objects to spending time in idle talk,

and would ill brook the interruption of his field work

to amuse vagrants.

I 2
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Of course the lyric poets, being aristocrats, have

more gentlemanly notions
;
but the princely incomes

of the old kings and chiefs had gone in the party

-struggles, the confiscations, and the exiles which dis-

tracted the Greek cities. When a single ruler or

tyrant attained to wealth and power, there is reason

to believe that he was as hospitable as his suspicions

would permit, but the average aristocrat was seldom

in a position to practise Homeric hospitality. Mil-

tiades the elder, indeed, who was a sort of prince or

dynast in Attica, is described by Herodotus, at the

close of this period, sitting at his door, like Abraham,
and ready to bring in every passing stranger. But this

was in the power of but few, and perhaps in the in-

clination of but few also.

We have in Theognis a kindly and interesting

passage on the point, which is worth quoting (v. 511

sqq.) :
' Thou hast come here, Clearistos, having accom-

plished thy voyage through the deep sea, with nothing,

wretched man, to me who also have nothing ;
we

will place supports ((vya) under the sides of your

ship such as we have and such as the gods give us
;

and we will afford you the best of what we have, and

if any friend of yours come with you, let him sit down
with us just as your own friendship prompts you.

Neither will I reserve any of my goods, nor will I bring

from another house any greater display for the sake of

entertaining you. But if any one asks what is my
life, you may tell him that for an easy life it is hard,

but for a hard life easy enough
1

,
so that I need not

1 ws (v ii\v xa\7rcDs, us xa^'lrws 8 /*a\' S (v. 520).
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abandon a single hereditary guest friend, but am unable

to afford hospitality to any larger number.' He repeats

almost the words of Telemachus receiving the suppliant

seer (o 280), 'Come into the ship, and then you shall be

friendly entreated with the best that we can afford.'

r There are certainly two points of great importance

already mentioned, points upon which the lyric age
had made a decided advance, if not an improvement,
on the Homeric range of feeling and sentiment. The
first is the emotion of love, which is described as quite

a different passion in its manifestations by the lyric

poets, and is frequently concentrated on different

objects. It is difficult to handle such a subject freely,

but it is far too important in any social sketch of

the Greeks to bear being omitted. I shall merely
indicate points of view and materials which may
guide the student who seeks to comprehend this aspect
of Greek life more thoroughly.

In the first place, as I said above, the lyric poets
describe the emotion of love with a passion and an

intensity quite foreign to the rhapsodists. Even when

Agamemnon and Achilles quarrel fiercely about a fair

captive, there is hardly one word about their passion
for her. Nay, the peerless beauty Helen excites mere

vulgar passion in her seducer; nor do we hear of

any deeper and nobler feeling in Menelaus, whose

private emotions are kept Out of view by the poet,

to be developed with full richness and beauty by the

great iEschylus in a later age. The marital affections

of Hector, Ulysses, and their wives, are deep and

lasting, but there is nowhere any hint of that sort.

'[LIB;
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of all-absorbing influence which we meet in Archilo-

-chus and Sappho, just as we meet it in all the great

modern poets. It is there in Archilochus, even in the

wretched scraps left us by jealous time :
' I lie wretched

and lifeless with desire [fr. 14), pierced to the inmost

marrow by the potent pang of the gods,' says he
;
and

there is no doubt what pang he means, if we com-

pare fr. 103, where he speaks of 'the desire of love

pouring a mist over his eyes and stealing away his

heart.' No Homeric hero would have understood

such poignant feelings on the score of a woman. There

was, no doubt, desire, but desire such as that of Aphro-
dite in the song of Demodocus, or of Paris in the

second book of the Iliad, of Penelope's suitors, or

of the same Aphrodite in the famous Homeric Hymn
addressed to her. There was love of home, and with

it of wife and children, but no passion other than mere

sensual passion, and that treated rather as a natural

appetite, than as anything high or worthy of poetic

glory.

But in the lyric age we have Archilochus, we have,

above all, Sappho, whom I have above quoted (p. 105),

we have Ibycus, we have Anacreon, devoting .
all

their genius and their art to sing of this all-powerful

master of human happiness and misery.

There is yet a greater change in the objects towards

which it was felt. Here first in Greek literature we

meet with that strange and to us revolting perversion,

which reached its climax in later times, and actually

centred upon beautiful boys all the romantic affections

which we naturally feel between opposite sexes, and
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opposite sexes alone. The reason of it is obvious

enough. It is only when mental refinement is added

to physical beauty that the love of lyric poet, and

mediaeval knight and troubadour, becomes possible

that love rises from an appetite to a sentiment. If

this be so, I am convinced that the deeper and fuller

awakening to love in our sense among Greek hearts

was closely connected with the rise of the Asiatic

/\ custom of attachments among men. The degradation,

as we should say, in the object of their love (from

natural to unnatural) was the cause of the ennoble-

ment of that feeling itself. The generous affection

for an intellectual equal displayed in the second part

of Theognis' Elegies, the various stories of heroism

and self-devotion which were familiar to Greek his-

torians these were not possible in early Greek society,

except under the strange conditions to which I have

adverted. We have as yet no Aspasia to advocate

the higher education of women, We have in many
cities a tendency to seclude women, and prevent them

from being companions to their lovers. Thus their

natural place was invaded by those fair and stately

youths, with their virgin looks, and maiden modesty,
who fired Solon and Theognis, and Socrates and

Epaminondas in fact, almost every great Greek in

their greatest days.

There remains but one more topic to complete our

review the moral and religious progress of the lyric

age as compared with the boasted excellence of Homer.

Here there was indeed a change of vast importance.

Of old, the poet had been the only accredited preacher,
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expounding the brief and obscure responses of the

oracles, describing the lives of the great men of old,

then advancing to personal reflections, to gnomic

wisdom, and to terse summaries of human experience.

In these various functions the poets had been, if I may
so say, the established clergy of the older Greeks. But

now there sprang up a new class of teachers, the

philosophers, who thought themselves clear of the

wretched polytheism of the Epos, with its shameful

immoralities, and taught a larger creed and purer

morals. Of course the old poets were at first con-

temptuous, then disgusted, then abusive.

This is the old contest between poetry and phi-

losophy of which Plato speaks {Rep. p. 607, C) : 'of

which there are many proofs, such as the saying [of

the poets] of " the yelping hound howling at her lord/'

or of one "
mighty in the vain talk of fools," and "

the

mob of sages circumventing Zeus" and " the subtle

thinkers who are beggars after all"; and there are ten

thousand other signs of ancient enmity between them.'

' Such studies,' he says again, in the Laws (p. 967 C),
1

gave rise to much atheism and perplexity, and the

poets took occasion to be abusive comparing the

philosophers to dogs, uttering vain howlings, and

saying other nonsense of the same sort. Btft now, as

I said, the case is reversed.' Of course it was reversed

gradually, and so Plato is able in the Protagoras

(Jowett,
i. p. 125) to speak of the old poets as really

the forerunners of the Sophists, and thus opposed to

true and philosophic teaching.

But the struggle was long, though never doubtful.
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Xenophanes, writing in verse no doubt, but still

decidedly a philosopher, as opposed to the professed

.poets, decries the singing old theologies about gods

and Titans. Pindar, a poet, though affecting to be

a philosophic teacher, shows constant traces of the

struggle.. But he is clearly on the defensive. Though
he abuses the philosophers, he is obliged to manipulate

and palliate the myths. He speaks contemptuously

{Nem. iii. 40) of artificial wisdom, which attempts a

thousand virtues and attains none: 'AreAf; <ro(pias

Kap-nbv bpz-eiv is his expression (fr. 124) for philosophy.

Yet he is elsewhere obliged to deny the received

stories of murder and adultery among the blessed

gods. He tries to mediate between faith and rational-

ism, but of course in vain. He may accommodate

some isolated legends, he may even venture to deny

others, but no piecemeal criticism, no surrendering

of outworks, no attempted truce with the enemy, could

save the old Greek religion. Even the poets, who

professed to find in the myths a solid creed, and who

asserted themselves as the accredited moral teachers

of the nation even they owed their noblest thoughts

and their loftiest poetry, not to the Epos, but to the

contact with their opponents. Thus in Pindar, of

whom we can speak most confidently, we are not

attracted by his long mythical narratives, or by his

moral lessons drawn from these models, in any sense

as we are attracted by those splendid passages where

he shows contact with the Orphic mysteries, or what-

ever theosophy had brought into life the reward of the

-good and the punishment of sinners in a future life.
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Here is a doctrine absolutely foreign to the gods of

Homer, foreign to the gloomy justice of Providence

in Hesiod
;
and yet in Pindar it makes the poet soar

above his ordinary course into a higher and purer air :

'To them the sun, in radiant might,

Lights up the subterranean night.

In meads empurpled o'er with roses

They take their calm suburban ease,

While over them the fragrant shade reposes,

When golden fruits weigh down the loaded trees.

Some in the chariot's rapid flight,

Some with the dice indulge, or in the harp's soft delight.

And still luxuriant all around

The universal plenty blooms;

And over all the holy ground

Float evermore the incense-fumes,

When from the altars of the gods arise

The far- seen fires of constant sacrifice.'

(Milman's transl.)

So too we find him compelled to assert the moral

side of the old religion. He must select those in-

stances, exceptional as they are, which show the ruling

of Providence over men, which show the punishment

of guilt, which show the difficulties and trials of virtue

rewarded in the world. It is indeed true that the poet

was able to say but little upon morals which was not

the tritest commonplace. Divest his maxims of their

stilted diction, and you will find the saws of Hesiod,

of Theognis, and of Solon, neither deepened nor en-

larged. It is all mere children's prattle beside the

-deep speculations of iEschylus, his younger contem-

porary. But Pindar and .^Eschylus may be contrasted

as Herodotus and Thucydides, the former perhaps more
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antique and childlike than his age, the latter so

advanced as to outrun even his successors, and stand

out a monument of genius apart from or beyond the

natural development of things.

^ Here then I pause, at the threshold of a new epoch,

in which our materials are no longer too scanty, but

too full, and where our difficulties do not arise from

doubtful inferences and uncertain hints, but rather

from the great multiplicity and variety of the materials

before us.



CHAPTER V.

THE GREEKS OF THE ATTIC AGE.

The epoch of which we are now to treat is that

in which Athens took such a lead as to be presently

considered the head of Greece, if not from a mili-

y^ tary, yet at least from a social and literary point of

view. It may indeed be said, that her empire in

this latter sense was not accomplished until she had

been compelled to abandon her claims to rule Greece

by her arms as well as by her arts. For though,

during her first and. most brilliant career as a conquer-

ing state, she had produced literary men who were

never equalled, and works of art which were never

rivalled, yet it seems to me that her real empire
over the manners and minds of the other Greeks

dates rather from the days of Plato and Menander

than from those of Thucydides and Sophocles. Eu-

ripides lived, indeed, in the former epoch, but his

works had hardly attained their full popularity until

its very close, and until, after the disastrous close

of the Peloponnesian War, culture, rather than her

naval and military power, became her pride. I am
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disposed, therefore, to separate this Attic epoch for

my purpose into three subdivisions: the first, extend-

ing from the repulse of the Persians to the end of

the great civil war and the capture of Athens (in

403 B. c.) ;
the second, from her liberation to the battle

of Chseronea (in 338 B.C.) ;
the third, the close of her

greatness, comprising the age of the New Comedy, the

days of Epicurus and Menander, and extending till

the days when Alexandria and Rome supplanted her

as the centres of the world's thought. To the first two

epochs I shall adhere proximately, claiming however

that freedom which is due to a mere social sketch as

opposed to strict history. Nor do I think the dis-

tinction between the second and third epochs very

vital or deeply marked in Greek life.

But to any one intimate with Attic literature, the

general contrasts of these epochs will at once be felt,

and perhaps more easily felt than demonstrated

by special citations. Thus the remains of the first

epoch are the tragedies of iEschylus, Sophocles, and

Euripides, the earlier Comedy down to Aristophanes'
old age, the histories of Herodotus and of Thucydides,
and the fragments of the earlier orators (Antiphon
and Andocides). If we add the fragments of Greek

historians, chiefly preserved in the anecdotes of

Athenasus, Plutarch, and other such later compilers,

we have before us a considerable body of various

literature, marked by several distinct features, and

by certain contrasts to succeeding ages. It was an

age of great hurry and prodigious development, when

event after event so came crowding upon the people,
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*

that they were under the perpetual excitement of

some new acquisition or some unexpected danger.
A great public enthusiasm laid such hold of every

Athenian, that private life was despised, and pri-

vate comforts set aside, while every man devoted

himself with all his might to advance his city, and
to sacrifice all to the calls of state service. I need
but refer to the remarkable picture attributed to the

Corinthians, or to Pericles himself, in Thucydides

(i. 70, and ii. 66), and fully borne out by the historical

facts of the previous generation.

It is perhaps a mistake to look upon this apparent
self-sacrifice as patriotism in our modern sense as

the feeling which prompts noble natures to postpone
their private comforts to great public ends. If my
estimate of Greek character hitherto be just, this will

seem highly improbable. I am rather disposed to look

upon the undeniable public spirit of the Athenians as

that of men who, seeing a great future before their

country, rise from a paltry ambition after private wealth

and comfort to a higher though still selfish ambition

after public fame, and the glory of leading the course

of public affairs. So they became a city full of public

men, if I may so say, engrossed with state service,

and with politics, men of little leisure, and of small

curiosity in speculating upon the reasons of things,

in fact no theorists, but stern men of action, full of

earnestness in their lives, and allowing themselves little

relaxation. I am here speaking of the general tone

of Periclean society, for I know well that Pericles

himself, and some of his familiar friends, such as
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"-Anaxagoras, formed marked exceptions to this rule 1
.

So also Euripides, who in this as in other respects

marks a transition to the succeeding age, shows many
traces of pure philosophy, of speculative thinking, as

opposed to practical politics. But the timid and

fragmentary philosophical teaching of this great poet
shows how a man who wrote for the Periclean public

was obliged to conceal his speculations, and put on

the stage plain practical politics and plain human

passion.

Thus even when their relaxation came we see that

it bore the deep impress of their hurry and their public

cares. The Old Comedy was essentially political,

and directed to satirising public affairs and public

"characters, so that the Athenian statesman might well

have complained that even in his leisure hours the

strife of party and the fever of public life did not

depart from him. In another respect, too, this Comedy
was the relaxation of busy men, in the full flavour of

its wit and the grossness of its vigorous satire. This

is, I think, an universal feature in human nature. Men
that live lives of excitement and exceeding fatigue,

whether it be professional, or political, or commercial

men that are wild speculators in the market or in

public affairs, cannot afford time and attention for

1 Stesimbrotus tells us, as quoted by Plutarch, that he used to discuss

subtleties with Protagoras, and that they disputed for a whole day in

the case of a fatal accident at an athletic contest, whether the dart which

inflicted the wound, or the thrower, or the arrangers of the contest, were

truly the cause of the accident. This case is discussed in Antiphon's
second tetralogy, and seems therefore to have been a favourite subject

for casuistry.
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gentle and soothing recreation, for the so-called Attic

salt of mere leisure conversations, for philosophical

disquisitions and for long rambles in the country.

They will generally plunge from one excitement into

another, and will not rest their minds save with such

grosser bodily pleasures as expel all thought of serious

things. They rest the man by indulging the beast

within them. No one who has observed our great

centres of life and business in the present day can

have missed this prominent feature. I think this may
be the reason why the Athenians of the first epoch,

men of far more seriousness in many respects than

their successors, delighted in public exhibitions which

became coarse and unseemly in the eyes of their gen-
tler but weaker successors. There was no time for

Platonic dialogues, no taste for the quiet comforts of

home life. The ribald scenes in Aristophanes were

meant to satisfy far different wants.

But who would have expected from this picture

that, among these busy, hard, realistic politicians, art

or literature would have prospered ? Do not all the

features adduced rather point to a state of things in

which the leisure enforced by the tyrants, and their

enlightened patronage, must be felt by the artist an

irreparable loss? I am convinced this was so, and

believe that, throughout Greece generally, the age

following the time of the despots, which I call the

Periclean age, but which reaches far beyond his death,

was in literature decidedly an age of decline. There

is no other reason why the lyric poetry, which was

flourishing at the opening of the period, should have
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decayed, and almost vanished from Greece. Up to

the rise of the Athenian and other democracies, we
have art centres for sculpture, poetry, and architecture,

all over Greece, at Samos, at Lesbos, at Corinth, in

Sicily, we may say wherever there was a court. And
so lyric poetry, like the epic which preceded it, was

the , general property of all Greece, sung and read

everywhere, speaking to the heart of every Greek.

All this now vanishes
;
the plaintive Mimnernus and

the fierce Tyrtasus, the passionate Sappho, and the

turbulent Aloeus, the voluptuous Anacreon, and the

bombastic Pindar, all these have left no successors.

But this great and melancholy void is hidden from us

by the dazzling splendour of Athens. And the excep-

tion is so great that it has obscured the rule and made
historians speak of the Attic period as the most

brilliant in Greek literature.

This was due to two special causes : first, to the

discovery of the drama, by which a poem could

be produced before king Demos, as well as king

Peisistratus, thus giving back to the poets a many-
headed and wealthier patron than the friendly despots.

Secondly, to the substitution by Pericles of a presidency
over subject states, for a tyranny over subject citizens.

This great man was in many respects the direct

successor of the older despots. He had the blood of

despots in his veins, and their instincts in his heart,

but he contrived, with extraordinary genius, to com-

bine these instincts with a democratic policy. He
made all his fellow-citizens into one great despot,

subject to his own influence, taxing other states, and

K
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applying the proceeds just as Polycrates or Peisistratus

would have done, to the beautifying of his city and
"

the active patronage of literature. Thucydides was

not blind to this curious combination \ He saw that

Athens was under Pericles a democracy only in name
;

he felt the concealed despot in him; but it is in

Plutarch's life that we find all the details about

sculptors, and painters, and architects, and writers,

which show how thoroughly the Athenian prime

minister had combined the tyrant's patronage of

literature with the political life of a free constitution.

Thus under this man, and owing to his exceptional

genius, Athens enjoyed the advantages of both con-

V -ditions, and consequently strode ahead of all the rest

of Greece. But I repeat that it was at Athens alone,

and for these special reasons, that civic democracy

1 As Mr. Miiller Striibing observes (Aristoph. u. d. hist. KritiJt. p. 82),

this idea of Athens as a tyrannis is put forward in express terms in the

speech of Pericles (Thuc. ii. 62), and that of Cleon (iii. 37), by Thucy-

dides. He might have added Aristoph. Eg. in :

u Afjfxe, KakrjV 7' ?x*'s

apxty ore vavres av-

Opoiiroi SeSiaffi c' &o~-

irep dvSpa rvpavvov

also that Demosthenes {in Lept. p. 478) speaks of the Lacedeemonian

rule in similar terms : f/yovvTO yelp ov /uicpciv rvpavviSa nal tovtov, rr)v

Aa/c. apxty KaraKvcavra, irenavKivai, speaking of Conon, and comparing

his merits with those of Harmodius. The administrators of the com-

mon fund were Athenian citizens responsible to Athens alone. The

tribute was fixed and assessed by the Athenians, who divided their

empire into four provinces, comprising about 180 cities. The lists and

amounts have now been recovered from inscriptions, and published with

a most instructive map, in Kirchhoff's collection (vol. i. Berlin, 1873).
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was compatible with an advance in literature. We
look for it in Samos, in Mitylene, in Syracuse, in

vain. Throughout the rest of Greece the fever of

politics, and the hardships of war, had acted fatally on

literature.
1

1
Though I freely confess the transcendent genius of Pericles, I see

no reason for following the modern German school in the extravagant

estimate of his moral character, which they have borrowed from

Thucydides. There are not wanting evidences, to any one who will

read his work not in blind admiration, but with a critical sense, that it

is to a great extent what the Germans call a Tendenz-schrift, intended to

magnify Pericles and his policy, while it traduces Cleon and others who

succeeded the great statesmen. This sort of party-history has been

written by Sallust, and detected by modern critics, who hold his two

treatises to be political pamphlets, concealed under a garb of severe

narrative. Perhaps Thucydides was to Sallust a more exact model than

that historian suspected. Pericles (and Thucydides) stood to Cleon

and his party in somewhat of the relation of the old Whigs in English

politics to the modem Radicals. The former were great noblemen, who
took up the cause of the people, and opposed the Tories, and so far the

Radicals are their direct successors, just as Mr. Grote has shown that

Cleon succeeded to the policy of Pericles. But nevertheless there are many
old Whigs whose rank and traditions lead them to despise and dislike their

modern allies, and to claim a distinct name, and assert on many points

a distinct policy. Thus Thucydides, a follower of Pericles, certainly

intends us to believe, and even insinuates strongly, that Cleon's policy

was not the continuation of that of Pericles. But it is really strange how
the genius of the historian has carried with him all the modems, though
he is almost the only contemporary, or nearly contemporary, authority,

who estimates Pericles so highly. Thus, for example, the opinions of

the two greatest Greek thinkers, Plato and Aristotle, which are for-

tunately preserved, are apparently against him. Though the former was
a decided aristocrat, and the latter a Liberal Conservative, and so

opposed in principle to Pericles' Radicalism, as they thought it, yet as

they judged him long after his death, when all personal bias had long

passed away, their opinions are too weighty to be summarily set aside.

Plato (Gorgias 515-18) does not indeed insist upon what seems to have

K 2
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But I must not let these political considerations

draw me away from my proper subject. I urge them

to show that the exaggerated esteem for Pericles and

for the Athens of his creation should not blind us to

the defects which were very plain to the philosophical

critics of his own and succeeding generations. I am

persuaded that as the age of the tyrants in Greece

generally, and of the Peisistratids at Athens, was an

age of political stagnation, but of social and artistic

advance, so on the contrary the age of Pericles, includ-

ing the whole period between the battles of Plataea

and ^Egospotami, was an age of rapid political develop-

ment, possibly also at Athens . of literary and certainly

of artistic development ;
but at Athens, and perhaps

throughout Greece, one of social and moral stagnation.

And as my present object is to regard the Greeks in this

latter point of view, the Periclean epoch, so brilliant

in other respects, will be that from which we can

draw but scanty materials. There was in social life

even retrogression.

been the usual aristocratic judgment, that Pericles had made the people

lazy, idle, and grasping, but he does insist that he merely gratified their

desires, and was their servant for popularity's sake. This view how-

ever appears to have been modified by Plato in his Phcedrus, where he

speaks of him very respectfully. Aristotle's opinion may be gathered

from two passages quoted by Plutarch, the first in his life of Pericles,

cap. 9, where Aristotle gives a sketch of his policy very similar to that

attributed to Caius Gracchus at Rome. The second is an indirect

notice of equal value, in Plutarch's Nicias, where he enumerates from

Aristotle the three best public men of Athens Nicias, Thucydides

(0 MtKrjaiov), and Theramenes and where the omission of Pericles is

very striking. The evidence of the Old Comedy, were it of any value,

is perfectly consentient.
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The attitude, for example, of women in imperial

Athens was lower than we have yet found it in Greece.

A certain contempt for them seems to have become

the fashion. As if in contrast to the old-fashioned

Herodotus, in whose delightful pages women occupy
a due place, and come before us in very distinct charac-

ters, Thucydides is pointedly silent upon them, and

makes his silence the more speaking by the aphorism

put into the mouth of his ideal hero
,

' That woman
is best who is least spoken of among men, whether

for good or for evil V There is no modern reader

who will not confess that the practical adoption of

this sentiment in his history is one of its main de-

fects, as compared with the truer and more artless

picture of the great Herodotus. Posterity owes the

dry Athenian a grudge that he has not deigned
to break his studied silence on that remarkable wo-

man, who is said to have had no mean influence on

the course of public affairs under Pericles. Had he

condescended to vindicate her true position against

her comic slanderers, or to endorse it with his

sober judgment, we might have well excused him

his digressions about Hipparchus and Hippias, valu-

able as they are to modern historians. In this, as

in other respects, my former judgment of his work,

1 I have elsewhere (Proleg. to Ancient History, pp. 10, sqq.) shown

additional reasons for Thucydides' silence, as antagonistic to the pro-

minence given to Aspasia by the comic writers, and also how this par-

ticular point in his speech specially intends to repress a second outburst

of the enthusiasm shown on a previous occasion, which was doubtless

disagreeable to his cold and distant dignity.
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as a 'great but defective history/ has been con-

firmed, not only by farther reflection, but by a

valuable ally, Mr. Miiller Striibing, whose Aristophanes

und die historische Kritik shows, with great power, how

wretchedly poor and starved are the allusions of Thucy-
dides to the attitude of parties at Athens. We are,

in fact, reduced to doubtful inferences from the ribald

joking of Aristophanes, and to the scanty evidence

of a few recovered inscriptions, for explanations

of what he saw, and could have told us in a few

of his pregnant clauses, had not his intention been

otherwise. His very contemporaries were obliged to

write books supplying his omissions 1
.

From this important writer we accordingly gain but

scanty light as to social and private life at Athens.

There are, however, a few indications of old simplicity

in manners and luxury in dress deserving of notice,

which cast special light on the peculiar and some-

what repulsive features of Athenian life, as we find it

in this epoch. Thucydides (ii. 15-17) mentions that,

up to the outbreak of the Peloponnesian war, many of

the citizens had still preserved the ancient custom of

living in the country, and only visiting the city on

business a condition of things reminding us of He-

siod, who regards these visits as only compelled by
vexatious lawsuits and blames his brother for wasting

his time, and frequenting the town. If we combine this

notice of the old country life in Attica with another

1 Cf. Dionysius Halicar. irtpl QovkvS. c. 16, who mentions Cratippus

as 6 cvvatcfMoas avrai /cat rd, iTapa\ei<p0tvTa awaya-ydv (Muller's Frag.

Hist. Grcec. ii. p. 75).
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remark on the elegant dress of the older citizens, who

wore from luxury linen tunics, and fastened their hair

with a golden tettix
(i. 6), and then compare the pic-

ture in Herodotus of the elder Miltiades sitting before

his door, and offering hospitality to passing strangers
1

,

these indications show us a state of society in which

the Athenian women held a very different position

from that conceded to them under the developed

democracy. Nothing was more depressing in ancient

times to the freedom of women than city life, for the

absence of proper police regulations made it not easy
-for them to go abroad; and besides, the duties or

responsibilities of a town household are as nothing
for a housewife compared with her importance in a

country establishment \ Although, therefore, the surly

Hesiod complains that one of the grievances of having
a wife is her insisting on joining her husband at meals,

I suppose the nobler Athenians (as the lower classes

1 Herod, vi. 35 :
' When Peisistratus was autocrat at Athens, Mil-

tiades, the son of Cypselus, also was a man of great importance

(*5wd<7Tve), being of a house that kept a four-in-hand, and by remote

.descent a scion of the iEacidse of iEgina, but now an Athenian. This

Miltiades, sitting in his verandah, and seeing the Doloncian envoys

coming by dressed in foreign garb and carrying spears, called out to

them, and when they approached offered them lodging and hospitality.'

They had previously gone along the sacred road through Bceotia and

Phocis, but had met with no such treatment. The hospitality and

plenty of ancient days was a favourite topic with the old comic poets,

as may be seen from the numerous citations on this point in Athenseus

(vi. p. 267 sqq.), especially from Teleclides, Cratinus, and Aristophanes.
J The model husband Ischomachus, in Xenophon's (Economics,

advises his wife to obtain bodily exercise by folding up and sorting

clothes in her various presses ! (Xen. CEcon. cap. x. 1 1.)
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certainly did) acted very differently; and how sharp

this contrast between their town and country life

appeared to Athenian women can be proved from the

affecting utterance of Xenophon, in a tract which will

hereafter occupy us, when he speaks of the moving out

to the country as '

delightful to the wife, and longed

for by the children.'

Had, therefore, no other concomitant changes oc-

curred at Athens, I hold that this transference of

residence from the country into town must have af-

_/C fected private life severely.

There were added even more important political

causes. With the progress of the age, the aristocratical

complexion of Athenian life, lasting, no doubt, far

longer socially than it did politically, gave way before

the invading democracy, and the political centre of

gravity passed from the side of the nobles into the

midst of the whole male population. The result of

this equality upon the position of women is obvious. I

have shown before that, in Homer's day, the wives and

daughters of the chiefs were respected and influential

because they were attached to the centre of power,

because they influenced the king more than free men

i did, and because they belonged to an exclusive caste

society which despised all beyond its pale. 'The same

thing holds good, though perhaps in a lesser degree, in

the aristocratic days of historical Greece. As long as

the Eupatridae held the sway, their noble ladies held

a high position in Attic society; and it is doubtless

from such that vEschylus has drawn his figures of

Clytemnestra and Electra figures full of grace and
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refinement, and very different from the coarser and

harder
'

heroines in the works of Sophocles. Ac-

cordingly, when the power passed from the special

class of the nobles the consideration felt for all their

entourage would also pass away. A common man,
with an actual vote, would become of more impor-
tance than an Alcmseonid lady, who might possibly

of old have swayed her ruling husband
;
and so with

the development of political interests, gradually ab-

sorbing all the life of every Athenian, there came,
in that deeply selfish society, a gradual lowering in

'the scale of all such elements as possessed no poli-

tical power. Old age and weaker sex were pushed
aside to make way for the politician the man of ac-

tion the man who carried arms, and exercised civic

rights.

Yet even these weighty causes seem to me in-

adequate to explain the really Asiatic jealousy with

which women of the higher classes were locked up
in imperial Athens, and the contempt with which they
were systematically treated. Of course, these very

feelings have hidden from us their full explanation,

but I think we should not fail to remember a certain

reaction of Ionia upon Attica, which must certainly
have been produced by the development of the Athe-

nian marine, and by the closer relations of the various

members of the Delian Confederacy. There seems

no doubt that even about Solon's time educated

Athenians considered a visit to Asia Minor, or to

the splendid court of Lydia, just as necessary as our

young noblemen once considered a visit to the French
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court, the very perfection of refinement and elegance.

It is also well known that the wealth and the luxury
of the Asiatic cities far exceeded those of their Hel-

lenic sisters. It seems, therefore, more than probable

that the Asiatic tinge which the Ionic Greeks received

both by their contact with Lydia, and by the Persian

conquest of Ionia, as it certainly introduced lower

notions concerning the social position of women,
so it is likely to have affected fashionable life at

Athens \ There is nothing so infectious among imi-

tators as the contempt and the sneers of a fashionable

man, and I can well conceive the young Athenian who
went to see the world at Miletus and Sardis, coming
home with an altered view on the rights and privi-

leges of women, and thinking that after all the harems

of the Asiatics were the best arrangement for men, in-

asmuch as it left them full liberty to follow their own

pleasures, without hindrance and without criticism from

mothers, and wives, and sisters
2
.

1 There is distinct evidence that Polycrates, for example, modelled all

(A his city and its habits after the luxurious Sardis. Clearchus of Soli, quoted

by Athenseus (xii. p. 540, E), describes how the morals of all Greece

were corrupted by these imported customs. There was a special street

at Samos devoted to debauchery of all kinds, called the Aavpct cnvi).
2 The fair and gentle attitude towards women in Herodotus, and the

great influence he is disposed to allow them in modifying the greatest

historical events, show that mere contact with Asia Minor did not

produce this degradation of women, which seems peculiar to Athens,

and induced by Asiatic models grafted on Athenian city policy.

Eupolis (Meineke's Com. Frag. ii. p. 529) speaks of Ionian women

following their husbands when on military service {woirtp Aex^ o^pa-

TiaiTis l 'Ion/las), which is inconsistent with strict seclusion, and the girls

of Miletus are well-known to the comic writers as temperate, and of
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I think that some such influence as this should be

conceded, and it will help to explain the extraordinary

phenomenon before us
;

I mean, how imperial Athens,

the home of the arts and of literature, the centre per-

haps, even then, of social refinement in Greece (though

this I gravely doubt) how this Athens, which had

thoroughly solved the problem of the extension of pri-

vileges to all citizens, had retrograded as to women,
and if not in practice, yet certainly in theory, denied

them that reasonable liberty which all the older Greek

^literature shows them to have hitherto possessed.

Many effects of this injustice are apparent in Athenian

literature.

But it is high time to escape from generalities, and

examine in detail our individual authorities. Hitherto

almost all our evidence was in the epic age anony-

mous, in the lyric fragmentary, so that the mental

bias of the writers could not be ascertained, or if so,

criticised with any certainty. The case is now

widely different. The personal characters of Hero-

dotus, Thucydides or Euripides, are quite essential in

considering the information they convey to us, and

the neglect of this obvious point has occasioned in-

numerable errors. As my conclusions are in many
points singular, owing to the weight which I allow to

this disturbing element, I must examine each of the

Attic authors separately, and in some detail. In

following out this plan, the social points will be

elicited separately, but I trust so fully that a short

I"
refined manners at table. But these things may refer to the lower

classes, who were at Athens sufficiently free, as we shall see.
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summary at the close will give clearness and con-

sistency to a long and irregular exposition.
It is to be remarked that for the earlier part of the

present epoch we have but little direct evidence.

jEschylus and Herodotus can alone be said to throw

any light upon the state of Greece immediately after

/Kthe Persian wars
;
and unfortunately for our purpose,

the latter, as to facts, is engaged with the previous

generation as his special subject, and the former was a

man of that peculiar genius which is little coloured by
the current of every-day life around him, and which

centres itself upon those great eternal world-problems,
whose features are ever the same, and which are not

changed with the changing fashions of men's lives.

Thus in the extant tragedies of iEschylus, the interests

are, if I may so say, too colossal to admit of much de-

lineation of character
;
amid the crash of armies, and

the mightier
' shocks of doom,' these purely human fea-

tures fall into the background. I know not that he has

left us distinct pictures of any heroes or heroines save

those of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, and that of

Electra in his Choephora. The rest are general types,

such as that of a warrior king (Eteocles), of a patient
sufferer (Prometheus), of an overbearing herald (Hermes,
in the same play), of an anxious suppliant (Orestes
and Danaus). It is in respect of the development of

personal character that the great trilogy of iEschylus
stands far in advance of his earlier plays; and the

combination of this feature with the great laws of

destiny and the gloomy lowering of an ancestral curse

over a great regal house this combination it is which
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makes the Agamemnon of ./Eschylus, in my opinion,

C far the greatest of extant Greek tragedies.

It is, however, not my intention to give an aesthetical

analysis of this Greek masterpiece, in so many features

analogous to Shakespeare's Macbeth, but rather to

indicate what sort of characters are implied among
the actual contemporaries of ^schylus by the features

in which he has clothed his heroes on the stage. /The
yvvaiKos avbpofiov^ov k\-lov Ktap (v. 11) of the queen
is far removed from the weak though complimentary

picture of the Homeric bards y She is a ruling

queen, like the Artemisia, whom the poet might have

seen commanding her ship in battle, swaying her

husband's sceptre, and even when unfaithful to him,

able to suppress the discontent and the murmurs of

her subjects. She is a far stronger character than

either Agamemnon or iEgisthus, and it is with a deep

psychological instinct that the poet has portrayed her

as such, and yet wasting her attachment on unworthy
and insignificant men a case so common in our, as

in every, society. She shows no inferiority in reason-

ing power or in resource to the men around her, and

while boldly asserting as a queen her right to take

vengeance on her husband, is quite ready to justify it

by subtle arguments about blood-guiltiness and about

fate. The same equality between the sexes is shown

1 She is there described as a person of excellent disposition, who only

yielded to a long course of temptation, when her good advisers were

removed. I have explained that this estimate may have been partly due

to the position of the rhapsodists, who sang for queens, and who wished

to magnify the good influence of their own order.
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in the second play of the trilogy, where Electra is

the more leading character. The feminine side of

both these characters in iEschylus will be better dis-

cussed in contrast with the very different women of

Sophocles.

The principal result attained for our social sketch

from the works of iEschylus is the high conception
he forms of the ability and of the importance of

women, and how large a part they play in human

history. The picture he draws, in the mouth of Cly-

temnestra, of the faithful wife waiting for her hus-

band's return, and that of the husband's anguish at the

loss of the wife he loved, cannot be passed over as

evidences of the social relations of married people.

In the first {Again. 855 sqq.), Clytemnestra, after

excusing herself for telling in public of this longing

for her husband a modesty which is effaced by long

continuance of her desire paints how distressing are

the many vague reports carried at second-hand into

the retirement of the palace, how many times Aga-
memnon had been killed by them, and how often she

had rushed in despair to commit suicide upon hearing

them
;
how to this source of anguish was added the

danger of revolution, or an outbreak of popular fury, if

any grave mischance befel the army.
' For thee indeed

the rushing fountains of my tears have run dry, and

there is no drop left. But in my eyes, worn with late

watching, you may see how I sorrowed for the signals

of your victory that ever tarried
;
and in my disturbed

sleep I started at the faint buzzing of the gnat's wing,

for I dreamt of you long tales of woe, crowded into
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a short moment of repose.' In the second, the chorus,

in the same play, is describing the feelings of Mene-

laus, when Helen had fled
1
. The tender and uxorious

character is well marked in the Homeric poems, and

the tragic poet has only added depth and subtlety

without modifying the main features (vv. 412 sqq.).

'
Silent there she stood,

Too false to honour, too fair to revile;

For her, far off over the ocean flood,

Yet still most lovely in her parting smile,

A spectre queens it in that haunted spot

Odious, in living beauty's place,

Is the cold statue's fine-wrought grace ;

Where speaking eyes are wanting, love is not.

And phantasms, from his deep distress unfolding,

Are ever present with their idle charms;

And when that beauteous form he seems beholding,

It slides away from out his clasping arms:

The vision, in an instant it is gone,

On light wing down the silent paths of sleep.'

Quite apart from the refined and delicate relations

of the sexes in marriage, which these splendid passages

imply, we are struck forcibly throughout all the seven

tragedies, as I have elsewhere remarked, with the

extraordinary depth, subtlety, and boldness, both of the

conceptions and of the language of ^Eschylus. When
we reflect upon the fact that these poems were brought
out upon the stage, and acted in connected series

1 The long and beautiful recognition scene between Menelaus and
Helen, in Egypt, where Euripides brings them together in his Helena

(w. 625 sqq.), shows how the later poet fullyappreciated this most honour-

able of human affections. Sophocles was too exclusively Athenian to

_leave us any similar picture. The translation which follows above is

quoted from Dean Milman's version of the Agamemnon.
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before an audience without printed texts, or previous

knowledge of the treatment, we find ourselves in the

presence of a society which in intellectual culture

must have been vastly superior to the best and most

fk
critical modern audience *. No doubt the Athenian

public was by no means so learned as we moderns

are, they were ignorant of many sciences, of much

history in short, of a thousand results of civilisation,

X which have since accrued. But in civilisation itself,

in mental power, in quickness of comprehension, in

correctness of taste, in accuracy of judgment, no

modern nation, however well instructed, has been able

(A to equal by laboured acquirements the inborn genius of

the Greeks. Let me add that no modern theology has

developed higher and purer moral notions than those

of iEschylus and his school, developed afterwards by
Socrates and Plato, but first attained by the genius

y\ of iEschylus. Thus he censures high-handedness even

in the gods (Prometheus), so laying the foundation

for that great doctrine of immutable morality, which

is the pride of modern ethics. Again, he shows the

indelible nature of sin, and how it recoils upon the

third and fourth generation, thus anticipating one of the

most marked features in Christian theology. Nay, even

involuntary trangressions of the moral law are followed

1
According to Aristophanes (Ran. 760), even the Athenians found

him hard to appreciate, though his many victories are good evidence

that they did:

ovre yap 'AOrjvaioiai avvtjiaiv' klox^os,

\rjpov 51 raW' fjyuTO rov yvaivai iripi

Other Greeks were accordingly thought quite incompetent, the Athenians

partially so, but this of course applies to a newer generation.
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by dire consequences. The agreement of Sophocles

(in his GEdipics) shows that these deep moral ideas

"were no individual feature in iEschylus, and that there

must have been a sober earnestness at Athens very far

apart from the ribaldry of Aristophanes. Such immo-

rality as that of the modern French stage was never
v

tolerated among the Greeks, in spite of all their

license. In respect then of deeper ethics, he, and

consequently the society in which he lived, rise far

above the lyric age, and to us the so-called flights of

the inimitable Pindar, which astonished the Latin imi-

tators of Greek poetry, are as the efforts of a weak

fledgeling leaving his warm nest with fear, compared
with the bold eagle that swoops from his Xuraas alyikiy\r

avpoabeiKTos olocppwv Kpep.as yvnias irirpa, as our poet has

inimitably described it. This intellectual power and

acuteness, presupposed by ^Eschylus in his audience,

was in prose just as fully taxed by Thucydides, of

whom I shall speak at greater length presently.

But we must first pause on the social pictures of

Herodotus, the younger contemporary of jEschylus, the

^personal friend of Sophocles ; yet as vEschylus may be

considered the old school poet, so he is called the old

school prose writer of the period. I think that this

common remark has been exaggerated, and that it is

rather in the choice of subject than in his handling of it,

that Herodotus really represents the '

good old times.'

The facts which he relates are more properly discussed

in our sketch of social Greece in the lyric age, but the

dramatised dialogues, and the vivid pictures which adorn

his incomparable history these must be coloured by
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his own imagination, and must therefore necessarily

show the complexion of the society in which he lived.

Thus, for example, his theory of the Deity as a jealous

God, visiting the sins of the fathers upon the children

this theory, though not so deeply or morally worked

out, decidedly reminds us of the theology of ^Eschylus,

and not of the views found in any lyric poet, though it

might be gathered indirectly from Theognis. It is,

like most ideas of deities, the reflex of a leading

feature in the people's mind, and noticed as such.

Thus Herodotus himself introduces Xerxes' brother

as advising him, that '
it is on this principle that the

Greeks delight to act, they grudge good fortune, and

hate superiority
1
.'

Those who think of the sharp contrast we find in

Thucydides, and how modern the latter appears in

comparison with Herodotus, should not consider

Herodotus, as is usually done, exceptionally old-

fashioned, but rather Thucydides as exceptionally
-^ advanced. He belonged, as I believe, to a small set of

hard, sceptical politicians who clustered about Pericles

and Anaxagoras at Athens, who were not in sympathy
with even the Athenian, far less the Greek public, and

who have therefore no right to be thought the repre-

sentatives of Greek opinion or of Greek social life, in

those days. Some small sections of Greek society, or

Greek society under some peculiar strain, may have as-

sumed the repulsive features which Thucydides describes,

but there is in my mind no doubt whatever that the

1 Kal yelp Sf) /ecu rpdiroiai toiovtouti xptontvot. 01 "EWrjvts \aipovaf

rod rt tvTVxitiv tyOoviovow Kai to Kpiooov arvyiovaiv (vii. 236).
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ordinary Greeks of the Periclean age were rather the

.Greeks of Herodotus, than the Greeks of Thucydides.
The broadest and deepest reason for this assertion is

that the Greeks of Herodotus have all the universal

features of the race, stamped upon them in all ages,

while Thucydides pretends that in his day the face of

society changed to a totally different type. As if the

evidence of Aristophanes and Euripides his contempo-

raries, ofAntiphanes and Alexis in the next generation,

of the patriots Epaminondas and Demosthenes as if

in fact all evidence we can get in all Greek history and

literature did not contradict him ! The Greeks before

his day, even in Homeric days, had been at times

treacherous and cruel, generally dishonest and selfish,

but withal often generous and gentlemanly, always
clever and agreeable, and always carried away by a

love of beauty more than by a respect for truth 1
. All

these features, the heritage of early days, are found in

the men of Solon and Theognis, in the men of Pindar

and Simonides. They are also found in the men of He-

rodotus and of Euripides, whose portraits are far more

faithful than those of the dry and surly Thucydides.
Let me verify these assertions by a few citations

from Herodotus on each of these somewhat contrasted

features. As to the meanness and lying of the Greeks

in Herodotus, I may select their relations with the

Asiatic monarchs, especially with Darius, as a feature

1 Thus the Egesteans of Sicily, even in Herodotus' time, had a shrine

at the tomb of the Crotoniate Philip, and offered sacrifices to him as a

hero, on account of his extreme beauty (Herod, v. 47). At Athens, even

old men were selected for their beauty to take part in public processions.

L Z
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which remained unchanged in the historian's own day,

and for generations to come.

There was at Athens a clan of Alcmseonidas, into

whose history Herodotus goes at length (vi. 121, sqq.)

owing to an allegation that they had attempted to

betray their city to the Persians after the battle of

Marathon. This story seems to Herodotus incredible,

owing to the high respectability and known miso-tyranny
of the family.

'

For,' says he,
' there were no men

more highly thought of among the Athenians, or more

highly honoured ;' and he tells us how one of this clan

which was celebrated of old, who had been of ser-

vice to Croesus, was invited to Sardis, and promised
as much gold as he could carry away on his person.

Whereupon this great Athenian nobleman puts on a

very wide tunic, with hanging folds, and the very largest

top-boots he can procure. Proceeding to the king's

treasure-house he drops into a heap of gold dust, and

having stuffed his boots full, next he puts as much into

the folds of his tunic as it will hold, and then having
crammed his mouth with more, and having sprinkled

it through his hair, emerges so stuffed out as to be

hardly like a man. Croesus bursts out into laughter, but

like a thorough gentleman, adds as much more to his

gift, so that Alcmseon, out of the proceeds, was able to

breed horses, and conquer at Olympia.
This story which was told, as I suppose, to He-

rodotus by the Alcmseonidse themselves, shows what

notions they had of gentlemanly conduct. But the

story is by no means isolated. All through the reign

of the Achaemenid dynasty, the Greeks, and Greeks of
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all cities, were going up to Susa on all manner of

pretexts, promising the great king all manner of easy

conquests, begging for restoration to their homes,

asking for money, and paying him with perpetual

ingratitude. Nothing is more striking than the good-
natured and. gentlemanly contempt of Darius, who

never shows vindictive feeling, but always, apparently
to Herodotus' surprise, pardons, and even favours,

rebels and traitors. Thus the Milesians, who had in-

volved him in a bloody and expensive war
(vi. 30),

the son of Miltiades, his false friend, and bitter enemy

(vi. 41), and the people of Eretria, who had burned

wantonly his Lydian capital (vi. 119), when brought
before him as prisoners, are treated kindly, and settled

in his country. It is evident that the great king ap-

preciated their talents and activity, though he evi-

dently despised their treachery. I have no doubt the

Persian grandees shared with him this latter feeling \

and to this, as much as to the love of Hellenic society,

and city politics, do I attribute the fact that no Greeks,

1 To what pitch of meanness the Greek, even of those days, could

descend in making money, appears from the disgusting story of

Panionius the Chian, told by Herodotus (viii. 105 sqq.). The longing
to return to Hellenic life is well described by Andocides (pp. 3, 58,

ed. Blass).
'

Why,' say his adversaries,
' will you await prosecution and

danger here, when you can go to Cyprus, and there enjoy wealth and

tranquillity ; see you not in what a wretched state our city is ?
' ' But I,

gentlemen, am of a far different mind. For I would not choose all the

good things of the world, to live away from my country ; and were it

even in such a plight as my enemies allege, far rather would I be a

citizen of it, than of others, which perhaps appear to me at present very

prosperous.' I cannot refrain from adding a parallel piece of evidence

from a different, and little known source. ' It happened to the people
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however magnificently treated, could ever content

themselves at Susa
; they all sought to beg or to em-

bezzle the treasures of the great king, and bring them

to Hellenic homes. There was, indeed, a single ex-

ception Scythes, tyrant of Zancle who asked leave

to visit Sicily, and returned to die in Persia, 'Him
Darius considered to be the most righteous of all

those Greeks who had gone up to him from Greece,

in that he kept his promise to the great king.' What
an evidence of Greek dishonesty ! We can well fancy

the Aryan barons of Darius' court speaking in the

tone of the Roman Juvenal. To them, too, the Gra-

",ulus esuriens was but too well known with his fas-

cination, his cleverness, and, withal, his mean and

selfish knavery. I need hardly remind the Greek

scholar that all through the Ionic revolt, and through

the Persian wars, this treachery and selfishness was

one of the main stays of the Persians
;
in fact, had

they depended upon it more completely, the subjuga-

tion of Greece would have been a mere question of

time. The several states were always intent upon
their own interests, always ready to betray their

neighbours and allies for material advantages, and had

of Posidonia,' says Aristoxenus (Athenaeus, xiv. p. 632, A),
' who were

originally Greeks, that they were utterly barbarised, and turned into

Tyrrhenians or Romans, so that they changed their language and the

rest of their customs, but they even now still observe one of the Hellenic

feasts, in which, coming together, they call to memory their old names

and customs, and having bewailed them to one another and wept their

fill of tears, they separate.' How strange and affecting an evidence of

the deep hold which Greek culture had taken even on those who were

compelled for generations to abandon it !
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not the satraps, who held them in special dislike be-

cause of their personal influence with the King, treated

them with severity, doubtless much more could have

been effected by combined bribery and pardon. The

Ionic cities were, perhaps, injured in political morality

by the prevalence of tyrants, who were generally paid,

or at least supported, by the Persians : but still among
the iEginetans and the Argeians, and even among the

Athenians and Spartans, there are not wanting melan-

choly instances of the same defects *.

So far, then, Herodotus agrees with Thucydides in

his picture of the generation preceding the men of the

Peloponnesian war
;
so far, I am certain that both felt

the salient weaknesses of the Greek character. But He-

rodotus differs in that he makes these baser motives

give way at times to real patriotism and kindly justice.

Most men are, with him, selfish and hard
;
but it is not

unusual to find a just man. There is, too, a Provi-

dence rewarding goodness, and thus higher principles

have their weight in Greek society. Here Herodotus

openly asserts what Thucydides denies in spite of

facts, and here he is in harmony with the tragic poets,

with the higher aspirations of the Old Comedy, in fact,

with human nature, as opposed to the refinements of

the selfish moralists. With most men, the oracles,

1 How lax or peculiar must Herodotus' own notions have been,

when he tells us (vii. 164) that Cadmus, tyrant of Cos, without pressure

or danger, and merely from a love 0/justice, surrendered his tyranny; and

yet that this same Cadmus went with the Samians to Sicily, where with

them he seized and held the city of Z ancle, thenceforth called Messana, one

of the most scandalous pieces of injustice and treachery in all Greek

history (vi. 23).
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though Thucydides and his set despised them, com-

manded veneration and respect, nor did the contempt
of the Periclean party overthrow them, seeing that in

after days, such men as Xenophon condescended to

consult them. Now there can be no doubt that just

as the confessional of the Roman Catholic is mainly a

moral engine for good, so the oracles, especially that

of Delphi, were the priestly guide to many troubled

consciences, and led into the way of truth those that

had erred, and were deceived,' especially by their own

interests. The greatness of this moral force is

proved by the fact that even some acknowledged cases

of bribing the oracle did not destroy its popularity

or its use.

We do not realise what a great moral engine was

here at work, for we have but few of the private re-

sponses preserved. But here is an example (Herod,

vi. 86). It occurs in a speech of the Spartan king
to the Athenians, when they refused to surrender some

hostages whom they were keeping for the Spartans.

There was a certain Glaucus, at Sparta, celebrated for

justice (like our friend Cadmus, just cited), as well

as in other respects, to whom a Milesian, who had

heard of his fame, came and entrusted a treasure,

wishing, as he said, to get the benefit of his justice,

since Ionia was disturbed. Of course, such a temptation

was too much even for this paragon of Greek honesty.

When the heirs of the Milesian came with their tokens,

and claimed the treasure, he professed to know nothing

of the affair. But when they had gone away baffled,

Glaucus, who had a conscience, was afraid to spend

the money without asking the oracle whether he could
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safely do so. Whereupon he received an answer tell-

ing him that he might, himself, escape
1 the consequences,

but that the family of perjurers should suffer vengeance
and be exterminated. This is not all. When Glaucus

begged pardon for his indiscreet question, the Pythia
declared that making trial of the god, and committing
the crime, were of equal guilt, and though he sent for

the Milesians, and gave back the treasure, his house,

says the king, is now desolate.

When the great oracle of Greece gave such moral

responses, nay more, when they were still quoted with

-faith, there must still have been much sound moral

feeling in Greece.

Allied to sound morality we may expect to find

tender and kindly feeling, and of this there are some

remarkable examples in the anecdotes with which He-

rodotus adorns his narrative. I know none more

striking than the love of children which breathes

through many of his dramatic anecdotes, and which

I believe, in spirit and in form at all events, to be

his own, or that of his age, even though the naked

facts may be the heritage of a previous society.

We have, for example, the story of the birth of

Cypselus (v. 93), afterwards tyrant of Corinth.

The oligarchs knew by oracles that this child would

be dangerous to them, so they watched for its birth,

and when this occurred they sent ten men to the deme,
or townland, where his father, Eetion, lived, to slay the

child. ' These men coming to the house of Eetion,

went into the court-yard, and asked for the child
;

1 The same view is put strongly by Lycurgus in his great speech

against Leocrates (cap. 19) in a later generation.
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so its mother, Labda, knowing nothing of their in-

tentions, and thinking that they had come to see it out

of friendliness to its father, gave it into the arms of

one of them. Now they had determined, on the way,
that the first of them who got the child into his hands

should dash out its brains (TtpoaovUcrat). But when
Labda brought it to him, by Gods providence, the child

smiled at him as he took it, and a pang of pity as he

perceived this prevented him from slaying it
;
and so,

with a soft heart, he handed it to the second, and he

to the third. Thus the child passed through the hands

of all the ten, and none of them would murder it. So

giving back the child to its mother, and going out, they
stood and began to reproach one another, and especially

the first who had taken it, that he had not carried out

their resolution, until, in time, they made up their

minds to go back and accomplish the deed.' Mean-
while the mother had hidden it in a chest {Kw\rk\y)\

and, after a half-hearted search, they go home to say
that their duty has been performed.

This picture of the mother naturally expecting her

husband's friends to walk out into the country, in

order to see and admire her new-born babyt
shows a

pleasant contrast to the darker features we have been

discussing, and the pity of the miscreants, and their

hesitation, shows how strong a hold the helpless in-

nocence of an infant had upon them, as upon all civi-

lised men. I believe the notion of exposing infants,

from economical motives, not to have prevailed till

later times
;
and it is possibly to the same age that

we may refer the interesting notice of Aristotle

(Miiller, Frag. Hist. ii. p. 150) about the Malians, that
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an oracle having commanded them to love the dearest

of the dear 1

, they used to carry round their little

children naked at their feasts and kiss them. Thus

also we find, going back to Herodotus, that the Pei-

sistratidae, when they were in a good condition to

resist and conquer the Athenians in revolt,
' had all

their affairs thrown into confusion/ and agreed to

evacuate the country in five days, because their chil-

dren, whom they were sending out secretly to a

foreign place of refuge, were captured by the Athe-

nians. A bon mot, pointing in the same direction,

is preserved in Plutarch's life of Themistocles (c. 18),

who used to say
' that his boy, who bullied his mother,

was the greatest power in Greece : for the Athenians

ruled the rest of Greece, he (Themistocles) ruled the

Athenians, his wife ruled him, and the boy ruled

her
'

a charming piece of humour, but showing a

deep feeling for the power of little children in the

house.

I will quote yet another anecdote on this feature, and,

for variety, from Sparta. It occurs (vi. 61, sqq.) in Hero-

dotus' account of the ungentlemanly trick by which the

king Aristo obtained from his dearest friend a beautiful

wife whom he coveted. He proposed that each of them

should give the other whatever that other desired a

proposal which Agetus, who knew that Aristo was

already married, and who had no suspicions of his inten-

tion, readily accepted. However, the lady (whose name,
1

<pi\eiv twv (ptXraraiv ra (piXrara, to reproduce the alliteration, and

to render the double meaning of <pi\tiv (to love and to kiss), as well as

the emphasis of the double superlative, is impossible in English; nor

would it be easy to find a shorter and more obvious example of the

power of the Greek language.
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strange to say, is not mentioned)
' was the fairest woman

in Sparta, and this, too, after having been the most

hideous child
;
and her nurse, seeing her ugliness, and

that she was the child of wealthy parents, though so

ugly ; and, moreover, that her parents thought her ap-

pearance a misfortune/ went daily to the temple of the

heroine Helen, and prayed that the goddess would

take away the hideousness of the child *. At length

a lady meets her going out of the temple,
' and asks

1 The reader who desires to see the Greek ideal and epical nurse,

-should consult the exquisite narrative in the Homeric hymn to Demeter

(vv. 1 13, sqq.), where the daughters of the king come down to the well to

draw water, and find there a beautiful and sad, but stately woman.

They run home to tell their mother, who is in want of a nurse, that

they have found a strange woman, whose melancholy and softness have

greatly impressed them. Albeit, when she is installed, the mother of the

child does not neglect its supervision, but rises in the night to see how
the new nurse is treating it. iEschylus, on the contrary, lofty trage-

dian as he is, has given us a picture too realistic to bear translation of

the duties and troubles of the ordinary historical nurse, who upon hearing

the death of Orestes, weeps over the recollections of all her idle toil, Her

avocation is in no respect different from that of our own nurses.

T<i ]x\v yap d\\a t\tjhuvojs r\vr\ovv Katcd'

(pi\ov 5' 'OpiffTrjv, ttjs (firjs ipvxrjs Tpifirjv,

ov tOpeif/a firfrpoBiv StSey/ievT],

ical vvKTinKayKTcuv hpQlow KeKevafidraiv
* * *'

ical iroWd noil /j.ox9rip' dvoxptX-qr' kftol

rXaari' rb /xfj <ppovovv yap waiTtpd @otov

Tpi<p(iv avaytcT), irais yap ov ; rpuira) <ppevvs.

ov ydp ti (paivti irais er' wv i.v oirapyavois,

fj \tfius fj Sty' t tis 7) \i\povpia

(Xft
>
v *a Se vr)5vs avTapKrjs TtKvcov.

tovtwv Trpu/xavTis ov(Xa, iroXka 8', otofiai,

if/evo9tioa iratSus ffirapyavcw <pai5pwTpia,

Kvatptiis rpotpeis n ravrbv il\iTr)v rlkos.

kyw 8m\as S raoot x(lPwvaE'las

exovo' 'OpfffTrjv et5eafiT)v varpi.
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her what she is carrying in her arms, but she answers,
' a child

'
: and the lady (who is the heroine herself) asks

to see it, but she refuses, for she had been ordered by
its parents to show it to no one ; however, the lady

persists, and, stroking its head, predicts it will yet be

the fairest of Spartan women.'
1

So, from that day, the

child's appearance began to amend.

Such was the interest which Herodotus, and his age,

felt in little children. It was accordingly mentioned as

one of the greatest calamities that befell the Chians

(vi. 27), how the roof fell in upon 120 children at their

lessons in a school, and only one escaped alive. Even
the cold Thucydides confesses that in after days during
the Peloponnesian war, the greatest and deepest sym-

pathy excited by any incident in the war was the

massacre of a school-full of little children, at My-
calessus, by some Thracian savages, who passed

through when returning home from mercenary duty.
His own feelings are pretty well concealed under the

most violent contortions of grammar
1
. Thus Eu-

ripides, who appealed to the emotions of ordinary men,

heightens the pathos of his AndromacJie, by putting
her child Molossus on the stage, no easy matter in

a Greek theatre. The pathetic appearances of As-

tyanax in the Troades, and of Orestes in the Iphi-

genia in Aulis, though they are silent, have not escaped
the observation of intelligent critics.

Before leaving Herodotus I must add a word on
the sociality and bon honmie, which his whole work

breathes. However dishonest and selfish, the Greeks

1
vii. 39: xal (vfupopa rp vo\ti d<rp ovStpias T^aaiw fiaXXov irtpas

dSoicrjTot rt kviiricrtv avrr) ncu Semj.
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were always pleasant and conversational. This appears
even in his pictures of the tyrants, a class whom he

detested politically, and regarded as one of the greatest

of human evils (v. 78, vi. 104, 134). In telling us the

story of Polycrates and the ring, he describes the

fisherman (iii. 43) bringing the fine fish he had caught

to Polycrates' door, and asking to see him. And when
he was admitted, he says : O king, when I caught

this, I would not bring it to market, though I live by

my trade, but it seemed to me worthy of you and your

greatness, I accordingly bring it a present to you/
The tyrant is delighted and says: 'You have done

right well, and I thank you twice, first for your deed,

and next for your (pleasant) words, sojoin us at supper?

This Polycrates, it must be remembered, was the

greatest and most powerful Greek sovereign of that

age, perhaps excepting the tyrants of Syracuse (Herod,

iii. 60, 125); and the habit of the Asiatic monarchs

was to see no such people, but to receive their messages,

as Herodotus well knew
(iii. 119). Yet here we have

a certain simplicity of life very peculiar for a man who

aspired to the sovereignty of the sea.

The same friendliness, combined with much refine-

ment, comes out in the story of the famous marriage of

Agariste (vi. 126, sqq.), which I believe Herodotus to

have heard at Athens from the Alcmaeonidse, whose

family history he knew so well. Its peculiar features

are decidedly Athenian. For the tyrant Cleisthenes

of Sicyon entertains for a year in his palace all the

great lords of Greece, who are suitors for his daughter's

hand. With great tact, if it be not historically accu-

rate, Herodotus does not introduce a Spartan among
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these suitors, as his exclusiveness and boorish manners,

if they did not prevent him from bidding for the

Corinthian tyrant's daughter, would certainly have

totally unfitted him for the competition which ensued 1
.

For they were tested as to disposition and temper and

education and manliness, in gymnasia if they were

young, but in any case and particularly, he tested them

by social entertainments '. When the deciding day came,

there was a feast of a hundred oxen, and after (late)

dinner, the suitors endeavoured to outshine one another

in matters of music, and in general conversation
(

Xeyofxevto h to ixtaov) when of course the two Athe-

nians excel the rest. But Hippocleides takes to

dancing and then to standing on his head, and Cleis-

thenes for some time, though he loathed the idea of

having a son-in-law so shameless, refrained from
breaking out upon him, but when he saw him standing
on his head, and gesticulating with his legs, he could

not help calling out,
' O son of Tisander, you

have at all events danced away your marriage.' And
then he selects the other Athenian, Megacles, an

Alcmzeonid.

Nothing can exceed the gentlemanly conduct of the

tyrant all through this affair, who, by the way, on

choosing ^legacies, apologises to the suitors for the

necessity of choosing one among so many whom he

would all gladly favour. In fact throughout his history,

1 He gives an account of Spartan boorishness again, when certain

envoys were required to prostrate themselves before the king of Persia,

and refused (vii. 160).
3 kcu to ft pf-ytorov, (v

-rp owiotoj SitvftpaTo ; here I think I see the

Athenian touch of the story coming out.
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Herodotus, with true tact, contrasts the manners of

the despots with the manners of such free Greeks as

the Spartans, whom he evidently respects, but thinks

very disagreeable. Thus when the joint embassy of

the Greeks goes to Gelon of Syracuse, to ask for aid,

and he offers it, but claims the command on the ground

of his superior force, the Spartan envoy (not like

Cleisthenes) at once bursts out into invective, but

Gelon answers :
'

Spartan stranger, reproaches are wont

to excite anger in him who receives them, but you,

though you showed yourself insolent in your speech,

will not persuade me to make an unseemly reply
'

a sentiment more like those of Menander, than those

of the age of Euripides.

These dialogues, which I quote rather as evidence of

Herodotus' own culture than that of the men whom
ne introduces as his speakers, show that there was

throughout Greece, and especially among the states

which had been ruled by tyrants, a great deal of social

culture, and a great deal of gentleness and good

breeding. The Athenian society in which he mixed,

was, I think, of this kind, and the many obligations

of Sophocles to his immortal history, show how much

in sympathy he stood with the foremost men of his

age. Nay even in one respect he seems to me clearly

in advance of the hard, grasping, and shortsighted

selfishness- of the Greeks of Thucydides. In the

exquisite passage which gave to Sophocles the germ
of his finest chorus, Herodotus has attained to that

Indian Summer in human experience, where the fading

leaf and the ripened fruit with all their richness suggest
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the winter of decay, and remind us that however sweet

is life, it has been doled out in scanty measure. Nay
even the end that comes so soon, comes not so soon as

we pray for it, and bitter as it is, there are few who

have not longed for it to cut short their earthly miseries.

From this deeper reflection flow the gentleness and

the unworldliness of the man who loved and enjoyed
the world so keenly. Here is the famous passage
in detail (vii. 46). Xerxes, having ordered a review

of all his forces at the Hellespont, and seeing the

sea hidden with ships and the coast swarming with

men, first was overjoyed, but presently burst into tears.

Whereupon his uncle Artabanus observed to him :
' O

king, what a contrast there is between your present

and your late conduct
;
then you were congratulating

yourself, but now you weep. But he said : it occurred

to me when I thought thereon to pity human life, how
short it is, since of all this multitude not one will

survive in one hundred years. But the other answered :

There are other things harder in our lot than the mere

shortness of life. For in this so brief span there is no

mere mortal born in all the world so happy, that it

must not occur to him once and again to wish for

death rather than life. For misfortunes falling upon
him, and diseases troubling him make this life, short

as it is, seem tedious. Thus death has become a

very chosen refuge to man from so sorry an existence,

and the God who has given us a sweet taste of it in

our generation, is found grudging in his dole V
1 This is the germ of Sophocles' famous chorus, CEdip. Col. 1 242, sqq.,

to which I shall refer hereafter.

M



CHAPTER VI.

THE GREEKS OF THE ATTIC AGE (CONTINUED).

I NEXT take up Thucydides, the most misleading,

and therefore the most misunderstood of our authorities.

His general account of the Greek character in his

own times, (to which he distinctly limits himself, by

contrasting the older days of simplicity and honesty)
is clear, hard, and unpleasing. He describes the Peri-

clean Greeks as differing from their fathers in possessing

a greater political insight, in the habit of hearing and

using argument, of understanding a far-seeing policy,

and of estimating the balance of complicated and

conflicting interests. But most critics have failed to

observe that in these features he makes the Corinthians,

and Corcyrseans, and Sicilians, not a whit inferior to

the Athenians
;
and there is here, to my mind, a great

want of dramatic power in the author, or else an

absence of that finer perception, which is so prominent
in Herodotus. The speeches in Thucydides are so

completely cast in the same mould as to be obviously

rhetorical exercises of his own, and not honest attempts

to dramatise the critical moments in his history. Yet

there is about this dull sameness an element of truth.

As the small territories of so many enterprising cities,
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and their consequent proximity, made isolation well

nigh impossible, so their complicated relations, and

constant wars, made politics an all-absorbing pursuit.

The notion of an empire of intellect and of taste,

without political supremacy, had not yet dawned even

upon the Athenians. Consequently politics corroded the

social life, as well as the literature, of Periclean Greece.

There resulted, farther, a greater simplicity of dress

and life
1

,
and probably some carelessness as to home

comforts, and material luxury. There followed thirdly

a harder view of life and of men, a more daring

assertion of self-interest as opposed to principle, of

force, as opposed to justice, and often a habit of

casuistic dispute and of subtle equivocation. These

painful moral features, which are patent enough

through all his history, are saliently brought out not

only in his speeches, but in an imaginary dialogue

which he has composed between the Athenians, when

they proceeded to force the island of Melos into their

naval confederacy, and the unfortunate Melians, who

plead that they have broken no treaty, violated no

obligation, and therefore incurred no lawful hostility.

The Athenians are here represented as laying aside all

that speciousness which was their known characteristic.

They brutally assert that justice is only invoked by the

weaker side, and that superior force asks no justifi-

cation for asserting itself
2
.

Another passage, in which Thucydides turns aside

to reflect upon similar ideas, but quite generally, is

1
Cp. above p. 135.

8
Cp. the whole dialogue at the close of the Fifth Book.

M 2
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the famous compendium of Greek politics appended to

his account of the Corcyraean massacre.

The substance of what he says is as follows : That

according as the war progressed, the general state of

society became gradually worse, men became what the

French call effarouches, and sought out new schemes

of overthrowing their enemies, and new cruelties to

wreak their vengeance upon them. Even the very

signification of ordinary terms changed. Rash bold-

ness came to be considered loyal friendship, and wise

caution specious cowardice. Men were expected to

stop at nothing for their party, and if they did hesitate,

they were cast aside as worthless and unfaithful. For

party became the paramount bond, and overrode the

ties of blood. Its object was not to abide by the law, but

to evade and violate it. Oaths and promises were in-

deed given and taken, but had not a particle of force

if interest opposed them. And the one interest which

swallowed up every other feeling was the lust of

power of ruling in the state, some as aristocrats, some

as leaders of a democracy, but even then only so

long as no more complete victory, such as a tyranny
over both friends and foes, was in view. Thus every
form of villainy became prevalent in the Greek world

on account of their internal factions. Simple honesty
was laughed out of society, and guarded mistrust took

its place. There was no superior power to arbitrate,

and men were so trained to forecast unexpected

dangers, that they were unable to feel confidence in

either oath or promise *.

1 Thuc. iii. 82, sqq.
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I am not the least disposed to question the accuracy
of the facts, which suggest to him these reflections.

Such cruelties as the Corcyraean massacres are un-

fortunately not uncommon in Greek history. The
murder of the Platsean prisoners in cold blood by
the Spartans (iii. 68) and the vote passed at Athens

against the conquered Mityleneans, (iii. 36) of whom
more than 1,000 were executed, while perhaps 5,000
more escaped with much difficulty these are, within

Thucydides' own volume, sad corroborations of his

statements. There are not wanting other witnesses.

Heracleides Ponticus (quoted in Athenseus xii. p. 523)
tells us that 'the city of the Milesians met with

misfortune through their luxury and their political

enmities, since they were not content with what was

reasonable, but destroyed their foes utterly. For the

rich and the poor (who were called Gergithse) being
in conflict, the demos was at first victorious, and

having expelled the rich, collected the children of the

fugitives into threshing floors, and bringing in oxen

had them trampled to death, destroying them with

unnatural cruelty. Accordingly the rich having in

turn got the upper hand, burnt in pitch all whom

they got into their power, along with their children/

These horrible facts exceed any of the cruelties so

commonly attributed to individual despots, such as

Phalaris, or Pheretime 1

,
and should not be forgotten

in our admiration for Greek culture and for Greek

1
Heracleides, Kvprjvaiow vo\. (Mullerii. p. 212,) and Herodotus lib. v.

sub. fin.
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refinement. On this subject I shall make farther

remarks in the sequel.

But in his inferences Thucydides is, I think, unfair.

He supplies indeed a true, but partial apology, when he

says that ' war is a stern schoolmaster, and makes men's

tempers as hard as their circumstances.' We have

ample evidence in our own day, how nations as civi-

lised as, and far more humane than, the Greeks become
cruel not only through revenge, but more inevitably

through fear
1
. This partial defence should not be

forgotten. Yet Thucydides has overlooked or con-

cealed another most important consideration. It is

this, that if a nation fall into a policy of faction, if

the public men begin to act in cabals, the politics of

these factions or cabals will always be far worse than

those of the average individuals who compose them.

A glance at the leading politicians of Greece, even as

Thucydides himself is obliged to portray them, will

prove this fact, however we may explain it. Not to

speak of Aristides, we have Cimon, and Archidamus,
and Nicias, and Brasidas, not only men of honour

and probity, but universally respected as such, Nicias

indeed disastrously so, as Mr. Grote has amply shown

in his history of the Athenian defeat in Sicily.

Our first impression, when we come to weigh these

1 There is no more striking ancient example than the treatment of the

Athenian senator, who at Salamis or Trcezen proposed submission to

the Persians. The exiled people stoned him forthwith, and their women

hearing the tumult, and learning its cause, set upon his wife of their

own accord, and stoned her and her children. Such conduct was rare

among Athenians at any epoch.
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facts, is that Thucydides has been guilty of gross

exaggeration in his political reflections above cited
;

and no doubt he has exaggerated, though all the

historians quote him with more confidence than they

would quote the Gospels; yet he has not necessarily

exaggerated so much as we at first surmise. For it is

a certain fact, that considerable personal probity may
be combined with political rascality, when that ras-

cality is the act or policy of a party and not of an

individual. We see it in our own day in a milder

form. How many members of the House of Commons
vote with their party, and feel themselves obliged to

do so, though they disapprove of the action of the

party, and even tell their friends that they would

gladly see it defeated ? It is only with exceptionally

bold as well as honest men, that conscience at once

overrides political ties, and so a scrupulous man, in

Thucydides' time, as now, was unfit to join any party
l
.

But I must hasten to add that the Greek parties

in his day were very unlike the great constitutional

parties of our House of Commons, and should be

rather called factions and cabals. They were of small

compass, occupied, for the most part, in struggles

throughout small societies, where all the members

were personally known as friends, and all the oppo-
nents personally hated as enemies. Thus the bitter-

ness, the rancune of faction, was intensified to a degree

hardly known among us. The nearest parallels are

the Italy of Macchiavelli, and the Court of France in

1
ri> vpot array awtrov, irrl way apyov, was the general opinion.
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La Rochefoucauld's day. The maxims which these

writers drew from their observation are accordingly

very similar to those of Thucydides \

Such factions are only joined from motives of in-

terest, and abandoned when these motives cease, for

factions have no other attraction. Thus it may happen,

and, indeed, generally does happen, that a number of

fairly respectable men join together in a cabal so far
as they are actuated by selfish interest ; and, accord-

ingly, the public action of the cabal represents the

combined meanness and rapacity of all its component

members, without at all representing the good qualities

they possess. In fact, these good qualities are the

strongest disintegrating forces in such a combination,

1 Manzoni in his Promessi Sposi (ed. Flor. 1845, p. 15) depicts a very

similar state of things throughout North Italy even in the 17th century.
' L'uomo che vuole offendere, o che teme ad ogni istante d'essere offeso,

cerca naturalmente alleati e compagni. Quindi era in quei tempi por-

tata al massimo punto la tendenza degli individui a tenersi collegati

in classi, a formarne di nuove, e a procurare ognuno la maggior

potenza di quella a cui apparteneva. . . . Ognuna di queste piccole

oligarchic aveva una sua forza speciale e propria ; in ognuna l'individuo

trovava il vantaggio d'impiegare per se, a proporzione del la sua au-

torita, e delle sua detrezza, le forze riunite di molti. I piu onesti si

valevano di questo vantaggio alia difesa loro ; gli astuti e i facinorosi ne

approfittavano per condurre a termine ribalderie,' &c. The reader will

find similar phenomena within the limits of single court admirably

sketched by Ge'ruzez, 'Cours de Litterature Francaise, vol. ii. p. 191.

Cp. also Plato's Phcedo (Jowett i. 438,) and Mill's Autobiography p.

1 04. But I would call particular attention to Demosthenes in Leptinem

p. 499, whose argument proceeds on the very point I have been urging.

He protests against the Athenian assembly proposing to do publicly, what

they would not think of doing individually, and speaks as if such a thing

were not possible, but likely.
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and must be treated in the secret counsels of the

faction as indecision and weakness.

This is the very aspect of things told us by Thucy-
dides. His history being strictly political, and his

only consideration of men being their political atti-

tude, he has noticed clearly enough the hard and cruel

characteristics of the Greek political factions of his

day, but has completely exaggerated his account by

making it a general picture of the Greeks, instead of

confining it to the Greeks as politicians. When he

says that frankness, a usual quality among honourable

men, was ridiculed out of society
1

,' he says what is

true of the politics of faction, but false of the Greeks

as a people, of the Greeks as private men and women,
and certainly false of all the purer and more honour-

able men amongst them. It is surprising, among all

the critical estimates of Thucydides' history which have

occupied European scholars, that this very obvious one-

sidedness has hitherto escaped notice '.

1
Cp. iii. 83, /cat to ev-qOes ov to yewcuov ir\tiffTov ynTtx61 KaTa-ytXaaGtv

2 I suppose the reason of this omission with many critics is that no
man is absolutely sceptical. However he may assail ancient documents,
and disbelieve legends, there is some point at which his doubt ends and
his faith begins. Even Sir George Lewis, one of the most consistent

and absurd unbelievers the world has yet seen, even Sir G. Lewis is

conservative on the origin of the Homeric poems! So it is that

most of the Germans, and with them Mr. Grote, having doubted or

rejected older evidence, when they come to Thucydides, begin to exer-

cise their faith. And this long pent-up virtue then bursts out with

a certain strange fervour. As if to compensate for the long and painful

exerciseof scepticism, these men, like new converts, take up their long-

sought idol, their model of historic accuracy, with a vehemence more
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But as private life was reduced to a minimum of

importance in this epoch, so the realistic pictures of

private life, and, therefore, of women, which we meet

in earlier literature, and again in Euripides, are well

nigh wanting to us here. We must rely on the ideal

pictures of tragedy for the higher side, or the ribald

travesties of comedy for the lower side of Greek home
life during the early part of this brilliant period.

Herodotus is, no doubt, a partial exception, and would

have been a striking one had his subject led him to

paint, in greater detail, this side of human nature. But

the female characters in Herodotus may fairly be

classed, as I class them, with the heroic characters

of the dramatic poets. For, as his great historical tra-

gedy brought him into bye-gone days, and into distant

courts of foreign rulers, very different from his own

experience, so the painting of his women, where we
should expect hints as to social life, was rather ideal

and artistic, than copied directly from models around

him. The pictures he draws of the Persian queens,

such as Amestris, are more analogous in gloom and

generous than prudent. Everything that Thucydides says is to be right

and accurate, though all our other authorities differ he is to be placed

above them, not even a mistake in judgment is to be imputed to him.

I think this is unsound criticism, and likely to mislead us on the

subtler phases of Greek life. The older writers, and the later com-

pilers are in my mind more trustworthy than they are commonly

thought, Thucydides is less so, not because he was dishonest, but

because he was throughout all his work one-sided, and in some

places, as I have elsewhere shown, partial. Cp. Prolegomena to Ancient

History, Essay I ; cp. also Mr. Striibing's great work on Aristophanes

and his age.
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cruelty to the portraits of iEschylus, than to those

of his friend Sophocles, though such a figure as Ar-

temisia might well take its place in any tragedy. But,

in some smaller touches, Herodotus shows, as we should

expect, a sympathy with female excellence deeper than

that of Attic tragedy before the days of Euripides.

Apart from the personal geniality of the man, which

is in itself sufficient reason, we may attribute the

good effect to his colonial origin, where the Athenian

seclusion of women was not practised, and to his cos-

mopolitan education. But as I believe the morals

of Herodotus to represent far better than those of

Thucydides the average condition of Greece in those

days, so I have no doubt that the role played by women
at the same date, throughout Greece generally, was

rather such as is implied by Herodotus than by the

surly silence of Thucydides.

Returning to the tragic poets, I have above hinted

that the women of Sophocles are very degenerate and

I poor as compared with those of the older ^Eschylus.

The latter has left us, in his extant plays, only three of

any import Clytemnestra, Cassandra (in the Agamem-
~nou), and Electra (in the Choephorcz). Cassandra's mag-
nificent scene is rather due to her tragic situation

a clear-sighted but despised prophetess, seeing a hid-

eous crime impending, and unable to avert it
;

than to

her character. Of Clytemnestra I have above spoken.
She is one of those great figures that stand out

in the dramatic literature of the world. I shall only
here remind the reader of the feminine features in

her character (as compared with the Clytemnestra
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of Sophocles), a certain tenderness, a want of reso-

lution, which no inferior poet would have conceived

as combined with the commission of wild and daring
crimes. The poet has here departed widely from the

insignificant character presented to us in the Odyssey.

Thus, again, the Electra of iEschylus, in the midst of

all her determination to have vengeance, does not

court the sight of blood, and takes no part in the

^actual scene of retribution, where she does not appear.

The Electra of Sophocles, on the other hand, cries

out to her brother twice to slay his mother, and would,

-doubtless, ask to see the slain, like Penelope in the

Odyssey. She shows, too, a certain hardness and bit-

terness in altercation, which the consent of Euripides

proves to have been borrowed from actual life
1

. M&-

chylus is altogether free from this defect. The al-

tercations are, in his plays, short, and always strictly

necessary to the plot. Such are the dialogue between

the Egyptian herald and Pelasgus in the Stipplices, that

between Antigone and the herald at the close of the

Septem, that between Orestes and the Furies in the

Enmenides. Far different, and truly Euripidean, are

the long wrangling scenes in Sophocles' Electra, and

in his CEdipus Rex, where the constant sparring be-

tween the members of the same family (mother and

daughter in the Electra) occupy a disproportionate

place, and prove to us that such wrangling did not

produce on the Periclean Athenians the impression

1
Cp. on these points V. Courdaveaux's inaccurate but clever book

on the genius of iEschylus, and his contrasts with Sophocles, pp.

209, sqq.
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it produced upon Menander, or upon us. When Aris-

tophanes, accordingly, marshals all his strictures on

Euripides, in the Frogs, and in other plays, this fea-

ture, to us so vulgar, and which iEschylus had avoided,

is hardly mentioned \

As in the case of Sophocles' Electra, so in his

Antigone, there are, I think, many disagreeable fea-

tures. There is something masculine in all her

actions, and hard in her words. The way in which

she repels the sympathy of the gentle, but common-

place, Ismene, is very unpleasing, and shows a heroism

vastly inferior to that of Euripides' Alcestis, or Ma-

caria, where, as we shall presently see, equal heroism

was not sustained by the excitement of a violent con-

flict, or by that avdabCa which is anything but fem-

inine. So, again, the coldness of her relations to

Hsemon must strike every modern critic a defect

which Euripides very naturally avoided when he wrote

his own Antigone
2
. She is in Sophocles, at least

in this play, little else than a man in female dress,

undertaking female duties, but with no trace of female

tenderness, or weakness, in any of her actions.

The women of Sophocles are not skilfully drawn,
and were I to select any favourites, I should certainly

pass by his first-class heroines, and name Dejanira and

Tecmessa, who though subordinate, are truly
' female

women,' as Homer would say, gentle and loving, not

above jealousy, but, for that reason, a finer and clearer

1 v. 728.
s
Cp. the description of the argument in Dindorfs ed. of the

Fragments.
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contrast to the heroes than the coarser and more

prominent heroines. If these criticisms be just, they
will show that, in the most perfect and exclusively

Athenian society, that is to say among Thucydides'
- and Sophocles' set, the ideal of female character had

degenerated ;
that to these men, whose affections were

centred on very different objects \ the notion of a true

heroine was no longer natural, but was supplanted by
a hard and masculine type. The old free noblewoman,
whom iEschylus had, in early days, still known, was

banished from their city life to make way for the do-

(Ar~"- mestic slave of the Attic household, called, indeed,

mistress, but, as such, contrasted with the companions

(ercupeti)
who gradually supplanted her in Athenian

society. To this all-important social subject I shall

often return, according as each successive author adds

to our evidence. It gives us another strong line in

the hard features of Periclean Athens in that Athens

which considered political life as the only life worth

having, and despised the age and the sex that were

excluded from its privileges.

But however scanty the social evidences left us

by yEschylus, however narrow and Athenian the sym-

pathies of Sophocles, when we come to Euripides,

we find ourselves on different ground. This great

poet, whose popularity stood the test of Aris-

tophanes' travesties a trial which must have ruined

any smaller man this poet, whom the Athenians,

1
'2o<poK\7Js, says Athenseus, <pi\ofi(Tpa fy, as opposed to Euripides

being <pi\oyvvT)$, a statement which I believe on internal evidence.
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the best judges of poetry and of tragic poetry too,

loved and delighted in, whom the philosopher Socrates
"

acknowledged his favourite, and whom Aristotle calls

of all poets the most tragic, has been of late years so de-

preciated by the Germans, that it is quite revolutionary

to say one word in his favour. I prefer however the

judgment of the Greeks, to that even of Schlegel and

O. M tiller. Our best English poets have of late years

done much to rehabilitate this most human of writers,

and I trust that the good sense of English scholars

may lead them to estimate the jibes of Aristophanes
at their true value, and judge Euripides through his

own works, and not through those of either ancient

buffoons or modern pedants.
But I am not here concerned with the reputation of

Euripides as a poet, and desire rather to examine how

far his plays give us an insight into the social life of

his times. This is indeed a most interesting question,

for he certainly differs widely from the tone and

manners of his rivals, who nevertheless were them-

selves real enough to carry with them public sympathy
and approval. Yet a saying attributed to Sophocles
indicates the true relation between these poets.

' I

-have represented/ said he, 'men as they ought to be,

Euripides men as they are.' Sophocles therefore did

not lay claim to the same realism as his younger rival,

though his notion of what men ought to be, was rather

a narrow Athenian ideal, than one which we, or any
other civilised society, could heartily admire. H is hero-

ines, if not masculine heroines, with hard features and

with no-dislike for blood, are insignificant, his heroes
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are often querulous in misfortune, and almost always

given to wrangling and abuse
;
as to slaves and nurses,

if in ^Eschylus they are vulgar and comic, in Sophocles

they play no prominent part at all. This is quite the

attitude of Thucydides, in fact of the strictly Periclean

Athenian, who with much praise of antique days \ really

invented an antiquity in character with the advanced

and exclusive democracy in which he lived. The

splendour of Agamemnon's court, and the queenly
character of Clytemnestra are foreign to him

;
even

the dependants of the court, which have in iEschylus
some significance, are to his democratic mind as

nothing. But the wrangling and dicastic habit of his

countrymen appears everywhere, and extended in

Athens to the women as well as the men, as we can

judge from the tragedies.

I have returned for a moment to the peculiar features

of Sophocles, in order to qualify his statement that he

painted men as they ought to be, which perhaps means

no more than that he only put upon the stage such

personages, and such events in their lives, as were

worthy of the drama. I also desire to show by con-

trast the altered attitude of Euripides. Painting no

ideal situations, no imaginary society of grandees, he

rather felt that even the heroes of the old legends were

men of like passions as he was, and that to make people

interest themselves really and deeply in tragedy apart

from mere antiquarian curiosity, he must attribute to

his characters the passions and faults of ordinary

men. Of course heroism in the highest sense was not

1

Soph./r. 267, quoted by Schol. on Aristoph. Pax, 530.
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excluded, for Euripides was too thoroughly and deeply

human not to know that the most ordinary civilised

society produces grander and truer heroism than any

primitive conditions. But his heroism is the heroism

of civilised life that of self-sacrifice and of patience

rather than that of extraordinary valour.

If then Euripides drew his tragedies from the

Athenian life of his own day, we must materially

modify the notions still prevalent among scholars, and

owing to the exclusive study of Thucydides, of Sopho-

cles, and of Aristophanes. In the first place he agrees

with Sophocles as to the wrangling instincts, nay
even goes so far as to make the chorus a sort of jury

or dicastery which listens to the arguments on one

-side, and then demands to hear the other {Hel. 945

sqq., Elect. 1051 sqq.). In the Wasps Aristophanes
ridicules the same weakness, and shows us that the

habit of sitting in judgment, imposed on the whole

Athenian population by their extended empire, invaded

social life, and that the method of Socrates was only
a modification in form of the prevalent practice of

-arguing and discussing everything which came before

them. But in this the women and the slaves are not

behind their masters. To the slaves indeed Euripides,

in contrast with the older poets, gives important parts,

and often makes them the vehicles of his deepest
reflections : All the life of man,' says the nurse in

Hippolytus,
' is full of pain, and there is no respite of

toil
;
but whatever state there may be better than life,

shrouding darkness hides it with its clouds. We seem

indeed sorely fond of this life, because it glitters upon
N
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earth, through want of trial of another life, and of

proof of what there is beneath the earth
;
but on myths

we drift about at random'
(v. 190 sqq.). There are

many other passages, such as the fine speech of the

slave in Helena, 711 sqq.
1 of like merit, and we find no

more common assertion both through plays and frag-

ments than that slavery, while affecting the body,
leaves the mind untouched (fr. 828, &o). When he

desires to represent a low character of this kind, as in

the Orestes, he carefully denominates him a Phrygian,

1 The old servant has just discovered that his beloved mistress is free

from guilt, and that all the long disgrace of years is now wiped away.
His speech is full of tender and deep feeling, mixed with philosophical

aphorisms, as is usual with Euripides :

u Ovyarep, 6 6ebs ws ecpv ri iroiKikov

Kal SvoriK/xaprov ev Si irws dvacrrpiipfi

eKeicre KaKeto' dvatpipaiv 6 fj.lv irovet,

b 8' ov irovqaas av0is oWvrat KaKuis,

PiPaiov ovSlv rfjs del rvxqs exuv -

ov yap ir6ois re obs irovow fieriox*Te,

ov ft.lv Xoyoioi, 6 Si Sophs iipoBvfuq.

oirevSow S', or eoirevS', ovSlv ?x e - v^v ^'*X*'

avr6fj,ara irpdas rayaO' evrvxiarara.

ovk apa yipovra varipa Kal Aiooxopcv

jfaxwas, ovS' eSpaoas oTa K\rjerai.

vvv dvaveovfiai rbv obv v(levator itoXlv,

Kal \afiiraSajv fiefivqfxeO', as rerpa6pois

tirirois rpox&fav napitpepov ov S' ev Sitppots

vv rfSe vvjx<prj Sup? e\emes 6\(iiov.

Kaxbs yap ooris fir) oefiei rd Seairorwv

Kal vyyeyr]0e Kal vv(i)S'tvei KaKois.

470; ply etyv, Kel ni<pvx' ofiws \drpts,

ev roioi yevvaioiotv rfpiBfirffiivos,

SovKoioi, rovvofi oiiK ex"^ ekevQepov,

rbv vovv Si.
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so as to leave our impression undisturbed, that in his

mind slaves were unfortunate but not degraded.

An historical reason for this altered attitude is not

far to seek. The great civil war in Greece must have

multiplied enormously the number of free and educated

Greeks, who were sold as prisoners of war
;
and as I

suppose that for years after the Persian invasion, the

slaves whom ifcschylus knew were chiefly barbarians,

like the policemen and public menials long after-

wards, so in Euripides' day, and especially in his old

age, I fear Athens had returned to the condition of

the Homeric poems, where piracy and kidnapping, like

civil war, made free-born, or even noble, slaves by
no unusual means. This sympathy then of Euripides
for the slaves around him, shows a gentle and humane

spirit towards these unfortunate people, who, having
been torn from their homes and separated, were subject

not only to all the injustices of harsh masters, but even

to torture at the hands of the law, if their evidence

was required. It is a curious circumstance that this

upholder and preacher of slave virtue effected results,

as regards slaves, beyond his wildest hopes. We are

told that when the Syracusans took prisoners the

remains of the great Athenian army in their Sicilian

disaster, they freed from slavery those who could recite

the verses of Euripides. We can well imagine that

many of these unfortunate men had of old crowded

with delight to join in Aristophanes' jeers against the

poet, and we can imagine them thinking with remorse

how their laughter and their ridicule had saddened

the days of their now greatest benefactor. And so

N %
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Plutarch tells us, at the close of his Nicias, that many
of them, when they returned home at last, went to see-

Euripides and thanked him, I have no doubt with

-tears, for having saved them from hopeless misery.
There can be no doubt that this equality in race

and often in culture among all the members of the

house had no mean influence on Greek life, and that

the women in particular, who were so secluded from

free male society, must have been anxious to obtain edu-

cated and companoniable slaves. Some of the characters

indeed in our poet {Hipp. 645 sqq. and fr. 49) com-

plain that this very intimacy led to evil results, as the

inmates of the house were apt to conspire in deceiving
their master; but of course this objection would apply
more strongly to ignorant and degraded servants.

Akin to this sympathy for slaves, and advocacy of

their mental equality, we find in Euripides a respect

for the poor, and a disregard of the accessories of

poverty, which seem to have greatly shocked the old-

school frequenters of the tragic theatre. I do not merely
allude to the constant assertions of his characters that

mind and morals, not birth, are man's true nobility

(esp. fr. 53-6), but to the utterly novel and bold con-

ception of introducing heroes in the garb and con-

dition of penury upon the stage, and (apart from special

misfortunes), to such scenes as that with which he

opens his Electro 1

. This scene, much ridiculed by the

1
Aristophanes, as usual, speaks of this as being a peculiarity of Eu-

ripides, and a special fault in him, whereas the Philoctetes of Sophocles

offers us as strong a case as any in Euripides both of a hero in rags, and

a hero in villainy (Odysseus).
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Germans, speaks to me with the deepest feeling and

the greatest pathos, but, as I observed, it is a totally

new and curious conception in Greek tragedy.

Electra, whom ^gisthus, her mother's paramour, had

desired to slay, was saved from death by the remaining

compunctions of her mother, whom Euripides with great

psychological acuteness represents as boasting of and

justifying her husband's murder, and yet fearing the

vengeance of the gods if she ill-treats her children.

She therefore fears to murder Electra, but refuses her

hand to all her noble suitors, and still fearing some

clandestine amour with them (a very curious touch),

gives her in marriage to a peasant, of good family, but

poor. This man, with great nobility of character, will

not treat her as his wife, knowing as he does the

motives of her mother, and being besides attached to

the murdered king and his house. We find Electra and

her peasant husband at the opening of the play, living

in this unusual relation, full of mutual respect and

affection, both performing their daily labour willingly

and honestly, but Electra with the additional stimulus

of raising odium against Clytemnestra by her condition.

The peasant begs of her not to work so hard in carrying
water and performing other menial duties for his sake, as

there is really no necessity, and he has often dissuaded her

from it. She answers with great feeling (v. 67 sqq.), 'I con-

sider you a friend equal to the gods, for in my misfortunes

you have not insulted me. A great boon is it to mortals

to find a healer like you in their misfortunes. Surely
it is my duty to strive unbidden, as far as I can, to

lighten your toil. You have enough to do in outdoor
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work, it is my part to keep the house in good order
;

when the labourer returns he is pleased to find his

home comfortable.' 'Well then, go if you will,' he

says ;

' the well is not far, and I with the break of day
must go to plough and sow my seed

;
for no idler by

talking about Providence will earn a livelihood

without labour/ On his return, I suppose towards

noon, he finds two young strangers (Orestes and

Pylades) talking to his wife, and is surprised, as it was

unseemly for a Greek woman (of Athenian habits) to

be seen so employed. But she at once sees and

removes his suspicions by telling him that they have

brought news of her brother
(v. 345 sqq.).

' Then you
should long since have thrown your door open. Come
in strangers, and I will give you what hospitality my
house can afford in requital for your good news. Make
no difficulties, coming welcome to me from a dear friend,

for though I be poor, you will not find me mean/

'Is this,' asks Orestes, 'the husband who has treated

you so nobly V and he turns to the audience in a

splendid monologue, which I hold to be Euripides'

deepest reflections on the true causes of honour among
men. His characters, in

fifty places, assert the strange

power of an ancient lineage in maintaining under the

-greatest misfortunes a noble and princely bearing; in

as many more, they assert that the poor and despised,

nay even the slaves, have in them these virtues beyond
their station

;
so true and human and many-sidedwas he,

in contrast, I believe, with most of his contemporaries.

Here then is the sum and substance of these true, but

partially conflicting facts in human nature. ' There is
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no plummet to measure excellence, for the varying
natures of men confuse our reckoning. Oft have I

seen the son of an honourable father worth nothing,

and again good children sprung from evil parents; I

have seen leanness in the soul of the rich, and a large

heart in the body of the poor. How then can we surely

discriminate the good? Is it by the test of wealth?

Then should we indeed employ an unjust judge. Is

it by poverty ? But this too has its weakness, and

makes men mean by its necessities. Shall I take the

test of arms ? Who looking to the array of battle could

testify to real worth ? It is better to leave these things
undetermined

;
for here is a man, not great among his

fellows, nor supported by the pride of family, yet he has

been found among the crowd a man of the highest ex-

cellence. Will not ye learn wisdom, that speculate full

of vain theories, and will ye not judge men by personal

experience, and the noble by their characters ?
'

I would willingly translate the sequel (404 sqq.),

where the painting is intensely modern and human.

El. ' My dear fellow, when you know the indigence
of your house, why have you invited these guests
who are beyond your station ?

'

The Peasant ' Why
not? if they are well born, as they seem to be, will

they not be as well satisfied with scanty fare.' She
then urges him, if he will have it so, to send to an
old retainer, who has been dismissed from the

palace, and feeds cattle at the boundaries; he will

bring with him some provisions. 'Very well,' he

answers,
' but do you go in and make ready. When a

woman tries she can find many little additions to a
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dinner. But there is surely in the house at least

enough to satisfy these men for a day. When I turn

to think of these things I see how valuable money is

to entertain strangers, or to spend upon yourself when

you fall sick, but for our daily sustenance, it matters

little
;
when each has had enough, the rich man and

the poor are after all on an equal footing/ Nothing
can be more natural than this scene; how often

even now-a-days does the careful wife protest against

the husband's reckless hospitality, on the very ground
that they have no proper means of entertaining, and

does not the husband answer with the same off-hand

vagueness, thinking that a hearty welcome and good
intentions are a sufficient substitute for scanty fare ?

The play is not less striking for our purpose when

Clytemnestra (v. 998 sqq.) comes to pay the young

people a visit. She orders her Phrygian attendants to

get out, and give her a hand while she steps out of her

carriage, which Electra spitefully offers to do, being,

as she says, just as great a slave as they. This

leads to some mutual recriminations between mother

and daughter, which Euripides with his Athenian

notions extends beyond the limits of modern taste.

Clytemnestra tries to end it amicably (v. 1 100 sqq.) by

saying that by nature some children are devoted to their

fathers, some to their mothers, and that therefore she

cannot blame Electra. She then (v. 1135) orders her

attendants to bring round her carriage to the stables,

and to have it ready when they think her business is

completed. When she is entering the house, Electra

tells her 'to take care that the smoky cabin does not
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stain her robes,' an advice which many an Irish lady

has received in our day.

These accessory parts of the tragedy give us, I con-

ceive, an excellent sketch of lower class life in the

outskirts of Athens in the poet's day, and it is here

in such scenery and in his characters, that we must

seek for evidence of social life and habits \ It has

been, I know, the habit from the days of Aristophanes
to the present to quote the utterances of Euripides'

heroes, spoken in character, as the poet's own senti-

ments. The celebrated line
77 yXaxra' ojuw/xox' fj

5e (ppyv

avcti/jLoros
' My tongue has sworn, but my mind is free/

which is ridiculed by Aristophanes, is for example, in

its place perfectly just and harmless
;

' You have bound

my tongue, but my mind, which was deceived as to

the circumstances, has not consented to the oath.' And
these words, harmless as they are, but spoken in a

burst of wrath, are retracted by the very speaker, a few

lines farther on, when he says, that had he not been

deceived into taking an oath, he would certainly have

told what he is now bound to conceal. There is no

clearer and better specimen than this of the sort of

criticism which suited Aristophanes well enough,
and of which he knew the value well enough, but of

which modern critics ought to be ashamed. Thus for

1 This is indeed what Aristophanes makes him say: (Ran. 912) olictia

npaynar tloa-fon', oh xpu>P-*9 '. oh vvtcrn(v, and the women who ac-

cuse him in the Tkesmoph. comically amplify this, stating that, owing to

his teaching, old men would not marry young wives ; that others had got

safe locks with many wards for the store-rooms, and kept the keys ; that

others had fierce dogs which kept away adulterers.
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example, on the goodness or badness of women, on

the value of high birth or its worthlessness, on aris-

tocracy and democracy, on almost any social question,

'we can put together series of quotations on opposite

sides. Of course there are German critics whose

inner consciousness tells them exactly when the poet is

speaking for himself; but for my part, except in such

cases as Orestes' Monologue above cited, which con-

tains a mediation between two series of contradictory

passages of equal weight, I cannot lift the veil which

'the poet has not chosen to withdraw. In some of his

choruses, which he certainly made the vehicle of philo-

sophical reflections often loosely connected with the

action of the play, we may perhaps find an index of

his thoughts, but from his dialogues, which are highly
"

dramatic, we can for this very reason draw no sure

conclusions.

The characters l of Euripides, on the contrary, are

all-important, as he confessedly drew them from real,

and even ordinary life, and they are therefore necessarily

/
~~

fair specimens of what might be found in Athenian

1 It is very curious, and has not been, I think, sufficiently observed,

that Greek tragedy differed widely from the modern in not preserving the

same type for the same hero throughout different pieces. The Creon of

Sophocles' Antigone, is not the same character as the Creon of the

CEdipus, and if it be argued that royalty had spoilt him a very true

Greek feature I can show unmistakeable cases in Euripides. The

Menelaus and Helen of the Orestes are the very opposite of those of the

Helena; the Odysseus of the Cyclops is quite at variance with the

Odysseus of the Hecuba and other plays. I do not know the reason of

this indifference to fixed types, fixed too for all time and for every spec-

tator, in Homer, when the very nature of Greek tragedy was unity and

fixity of type in a formal sense.
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society. We even have complaints that he drew his

characters meanly and shabbily, nor is there the smallest

hint or suspicion that he drew bright pictures or took

sanguine views of human nature. We may, therefore,

perfectly trust his kindly attitude to the slave world,

on which something has already been said, we may
also trust him in his general estimate of the men of

his day, who are in his plays with rare exceptions, such

as Achilles and Theseus, not gentlemen in our sense,

but litigious, mean, quarrelsome and selfish. There is

in fact no single hero, in all Euripides' plays, who has

laid hold of the imagination of the world like the

Ajax and CEdipus, or the Philoctetes and Neoptolemus
of Sophocles K No doubt several second rate figures, the

peasant in the Electra, the Achilles in the Hecuba, and

still more in the Iphigenia in Au/is, the Menelaus in the

Helena, are all respectable and" brave men : the dialogue
of Achilles with Clytemnestra (Iph. Aul. 819 sqq.) is

even very gentlemanly, so far as it goes; but con-

sidering the great number of heroes .in his plays,

nothing is more surprising than the want of depth or

variety in their natures. Ion is perhaps the purest
and most loveable among them, yet it is not depth
and greatness, but grace and innocence which makes
him so pleasant an exception to the Euripidean heroes.

It was surely not for want of striking men, nor for

want of striking misfortunes in their lives, that they
are so insignificant; we must rather seek the expla-
nation in a peculiarity of the poet himself, who

1 Even here CEdipus and Philoctetes are rather heroes of situation

than of character.
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deliberately preferred to make women his chief study,

and who, perhaps owing to the neglect of them in the

older tragedy, found here a new field for his genius

as well as a new means of advocating an unpopular,

but righteous cause. Considering the contemptuous
attitude of Thucydides, and the scurrilous one of

Aristophanes, his contemporaries, I see in this leading

feature of Euripides plain indications of a great social

controversy, in which the tragic poet maintained

against the aristocrats, that women were no cipher in

society, but able to do and to suffer great things
l
.

If we take all the plays and fragments of Euripides

together, and collect from them a general view of his

treatment of women, we shall see that while he is

perpetually putting into the speeches of his heroes

the most virulent abuse of them, yet the majority of

his heroines nay the great majority of them are the

noblest and best of women. There are in fact very

few contemptible and frivolous characters among them,

such as his Hermione (in the Andromache), or purely

vindictive, like his Medea. Even his much abused

Phaedra (Hippolytus) is a noble and pure nature,

wrestling in vain with a passion directly inflicted

by the spiteful Aphrodite who is really the lowest

character in all his plays. So Creusa (in the Ion),

though she attempts a great crime, is a much injured

1
It seems possible, from the part played by Aspasia in the dialogues

of the Socratic iEschines, that she was an advocate of the same cause,

and brought women to her house, in order to educate them, and

teach them their higher duties. (Cp. Becq de Foucquieres' Aspasie de

Milet).
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and heart-broken woman, with whom we cannot but

feel deep sympathy.
But what shall we say of his Alcestis ? Where has

either Greek or modern literature produced a nobler

ideal. She is not, like the Antigone of Sophocles,

stimulated by the excitement of altercation with her

advisers and opponents, and by the assertion of in-

dependence in violating a harsh law. Neither is she,

as Sophocles' Antigone seems to be, of too strong and

masculine a fibre to yield to the influence of love.

Devoted to her husband and children, beloved and

happy in her palace, she sacrifices her life calmly and

resignedly a life which is not, like Antigone's, en-

compassed with afflictions, but of all the worth that

life can be, and of all the usefulness which makes it

precious to noble natures. The narrative of her fare-

well is one of the finest in Euripides, and I am happy
to be able to quote it from a version which all my
readers can study a poet's version of a poet, and no

poor prose traduction :

For when she felt the crowning day was come,

She washed with river-waters her white skin,

And taking from the cedar closets forth

Vesture and ornament, bedecked herself

Nobly, and stood before the hearth and prayed:

"Mistress, because I now depart the world,

Falling before thee the last time, I ask

Be mother to my orphans! wed the one

To a kind wife, and make the other's mate

Some princely person: nor, as I who bore

My children perish, suffer that they too

Die all untimely, but live, happy pair,

Their full glad life out in the fatherland!"
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And every altar through Admetus' house

She visited and crowned and prayed before,

Stripping the myrtle-foliage from the boughs,

Without a tear, without a groan no change
At all to that skin's nature, fair to see,

Caused by the imminent evil. But this done,

Reaching her chamber, falling on her bed,

There, truly, burst she into tears and spoke :

" O bride-bed, where I loosened from my life

Virginity for that same husband's sake

Because of whom I die now fare thee well !

Since no wise do I hate thee : me alone

Hast thou destroyed : for shrinking to betray

Thee and my spouse, I die : but thee, O bed

Some other woman shall possess as wife

Truer, No ! but of better fortune, say !

"

So falls on, kisses it till all the couch

Is moistened with the eyes' sad overflow.

But when of many tears she had her fill,

She flings from off the couch, goes headlong forth,

Yet forth the chamber, still keeps turning back

And casts her on the couch again once more.

Her children, clinging to their mother's robe,

Wept meanwhile: but she took them in her arms,

And, as a dying woman might, embraced

Now one and now the other : 'neath the roof,

All of the household servants wept as well,

Moved to compassion for their mistress; she

Extended her right hand to all and each,

And there was no one of such low degree,

She spoke not to nor had an answer from 1
.'

If, as I have said, it is agreed on all hands that

Euripides took his characters from real life, must there

not have been, among the despised and secluded Greek

1 R. Browning, Balau&tioris Adventure, pp. 36 sqq. Her parting

address to Admetus (pp. 48 sqq.) is equally fine, but I have already

made too long a quotation.
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women, uneducated and ill-treated as they were, great

examples of real heroism, which caught the sympathy
of the most tragic of poets ? For the Alcestis is no

exceptional type, since we have it, under varying circum-

stances, in the splendid, though little known Macaria

of the Heraclcidce (cp. vv. 474 sqq. especially) ;
we have

another modification of it in the better known Polyxena

{Hecuba), who is indeed doomed to die, but who meets

her death with great nobility; we have the type of

Polyxena carried out with infinitely more grace and

beauty in the Iphigenia (in Aulis), the poefs last play,

and so far as it is genuine, far his greatest and most

dramatic piece. For here the innocent girl has been

decoyed to Aulis under the pretence of a marriage
with Achilles, and only discovers her fatal delusion by
an accident. Then follows a great scene, in which

the young and happy creature, just blooming into life,

begs and entreats for mercy with all that horror of

death, which age and troubles can but gradually blunt.

Had I the tongue of Orpheus, O my Sire,

To wile away the rocks to follow me,

And with my words to charm the rugged will,

I had been here. Now all the arts I know
Are artless tears I have no power but this

And suppliant at thy knees I fondly twine

The form which she, my mother, bare to thee.

blast me not untimely, for the light
Is sweet to look on, and compel me not

To peer into the darkness underground.
1 was thy first-bom first I called thee Sire,

And sat, thy child, upon thy knees the first;

And we exchanged sweet charities of life;

And this was thy discourse with me " My child
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Shall I behold thee happy in the home

Of thy liege lord, and husband, as befits ?
"

And nestling in the beard, which now I clasp

A suppliant, I made answer unto thee;
" I too will welcome thee when grey with years

In the sweet shelter of my home, my Sire,

And with fond fostering recompense thy love."

Such were our words, I recollect them well;

But thou forgettest and wouldst take my life.

Be not so cruel ! By thy father's love

I beg pf thee, and by my mother's throes,

Who in her anguish feels those throes anew.

Say, what have I to do with the false vows

That Paris pledged to Helen to my bane?

Look on me ! give one parting look one kiss,

That when I die I may remember thee,

Though with my words I may not bend thy will.

My brother, feeble infant as thou art,

Let thy tears flow with mine ! Entreat our Sire,

If so thy sister may escape her doom.

The speechless infant hath a sense of ill;

See how his very silence is a prayer

Have pity on me, father ! spare my life !

'Tis sweet to gaze upon the blessed light :

The grave is nought ! The fool resigns his breath ;

The sorriest life is better than the noblest death !

'

Yet even she, when she stands out with majesty from

her former self, will not allow her mother to revile the

weak and stricken Agamemnon, she will not allow the

gallant Achilles to risk his life for her, she will not

even allow her household to put on mourning, since she

has entrusted to her the high mission of dying to save

her country.

These are the women who have raised the ideal of

the sex to such a region, that in looking upon them,
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the world has passed from neglect to courtesy, from cour-

tesy to veneration
;
these are they, who across many cen-

turies, first of frivolity and sensuality, then of rudeness

and barbarism, join hands with the ideals of our religion

and our chivalry, the martyred saints, the chaste and

holy virgins of romance, nay more with the true wives,

the devoted mothers of our own day, whose loyalty

and self-sacrifice in a cold and selfish generation,

sustained through years of common-place duties and

amid careless ingratitude, show with no uncertain

sound, that they too are heroines of the first order, if

society did but require of them more splendid, and

therefore easier sacrifices.

When we read the systematic charges of Aristophanes

against such a poet, that he traduced and blackened

the female sex, that he hated women, that he delighted

to represent their guilty passions on his stage ;
when

we read these charges, made by the poet who of all

others has spoken most vilely and scurrilously of the

whole sex, and who of all known authors is the most

open to the charge himself, we are led to wonder at

his audacious buffoonery, and how a sense of common

justice did not set his audience against him. But if

we can explain this from the great popularity of his

brilliant wit and in no case is injustice more readily

condoned what shall we say of modern critics, who are

led by the jeers of Aristophanes, who speak of Euripides
as the painter of woman's passion and her crime, and

who, in total oblivion of the splendid figures in his

greatest tragedies, speak with pity and disgust of the

immorality of Athenian women, and actually believe

o
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that the greatest and most refined artistic and political

civilisation of the world coexisted with the lowest

and most brutal demoralisation of home and family

relations 1
? As if the portraits of Cleon, and of Soc-

rates, were not ample proof how totally Aristophanes

disregarded truth for the sake of the theories of his

party, and the exigencies of his boundless and un-

controlled humour 2
! One is almost tempted to believe

that the ordinary critics of Euripides have studied him

in Aristophanes alone, and are ignorant that we have

before us ample and clear refutations, not in the praise

of partisans, not in the faint echoes of scattered frag-

ments, but in a long series of plays, expressing his

views on life and character, and above all establishing

what might else have been fairly doubted, that the

ideal woman of his day was as noble and as natural,

as those of the best and most approved epochs of

human morals.

1
E.g. Mr. Symonds, in his Greek Poets, p. 273.

2 I am quite aware that there is a picture of Socrates very different

from that of Plato and from that of Xenophon, handed down to us in

the fragments of Eupolis {Frag. Incert. 10, ed. Meineke, vol. ii. p.

553) and of the serious and learned Aristoxenus, who says he obtained

his information from a personal friend of Socrates (Midler,. Frag. Hist.

GrcEc ii. p. 280). But even this adverse picture is .not the least like

the grotesque distortion in Aristophanes.



CHAPTER VII.

THE GREEKS OF THE ATTIC AGE (CONCLUDED).

BUT let us proceed to a closer examination of

this Attic comedy. We look throughout it, in vain,

for noble qualities, or even for refinement of

feeling in the characters. The poet does indeed in

some of his splendid paradoses, strip off the veil of

buffoonery and of satire to give serious advice ,to the

assembled people, and there are not wanting pathetic

touches in his rudest scenes. But, with these excep-

tions, coarseness and vice are perpetually before us.

Women, for example, are almost invariably treated by

Aristophanes and his fellow-poets with ridicule and

contempt. They are derided for immorality and drunk-

eness, and such a picture is drawn of them as is quite

appalling, if we are foolish enough to take it as

evidence of Attic home life. The legion of critics

who have made this mistake, in drawing inferences

from Greek tragedy and Greek comedy, have ignored
a remarkable feature in Greek literature, which I must

again bring before the reader with fuller illustrations.

While we, both in strict 'history and in historical

fiction, think it essential to adhere closely to tra-

ditional or well-attested types in describing celebrated

o a
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characters, the Greeks did not feel themselves so bound,

but consulted rather the artistic proprieties and the

requirements of the special occasion. Thus the ar-

tistic type of a hero, or of a class, was with them

often consciously different from the received or real

one, without shocking that tame and strict sense of ac-

curacy, which, in the English, is a most serious hin-

drance to all imaginative art. Consider, for example,
in such a history as that of Thucydides, the introduction

of speeches which cannot pretend to be real
;

which

are often in a dialect foreign to the speakers, and

which so manifestly represent the theories of the writer

and his mere notions of dramatic propriety, that such

biographers as Plutarch totally ignore these harangues

placed in the mouths of the men whose lives they
are compiling from this very history. Thus of Pericles,

who has several long speeches attributed to him in

Thucydides, Plutarch says that he left nothing written,

and that of his sayings hardly any are preserved.

In the dialogues of Plato, the next great prose

writer, the same feature has been often noticed,

and of late with great force by Mr. Jowett. Though
celebrated names are introduced men known to many
of his readers Plato is not at all careful of his-

torical accuracy, nay even violates it so as to show

plainly that he did not mean to be merely reproducing
known and ordinary men. The case is more remark-

able, as I have shown above, in the tragedians. For

here not only do the types vary widely from the

well-known originals in the old epic poems, but these

types vary in different plays of the same poet. This is,
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indeed, a feature which must be insisted on, as quite

peculiar to Greek tragedy. Thus, in Sophocles, the

Creon of the CEdipus Rex, and that of the CEdipus at

Colonus, are not at all the same. Similarly in Euri-

pides, if we compare the Menelaus and the Helen of

the Helena with those of the Orestes, or with the

Menelaus of the Andromache, the contrast is startling.

So the Odysseus of the Cyclops and of the Hecuba, the

Heracles of the Akestis, and of the Hercules Furens,

as well as many others, make good my statement.

With these examples before us. we need not be

surprised that the comic poets used even greater

license, and travestied known characters so as to

make them hardly recognisable. The Euripides pre-

sented to us on the comic stage, as well as the

Socrates of the Clouds, were so unlike the well-known

and respected originals, that if the plays of Aristophanes
had made the smallest pretensions to accuracy, they must

have totally failed in their success. We may, there-

fore, confidently assert that in all such matters he

is no historical authority whatever, and that to draw

inferences from his statements, proved to be false in so

patent a case as that of Socrates, is nothing better than

V establishing a fact upon the evidence of a convicted

perjurer
1
.

1 This point is at last put in its proper light by Mr. Mfiller-Strub-

ing, in his remarkable work, Aristophanes und die historische Kritik

(Teubner 1873). I may add that Aristophanes himself confesses great

obligations to Euripides, 3.kt)v. KaraAa/i/S./r. iv. (Meineke, ii. p. 1 142).

There is even a special compound word pointing to the fact tvpmtia-

ptOT<xpaviwr. Cp. also Ranee, 1334.
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It is, however, only a lawyer who will argue that a

perjurer is totally unworthy of credit. Ordinary men

know that even he must speak the truth generally,

and especially when off his guard ;
it may, therefore,

be argued that, apart from special characters, the

general tone and plot of Aristophanes' plays must

be good social evidence. Admitting this, there are

plays of Aristophanes, such as the Lysistrata and

Tkesmopkoriazusce, of which the plot could not be

here even explained, and which represent the body
of Athenian women, even mothers of respectable

families, in such hideous colours as to be thoroughly

disgusting. They are, indeed, so exaggerated as to

be simply incredible in a generation which produced

and handed down untarnished the most refined and

brilliant civilisation the world has yet seen. It may
be also urged that when Aristophanes' portraits of

known and celebrated men were so audaciously false,

he is not to be trusted where his falsehoods could

easily escape confutation, and where his sweeping

charges fell in with those suspicions common to all

men who are themselves prone to immorality. I

suspect, however, that his three plays on women are

to be explained from quite a different cause
;
not from

a low opinion of women in the poet, not from any
desire of scourging a great rampant evil, as we find

it done in Juvenal's sixth satire, but rather from

the remnant of some old religious customs, where

women met apart, as we know they did, and also

where mimic choruses, during the feasts of such god-

desses as Demeter and Cora, devoted themselves to
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-licentious abuse of women, at times even exclusively.

There is not evidence enough to prove the custom

at Athens, and to show the filiation of Aristophanes'

comedies from these choruses, though choruses were

undoubtedly the origin of all developed drama in

Greece. My hypothesis rests on the fact that Aris-

tophanes perpetually rails at Euripides for this very

feature, that his other comedies are nearly free from

it, and that the custom, which I presuppose at Athens,

certainly did exist at Epidaurus, connected with the

worship of Damia and Auxesia, which are probably
local names for Demeter and Cora. Herodotus tells

us (v. 83) dvcri-qaC re afea kcu \6pourL yvvaiK.r\toiai

KepTOfxoLai lhavKOVTO, yopr]yG>v a-obei.Kwp.4vo)V Ixarepij t&v

hcu\i6va>v Sexa avbpatv, kokcoj 8e rjyopevov oi \opol avbpa p.\v

ovbiva, ras be eirt^capia? yvvaiKas. Possibly, therefore,

these famous ribaldries about women are not meant to

convey any bad impression of them by the poet. But

quite apart from any such special reason, the general

grounds above adduced, and the evidence we have found

in Euripides, show that on this large question the

evidence of Aristophanes is hardly of any value.

My general observations, however, which apply to the

comic estimates of women, as well as those of men,
are of peculiar importance when we come to consider

the most prominent woman of the day Aspasia.

This lady, being a Milesian, with whom no Athenian

citizen could contract any but a morganatic marriage,

was readily and generally identified with a class of

people somewhat outside the pale of society, and pecu-

liarly open to gross charges the Jietairai, afterwards
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so celebrated as the most witty and brilliant talkers

at Athens. In the absence of cultivated society
at home, Greek gentlemen often betook themselves,
in later days, to the houses of such ladies, whose

manners are sufficiently described in the thirteenth

JX book of Athenaeus. These were the days of Epicurus
and Menander. There is no doubt that men like

Socrates and Xenophon went, in like manner, for the

purpose of serious mental improvement, to the house

of Aspasia, who even received ladies, and. appears to

have discoursed much upon the duties of married life.

But there is no evidence of a society of cultivated

/ hetairai at Athens in Pericles' day. I say, ad-

visedly, at Athens, for there is evidence of a large

and prominent class of this kind at Corinth as early

as the Persian wars. We still possess a fragment of

an ode specially composed for them by the poet

Pindar, whose time and talents were in such de-

mand among tyrants and free cities, that they must

have paid him a large fee. These same ladies were

celebrated through Greece for their public prayers and

votive offerings in behalf of the Greeks during the

invasion of Xerxes. This shows public spirit and

patriotism among them. But I am not aware that

in any poet of the Old Comedy, save Pherecrates

(who is a notable exception, and rather belongs to

the Middle Comedy), a character of this kind is men-

tioned upon the stage
1

,
if we except Aspasia, who

1 Of course I do not include those open bad characters of the lowest

. type, who sometimes appear upon the stage of Aristophanes (Achar. and

Thesmoph. sub. fin.). These peoj le are in no sense iralpai, and are

never called so by the Greeks.
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certainly held a peculiar position. Not only is she

said to have risen from a disreputable past, but she

is openly accused of still pursuing the vilest of pro-

fessions that of promoting vice in others and an

action in open court charged her with the impiety

of making her house a place of assignation for Athe-

nian ladies of position.

This charge, were it true, would give us such a

picture of Athenian life in the house of Pericles,

the greatest of Greeks, that we ought to shut our

Greek books, and refuse further intercourse with

people whose best society was worse than the lowest

stratum of modern life. Of course the charge was

false
;
of course the home of Pericles was not a house

of this description ;
but the meetings of married

ladies for discussion, such as that alluded to by

Cicero, where Xenophon and his wife (according

to the Socratic philosopher iEschines) were present

these meetings naturally gave rise, at At/tens, to

grave suspicion, and Pericles was not the man to

trouble himself with refuting them. Possibly As-

pasia was a free-thinker, at least on those points
where the every-day religion was base and immoral,
and hence another stone of stumbling. Even if her

early life had not been free from blame, there is no

absolute proof of her want of dignity and morality
*

;

1 I cite with reluctance a modern parallel. There are few men who
have been forced into contact with the pariahs of modem society by

professional duties, such as medical practice, who will not testify that

among these outcasts they have found great generosity, self-denial, and

even purity of motives. A celebrated French author, Dumas, has ven-

tured to assert this in his great and affecting tragedy, La Dame aux
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nor can 1 conceive Socrates constantly visiting her,

and advising his friends to send their sons to her to

be educated, if the charges of Aristophanes and his

fellows were in any sense true. No doubt many Athe-

nian citizens were very jealous of the position of this

foreigner a position which one of their own daughters

ought, by right, to have held and the conversations

at her house, which brought ladies there from their

dull and secluded homes, were to the old-fashioned

Athenian dangerous innovations 1
.

We have some very instructive parallel cases, which,

I think, can be fully cleared up, and which will show the

nature of the comic charges against Aspasia and

Pericles. The very same charge of making his house

a meeting-place for Pericles and his lady friends, is

preferred against the sculptor Phidias, who was, if I

may so say, the minister of art under Pericles. We
also hear, strangely enough, accusations of Pericles

having induced another friend, who possessed peacocks,
to make presents of them to these ladies. Peacocks

had then been lately introduced into Athens, as we
know from allusions in Antiphon. One Athenian

gentleman, who kept them, had an open day every new

Camelias. Yet even such a suggestion is deemed dangerous by our

respectable people, and this remarkable play could not be represented in

England without being concealed by an Italian translation, and Verdi's

music {La Traviata):
1 The whole question about Aspasia has been discussed with great

ability by M. Becq de Fouquieres in his very interesting monograph

Aspasie de Milet. If his enthusiasm leads him too far, he has never-

theless brought out the main points, I think rightly. He need not

have dogmatised about her life before and after Pericles' union with her.
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moon, on which the public might come to see them

freely, but he refused all admission at other times. Their

screaming is complained of by the comic poets. The

gift of a peacock was therefore a handsome present, as

the bird could not be bought for money, owing to its

rarity. To those who will not believe that the great

Phidias, and the greater Pericles, combined for the

lowest and most scandalous purposes, an explanation

of these suspicions and charges readily presents itself.

The Greek sculptors and painters must have required,

like our own artists, suitable models. We know of

no class of people at Athens thus employed ;
and if

there had been, the comedy would certainly have told

us of it. Whoever thinks for a moment of the pure

and noble types of female beauty in Greek art, can

hardly conceive the models to have been anything
but the very highest and best of society. I imagine
Pericles and Phidias to have been under great diffi-

culties in procuring the best models, owing to the se-

clusion of women at Athens, and I conjecture that they
were induced with difficulty to come to the sculptor's

studio, where Pericles no doubt often met them, and

that they were rewarded upon some few occasions

with the present of a peacock, as money payments
- would have been unseemly. Thus I conceive the

suspicion of the Athenian public to have been excited.

We know that Phidias copied himself and Pericles

on the shield of Pallas. Of course he must have

copied some fair woman of Athens for the goddess

herself, though he dared not confess it to the public.

We chance to have from the same epoch a strictly
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parallel case. Plutarch tells us [Cimon, c. 4) that the

celebrated sister of Cimon, Elpinice, who appears
from various anecdotes to have gone about Athens

with some liberty, is said to have transgressed with

the painter Polygnotus, and that accordingly when

painting the Trojan women (in his famous portico
- called iToiidkr)) he made his figure of Laodice a portrait

of Elpinice. This Polygnotus was the Phidias of Greek

painting. Here, I take it, there can be no doubt, that

Y * -Elpinice was a model to Polygnotus, and we see her

charged with the same suspicions as the ladies who

went to Phidias' studio. These considerations are, in

my mind, quite sufficient to overthrow the bare pre-

sumption against Aspasia, raised by the comedians'

scurrilous buffoonery.

I turn with more pleasure to the casual glimpses

given us into her home life with Pericles. We are

indebted to the invaluable Plutarch for having collected

from numerous anecdotists these slighter touches in

/^ ' the portraits of the great Periclean Athenians. From

him we can quote something on the aristocratic side

of Athenian life to compare with the homely scenes

in the Acharnians and Wasps. Some "of the anec-

dotists, such as Ion of Chios and Stesimbrotus of

Thasos, were contemporary with the men they de

scribed, and are trustworthy in some details
;
while in

others Plutarch's notice of their bias enables us to

doubt and to criticise. They agreed in making Pericles

haughty and cold, avoiding society altogether, and

, hardly to be seen except on the way from his house

to the assembly. He had once condescended to go
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to a cousin's wedding-feast, but left the moment

grace was said, I have no doubt to the great relief

of the company. This cold contempt of men appeared

plainly enough in his speeches, and was, I think,

transmitted by him, without his dignity and soberness,

to his ward Alcibiades. It was clearly this feeling,

and not pressure of business, which kept him from

going into society. Nicias, on the contrary, a stupid

but excellent and high-spirited man, felt himself bound

to deny access to his friends, and to avoid society,

on account of the pressure of public business, which

he performed most conscientiously, but, like many
conscientious men, stupidly and slowly

1
. They both

were very careful of their private affairs and of the

management of their income, but Pericles had the sense

to find a trusty person to whom he committed them,

just as he committed routine business in the assembly
to friends; whereas Nicias, as Thucydides says of

him, with deep insight, in the last great crisis of his

life (vii, 69.) was ever thinking that things were not

perfectly ready and complete, or had not been suffi-

ciently explained, and so wearied himself in doing
other people's work as well as his own. But there

was a gap in Pericles' cares, when he was at home
with Aspasia, whom he never left in the morning,

they tell us, without affectionately kissing her, and in

whose brilliant conversation he found better solace

and recreation than in men's wine parties, or in the

excesses with which he has been falsely charged.

Cimon and Alcibiades, on the contrary, though both

1
Cp. Plut. Nic. chap. v.
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public men, were essentially men of society, indulging
in all the amusements of Athenian life, and not free

from stain in their morals. But Cimon was rather

a general than a politician; he was not oppressed,
when at Athens, with the burdens of the Home Office

and the Exchequer. He was reckless in expenditure,

and was often to be met in society, where Ion of Chios,

when a youth, had met him, and whose interesting ac-

count of him is preserved by Plutarch. Cimon, who was,

of course, the great man of the party, was asked to sing,

and did it so well and pleasantly, that some of the com-

pany politely observed how in this he had beaten

Themistocles, who was no doubt an equal politician,

but no musician. Cimon then begins to tell of his

military experiences, apparently to show that he was

not deficient in cleverness like that of Themistocles.

The conversation seems to have turned exactly on

the line suggested in a pleasant passage in Aristoph-
anes' Wasps, when Bdelycleon is' teaching his father

how to behave in good society (vv. 1 174-1264). The

old man is exceedingly rude and boorish, and suggests

coarse and vulgar subjects of conversation, whereupon
the son objects, and suggests fine talk, 'about your

being at a show-embassy along with Androcles and

Cleisthenes.
5

'But I was never at a show, save once

to see Punch and Judy, and that for a fee of two obols.'

' Well then, you should tell how, for example, Ephudion

fought a fine pancratium with Ascondas, though

already old and gray-haired, but showing great form

and muscle. This is the sort of talk usual among
refined people. But come to another point. When
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you go out into society in the evening among strangers

{nap avbpdai gevois ttu'cov),
what manly act of your youth

can you relate ?' ' Oh ! that was the bravest of my
acts when I stole Ergasion's vine-stakes.' 'Will you
kill me with your vine-stakes ? I want you to tell how

you chased a boar or a hare, or won a torch race by
some bold device/ '

I know, then, my greatest act of

youthful boldness, when I won a suit for abusive

language from the runner Phayllus/
'

Stop, but come
and lie down here and let me teach you to be convivial

and pleasant over your cups.'
' Show me how to lie

down, will this do ?
' ' Not at all. Straighten your

knees, and throw yourself in a graceful and easy way
on the couch. Then make some observations on the

beauty of the appointments, look up at the ceiling,

praise the tapestry of the room.' He then proceeds to

instruct the old gentleman how to take his part in the

scolia, or catches, in which one guest started a line,

and challenged some other to go on in the same metre

and construction, giving, of course, the most amusing
turn he could to the sense. The old man makes such

good political cuts in this game that the son is satisfied,

and proposes to bring him out to dinner, where they
can have a good carouse. '

Oh, no,' says the old man,
' for from wine drinking come assault and battery, and

then having to pay money next day after your drinking
bout/ No/ says the son, at least not if you mix in

good society (J)i/ wfjs y avbpaai koAois re KayaOols), for

either they pacify the offended man, or you say some-

thing clever to him yourself, some good thing of

jEsop's, or from Sybaris, which you have learned at
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the feast, and then you turn the affair into a joke, so

that he lets you off and goes his way.'

This passage, agreeing so well with the anecdote

about Cimon, is full of interest. It shows the high-

class Athenian not ashamed of showing off consciously
before strangers, and how highly cleverness in conver-

sation was prized. The allusion to the disorderly con-

duct of the guests in the later part of evening reminds

us of the appearance of Alcibiades in Plato's Sym-
posium, which is quite a scene of the same kind, except
that Plato makes Socrates so influence the conversation

as to give it a deep and solid value. But there can be

no doubt that such men as Alcibiades and Callias were

often guilty of gross violence in their drinking bouts,

and that they escaped punishment partly by the means

above suggested, partly also by intimidation. The

portrait we have of Alcibiades in Plutarch and else-

where is hardly of any use as a specimen of manners,
for we are told that he was in every way exceptional,

though in immorality and in home scandal Callias was

perhaps his solitary equal.

But in one respect I do think the excesses of

Alcibiades instructive, in showing how far the most

aristocratic, handsome, fascinating man at Athens, the

idol of the mob, the autocrat of society how far this

man was removed from the modern English gentleman.
He is accused of having brought women of the lowest

character so constantly into his house that his wife, an

excellent young lady of high family, was obliged to fly

from home and take refuge with the Archon, who
was by law the protector of married women. But
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when she was obliged to come forward in person to

prove her case for a divorce, Alcibiades appeared with

a band of friends and carried her off (we are told) by

force, nor did the unhappy woman ever again appear

against him. This violence is characterised with the

strongest epithets by the orator who has left us the

speech against Alcibiades among the remains of

Andocides. Again, he seized a painter, who refused

to decorate his house owing to previous engagements,
and kept him a prisoner till he had no longer need

of him. Worse than all, after having supported in the

assembly the ruthless massacre of the men of Melos, he

bought one of the captive women and had a child

by her, thus imitating one of the worst and lowest

features to be found in the Homeric age
,
.

The case of Callias, told by Andocides
(irepi Mvot. p.

46), is, if possible, worse. Having married a respectable

and blameless girl, he within a year took her mother

into his house as a second wife. The poor daughter

attempted suicide, but was prevented, and fled from the

house, being turned out by her mother. Of course

1 Ik ravTTjs ^ap (says the orator, Andocides p. 88. ed. Blass) mttioroi-

urat tt/s yuvaiKos, ty avr' e\tv6ipas 5ov\jjv Karecmjffe, koI 1js rov iraripa

kcu. tovs irpoarjKOVTas a-rtlKTUve, ical ^s rfjv vo\iv avaararov irfiroiTjKcv. I

fear such acts were not, as the orator implies, extraordinary. The affect-

ing story about Pausanias' murder of a girl at Byzantium implies in the

Spartan an equal recklessness and villainy. When there, as generalissimo

of the Greek forces, after the retreat of Xerxes, he demanded from her

parents that this young girl should visit him by night; they were

afraid to refuse, and sent her in the dead of the night. When she came

in, Pausanias, who was asleep, started up, and thinking some assassin

was upon him, struck her with his dagger, and killed her. Her ghcst
was said to have haunted him ever after. Cp. Plutarch, Cimon, cap. Yi.
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Callias soon got tired of her too, but took her back

after she had borne him a son, 'being again in love

with this most daring old woman '

(iarepio itakiv \p6vu>

t?7s ypabs ToXprjpoT&Trjs yvvatubs avripdadrj). This deed too

is spoken of as extraordinary ;
but is it not an index of

the manners of Athenian aristocrats ?

The anecdote about Alcibiades' dog points in the

same direction, and proves the man, to my mind, to

have been a thorough snob. The Periclean Greeks,

with all their faults, were very fond of dogs. The dog
of Eupolis is said to have died of grief on its masters

tomb l
. In Plutarch's Themistocles there is a remark-

able passage, in which he describes the tame animals,

of course chiefly dogs, crowding to the shore and

howling when their masters were leaving for Salamis

on the approach of the Persians. The dog of Xanthip-

pus, Pericles' father, not able to endure the separation

(ovk avacrxopevos ti]v ott' avrov povuxriv), leaped into the

water, and swam alongside the ship to Salamis, where

it is said to have died of exhaustion. These . legends

show the deep sympathy of the Athenians for dogs
2

. It

was an old custom, says an Attic antiquarian, that no

dog should go up into the Acropolis, a prohibition

which shows how constantly they accompanied their

masters. So, then, this dog of Alcibiades, for which
1

Kvirri nal Xijxcv kavrbv l/cri^as aireOavev knl Ta> rpoipu ical SeanoTrj

\oiirov (uoT)oas top fiiov 6 kvwv. Aelian x. 41.
2 In the picturesque account of Aratus' attack on Sicyon, dogs play a

great part. The chief difficulty in surprising the city are the dogs of a

market gardener,
' which were small, but very pugnacious and uncom-

promising' (umpwv fitv, (kt6itqjs Si /iflX'A" '' Ka* avafnjyoprjTwi'). They

accordingly give tongue, and challenge a great sporting dog, kept in the
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he is said to have paid the incredible sum of 70 minx

(about .284), was remarkable for size and beauty, and

generally admired for its tail. Alcibiades cut the tail off,

and when his friends scolded him, and said that every-

body was vexed about tlie dog and was abusing /iim, he

answered with a laugh :
' That is what I want

;
I wish

them to talk about this, that they may say nothing worse

of me.'

I fear this set of men, despite of the graceful conver-

sation attributed to them by Plato, were reckless and

unfeeling to all around them, nor do I see that it made
much difference to Alcibiades or Callias who or what

was ill-treated dog, wife, or neighbour. But as to the

wife, he belonged to that set against whom I believe

Euripides to have written, that society of men who

upheld with Thucydides the complete seclusion and

insignificance of women, and that ' she was best who
was least spoken of among men, whether for good or

for evilV Yet, when these very men got into trouble,

the despised women were their comforters. 'When,'

says the aristocrat Andocides (irepl Mvor. p. 20), we
had all been bound in the same chamber (on the capital

charge of impiety), and it was night, and the prison had

been closed (apparently to visitors or legal advisers),

tower on the wall, which had not perceived the noise,
' whether from

natural sluggishness, or from being fatigued during the day.' It answers

with a vague and uncertain sound {xnr<pOiyyfTo rwpXbv icai aarjfwv t>

vpwTov). Cp. Plut. Aratus, capp. v., viii.

1 It is probably for this reason that Thucydides is silent on the

outrage committed by Paches at Mitylene, on his accusation by the

women, and his death in court. He probably thought it a scandalous

ill-treatment of a general, for the sake of such a trifle.

P 2
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there came to one his mother, to another his sister,

to another his wife and children, and there was woe
and lamentation as they wept over their misfortunes.'

So then these much-abused and ill-treated women were

after all; then, as now, the faithful and self-denying

helpers of men \

In the lower classes there is evidence, even among

city people, of a community of life and interests quite

analogous to the scenes between Electra and her

peasant husband, above described. In the Wasps of

Aristophanes, the old juryman, whose education we have

already been discussing, tells how when he comes home

his children run to kiss him, and how his wife sets

before him a dainty dish, and sitting down beside him,

coaxes him to eat (v. 583). He says it is for the sake

of his salary, but this is the comic reason, the facts are

probably real and ordinary. The humorous scenes at

the opening of the Ecclesiazusce testify to the same

friendly intimacy between men and their wives, and I

must add, to very good temper among the men. In

ordinary life the men were obliged to get up before

dawn, and set out for the assembly, trudging along

with a stout stick and humming a tune. The women
could stay in bed, and avoid this great hardship (v.

461). On this occasion the women plan an early

meeting in the assembly to discuss their rights, and

set out in their husbands' attire. When the men
awake they cannot find their clothes, and yet when the

women come in they show excellent temper, and put

1 There is a parallel passage in Lysias (p. 103, ed. Teubner), when the

citizens were being imprisoned and put to death by the thirty tyrants.
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up with very lame excuses. They allude to their wives

going out to breakfast with friends, and one woman

says she was called to see a sick friend, and took the

first garment she could find, and her husband's shoes.

If Aristophanes is not making the men gentler and

quieter than they really were for the purpose of comic

contrast (and this is quite possible), the whole tone of the

play implies far truer and better relations among married

people than the facts known to us about the aristocrats.

There are indeed dark spots here too, not merely in

'comic writers, but in the orators. The story told in

Antiphon's first oration (jcarr/y. <f>apix. p. 113) seems

bad enough. The speaker's father had a country

friend, Philoneos, a man, he says, who was a perfect

gentleman. This Philoneos had the use of an upper
chamber in his friend's town house, when he came in

from the country, and here he kept a concubine, whom,
for no cause assigned, he was about to treat with great

harshness and injustice (e~i -nopvelov e/ieAAe Karao-r^a-ai).

The wretched woman is accordingly induced by the lady
of the house, who wants to poison her own husband, to

administer a preteDded love-potion to her master and

to his friend, when they went one day to the Peirseus

to dine together. But she apparently had no redress

from the fearful treatment intended by her master, which

is called indeed (in the oration) injustice, but seems not

in the least otherwise reprehended. We have also an

oration written by Lysias for an Athenian gentleman,
who had a quarrel with another concerning the affec-

tions of a woman whom they had originally agreed
to share. The woman preferred the other man, and
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went off with him, and so there was a quarrel, which

was the occasion of the action. The speaker actually

proposes and urges that the woman to whom he had

stood in such peculiar- relations should be tortured to

elicit the real facts of the case, and this in the very
same speech in which he relates his intimacy with her.

I do not know in all Greek literature a more painful

and morally grating passage than this proposal, made
in open court by a man whose interest it was to repre-

sent himself as a fair and honourable man to the jury
1

.

These, as I have said, are dark spots, which remind us

of the old Homeric recklessness and cruelty of the

higher classes towards those outside pale or privilege,

and might be corroborated by the mis'e en scene of

Plato's Euthyphron, where a wretched tenant farmer,

a free dependent of some sort, is cast bound into a

ditch, and allowed to die of hunger and exposure. But

1 am strongly of opinion that these cases are all

special, and concern, not the relations of citizens to

citizens, but of citizens to inferior and non-privileged

classes. I here mention them by way of parenthesis,

as they support the main theory of this book, I mean

the sameness of Greek character and Greek social ideas

through all periods of Greek literature.

It is therefore unsafe to take Pericles, the highest

specimen of Periclean Athens, or Alcibiades and

Callias, morally the lowest, and to estimate manners

and morals among men according to such models. As
I believe that in estimating women at this time, the

Alcestis and Macaria of Euripides are too high, and

1
Cp. Lysias, p. 38, ed. Teubner.
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the women of Aristophanes too low
;
so I think in the

case of men, we should choose neither the best nor the

worst, but judge the age by an average standard. As
it would be very easy, but highly reprehensible, to

consult the Newgate Calendar for a few years, and

estimate from it English morals a course pursued by
Mr. Froude in estimating Irish morals in the last

century so it is uncritical to judge an age by its

greatest men, since they are always exceptional, and

come under no general rule. Unfortunately the exclu-

sively political or ideal literature of the day, devoted

either to the heroic ages, or to the public life of the

present, gives us little light on the average men of that

epoch. I suppose the old gentlemen in Aristophanes
and Euripides, who are not travesties of some par-

ticular public man, are the truest representatives of

what we now wish to find. There is the anxious father

in the Clouds, the angry countryman in the Ackarnians,
the independent Trygasus in the Peace, the contemp-
tible old dicast in the Wasps, all of whom seem to

my mind of a definite and easily grasped type. I cite

them with greater confidence in this work, as ordinary
readers can find in Mr. Frere's Remains his splendid
translation of these plays translations which have

not been equalled, so far as I know, in any language.

Any one who will examine with care these characters

will find them, I think, not gentlemen in our sense 1

,

1

Euripides, whose average characters were of the same kind, makes

Menelaus, (in the Iphigenia in Aulis) take by violence and break open a

letter sent by Agamemnon. It is remarkable that the messenger, and

Agamemnon when he finds it out, speak of such an act very much in the
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or even in Plato's sense. They are old-school men,

one of them rich and well bred enough to have married

an Alcmaeonid noble, and to have sons addicted to

horses a most aristocratic taste in Athens
; they are

intelligent too, and shrewd, if not highly educated, but

still they seem to me of a coarse fibre, and not gifted

with much refinement or delicacy of feeling. In broad

comedy, we must confess, there is not much room for

these traits of character, so that we cannot expect

them to be prominent. Still there is room for them, as

we can see in the comedy of other nations, or in the

middle and new comedy of the Greeks, in which, as

well as in Plato and Xenophon, we shall find ample
evidence of good breeding in due time. The con-

temporaneous tragedies bear out this view in one

point strongly, inasmuch as they cannot avoid attribu-

ting a disagreeable, and in our minds somewhat un-

gentlemanly practice even to their heroes and heroines

I mean the practice of perpetual wrangling.
There are indeed in Greek tragedy hardly any

characters which we can select to call especially

gentlemanly. Perhaps Neoptolemus in the PJiiloctetes

is the only one. Both Ajax and Theseus are to

Sophocles rather heroes than men of refinement, and I

have already commented on the great feebleness of the

men of Euripides. The old comedy agrees with these

features in the tragedies. The worthy Dicaeopolis in

the Achamians, when celebrating his country Dionysia,

way we should do. They consider the breaking of a seal, and reading

another man's letter as a gross breach of manners, and even of common

honesty.
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indulges in language to his daughter as jocose as, ^
and even a little coarser than, the humour of Squire

Western to his daughter Sophia in Fielding's Tom

Jones. But the resemblance is striking enough,

especially when we remember that in the Plntus

(971, sqq.) there is a young gentleman who makes his

livelihood by the very same infamy which Fielding

attributes to his hero, apparently without censure.

This coarseness is testified by the very comedy itself,

religious though it may have been in origin, by the

Phallic processions, such as that just alluded to in the

Acharnians, and by the Hermse that stood in every

street.

We can find many other points, where the Athenians

showed a rudeness very striking in the midst of so \ <

great artistic and literary refinement. Thus for

example, though they had attained to a notion of an

absolute umpire (eiriordTijs) in the palaestra, as we ^
can see from Antiphon, they had not in their public

assemblies arrived at that remarkable invention in our

public life, the fictitious omnipotence of the speaker
or chairman, who by his ruling commands more

absolutely than a judge in a court of law. At Athens,

if any speaker was troublesome, the Trpyravzis or presi-

dents ordered the police to drag him off the bema. We
hear too of impertinence on the part of Cleon to the

assembly, which could hardly be received with laughter

among us, as it was by the Athenians (Plut. Nic. c. 11).

It was a very different thing when the handsome and

fascinating Alcibiades was passing by, and heard the

clamour of the assembly, and on enquiry was told
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that voluntary contributions were being asked for

the state. ' He forthwith,' says Plutarch (Alcib. c. 10),
{ came forward and contributed, but when the people

loudly applauded, he was so pleased that he forgot a

(fighting) quail, which he was carrying under his cloak.'

When it fluttered out and escaped from him, the

Athenians applauded still louder, and a general chase

ensued (ttoWovs 8e <rvv9r)pav avaarravTas), the man who

caught it for him earning his lasting friendship.

Here we have a genuine spirit of fun. But as to

rudeness of manners, what shall we say of a man of posi-

tion strewing before his door the feathers of expensive
birds used at his feast in order to display his wealth 1

?

They had another habit, now found in lanes and alleys

of towns, among the lower classes, of throwing out their

dirty water into the street, but crying e^torw (out of

the way!) to warn passengers of their danger
2
. I fear

even their town life may have been, as Aristophanes

says of their country life, (vpwri&v aKoprjros elm) Kip.evos.

The whole opening of Aristophanes' Clouds shows

how strongly this contrast of town and country was

1

Aristoph. Ach. 989, tov Piov 8' ee)3aXAe 8(?yfia raSe raLjwpo twv Ovpwv.
2
Aristoph. Ach. 616 and Schol. According to Plutarch's anecdotes,

even noble boys played in the streets. Thus Alcibiades was once play-

ing at dice (I suppose our pitch and toss) in a lane, with some other boys,

and his turn was just come, when a man came up with a cart.

Alcibiades called to him to stop till he had done throwing;
' but the

fellow was rude enough not to mind him' (a curious view of things).

Thereupon the other boys gave way, but Alcibiades threw himself on

his face before the cart, and dared the man to pass; so that he

backed his cart in fear ; and the bystanders were terrified, and rushed

up screaming to save him.
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felt, and the contempt of Socrates for the old country >

gentleman was no doubt the expression of a general feel-

ing \ But nevertheless, in their daily life, and in some

of the arrangements which we consider most essential to

decency and comfort, the Greeks were, like many other-

wise cultivated European nations, very much behind

their own level. I say this, despite of the many evi-

dences of refined tact and politeness which they show in

other respects. Take, for example, the ordinary forms of

courteous refusal which they used 2
.

'
I praise your re-

mark,' (but don't agree with
it).

* Tis well
'

(but I do

not need
it),

and ' what a busybody I am '
! (I beg your

pardon) these are the forms used by Aristophanes and

the tragedians. Probably the Spartans, whom Herodotus

takes care to paint as very rude and coarse in every- .

day intercourse, would despise these amenities, but at

Athens, notwithstanding the hurry and hardness of

the times, the features already exist which make the

society of Plato and the new comedy so charming.

How much conversation was already prized appears

both from Herodotus' account of the marriage of Aga--

^riste, and from the remark of Plutarch about Phaeax, a

leading rival of Alcibiades. He says {Alcib. c. 13)

that he was persuasive and powerful in private, but

unsuited to public haranguing, and he quotes a

1 So Euripides says of Hippomedon (Svpp. 882, sqq.)

itcus &n> (ToKfirja eiiBiis ov vpbs rjSovas

hlovawv rpairioOai. /cat to pudkOaicbv fiiov,

aypovs 5 vaicov, uKXijpa rp (pvati SiSovs

i\aip( -apos ravSpeiov.
*

i-rrjviaa, icaKuis, and Ti}s voXvvpaynoovvqs.
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remarkable line of Eupolis about him 1
. He was, I

conceive, the exact opposite of Demosthenes in talent.

On the whole, an accurate and calm review of the old

comic fragments, and of Aristophanes, of the orators

Antiphon and Andocides, of the striking sketches

left us by Plutarch of the six prominent Athenians

of this epoch these varied documents, socially con-

sidered, may bring us somewhat to lower the esti-

mate usually formed of Periclean Athens, and to

consider that both the incomparable literature and .

the incomparable art then produced were to some

extent the work of a select few, who stood apart frorjk,^

the crowd, as they have done in other golden periods,

and who in many respects owed their success to the

patronage, first of the tyrants, and then of the tyrants'

successor, Pericles.

I have spoken before, in connection with Thucy-

dides, of the cruelty prevalent through Greece during
the Peloponnesian war. It was not merely among
Corcyrasans, or among Thracian mercenaries, but

among the leaders of Greece that we find this dis-

gusting feature. The Spartans put to death in cold

blood two hundred and twenty-five prisoners (Thuc.
iii. 68), whom they took in Platsea after a long and

heroic defence in this very different from the so-called

barbarian Persians, who years before had done all they
could to save alive a brave man, Pytheas, (Herod,
vii. 18

1),
who fought against them. But this is a mere

trifle, when we hear from Plutarch that Lysander,
after the battle of ^.gospotami put to death 3000

1 AaXetV apiaros, dSwaTuraros Xtyeiv.
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prisoners
1

! Greek historians are too much in the

habit of passing carelessly over such scenes as this.

The appearance of Coomassie struck with horror all

our troops who entered it, and afforded to the papers
a subject, which even the Daily Telegraph failed to

exaggerate. What can Coomassie have been com-

pared to iEgospotami, where 3000 men, not savages,

not negroes, but Athenians, men of education and of

culture, were butchered with swords and spears
2
?

What are we to think of the men who ordered this

massacre, of those who executed it, of those who
looked on ? I do not believe that there is now a sove-

reign in the world, even the King of Dahomey or

King Koffee, who would execute such a horrible and

bloodthirsty deed. If our soldiers found the smell

of blood and of decay horrible among the Ashantees,
what would they have found it on the shore of Thrace,
where Lysander celebrated his victory in rivers of

human blood ? And yet I believe this atrocity, seldom

paralleled in human history, called forth no cry of

horror in Greece. The unfortunate Athenian general,

1 rwv 8
s

avOpwvcav TpiayiXtovs eXuiw {Skto* aw4c<paa> 6 AvoavSpos,
Alcib. c 37, cp. the details in his Lysander c. 13.

2 We are told, and this was a point which did strike the Greeks
with horror, that on this occasion the bodies were even left nnburied, so

that the resemblance to Coomassie is quite complete. When the habits of

the Ashantee people became known, we were all filled with horror, and
there were loud appeals made by the public to put down such depraved
and abominable barbarism. Good people in Europe seem to think that

a nation which is cruel and executes large numbers of people must be

savage and degraded. Let me point out the striking example of Greece

in its palmiest days in disproof of such hasty generalisations.
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according to Theophrastus (Plut. Lys. 13) submits with

dignified resignation to a fate which he confesses

would have attended the Lacedsemonians had they
been vanquished.

For the Athenians with their boasted clemency and

culture, were very nearly as cruel as their enemies.

In the celebrated affair of the Mitylenaeans, which

Thucydides tells at length in his third book, the first

decree of the Athenians was to massacre the whole

male population of the captured city. They repented
of this decree, because Diodotus proved to them, not

that it was inhuman, but that it was inexpedient
1
.

The historians, especially Mr. Grote, contrast the

conduct of the Athenians with its bloody impulses but

quick repentance, with the colder and more heartless

cruelty of the Spartans at Platasa, and even speak of

the feeling of pain which was felt when they came

to reflect on the details of such a scene as the mas-

sacre of 6000 unarmed men. I believe this account

of the Athenian feelings to be false. They pardoned
the population of Mitylene, from no feelings of hu-

-'manity, but from feelings of expediency, which Diodo-

tus explains, and from feelings of justice. For these

people, as soon as they had obtained arms, rose against

the revolting aristocracy, and gave themselves and their

city up to the Athenians. But I argue, in opposition

to Mr. Grote, how could the imagined details of

the massacre of 6000 men in Lesbos have been a

motive, when the Athenians did at the same time

1
Cp. Mr. Grote's excellent discussion in his Hktory,'xi. 343 &c.
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have the ringleaders executed at Athens, and they tvere

more than one thousand men 1
! Such is Thucydides'

cold remark
(iii. 50), which the historians pass by

without comment, but which again reminds us of

Coomassie : we have here, not on the coast of Thrace,

not in distant islands, but in Athens, the centre of

refinement and of humanity, more than one thousand

nun executed together by tlie hands of AtJienians, not

with fire-arms, but with swords and knives. A few

years after, the inhabitants of Melos, many hundreds

in number, were put to the sword, when conquered
after a brave resistance (Thuc. v. 116), and here I fear

merely for the purpose of making way for a colony of

Athenian citizens, who went out to occupy the houses

and lands of their victims !

Such are the facts, admitted by all, and so far as I

know, never protested against save in a single passage

of Euripides
2

. I know that in the Middle Ages
refined and cultivated men sanctioned great atrocities,

and even witnessed voluntarily hideous tortures as

well as executions. I know that Roman Popes
ordered wholesale massacres. But they did it not

through defect in the love of men, but through excess

in the love of God, and perhaps of human souls.

Theology had expelled ordinary humanity from their

hearts, in order to install in its place theological

1 tovs 5" aWovs avSpas ovs 6 Tlayrji avert/upev k.t.X. 8i(<p0apay ol

K&rjvaioi. Tjaav St oXrya; irXtiovs xiXiwv.
2
Electra, 961, sqq. The poet speaks as if it were against the habit of

the Greeks to slay a captive taken alive in battle, and Alcmene, who

persists in doing it, is threatened with the vengeance of the Gods.
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humanity a love of men's souls at the expense of their

bodies and their feelings. These cases are therefore

not parallel to the inhumanity of the Greeks. There

is no excuse for their barbarity. It is but one evidence

out of a thousand that, hitherto in the world's history,

no culture, no education, no political training has been

able to rival the mature and ultimate effects of Christi-

anity in humanising society.

There appears however to have been one limit to

these horrors. Women and children were never

y{ massacred, nor even I think treated with outrage or

insult beyond that of being sold into slavery. On
the very occasion of which I have just now spoken,

the same Athenians who voted the actual massacre

of 1,000 prisoners at Athens received the com-

plaint of two respectable married women against

the Athenian General Paches with such an outburst

of indignation, that he committed suicide in open
court to avoid their sentence. We have here a strange

inconsistency. The honour of two women, who were

condemned to be sold as slaves, and who were in any
case prisoners of war, stands at Athens on the modern

basis, and is even treated there with far more severity

than it would be now-a-days, while a' wholesale

massacre of men excites not one word of pity. We
know also that the massacre of a school of chil-

dren by Thracian savages is really regarded as a

y^ horrible atrocity by Thucydides, and, he tells us,

by the Greek world. These then were the limits of

cruelty in Greek war at this epoch limits, I fear, often

exceeded in more modern times.
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But it will perhaps be more interesting to examine

what evidences there are of this feature in the peaceful

and home life of the Greeks. War is no doubt a

stern taskmaster, and it may seem unfair to estimate

a people from the excesses instigated by the fear and

the fury of a protracted civil strife. Are there any

parallel cases in the course of ordinary Athenian life?

It is well known that at the beginning of the epoch
under discussion human sacrifices had hardly dis-

appeared from Greece. Plutarch tells us that Themis-

tocles was forced by the acclamations of the army to

sacrifice three Persian prisoners of distinction, brought
in just before the battle of Salamis, though he was greatly

-affected at the terrible nature of the sacrifice *, so that

it appears to have been then unusual. But Aristophanes,

long after, makes allusions to what he calls (papnaKoi, as

still remembered at Athens, if not still in use 2
,
and

which the scholiasts explain, chiefly from Hipponax,
as a sort of human scapegoat, chosen for ugliness or

deformity (a very Greek standpoint) and sacrificed for

the expiation of the state (*a0ap/z) in days of famine,

of pestilence, or of other public disaster. I think

that Aristophanes alludes to this custom as by-gone,

though the scholiasts do not think so s
,
but its very

1

fKv\a-f(vros Si rov . cL Htyv to fiavrtvpa kcu duvov. Plut.

Them. 13.
1 Ran. 732, {wovrfpdi) otoiv 17 toKit wpo rov

ovie (papjaicdiGiv tbrij pa&iws ixPV'TaT
'

*-
* Besides the fragments of Hipponax (Jr. 4-9 ed. Bergk) which

belong to an earlier age, the Schol. seem to rely on the antiquarian

Ister, who writing at Alexandria in Callimachus' days, mentioned among
his collection of the ancient customs and feasts of Attica, the habit of

Q
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familiarity to his audience shows a disregard of human

life strange enough in so advanced a legal system as

that of democratic Athens.

But however this may be, we have full and clear

evidence in the common practice of torture in the

Athenian law-courts, and possibly even in the assembly,

which has not been recognised by the panegyrists of

Periclean Athens. Our best authorities on this question

'are of course the early orators, especially Antiphon, in

whose speeches on cases of homicide this feature con-

stantly recurs. It is well known that in such cases the

accused might offer his own slaves to be tortured, in

order to challenge evidence against himself; and it

was thought a weak point in his case, if he refused

to do so when challenged. It is also well known

that the accusers were bound to make good any per-

manent injury, such as maiming, done to these slaves.

But there were both restrictions and extensions of

this practice as yet but little noticed. It was not

the custom to torture slaves who gave evidence to

a fact, but only if they denied any knowledge, or

appeared to suppress it in the interest of their master

(Antiphon Tetral. A, y). On the other hand, it was

common enough to torture female slaves, and also

free men. There is a remarkable case in Antiphon's

sacrificing two </>dp/iaot yearly at the Thargelia (Cp./r. 33- e<i Miiller).

But there is no evidence that this lasted into Periclean times, and

Plutarch's mention of Themistocles' horror at the proposal of a human

sacrifice seems to me inconsistent with it. The once equivalent word

K<i6apfxa is known to have been used in later Greek (from Lysias on-

ward) in the general sense of ' miserable wretch,' with an implication of

depravity.
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speech about the murder of Herodes (pp. 72, 135, ed.

Blass) in which the conduct of a slave and of a free

man under the same torture are contrasted. The slave

gave in and confessed what his persecutors wanted.

The free man held out. No doubt in another place
1

Antiphon contrasts the coercing of free men by oaths

and solemn pledges, which are to them the strongest

bonds, with that of slaves by torture, 'by which they are

compelled to speak the truth, eveti though they must die

for it afterwards (at the hands of their master) for

the present necessity is to each stronger than the

future.' He argues in the former passage about the

absurdity of the thing, and yet in the latter he adopts
it completely, so leaving us a picture of the treatment

of slaves almost grotesque in its absurd cruelty. The
slave had his choice of death from his master if he

confessed anything, of continued torture on the rack,

if he refused to confess.

I delay on this as the only case of real stupidity I

can bring against the Athenians. I know not whether

the free man cited in the other speech was submitted to

torture because he belonged to a subject state I fear

this may be the reason. But in Andocides there are

distinct parallels to it in fact whenever any great fear

or crisis came upon the Athenians they were always

ready to extend the treatment to freemen. We have

first (p. 10 Tiepl Mv<rr.) a proposal to force masters to give

up their slaves for torture (tovs be firi d&ovras avayKaCjeiv)

against the usual practice, and then the presidents

1
Tfpi rov xp*VTov, pp. IOO-I.

Q 2
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{npvTavets) of the assembly take away Andocides'

female slaves (p. 25) for the same purpose. But still

farther Peisander (p. 1 8) proposes to suspend the decree

of Scamandrius (against torture I suppose) and put on

the rack {avafiifiafriv em tov rpoxbv) forty-two free

citizens, who had been accused of mutilating the Her-

mse, and violating the mysteries; and we know from

Plutarch (Nicias sub. fin.) that the unfortunate barber,

who heard the awful news from Syracuse from a stranger

in Peirseus, and ran up to tell it to the magistrates, was

tortured for a long time, because he could not give any
reliable evidence for his statement. Aristophanes

1 even

characterises business days in the law-courts as opposed
to holy-days by torturing as an ordinary feature, so that

we have here detected in Periclean Athens a point of

similarity, not with modern, but mediaeval times. I

must however add in justice to Athens, that the torture

was never inflicted for torture's sake, as among Ori-

ental despots and Roman Catholic Inquisitors, but

from a blundering desire to elicit truth in evidence.

I can also find no trace of ingenuity or variety of

tortures, save in a comic passage of Aristophanes

(Ran. 619); the ordinary rack is the universal engine

of the Attic courts.

Nevertheless the ordinary occurrence of such scenes in

the every-day life of the Athenians is sadly in harmony
with the hideous execution scenes in the civil wars,

and shows us that with all their intellect, and all their

>C subtlety, the Greeks were wanting in heart. Their

1 Nub. 620, CTpcPXovTt ml 5tndtTf.
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humanity was spasmodic, not constant. Their kind-

ness was limited to friends and family, and included

no chivalry to foes or to helpless slaves. Antiphon, in

speaking of the danger of convictions on insufficient

evidence, mentions a case of the murder of his master

by a slave boy of twelve years old, when the wJiole

household zvould have been put to death 1

, had not the

victim cried out when struck with the knife, and the

little boy discovered himself by running away. Other-

wise so young a child could never have been suspected.

We have here the same savage law which in the pages
of Tacitus and of Dion so deeply affects us with pity

and horror, and against which even the Roman populace
revolted. It is not easy to despise human rights and

human tears in one relation, without running the risk

of general hardness of heart, and so the men who
murdered their prisoners in war, and sold noble women
and children into slavery, were not likely to treat with

mercy and consideration those dependent on them at

home and in the days of peace
2
.

The strongest case, however, against the Periclean

Greeks, and one which marks their parentage most

clearly from their Homeric ancestors, is the treatment

of their old men. For here it is no inferior class,

I

but their own equals, nay even those to whom they

directly owed their greatness, whom they cast aside

with contempt when their days of usefulness had

passed away. The reader will remember the same

1 omwXovt &y o ivhov ovrts aravrts.

2 See also the cases quoted above (p. 213) from Lysias, Antiphon, and

Plato.
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feature alluded to in a former chapter, and how

Achilles assumes that his aged father will be treated

with violence and injustice because he has no son

at home to help him. In Ulysses' household we see

the aged Laertes cast aside, like the old dog Argus,
and pining for the return of the son who alone

honoured him and recognised his position. The Greek

lawgivers were accordingly most explicit in enjoining

upon children the nurture and support of aged parents,

who could otherwise expect little from the younger

generation. The Attic law alone added a qualification,

that the children were to be without responsibility if

their parents had neglected to educate them. It should

also be remarked that in theory the Greeks, like all

other civilised nations, respected age, and that in

.conservative Sparta this theory was strictly enjoined

by law, and carried into practice. We even hear

how the Athenian audience at the theatre, who would

not make place for an old man looking for a seat,

loudly applauded the Spartan embassy, who stood up
and respectfully resigned to him a place of honour.

But unfortunately the practice at Athens differed

widely from the theory, and both tragedy and comedy
agree in painting the contempt in which old men
were held, and the consequent misery of their posi-

tion. Aristophanes, in the Parabasis of the Achar-

nians, makes a special complaint to the assembled

people of the treatment of the older men by the

newer generation (v. 6j6 sqq.), 'We old men/ says

the chorus,
' have a charge to bring against the city.

For we are not cared for in our old age by you in a
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manner worthy of our naval victories, but fare badly,

since you, involving old men in lawsuits, suffer them to

be ridiculed by young orators when they are worn out,

deafand broken down, resting on their staff as their only

safety. But we stand at the bar inarticulate with age,

and bewildered with the intricacies of the case.' The

poet then describes how the old man is sure to be

defeated and fined in his poverty, and then the chorus

speaks with much pathos of the days of old, when they
could have made short work of such adversaries. There

is much similar complaint in the Wasps of the same

author, where the old dicast declares that his only
chance of respect or even safety is to retain the power
of acting as a juryman, so extorting homage from the

accused, and supporting himself by his pay without

depending on his children. When he comes home
with his fee, they are glad to see him, in fact he is

able to support a second wife and younger children,

as the passage (605 sqq.) plainly implies, whereas

otherwise the father must look towards his son and
his son's steward to give him his daily bread, 'uttering

imprecations, and mutterings, lest he knead me a

deadly cake 1

,
a dark insinuation, which opens to us

terrible suspicions, and which would hardly have been

ventured by the poet, were the idea quite foreign to

the minds of the audience.

The indications in the tragedies are not inconsistent

with these passages. There are often (especially in

Euripides' plays) old kings introduced, who in the

absence of their sons endeavour to guard the dominion
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which has already passed into stronger hands, and

almost invariably these old men are represented as

acquiescing, though with complaints, in the weakness

of their position, and submitting to much insolence

from foes and rivals. There seems no such thing as

a patient submission to an aged sovereign, nor did his

old experience, or the scars of former battles, secure to

him the allegiance of his people, when his vigour had

passed away.
It is easy to see the grounds of this harshness in

/2,the Greek mind. Sentimentality was to them almost

unknown. In spite therefore of that respect which

they could not but feel for age, the violent na-

ture of Periclean politics, as well as the warlike

temper of earlier days, made vigour in their leaders

an absolute necessity. The nation was a stirring

nation, always seeking advance and enlargement in

V some direction, and therefore not tolerant of the

sleepy and effete governments which are often popu-

lar, and still more often tolerated, in modern Europe
and among antiquated orientals. One terse line of

Hesiod expresses the Greek attitude in all history
'

:

-Work in youth, counsel in maturity, prayers in old

age such are the duties of life as expressed in this

untranslateable apophthegm. It was left for other

nations, such as the Chinese and ourselves, to tolerate,

nay rather to honour governors who are long past their

usefulness, to have great offices of trust filled by timid

and hesitating old men, whose incapacity often ruins

great interests, and breaks the hearts of the earnest

1

ipya vlan>, 0ov\al 5i filcrajv, (v\al Se y(p6vro:v.
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workers who see their way clearly, but cannot lead or

command till the same terrible disease has dimmed

their vision, and made them in turn a burden and a

drag on the progress of a younger generation.

But in these safe and quiet times, we can afford

without absolute ruin generals and judges and bishops
whom five years of life, like old Greek life, would sweep
to the winds. The Periclean Athenians were too acute

to be imposed upon by the absurd, but still potent

maxim, that quantity of experience in itself increases

our wisdom
; they saw that when maturity of age is

passed, and the power of decision begins to wane,
this very burden of long experience perplexes the

mind, and engenders doubt and fear instead of con-

fidence. Thus Horace, painting his typical old man,
doubtless from Greek models, puts before us, not his

venerable aspect, and his wise authority, but rather his

weakness and querulousness :

Multa senem circumveniunt incommoda, vel quod

Quserit, et inventis miser abstinet, ac timet uti :

Vel quod res omnes timide gelideque ministrat :

Dilator, spe longus, iners, avidusque futuri;

Difficilis, querulus, laudator temporis acti

Se puero, censor castigatorque minorum.'

It is but fair to urge these points in defence of a

hard feature in Greek life, which even reached such a

pitch, that by a law commonly acted upon, old men
could be brought into court by their children, and if

they were found incapable of managing their property,

it was taken from them and transferred to their heirs.

Such an attitude of public opinion would go far to
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explain the strange account given us of the old people
in Ceos (Miiller, Frag. Hist. ii. p. 214), who when they
came to the age of sixty or upwards, and felt themselves

growing useless, drank hemlock, and left the world in

which they were becoming a mere incumbrance 1
. How

desirable v/ould such a practice appear in some of our

pubic services and institutions!

But though from the practical side it is possible to

offer these explanations, from the poetical we cannot

be surprised at the extreme horror of old age felt by
the Greek poets, how they loaded it with imprecations,

. and reviled it as the most certain and most awful of

human miseries. With their keen love of enjoyment,
and appreciation of beauty, we can well imagine how

bitterly they felt the passing away of youth, and on no

subject have they at all times spoken with more heart-

felt utterance. Everybody knows the great chorus in

Sophocles' later CEdipus, which has been so often trans-

lated, and will ever be tempting other hands to essay
1 In more barbarous nations, the same results are attained, despite of

the want of public spirit in the old people, who put their relations to the

trouble of deciding the question of a rude but effective test. Waitz,

in his Anthropology (vol. v.) tells us of tribes in Borneo, who when

they think their elders have lived a reasonable time, and show signs of

decay, put them up into trees, and then dance round the tree, shaking

it violently, and singing in rude refrain :

' The fruit is ripe, the fruit

is ripe, 'tis time for it to fall.' When the fruit does accordingly fall,

it is cooked and eaten. We are not informed what happens when it does

not. Probably the old man has proved his farther usefulness by his

literal and not figurative tenacity of life. The Chinese, with the oldest

civilisation in the world, and perhaps the most effete, have gone into the

other extreme even beyond ourselves, and honour a man in direct pro-

portion to his age. This seems to have been the case in ancient Egypt

also, as appears from various documents. (Cp. Proleg. to Anc. Hht. p. 280).
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the mastery of its Protean beauties. I prefer here to

conclude with an English version of another less

known, but not less characteristic chorus, that in

Euripides' Hercules Furens on the miseries of old age.

I have to thank my learned friend Professor Webb for

having translated it especially for this place. It speaks
the same language which we find in Mimnermus, in

Solon, in Theognis that ingrained horror of a keen,

sensitive race against the condition of life which

destroys beauty, and mars enjoyment. It is thus one

of these passages in Euripides which are in peculiar

relation and in intimate sympathy with the whole

nation, and which secured his widespread and lasting

popularity :

' If the high Gods would give me a guerdon,

Be it youth ere its forces are fled ;

For age is a wearisome burden,

An Aetna that lies on the head,

A robe of the blackness of darkness, that over the eyelids is spread.

1 Tell me not of the Asian Tyrant,

Or of palaces plenished with gold;

For such bliss I am not an aspirant,

If youth I might only behold

Youth that maketh prosperity brighter, and even adversity lighter.

1 But sombre and stained as with slaughters

Old age is a thing I abhor;

Oh ! would it were swept o'er the waters

To plague home and city no more:

Oh ! would it were swept through the Ether, on wings that wend
who careth whither?

'
If the high Gods would only assert you

Their wisdom and goodness, I trow,
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As the manifest impress of virtue

A renewal of youth they 'd bestow,

And the path of descent would revert, and restore the blest shades

from below.

' And the dead with the living would mingle ;

And bask in the beams of the sun,

But the life of the bad would be single,

And the death of the wicked be one;

And there would be a symbol for ever, the good from the evil to

sever.

' In the sky though the cloud-rack may dim it,

Each star by the sailor is seen,

But the high Gods have fixed not a limit

The good and the evil between ;

And still as the tide of time floweth, wealth all that is noble

outgroweth.'



CHAPTER VIII.

ATTIC CULTURE.

I DO not think any strict subdivision into epochs is

necessary in a social point of view, when we have once

passed through the fever of the Periclean age. To
this I have above (p. 1 25) alluded. The century which

followed the collapse of the Athenian empire was no

doubt one of great political vicissitudes, seeing that

the centre of gravity in politics moved from Sparta

to Thebes, then perhaps to Athens, for a moment to

Phocis, and lastly to Macedonia. There were doubt-

less grave changes also in literature and in philosophy,

but yet no revolution. The forms and kinds of literary

composition, as of the other arts, were fixed for ever.

The inventive genius of the Greeks, which had allowed

no previous century to pass without new and strange

developments, seems now changed into a critical spirit,

perfecting and developing the established types. Thus

Menander, Epicurus, and Demosthenes are the direct

inheritors of the art of Aristophanes and Plato and

Pericles tamed down, no doubt, in some respects, and

modified to suit lower politics and higher culture, but

yet after all the same art. and addressed to almost the
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same society. With the conquests of Alexander, and
the tumultuous epoch of the Diadochi, there arose a

really changed society ;
but this is beyond our present

scope, for these turbulent days have left us few traces

of their peaceful pursuits, amid the dreary and confused

annals of their wars and their revolutions.

I desire now to discuss Greek culture in its highest

development at Athens, and in the age when men had

learned to rate culture above the hard business of

politics, when in fact their highest social refinement

^C was built upon the ruins of their political greatness.

The first point I would urge upon all those who
desire to form a true notion of Athenian culture in

these palmy days, is the limited size of the city, anc

the fact that from the smallness of its population and

their habits of leisure, every man of any mark was

known to all the citizens, if not personally, at least

by name and character. ' It is impossible,' says

Hypereides in a speech written for Lycophron, 'for

any man to be either a miscreant or a man of good
- character in this city, without all of you knowing it \

It was in fact as to size, a society far more like that of
* Dublin or Edinburgh, than that of the vast modern

capitals, where even neighbours are perfect strangers,

and where a diversity of pursuit severs men more

effectually than miles of distance. Thus Socrates,

coming home from the campaign at Potidsea, is re-

presented, at the opening of Plato's Charmides, asking

1

Cp. Hypereides, pp, 28, 39, ed. Blass. XaOtiv yelp rb rrXijOos ri

vptTfpov ovk evi ovtc novrjpbv ovra ovdiva rwv iv
rf}

iro\u ovSt imtiKTJ.

Cp. also Lysias, p. 177.
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eagerly what new beauties had appeared in the Gym-
nasia, just as we should ask what new belles had

appeared at the balls of the season in Dublin. He
takes it for granted that his friend will be sure to

have seen them, for at Athens they did not observe

the strict Spartan rule, which ordered that all who
came in to see the sports should either strip or depart.'

The appearance of Charmides is described just as we
-should describe the reigning belle at a flower show

surrounded by a crowd of gentlemen in attendance,

and causing quite a sensation when she comes in \

So again at the opening of the Lac/ies, there is an

old man introduced, who had been a friend of Socrates'

father Sophroniscus, but who, living in an uneducated

set of people, has lost sight of Socrates. He has how-

ever constantly heard his sons and their friends talking
of him, and is quite surprised that it never struck him

that Socrates might be the son of his old neighbour
2
.

I think this limited size of Athens a feature which

both Plato and Aristotle seem anxious to retain in

their ideal commonwealths had a marked effect in

"^producing a certain unity and harmony in Athenian

culture. It was like that uniformity of type, produced

by such a society as the old Universities of our own

day, where the men are not too many to be in some

sort influenced by one another, and all to attain, amid
1 See Jowett's Plato, vol. i. pp. 8-10.
* Prof. Jowett (^Plato, i. p. 74) draws exactly the wrong inference

from this passage. He takes it to imply that this old man has never

heard of Socrates. This is exactly what the old man (p. 79, Jowett)
does not say. He says he has constantly heard of him, but did not

before meet him, being in a different set.
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decided differences, a certain sameness, which though
V^indefinable, strikes every intelligent observer. In art

we may find something similar in the effect of residence

at Rome on a painter or sculptor, perhaps a still closer

analogy would be the society of painters and literary

men gathered together in Munich by that modern

"^C
Pericles (as to art), King Ludwig I. In such societies,

where master spirits can really reach and influence

the whole mass, there arises an uniform standard of

criticism, recognised laws of taste, and a form at

least in art and literature secured from rudeness and

extravagance.

There is no greater contrast between Greek and

modern civilisation than this, and no plainer cause

of the greater perfection of Greek culture in some

respects I mean the severance of cultivated Greeks

into separate small cities, like the Bonn, Weimar, and

Dresden of educated Germany, where intellectual life

gathered about independent centres, and where men
were not, as they now are in Great Britain and France,

. looking ever to an overgrown capital, and in vain, for

standards of perfection.

When we read the comedies of Aristophanes, or even

tie dialogues of Plato, we feel that they were addressed

to the whole of Athens, though also to a highly in-

telligent audience, and so it is that modern historians

have come to attribute so extraordinary an average
culture to the Athenians. An authority so great as

Mr. Freeman says
1

,
and in my opinion rightly,

1 Hist, of Feleral Government, i. p. 37 sqq.
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that the average intelligence of the assembled Athenians

y^ citizens was higher than that of our House of Commons.
Without doubt each citizen, at all events, lived in an

atmosphere far more stimulating than that in which

our mercantile members are brought up. He enjoyed

the contemplation of the highest art, the performance
of the greatest tragedies, the delivery of the most

refined orations. He and his fellows were all exercised

as jurymen in deciding political and social disputes,

-nay even in awarding the prizes for tragedies and

comedies. Nor do I find any trace of that severance of

amusements which is one of the saddest features of mo-

dern life, where refined art and high excellence are only
exhibited under such restrictions (especially pecuniary)
as to exclude the masses, which are now so brutalised

that they require a separate literature, as well as a

separate art, if art it can be called, to amuse them in

their rapidly increasing leisure. We hear of no Liber-

ties, or Seven Dials, at Athens. We hear of no hells,

-or low music halls, or low dancing saloons. Even such

vice as existed was chiefly refined and gentlemanly.

kl fancy that to some extent this was due to a

fortunate accident in the situation of Athens. The
refinement of the people themselves was of course

the great and primary cause, but nevertheless we
should not forget to notice how circumstances co-

operated. I allude to the separation of the sea port
.of Athens, the Peiraeus, by four miles from the city.

The character of the sailor mob, the ravriKos oxAos,
which dwelt there, is plainly enough indicated in

scattered hints throughout the literature of the day.

R
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Thus in Plato's Pkcedrus (Jowett i. p. 577) the

'haunts of sailors' are spoken of as a place where

good manners are unknown. Even the merchant

ship-captains are spoken of in another place (Laws,

iv. p. 165) as of low social standing, and on a level

with retail shopkeepers. Later on in the same dialogue

(p. 226) there is a striking passage on the character of

sea towns, which, as I believe Plato had the Peirseus

before his mind, I shall here quote.
' Had you been

on the sea, and well provided with harbours, and an

importing rather than a producing country, some mighty

saviour would have been needed, and lawgivers more

than mortal, if you were to have a chance of preserving

your state from degeneracy and discordance of manners.

. . . The sea is pleasant enough as a daily companion,

but has also a bitter and brackish quality, filling the

streets with merchants and shopkeepers, and begetting

in the souls of men uncertain and unfaithful ways

making the state unfriendly and unfaithful both to her

own citizens, and also to other nations.'

To this description may be added the striking

passage in the Critias, where the din and noise of the

harbour in his Utopia is evidently borrowed from the

sea-port he knew so well. ' The entire area was

densely crowded with habitations, and the canal and

the largest of the harbours were full of vessels and of

merchants coming from all parts, who, from their

numbers, kept up a multitudinous sound of human

voices and din of all sorts night and day.' Aris-

tophanes describes with great vigour the Peirseus when

an expedition was ordered out (Acharn. 54 sqq.) ;
the
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whole town is full of confusion with soldiers, and

clamour about the election of captains, about pay, and

rations being served out, about the burnishing of figure

heads, about the buying of corn, of onions, leeks and figs ;

full of wreaths, anchovies, flute-girls, blackened eyes ;
and

the dockyard resounds with hammering of oars, fitting

of rowlocks, boatswains' pipes, fifes and whistling \

I think this accident, as I call it, of Athens being
situated some miles from the sea, which is rather the

consequence of its being a very ancient site, when
men were as yet afraid to venture down from the hill

forts to the sea board, for fear of piracy this feature

was of great importance in keeping the society of

Athens pure and refined. No doubt there was con-

stant intercourse with the port, there was always

business-traffic, there were often shows and processions
which brought crowds from either town to the other,

rich men possessed houses in each, nay the road

between the long walls was so recognised a promenade
for Athenians, that Plato speaks of it (Symp. Jowett i.

490) as ' made for conversation.' Yet, notwithstanding,

1 Among the various characters that thronged the quays, Heiacleides

Ponticus (Athen. xii. 5, 2) speaks of a certain Axoneus,
' who was sub-

ject to this peculiar madness, that he thought all the ships that came

into the Peirseus were his own, and so he wrote down their names, and

sent them out, and directed them, and hailed them when they arrived

with all the joy of a man who was possessed of all this wealth Of
those that were lost he took no account, while he delighted in those

that came in safe, and so he lived in great contentment. But when his

brother Crito, having come over on a visit from Sicily, brought him to

a physician, and had him cured, he used to say he had never spent a

happier time, for he had felt no troubles, but an excess of pleasures.'

R 2
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the populations were evidently quite distinct
;
there

were even distinct boards of magistrates for the Peirasus,

as we can see from the fragments of Aristotle's Politeiai;

there was a distinct tone of life, and probably a distinct

society. So then a certain aristocratic flavour must
- have ever dwelt about the Athenian, and led to a general

feeling of selectness and refinement.

Acting in unison with this special feature, was that

other general one, which applies to all Greek towns I

"""mean the existence of a large class of slaves to do all

the drudgery of life, and to leave the dominant class

free for higher pursuits and higher amusements. Thus

it is that the Athenian people had such leisure to

pursue politics, and when their empire diminished, to

pursue art and literature. The characters in Plato's

Dialogues always seem to have time at their disposal,

they seem to spend but little care upon any professional

or private concerns, they are in fact wholly devoted to

yc
conversation and society. It must not be forgotten

that Socrates was specially, and I believe justly, criti-

cised by his contemporaries
1

for encouraging among
young men these vices of talking and of idleness,

Xzoyris rip-nvov kcmov, as Euripides calls it.. Yet he

could never have created this peculiarity, and had he

attempted his peremptory 'Ancient Mariner' habits of

stopping men in a really busy place, such as our modern

Liverpool or Manchester, he would doubtless have

been rudely thrust aside, even by intellectual merchants.

1

Cp. Meineke, i. p. 287, and among the middle comic poets Amphis

(iii. 301), Ephippus (p. 332), Epicrates and Alexis perpetually. In the

old Comedy cp. Arist. Ran., 1410, and Eupolis (Mein. ii. 553).
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But one of the leading features in Attic culture was

the contempt of trade 1

,
or indeed of any occupation

which so absorbed a man as to deprive him of ample
"

leisure. In Plato's Gorgias we have even so intel-

lectual a trade as that of an engineer despised, and

in Aristotle's Politics (p. 1340) we find the phil-

osopher with deeper wisdom censuring the habit of

aiming at perfection in instrumental music, as lowering
to the mind, and turning the free gentleman into

V^ a slavish handicraftsman. Possibly we may have this

feeling rather strongly represented by aristocratic

writers, like Plato and Aristophanes, who felt hurt

, at tradesmen coming forward prominently in politics;

but the tone of Athenian life is too marked in this

respect, to let us mistake the fact \ Hence came the

favour and indulgence shown to handsome aristocrats,

1 This feeling was of course even more strongly developed in the aris-

tocratic cities of Greece. It was a law at Thebes, says Aristotle {Pol.

vi. 4)
' that a man could not hold office for ten years after he had been

in trade (areoxintvov -njs dyopas). The Thessalians went farther, and

had an i\(v9ipa ayopa, a free meeting place, where no mechanic {$&-

vavoov) or field labourer {ytcapjov) could enter without being specially

summoned by the magistrates. In Plato's Ph&drus (Jowett L 582) there

is a scale of professions, which shows his opinion clearly: (1) philosophers,
artists and musicians ; (2) kings and warriors; (3) politicians, economists

and traders; (4) gymnasts and physicians ; (5") prophets and hierophants,

(6) poets and imitators; (7) artizans and husbandmen; (8) and (9)
are classes whom he personally hates. In the Laws he classes retail

traders, and captains of merchantmen together.
* Mr. Striibing {Aristoph. und die Kritik p. 235) shows that a wealthy

middle class could not arise till the trade of Athens developed on sea.
" Hence these people were despised by the old landed gentry. Plato

repeatedly speaks of the captains of merchant ships as a low class.
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like Alcibiades, hence too the excesses of men like

Demosthenes' opponent Meidias, who evidently trusted

to this sentiment, which, though distinctly repressed by
the strict impartiality of Athenian law, yet swayed the

juries, and often retarded or mitigated a just sentence.

Considering then this leisure, and considering the

selectness of Athenian society which was not only
free from the vulgar and turbulent classes, but was not

burdened with an aristocracy of mere birth, overriding
that of intellect we have before us in Plato's Dialogues,

and in the numerous fragments of the Middle and

New Comedy, a life not a whit inferior to the best

,- society of our own day. The instances of delicate

tact and of graceful refinement in Plato's Dialogues,

especially, are so numerous that there is great difficulty

in making choice among them. Thus as to deportment,
in the Lysis, and indeed elsewhere, we find it held

impolite either to whisper or to monopolise attention

in company *. On the other hand loud talking or hur-

ried walking was thought equally improper I need only
mention the frequent apology of the Messengers in the

Tragedies, that they had important reasons for coming
0acrcrov 77 fx exPW

2
- Of course rudeness and ^violence

in conversation were not less censured than in outward

demeanour, and nothing pleases us more in the Platonic

1 E. g. Soph. (iii. 476) : 'I feel ashamed, Socrates, upon coming into a

new society, instead of quietly conversing, to be spinning out a long ora-

tion, which even if adapted to another, would seem a kind of display.'
2 Thus Sophoc./r. 234 b (ed. Dind.) :

*f2s vvv t&xos OT*ix<lMV, ov ycip ia$' ottcus

airovSrjs SiKaias jxw/xos aif/irai iroTt.
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or Xenophontic Socrates than the gentleness and irony
with which he meets and quiets the few opponents who
lose their temper, and attack him with impolite vehe-

mence.

We have indeed in the fragments of Aristoxenus, a

very serious authority, grave charges against Socrates

himself for this very infirmity of violence in temper. But

though I have great faith in Aristoxenus' seriousness,

it seems hard to reconcile his statements, which he

bases on direct information from a friend of Socrates,

with the evidence of Xenophon, whose realistic and

historical account of Socrates agrees with Plato's ideal

picture. However, the exact truth as to Socrates

really matters little from our point of view. There

can be no doubt as to what Plato thought admirable,

and what he required from a perfect gentleman in

society. Whether attributed rightly to Socrates or

not, the very prominence of these features in any
ideal sketch shows the estimation in which they were

held.

There is a very different point suggested by the life

of Socrates, which proves the refined culture of the

Athenians from another side. It is an universal

contrast between civilised and semi-civilised societies

(not to speak of barbarians), that the penalty of death,

when legally incurred, is in the former carried out

without cruelty and torture, whereas in the latter the

victim of the law is farther punished by insults and by
.artificial pains. The punishments devised by kings
and barons in the middle ages, the hideous torments

devised by the Church for the bodies of those whose
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souls were doomed to even worse for ever and ever

these cases will occur to any reader, from the history

of semi-civilised nations. It will not perhaps strike

him that our own country was hardly better even in

the present century, and that the formula now uttered

by the judge in sentencing to death suggests by its very

wording horrible cruelties threatened almost within

the memory of living men. That you be hanged by
the neck, till you are dead? points to the form uttered

in the courts of Dublin within this century, though not

then literally carried out. It ran thus :
' It is therefore

ordered by the Court that they and each of them be

taken from the bar of the Court where they now stand,

to the place from whence they came the gaol : that

their irons be there stricken off, that they be from

thence carried to the common place of execution, the

gallows; and that there they and each of them be

hanged by the neck, but not until they be dead, for
whilst they are yet alive, they are to be taken down,

their entrails are to be taken out of their body, and

whilst they are yet alive, they are to be burned before

their faces ; their heads are then to be respectively cut

off: their bodies to be respectively divided into four

quarters ;
and their respective heads and bodies to be

at His Majesty's disposal
1
.'

Let us now compare these formulas, used by the most

1 1 quote this from the original warrant issued for the execution (for high

treason) of Henry and John Sheares in July 1798, now in the possession

of my friend Mr. T. T. Gray, Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. The

same form was of course used in 1803, in the case of Emmett, and may
be the legal form now, for all I know. I cannot ascertain when it was
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cultivated and humane European nation in the nine-

teenth century, with the enactments of the Athenian

democracy four hundred years before Christ. In the first

place, there was no penalty permitted severer than a

quiet and painless death. There were no antecedent

insults and cruelties, no aggravations, no exhibitions

before a heartless and ribald mob. In the next place,

care had been taken to ascertain the most easy and gentle

death, as Xenophon distinctly implies {Apol. Socr. 7),

and for this reason death by poisoning with hemlock was

introduced at what exact period, we cannot say. Here

again, the Athenians were in advance even of the pre-

sent day, when death by hanging, in the hands of

ignorant and careless officials, is often a slow death, and

a death of torture \ But all this is to my mind far less

significant than the maimer of Athenian executions, as

compared with those even of our day. We have fortu-

nately in Plato's Phcedo a detailed account of this scene,

which however imaginary as to the conversations intro-

duced, must have lost all its dramatic propriety and

force to Plato's contemporaries, had not the details

been reproduced from life with faithful accuracy.
There is I think in all Greek literature no scene

which ought to make us more ashamed of our boasted

last carried out literally. In the Sheares' case the decapitation on the

gallows was I think, the only addition to the hanging, for these men
were buried in S Michan's Church, and were to be seen, with then-

heads beside them, in good preservation about twenty-five years ago.
1 This has been shown by the researches ofmy friend Prof. Haughton,

who has indicated the means of avoiding such results. Cp. his Animal

Mechanics, p. J, sqq.
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-Christian culture. The condemned, on the day of exe-

cution, was freed from his chains, and allowed to have

his family and friends present in his cell, as they had

already been during the nights of his imprisonment \

I suppose the state would then have been slow to build

great gloomy fortresses, whose massive walls and iron

gates mock the prisoners' attempts, and render chains

an idle precaution and an additional cruelty. At all

events, the chances of escape, considering the many
friends who visited the prisoners, were such as to render

them necessary
2

; yet I feel very sure that any one who

could try both alternatives, would without hesitation

choose the chains of the Athenian prison, in preference

to the solitude and gloom of the modern cell.

The condemned then was left with his family and

friends, to make his arrangements and bequests, to

give his last directions, to comfort and to be comforted

by those dearest to him. When the hour of death

approached, the jailer came in, and left the cup of

poison with the victim, giving him directions how to

take it, and merely add ng that it must be done before

a certain hour. He then retired and left the prisoner

in his last moments to the care of his friends. They
sat about him as life gradually ebbed away, and closed

his eyes in peace. In the absence of contrary evidence,

it is certain that his body was restored to his relatives,

1 This appears from Andocides, p. 20.

2 There is evidence in Lysias (pp. 67, 100) that escape from an impend-

ing sentence was openly recognised. It is evident that exile was in itself

regarded a penalty sufficient for grave crimes, and one which most people

would not accept, if there was any chance of an acquittal However, the

Eleven used to issue a Hue and Cry proclamation, when anyone escaped.
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when death had been officially testified, and the funeral

obsequies were decently and privately performed by
his family. The omission of any direct mention of

them in Socrates' case, shows that public and osten-

tatious mourning was not allowed, while on the other

hand, had the body been buried without ceremony
or cast into the barathrum Socrates would not have

omitted to argue against the supposed injury which

such treatment was held to inflict on the deceased, and

show that the moral laws of God could not allow the

dead to be punished for the acts of the living.

As this interesting question has not been discussed,

so far as I know, by Greek antiquarians, I may observe

that though in Socrates' case, (who speaks of saving

yhe women trouble by taking a bath before his death)
and in the case of several victims of the thirty tyrants,

who were put to death merely for the sake of their

property, the bodies of the executed were given back

1 to their relatives, yet we have other cases mentioned

by Lysias, when there was added to the sentence of

death the refusal of funeral rites, and there was a place
outside Athens, probably the barathrum, also called

opvyiia, where the bodies were cast out. It appears
that in cases of public indignation against a culprit

this harsh sentence was carried out (below, p. 366), but

I can find no trace of any law specifying the offences

for which it should be inflicted. In fact, according to

Demosthenes (In Lept. p. 505), it was not lawful to

specify more than one penalty, and he makes this a

special argument against Leptines' proposal. If this

be so, we may suppose that the additional penalty was
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inflicted according to some precedent, or according to

some strong feeling, outside the strict letter of the law,

which commanded death only
1
.

Compare all this humane and kindly feeling with

the gauntness and horror of our modern executions, as

detailed to us with morbid satisfaction by our daily

newspapers. We are informed that the prisoner's

relatives came to see him the previous evening, but

were not allowed to stay with him during the last

dread hours of his life during that awful silence of
the night, when each tolling hour reminds him of the

march of time, and when loneliness and desolation,

following upon the tears and the sympathy of those

who are torn from him, seem as it were pre-arranged
so as, if possible, to drive him mad. Sometimes, if the

chaplain be very zealous, these awful hours are relieved

by religious exercises, in which the danger of hell

and the heinous nature of sin are so prominently put

before him, that God's mercy, if extended to him, is

held a miracle, and God's vengeance the natural and]

proper issue of his evil life. If he has fallen asleep

from the exhaustion of despair or of long devotions,

he is roused in the gray morning by the jailers and

told to prepare for death at that hour of the day
when the spirits are most depressed, when the temper-
ature is most comfortless, and when we hear with

surprise, that he '

partook of a hearty breakfast.' I

cannot bring myself to follow out the hideous details

1 The facts above stated are gathered from a comparison of the fol-

lowing passages in Lysias, pp. 79, 80, 92, 94, and 143, ed. Teubner. I

have been able to find no farther evidence on this interesting point.
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farther. The pinioning, the procession, the crying of

the anxious chaplain for Divine mercy, the masked

executioner there is no single detail which is not

hideous and harrowing. Were not the old Greeks

vastly superior? Even their very executioner, instead

of being a masked villain, who shuns the light of day,

is a respectable and kindly official, of whom Socrates

speaks with great friendliness, and who sheds tears at

the execution of the sentence, remarking how ration-

ally and aimiably Socrates had behaved. He adds an

interesting trait of manners, that many prisoners were

wont to curse him, when he brought in the poison, and

execrate him as if he were the author of their misfor-

tunes
;
and yet he seems to have borne all this, and to

have been a respectable and respected member of society.

This social position of the executioner, as well as the

whole scene in Socrates' prison, is, as I said, the greatest

proof I know in Greek literature of a culture exceeding
in refinement and humanity that of our own day.

But to anyone who compares the Platonic with the

Periclean generation, there will gradually come into

sight a greater gentleness and softness, a toning down
of the hard features, a nearer approach to the greater

humanity of Christian teaching. It was impossible
that this should not be. The fearful civil war, increas-

ing yearly in cruelty and heartlessness, ended with the

most horrible massacre in Greek history the cold-

blooded execution of 3000 Athenian prisoners at

f /Egospotami. We are told that the Athenian general

Philocles, who was the first to suffer, had proposed, if

not carried a vote, to amputate the right thumbs of all
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the prisoners taken by Athens, in order that they

might henceforth be unable to wield the spear, and be

only fit for rowing.

After all this barbarity, Athens was conquered, and

obliged to turn for years to her internal concerns. So

there arose a new generation, not nurtured amid raid

and rapine, but taught to live at home
;
to learn from

the lips of the great teachers who had been hitherto

more admired than obeyed ;
above all to live in recon-

ciliation with political foes, and to feel that after all

even civil strife should be forgotten, and that men who
had stood behind lines of hostile shields, and met one

another with the spear's point, could settle down into

quiet and orderly citizens. The great misfortunes of

the state had taught the Athenians that citizen life

was too precious to be poured out in wrath, and so we
see with wonder and respect the restored democracy

passing their great act of amnesty, whereby as the

orators assure us, many murderers and other miscreants

of the deepest dye were enabled to come back to the

yC^ city, and live under the eyes of their victims' families.

I do not remember in any of the later wars atroci-

_. ties such as those which we have discussed hitherto.

Xenophon tells us that Agesilaus, after the fearful

struggle with the Thebans at Coronea, received the
j

news, when lying wounded, that eighty Thebans were

cut off from the rest, and had taken refuge in a

neighbouring temple with their arms. He ordered

them to be escorted in safety to their camp. For he

was wont to exhort his soldiers at all times 'that

^.prisoners in war were not personal enemies,' and
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should not be treated with cruelty. Still earlier, the

noble Callicratidas had inaugurated the same high

principles, and refused to sell as slaves the Greeks

whom he had captured. Under Epaminondas, under

Iphicrates, and under Phocion, we hear of no massacre

of prisoners, and though the enslaving of women and

children was still common, yet we hear from Demos-

thenes and iEschines how sad a sight the gangs of

slaves from Olynthus appeared when passing into

Greece a feeling unknown in the Peloponnesian war.

The extreme barbarities of war had passed away with

the cruel Lysander.

I must add however, that here as elsewhere, in Greek

benevolence, duty chanced to coincide specially with

interest. When wars came to be carried on chiefly by

mercenaries, all extremities in treatment of the van-

quished must necessarily be abandoned. . For these

men will not fight on such terms, and though they
will stand the chance of battle, they cannot in fairness

be supposed to participate in the personal hates which

have given rise to the struggle. The aversion which

the Spartan felt for the Athenian could not in fairness

be transferred to his paid representative more es-

pecially when this representative would take service

'for money against his old employer, and become
useful to his captor. Thus mercenary wars, for many
independent reasons, cannot be carried on except on

-terms of reasonable humanity to the vanquished, and
this circumstance cooperated with the growth of real

humanity and justice in the Greek mind \
1 CL Plutarch, Pelop. and MarceUi Comp^ also Timol. capp. ao, 80.
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There are indeed not wanting hints that in private

life men had not attained to the Christian or modern

sentiment and regard for life. The cool way in whieh

Plato in his Republic (p. 461) speaks of exposing chil-

dren, shows that as we should expect, with the increase

of luxury and the decay of the means of satisfying

it, the destruction of infants came more and more into

fashion. What can be more painfully affecting than

the practice implied by Socrates, when he is com-

paring himself to a midwife (Theczt. 151 B): 'And
if I abstract and expose your firstborn, because I

discover that the conception you have formed is a

vain shadow, do not quarrel with me, as the manner of
women is, when their first children are taken from
them. For I have actually known some men ready to

bite me when first I deprived them of a darling folly.'

So then after the exposure of a first child, the un-

fortunate mother became comparatively reconciled to it !

Is this what he implies ?

Again, at the opening of the Euthyphro there is

a story told, which is not intended to be anything

exceptional, and which shows that the free labourer,

or dependent, had not bettered his position since the

days when Achilles cited him as the most miserable

creature upon earth. ' Now the man who is dead,'

says Euthyphro,
' was a poor dependent of mine who

worked for us as a
[free]

field-labourer at Naxos, and

one day, in a fit of drunken passion, he got into a

quarrel with one of our domestic servants (slaves) and

slew him. My father bound him hand and foot and

threw him into a ditch, and then sent to Athens to
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ask of a diviner what he should do with him.

Meantime he had no care or thought of him, deem-

ing him a murderer, and that even if he did die

there would be no great harm. And this was just

what happened. For such was the effect of cold and

hunger and chains upon him, that before the messenger

returned from the diviner, he was dead. And my
father and family are angry with me for taking the

part of the murderer and prosecuting my father/ I

greatly fear that such doings were not uncommon,
and that the treatment of poor members of the subject

cities by Athenians was not so gentle as Mr. Grote

would make us believe 1
. Nevertheless when we re-

member the absence of wholesale massacres, and the

humanity of Agesilaus to the wounded and to little

children, even in war, isolated cases of cruelty will

not overthrow the assertion of a real improvement ;
and

- so capital a fact as the amnesty of Eucleides at Athens

shows plainly that the moral teaching of Euripides,

of Socrates, and of the more, lofty Sophists, was

making sure and silent progress.

Let us turn from war to domestic life, and consider

our great test point the social position of women.
The ideal pictures of Euripides Alcestis, Macaria,

Polyxena, Iphigenia these were dwelling in the minds

of the people. The teaching of Aspasia, if we are to

1 This subject requires fuller discussion than I can here give it.

Meanwhile the reader who will compare Isocrates, ii. p. 131 (ed. Teub-

ner), will see what a terrible visitation to a subject city an Athenian

man-of-war usually proved. The exceptional conduct of Timotheus is

urged by the orator as quite remarkable.

S
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believe Xenophon {CEcon. p. 14) and the Socratic

jEschines1

,
was directed chiefly to the duties of

husbands and wives, and to the bettering of the social

position of Athenian ladies. There can be no doubt

that the large sympathies of the great Socrates led

him in the same direction. Thus the question of

women's rights came up at Athens long before Plato's

Republic was written, and before Plato had even begun
to write. Our earliest hints of its existence are not

only these allusions to Aspasia, which are few and

obscure, but the curious play of Aristophanes called

the Ecclesiazusce, brought out some years after the close

of the great war, and ridiculing some scheme or

schemes of society strikingly similar to the theories of

Plato. Of course, the picture of Aristophanes was

intended to be a gross exaggeration. He contemplates

the women leaving their husbands at home, and going

in male attire to the agora, to make laws and reform

the State. Amid all his ridicule this seems plain, that

the success of the play presupposes an audience whose

minds had been exercised about these social questions.

The female sex, hitherto dOtcrnivov beboiKos kcu aKoretvov

(rjv
' accustomed to live cowed and in obscurity,' was

distinctly claiming, and giving rise to claims for, a

better condition.

We see the same attitude in Xenophon's remarkable

tract on Domestic Economy, strangely ignored by our

scholars, yet containing perhaps the most complete

picture we have of the duties of a model Greek

gentleman, and of what might be made of a young
1
Quoted by Cicero, de Inventione, i. 31.
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v Greek wife brought up in the ordinary way. In the

dialogue Socrates represents himself as having heard

all about it from a man of high position and repute

named Ischomachus, who had trained his own wife,

and managed his house with such success as to be

pointed to at Athens for a model of a nakoKayaOos or

'gentleman/ This very term implies a change in

social views, when we compare it with the utterances

of the earlier literature. It implies that combination

of breeding (ayaOos) and culture (koXos) which we require

in our own aristocracy, and which was admired, but

not, I fancy, insisted upon, in earlier days. But to

return to our dialogue.

'I should like to know this particularly from you,'

says Socrates,
c whether you yourself educated your

wife so as to make her what she ought to be, or

whether you received her from her parents with a

knowledge of her duties ?
' ' And how could I have

received her so educated, Socrates, when she came to

me not fifteen years old, and had lived up to that

time under the strictest surveillance, that she might
see as little as possible, and hear as little as possible,

and enquire as little as possible. For surely you
would not be content with her knowing merely how
to weave wool into a garment, and how to weigh out

the materials to her maids. But I must observe that

in matters of cookery she came to me very well trained,

a part of education which seems to me extremely

important both for men and women.'
I call attention to this curious remark, showing

how the society of Xenophon had already felt what

S 2
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our middle classes are only of late beginning to find

out, namely, that a competent knowledge of cookery
in the mistress of a house is necessary for comfort and

culture. There are certainly more respectable houses

in Ireland disgraced by their dinner table than in

any other way, and I hold with the Greeks, that rude-

ness in this particular is a good index of general want
of refinement. It was the first duty of the mythical
tamers of savage men to amend them in this respect :

Silvestres homines sacer interpresque deorum

Caedibus et victu foedo deterruit Orpheus,
Dictus ob hoc lenire tigres rabidosque leones.

' In heaven's name, then,' says Socrates,
'

tell me how

you first began to teach her
;
there is nothing I should

so much like to hear.' 'Well, then,' answers Ischo-

machus, 'when she had become used to my hand,
and had become tame enough to carry on a con-

versation 1

,
I began to ask her some such question as

this : Have you ever thought, lady, what was intended

by your parents and by me in making this marriage ?

Was it not that both you and I might find the best

possible partners in our house and children? Well,

then, if God grant us to have children, we shall

consult in due time about them, how we 'may best

educate them
;
for this, too, is to us a common good,

to have them our staunchest allies and supporters in

1 I feel quite at a loss to render in English the forcible and affecting

expressions of the original tiru 77817 fioi x e'porj^V s tf
v Kai tTtTiOaoofvro,

wan dia\(yT0at. He speaks of the young creature as of a scared

wild animal which only grew tame after some period of confinement

and of kind treatment. This is the prose side to the fine writing
of the poets about Hymenaeus, and about the joys of the nuptial state.
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old age. But now this house is our common property.

For I here produce all that I have, and put it into the

common stock, just as your dowry went into the same

common stock.' (There appears to have been no

allowance or reservation for pin-money). 'And now
we must not be each of us thinking who contributed

most, but rather reflect that whichever of us makes

the better use of it, has given the most valuable share.'

Then the wife said :
' How can I help you, what power

have I? All rests with you, but my duty, as my
mother told me, is to be chaste.' ( Of course,' replies

Ischomachus,
' and so my father told me. But it is

the duty of chaste men and women, to see that their

property is in good order, and that they make the

greatest profit they can from what is fair and just.

Try therefore to perform as well as possible what the

gods have suited to your nature, and what the customs

of men coincide in approving. And these duties are

by no means trifling, any more than the duties of the

queen bee (^ye/xwi; /xe'Airra) in the hive/

He proceeds to develop with great beauty and

clearness the several duties of husband and wife,

derived from the difference in their physical nature

and instincts, which, when opposed, are yet so con-

trived as to supply one another's deficiencies, and

perfect our condition. 1

He objects to artificial improvements of her person,

such as high-heeled shoes, false hair, dyed hair, rouge,

1 Aid b~\ to rf)v <pvatv fir/ vpos vavTa tovto. &n<poT(pa.-v tv vpvK(iai,

5jd tovto kcu hiovTai fiaWov dAAjyXcw, kcu to eiryos uKptkifiajrepov lavrui

feytvTjTcu, 4 t& tTtpov ktcXuntTai to tTtpov Swdfitvoy.
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and pearl powder, all of which were clearly in com-

mon use among the respectable clacses at Athens in

his day
1
. I cannot but suspect that this implies a

reaction of the kraipai on Attic households, and that

anxious mothers thought their daughters ought to rival

the studied charms of these very serious antagonists to

marriage. The Middle Comedy is full of allusions

(Meineke, iii. pp. 421-2, &c.) to the artificial means

used by these inferior ladies to enhance their attrac-

tions and this we should have assumed without

evidence
;
but it seems to me somewhat painful to find

secluded Athenian girls so modern and advanced in

their culture. On this point Ischomachus is repre-

sented as persuading his young wife easily, and she

boldly lays aside all these artificial beauties.

He develops, too, as we should expect a Greek

gentleman to do, the satisfaction arising from the

exercise of power, from the consciousness of training

and improving her household, from the dispensing of

rewards and punishments according as they are de-

served. He concludes his first conversation with the

girl in the following noble terms. 'But the greatest

pleasure of all will be this, that if you are plainly

superior to me, you will become my mistress
(e/xe abv

depdirovra iro^arjs) and will not have to fear that with

advancing years your influence in the house will wane,

but will rather be assured that in old age, the better

companion you are to me and the better guardian of

the house to our children, the more honoured will you

1

Cp. also Meineke, Frag. Com. iv. 409.
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be at home. For you will come to be truly admired

and esteemed among men, not for good looks, but for

good deeds in practical life.'

Here, then, we have an advance not attained even

. by Pericles in the preceding generation, who entrusted

all his household affairs, not to Aspasia, but to a trusty

steward, who seems to have been somewhat closer

than a sensible manager, and withal a well-bred lady,

would have been. But perhaps the most remarkable

feature in Xenophon's sketch is the total absence of any
.intellectual requirements on the part of the woman.

Socrates distinctly says at the opening of the dialogue
that if the wife is bad, it is the husband's fault tor not

training her 1

,
and it is plain enough that at fifteen

years of age there is ample time to teach her those

purely practical duties which he exclusively contem-

plates. The only duty which he presupposes to be

disagreeable is the tending of sick slaves, which the

wife, on the contrary, is most willing to do, in return

for the gratitude which she will earn.

I may also observe, before passing on, that here, as

1 ' If a sheep,' said Socrates,
'
is in bad condition, we generally blame

the shepherd, and if a horse do mischief we generally abuse his rider ;

so, as to a wife, if after being well taught by her husband, she does

ill, perhaps she should justly be blamed ; but if he does not teach her

her duties, and then finds her unacquainted with them, is not the hus-

band justly to bear the blame?' {CEcon. iii. 2.) This complete post-

ponement of education till after marriage is probably the reason of

the fact which Plato notices (Cratylus, p. 418) that women at Athens

spoke an archaic dialect, differing from that of men. Cicero (De
Oratore, iii. 1 2) repeats the same remark about Roman ladies, but whether

he is speaking on independent grounds, or merely copying Plato, is to

me uncertain.
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in other Greek literature, we find ladies of rank under

restraints unknown to the lower classes. Ischomachus

advises his wife to take exercise by folding up and

putting by clothes, so obtaining what she cannot have

. by walking out 1
. This appears to me one of the great-

est hardships of Attic city life, and again the main

reason why such importance was attached to funeral

ceremonies and other religious observances where it

N- was necessary to let out ladies of the better classes.

It also explains the expression of Xenophon in the

same dialogue, when praising country life :
' what is

dearer to the servants, or pleasanter to the wife, or

more longed for by the children, or more agreeable

to friends!.'

These practical improvements in the life of married

women Xenophon doubtless copied from the sugges-

tions of Socrates, and they had been probably, as

- Socrates is represented to say, already advocated by

Aspasia. But it was almost impossible for the ad-

vocates of women's rights to stop here, and not to

recommend some change in the education of girls

before marriage. In fact, it must necessarily seem

absurd that men should be trained for their, duties by
a laborious and expensive system, while women, whose

duties were, according to Xenophon, not less impor-

tant, though different, should pass away their early

=- - youth in complete ignorance of anything beyond

1 He compares Greek women in general to those handicraftsmen, who

earn their livelihood sitting, and are thus injured in body a thing much

despised by the Greeks. The Spartan women, on the contrary, were care-

fully trained to out-of-door physical exercise. Cp. Laced. Pol. cap. 1.
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weaving wool and cooking dinners. It is therefore

perfectly consistent in such a systematic and thorough
theorist as Plato, that he should advance to the farther

point of recommending the same education for boys

k^and for girls. Plato held the very modern theory that

. women had the same faculties and capacities as men,
but in an inferior degree,

1 and hampered by the

inconveniences of child-bearing. He therefore advo-

cated a joint education, pointing not merely to the

analogy of the domestic lower animals, but to the

precedent of Sparta. There, as we know, girls joined

even in athletic exercises publicly, and ran and

wrestled with one another before the eyes of men.

Many of the Greek theorists were so shocked at this,

that they were slow to allow its expediency. Ibycus,

in his lyric poems, and Euripides openly upon the

stage, reviled this shamelessness. Aristotle says that

after all it had not the desired effect, for that in

great dangers these unrestrained women proved more

troublesome than the enemy. But we can hardly

expect a fair judgment from men of Ionic training.

So far as I can see, the Spartan women, in the few

specimens that are known to us, were not only noble

and high-spirited, but endowed with very good sense.

In Herodotus the celebrated Gorgo seems to have been

no ordinary person, and the fact that Spartan nurses

were sought all over Greece shows not only their phy-
sical superiority, which Aristophanes corroborates, but

1 That this opinion was really inherited from Socrates, appears from
- the corroboration of Xenophon, who puts the same sentiment into his

mouth (Symp. ii. 9).
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their good temper and gentleness. I have a sus-

picion that Cimon's celebrated sister, Elpinice, who
seems to have played as public a part at Athens, as

Gorgo did at Sparta, rather affected this Spartan

liberty, seeing that her brother was proxenus of the

Lacedaemonians at Athens, and did not conceal his

admiration of Spartan life and habits, as compared
with those of Athens.

It seems to me, then, that putting together the evi-

dence of Plato and Xenophon, as well as the ridi-

cule in Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusce, we find a general

stir about the position of women, a disposition

to recognise their importance, to acknowledge their

claims, and to keep them no longer in that state of
' darkness and fear

'
to which they were condemned in

Periclean days. They were, indeed, far from holding
their modern and Christian position ;

it was still

common, even after the practice of selling Greek men
was discredited, to sell the women of captured cities

into slavery and concubinage. And what was even

more significant in the matter was this, that such

captives, if recovered by their relatives, and restored

to their homes, were not thought the least dis-

graced by their misfortune. In the case of, adulterers,

Xenophon tells us that the laws punish them with

death, because they break in upon the mutual attach-

ment of married people, not for the more obvious

reasons
;

' for if such a stain happen to a woman by
force of circumstances, men honour her none the less,

if her affection seems to them to remain untainted >,'

1
tirti orav 7 d<ppoSiaa9fj KarcL avfKpopav riva 7WJ), ovStv %ttov tovtov
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a most reasonable way of thinking, but utterly op-

posed to our modern notions of purity. We find, too,

even in later days, such men as Demosthenes speaking
about women in a tone to us very offensive. We must,

therefore, insist upon these limitations. But there

was, nevertheless, a distinct advance upon older days.

This I have so far attributed to the teaching of the

tSocratic

philosophers.

I fear there was another cause more powerful still,

because it brought out the existing want of education

more practically. I allude to the rise of a class

of educated and refined fraipai a class widely dif-

ferent from that legalised by Solon, and which comes

prominently forward at Athens only with the rise of

the Midd'e Comedy. The very history of the title is

interesting and suggestive. It was used by Sappho

[fr. 31) in the highest sense, as implying a companion
of the same rank and with the same interests. There

was no shade of reproach in its application to her

female friends. We have, unfortunately, not much
intermediate evidence, but when we come to the

Middle Comedy, which reached from the days of Plato

down to the Macedonian conquests, it comes to be

used in contrast to wife a most significant contrast

indeed. Just in the same manner our word mistress

tvfKtv Tifxlrmv avras ol avSpts, iav irfp -q (piX'ta SoKrj avrots dicqpaTOS

banivuv (Xen. Hiero., iii. 4). Among the Spartans, according to the

same authority (AaictS. vok., c. 1) this absence of sentiment led to strange
results. It was not uncommon for an elderly man to borrow a younger
husband for his wife, or for a man who disliked his wife, to obtain the

loan of another from a friend, with a view to fine and healthy children.

The physical results were, according to the author, excellent.
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was of old used in a very dignified way, and is stil

preserved in this sense in ordinary parlance, as Athe-

naeus tells us (xiii. 571, D.) that even in his day girls

were wont to call their female friends haipas ; yet

still the word has obtained another peculiar mean-

ing, as opposed to a lawful wife. The feeling ol

this double meaning in the word is apparent in tht

days of which we are now speaking. Antiphanc

{Hydria, fr. 1) says: 'This man of whom I speak
fell in love with an kraipa who lived in the neighbour-

hood, a citizen, but unprotected by guardian or rela-

tions. She was possessed of a disposition we might

call golden in reality a veritable companion (ovtcos

eraipas) ;
the rest traduce by their manners a name

which is really a noble one.' It appears that if

Greek woman of this inferior social position w
indeed of gentle and refined character, her compan;
was regarded as far superior to that of proud ladies

of old Attic families, who were full of importance, and,

as we can see from various authors, made their rani

disagreeably felt by their husbands. Thus the countr;

gentleman, at the opening of Aristophanes' Clouds

curses the match-maker (-npop.vr)CTTpLa) who made uj

a marriage for him with a lady of the house

Megacles ;
for this lady brought up her son with

thorough contempt of all his father's country occu

pations, and taught him to look to his maternal uncle '

for a model, and to squander his substance in horse-

racing. Hence we can understand the fragment of

Amphis {Mein. iii. 301) in which the lawful wife

(ya/xer7/)
is contrasted with the companion. The latter,
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he says, is far pleasanter,
c for the former with the law

on her side can afford to despise you and yet stay in

your house, whereas the other knows that she must

either win over a man by her manners, or go else-

where.'

We must take care not to attach too much weight

to these isolated fragments, quoted for the most part

at random by Athenaeus, to show his learning. They

may be, like many of the abusive passages in Euripides'

Hippolytus and other tragedies, spoken in character,

and by angry or disappointed people. All that we can

argue from them is, that such sentiments were suited

to the audience, especially as Greek audiences, far

more than we do, took to themselves lessons from the

stage, and understood the maxims of the poet's cha-

racters as intended to represent his own. Still this

cannot be carried out universally, and when the cha-

racters maintain opposing views. It is quite possible

that there may have been some means, now lost to us,

of indicating the poet's sympathy, or of hinting in

what cases he professed to speak through his actor.

Thus, for example, the scholiasts speak in a peculiar

way of Euripides' Melanippe as disclosing his philo-

sophical views 1
. But as we cannot now always feel

sure of this point, on which even the ancients made

mistakes, I repeat my caution that we should not under-

stand these fragments as giving us more than the

current opinions of some sections of Greek society.
Such I believe to be the numerous passages abusing mar-

riage, which we find scattered all through Meineke's

1
Cp. Dindorfs ed. of the Fragments.
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collection,
1 and which the reader may contrast with

-the CEconomicas of Xenophon, from which I have

already quoted at length.
1 The man is actually married,' says the poet Anti-

phanes.
' My goodness, do you say so

;
is it the

man I left alive and walking about ?
'

' Great Jupiter,'

says another poet,
'

may I perish if I ever spoke against

women, the most precious of all acquisitions. For if

Medea was an objectionable person, surely Penelope
was an excellent creature. Does any one abuse Cly-

temnestra? I oppose the admirable Alcestis. But,

perhaps, some one may abuse Phaedra
; then, I say,

by Jove, what a capital person was . Oh, dear! the

catalogue of good women is already exhausted, while

there remains a crowd of bad ones that might be

mentioned !

' Thus marriages with heiresses are

criticised as particularly foolish and unhappy, for in

those days, as now, high connection and fortune were

preferred to the more solid qualities of a wife.

'

Whosoever/ says Menander,
' desires to marry an

heiress, is either suffering under the wrath of the gods,

or wishes to be called lucky, while he is really

miserable 2
.'

1
i- pp- 151. 195. 261, 450, 519, &c.

2 The Spartans felt so strongly the evil of marrying for money, that

they actually punished men for doing it. At the close of his Lysander,

Plutarch tells us,
' that the state punished those who had been wooing

Lysander's daughters, but had retired when his poverty was disclosed

after his death ; for they had courted him while he was rich, but deserted

him when proved by his poverty to have been just and honourable. For

there were in Sparta, it seems, penalties for not marrying, and for late

marrying, and for mis-marrying, and under this last they brought more
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But in spite of all these complaints, almost every

play of Menander ended with the happy marriage, not,

indeed, of a surly heiress, who despised her husband,

but of some simple penniless girl, whose adventures

during the play had excited the deep sympathy of the

audience.

But satirical reflections on women are so common
in almost every age of Greek literature, indeed, of all

literature, that they are not worth commenting upon.

especially the case of those who sought rich connections, instead of

good ones, among their own kin.'



CHAPTER IX.

ATTIC CULTURE (CONTINUED) : CERTAIN TRADES

AND PROFESSIONS.

I PREFER to turn to the features really peculiar to

the Platonic age in contrast to Periclean days. These

features are, no doubt, the decay of practical poli-

tics, and the rise of theories of state life, on the

-one hand, and pictures of private society, on the other.

Plato is purely a philosophical speculator on education

and on statecraft. Xenophon, practical soldier and

keen sportsman as he is, cannot avoid the same

tendency, and is, in his way, a speculator on politics

and society. Yet both of these men clothe their

teaching in the dress of social conversation, and paint

pictures of private society that they may convey in

them their theories. Here, then, they are in contact

with the professed dramatists of the Middle Comedy,

who, for the most part, ridicule speculation, and make a

special butt of Plato and his notions 1

,
but agree with

him in painting scenes from ordinary life, and repre-

senting professions and classes upon their stage. As
these sketches of particular professions are highly

1 Allusions of this kind are found in Amphis (Mein. iii. p. 305),Ephippus

(P- 33 2 )> Epicrates (pp. 370, 378, 381), and all through the fragments of

Alexis.
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instructive for our purpose, I shall proceed to bring

together our evidence on doctors, fishmongers, cooks,

and such other classes as may be mentioned, previous

to entering upon a general sketch of manners as found

in the higher society of Plato's dialogues.

As to Medical Practice, we find, of course, that there

were two schools the old quackery of charms and in-

cantations, and the rational observation and treatment

of disease by empirical remedies
l
. In Homer the former

seems prominent, and so it was even in the days of

Pindar 2 and iEschylus, though the latter, in giving an

account of Prometheus' gifts to mankind, mentions real

surgical and medical treatment {Prom. w. 476 sqq.).

He also makes in the same play an allusion very charac-

teristic of the Greek temper, and one that indicates the

coming development of medicine :
' To those that are

sick it is sweet to know clearly beforehand what they
have yet to suffer

3
.' Such an allusion points to no

charms or wonder-working, but to the prognosis of

1 The recovered medical treatises of the ancient Egyptians, and the

Coptic medical papyrus show the same duality of attitude in Egyptian
medicine. I have collected all the evidence, and discussed the subject

fully in my Prolegomena to Ancient History. Herodotus lays stress on the

Egyptian doctors being specialists, and only treating one disease. This

was not commonly the case among the Greeks, through the scene in the

Plutus of Aristophanes seems to imply a speciality in that temple for

ophthalmia; Ran. 151 (Schol.) as well as Eccles. 363 corroborate this.

But Plato (Charmiaes, 156 B) notices on the other side, that able physi-
cians had even in his day recognised the importance of general health in

special affections, and combated the latter through the former.
2
Cp. Pytk. iii. 45, Nem. viii. 50.

5 Prom. 698 : rofs voaovoi rot yXvicv

to \oitror dXfos rrpou^cwiaraaOai ropu/s.

T
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the physician who has learned by experience what to

expect from known symptoms.
This rational school had in truth been developed

earlier than the age of iEschylus, and strange to say, not

in relation to disease, but in relation to high physical

training for athletic purposes. Plato, indeed, ascribes

the origin of treatment by regimen to Herodicus of

Selymbria
1

,
'who being a trainer, and himself of a

sickly constitution, by a happy combination of training

and doctoring, found out a way of torturing, first him-

self, and then the rest of the world.' So then Greek

medicine rather started from hygiene than from path-

ology. The trainer found that amulets and spells were

of no use against better physical conditions. We find

the most celebrated early school of medicine at Croton,

-which was also the home of the greatest athletes.

The tyrants, and in imitation of them the free

cities, began to bid for men of this school, and

give them high yearly salaries for residing among
them. The case of Democedes (Herod, iii. 131) is

well known. He ran away from a cruel father at

Croton, and came to yEgina, where he set up in pri-

vate practice ; and,
'

though destitute of Jthe needful

appliances, outstripped the best physicians of the place
in one year.' ^Egina, being at that time the most

frequented seaport and emporium in Greece proper,

was able to employ him as a state physician the

following year, for a talent (^244)
2

;
but the Athenian

1 Not Gorgias' brother, with whom Mr. Jowett confuses him in the

Index to his Plato.

2 lato {Gorg. 514 E) speaks of it as ridiculous that a man should set

up to be a state-physician till he had attained eminence in private practice.
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tyrants next year bid 406 for him, and the fourth year
he was engaged, for two talents (487), by Polycrates,
the most powerful Greek prince then living. Such a

salary seems enormous at this epoch among the Greeks.

However, we see here the habit of having state-

physicians, to which Aristophanes, Plato, and Xeno-

phon make many allusions in after days. There was
a technical term for such practitioners at Athens (Stjjioo-i-

cveiv), and the scholiasts on Aristophanes (Acharn.

1030) say they did not take private fees. I should infer

this to have been the case in Democedes' day also,

as it would account for the high state-salary. Plato

implies plainly enough that the profession was taken up

by men of culture and education, like Eryximachus,
who forms one of the very aristocratic company in

his Symposium ; and also that they were publicly

elected by the assembly, and that they distinctly

based their practice on experience
1

;
it seems cer-

tain from Xenophon
2 that they sent in applications

for the post, in which they doubtless stated their

claims, and perhaps even got testimonials as to their

private practice. That their salary was large is not

only implied by Democedes' case, but by Aristophanes

{Pint. 403) who states that owing to the poverty of

the city there was no doctor (I suppose state-doctor),

and that accordingly the craft had greatly declined.

It is. on the contrary, noticed among the perfections
of Spartan military arrangements, that a safe place

was allotted to certain indispensable attendants on

the army, and among these are mentioned military
1

Cp. Rep. 405 A, Gorgias, 455 B, and Rep. 408 E.
* Xen. Mem. iv. 2.

T 2
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surgeons {Lac. Pol. 13), the only allusion to them, I

suppose, in Greek literature.

Though Xenophon {CEcon. xiii.) speaks of their

visits to patients morning and evening, I fancy that

this applies to an inferior class of private prac-

titioners, and that the state-physicians were consulted

at their official residence. They had a number of

assistants, some of them slaves, who treated simple

cases, and more especially the diseases of slaves, going
in and ordering the patients to take their remedies,

whereas with free men the practice was to persuade
the patient, by full explanation of the treatment, that

it would succeed. Plato is very interesting on this

point. In the case of the free man,
' he will not pre-

scribe till he has persuaded him/ A still more remark-

able case, if true, is that mentioned in the Gorgias,

where Plato says that the physicians used to take with

them Gorgias, who was the most persuasive rhetorician

of the day, in order that he might persuade the patients

to adopt their prescriptions \ These things are very cu-

rious, and show to what a pitch the Greeks had brought

the habit of inquiry and argument, regardless in this

case, as it seems, of the very bad effect such discussions 3

must have on the nerves of many patients. But I must

add, in fairness to them, that this habit of persuading

the patient cannot have been universal. Plato himself

speaks of enforced treatment, and Aristotle, a genera-

tion later, specially notes that the physician's duty was

not to compel or to persuade, but simply to prescribe
2
,
j

1

Cp. Laws, iv. p. 720, Gorgias, iii. p. 46 (Jowett).
2
Cp. Plato, Rep. 293 A, Laws, 646, 660 A ; and Aristotle, Pol. iv. 2

(P- 1324).
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But for these saving passages, we should have been

disposed to compare the state of medicine in the best

days of Greece with that described by Mr. Palgrave

as existing in Central Arabia at the present day, where

the physician must first persuade his patient, and then

bargain with him for his fee, before he can begin to

treat the case. We have even a hint of such a habit

being ridiculed {Laws, 857, E), 'For by this you may
be sure,' says the Athenian speaker,

' that if one of these

empirical physicians, who practise medicine without

science, were to come upon the gentleman physician

talking to his gentle patient, and using the language
almost of philosophy beginning at the beginning of the

disease, and discoursing about the whole nature of the

body he would burst into a hearty laugh, he would say

what most of those who are called doctors always have

on their tongue :
" Foolish fellow," he would say,

"
you

are not healing the sick man, but you are educating him,

and he does not want to be made a doctor, but to get

well.'" It appears, then, that though fashionable, and

thought philosophical, this persuasive treatment was

even in Plato's day beginning to be duly appreciated \

-The age of Euripides was waning, that of Menander

was approaching, in which accurate discussion was no

longer a duty and a delight, but a trouble and a bore.

We know that the establishments of doctors (laTpela)

were quite different from apothecaries' shops, and that

relatively the two professions ranked as they now do.

But unfortunately, one solitary allusion to an hospital-,

1
Cp. Jowett i. p. 28.

1 miwviovin Crates, Meineke, ii. 238, andcp. Schol. adAristopk. Ach. I2II.
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which appears to have been situate in the Peirseus, gives

us no insight into the public care of health, beyond
the appointment of state-doctors. We hear that Peis-

istratus appointed part of the state-fund to support such

soldiers as were maimed in the public service a

curious contrast to the supposed law about the (papfxaKot,

to which I have already alluded.

It appears that even in Platonic days, when

medicine had been long domiciled at Athens, the

traditional superiority of the Western schools, and

those of Dorian Asia Minor, still held its ground.
We may infer this from a curious point mentioned as

early as Crates, but repeated by Epicrates and Alexis \

Just as our doctors must prescribe in what is called

bog-Latin, and we should look with disgust upon
the ignorance of a good English recipe, so the doctors

at Athens were despised if they did not prescribe

in Doric Greek. The very remedy disdained under

its Attic name was adopted if supported by a Doric

brogue. Whether this fashion implies (as I believe)

that foreigners were regarded to be the best doctors,

or that the Athenian must sojourn in a foreign Doric

school, and so learn to prescribe in its' dialect

the fact remains a very curious monument of the

modernness of Attic life.

I have been considering nothing but the social side

of medical practice in these remarks. It is, of course,

both beyond my knowledge, and beside my subject, to

criticise Greek medicine as to its principles, or to

express an opinion on such prescriptions as that of

1
Meineke, Com. Frag. ii. p. 249 ; iii. p. 448.
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Eryximachus, in Plato's Symposium (187 A). These

enquiries belong to the history of medicine, and must

be based on the Hippocratic writings an interesting

but very difficult study. I shall content myself with

saying something on the lower side of medical practice,

I mean the non-professional, or quack side.

This rude and ignorant practice held its place into

the best Attic times, side by side with rational

medicine. 1

It was, of course, practised by women,
who were the only advisers permitted in the case

of female diseases, as appears from Euripides
8

;

it was also kept up by the secret cures existing in

certain clans and families, such as that mentioned

by Dicaearchus in later times as still in his day

subsisting at Mount Pelion. There was here a

certain plant, which, according to divers preparations,

was a certain cure for gout, for mesenteric diseases,

and for ophthalmia.
' But these virtues are known to

one family in the city, said to be descended from

Chiron. The secret is transmitted from father to

son, and so preserved that no other citizen knows

it. Those who know the use of the drug have a con-

scientious objection (ov^ oaiov) against taking fees

from the sick, but heal them gratis.' I know of exactly
similar instances at present in Ireland

;
in one, a

case of cancer was absolutely cured among my own

1 On Aristophanes' Plutus 879, the scholiast tells us in a curious note

that medicated rings were sold at Athens for a drachma each.
3
Hipp. 292. There is, however (Dem. vpls 'Ovjjt. A, p. 873), a case ofa

married woman being attended by a doctor in presence of her husband.

On Dicaearchus, cp. Mtiller, Fragg. ii. 263.
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acquaintance, in another, a sprain, which had baffled

the best surgeons, was subdued in a few weeks. In

these cases, too, it was ov% oaiov for the practitioner to

take ostensible fees, rather however from the conscien-

tious objections of the profession than from his own \ I

have, however, heard the greatest and most philosophical

physicians say that there was a great deal of sound em-

pirical knowledge in the practice of these country quacks.

But quite apart from these isolated cases, there

seems to have been a systematic priest-craft attached

to such temples as that of vEsculapius, where people
went and lay down, hoping for a miraculous cure from

the god. Doubtless the priests attached to these temples
had collected a great deal of real knowledge in diseases,

and applied rational cures often enough ; nevertheless,

the habit of asserting miracles, the occult nature of

their practice, and the known conservatism of all

priestly corporations, make it certain that we should

count these temple-hospitals, not with the licensed

establishments of physicians, but with the houses of the

quacks. A curious scene in one of these temples is

to be found in the Plutus of Aristophanes (vv. 655 sqq.)

where it is hard to separate the jokes from the earnest,

as is usually the case in Greek Comedy, but where the

general mise en scene is of course taken from life. The

various details are hardly fit for translation
;
but it

appears that the patients were brought in, and lay

down to sleep attended by their friends, being di-

rected on no account to stir if they heard a noise at

1 One of these quacks told a friend of mine, who consulted him,
' that

the head doctors would skiver him, if they caught him taking a fee.'
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night. The slave who tells the story then gives an

amusing account how the priests stole the offerings of

food placed near the heads of the patients, and how he

followed their example. Then he describes the god

coming in, accompanied by personages carrying his

medicine-chest and implements. The cures on this

occasion were for cphthalmia, and it may possibly be

inferred, that in the case of a well-known man, whom
the poet disliked, the appliances made him (as the

poet says) far worse
;
but perhaps this is only fun, or

a wish turned into a fact.

These details, gathered from various authors, give us

a very clear notion of the social position of the medical

profession in Plato's day, nor do I know any better way
of transporting ourselves back to old times, than by

comparing the status of special classes with these same

classes in our own day. For this reason I shall take up
a lower profession, but doubtless a more important one at

Athens, I mean the caterers, and this includes two great

classes, the fishmongers and the cooks, who not only

dressed, but generally provided the entertainments.

On no point is the Middle Comedy to us more

explicit, seeing that we have it filtered through

Athenseus, who excerpted largely in this direction.

There was no limit to the importance which the

Cooks gave themselves, according to the Middle and

New Comedy. It was no mere trade, but a natural

gift, a special art, a school of higher philosophy. Here

is a specimen.
A. ' It is necessary for the cook to know long before-

hand for whom he is to prepare the dinner
;
for if he
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merely looks to this one point, how he ought to cook

the food properly, and does not foresee and consider

in what manner it should be served, or when and

how arranged, he is no longer a cook (/^dyetpos), but a

mere caterer (o\^o7roio's),
which is by no means the

same thing, but very far different. Thus everybody
who commands a force is indeed commonly called a

general, yet he who is able in a crisis to collect himself,

and see his way through it, is the real general ;
the

other is a mere general officer. So likewise in our pro-

fession, any chance fellow could prepare or cut up good

material, or boil it and blow the bellows, but this is

a mere caterer, a cook is quite another thing. He
must consider the place, the hour, the host, and again

the guest (or the guest who has dined there before ?)

when and what fish,he should buy. For you can pro-

cure all kinds at any time, but you will not find them

equally grateful or agreeable. Archestratus, indeed,

has written on the subject, and has the reputation

among many of having said things of some use, but in

most points he is ignorant, and has not made one

sound remark. Don't listen to or learn all you hear
;

what is written for the vulgar public, is as vain as

if it had never been written. For you cannot lay

down fixed rules about cookery, since it cannot be tied

down within limits, but is complete master over

itself, so that, however well you may apply the art,

if you miss the right moment of chance (that is, if

chance be against you) all your skill is worth nothing.'

B. '

Sir, you are a great man !

' A. ' This fellow who,

you say, has just arrived with much experience in rich
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dinners, I shall make him forget them every one, if I

merely show him a haggis, and put a dinner before him

with the odour of our Attic air
'

(Mein. iii. 547).

This is the tone of numerous comic fragments. Like

the doctors, it was grossly unfashionable for cooks to

speak Attic Greek
;

if they did not use Homeric

phrases, they were bound to speak Doric Greek 1

,
for

there is no doubt that in Sicily the art of cooking had

attained its highest development, equalled, if anywhere
in Greece, at Elis only, where I suppose the Olympic
festival stimulated the natives to extraordinary efforts

during the great quadrennial meeting.
It was the fashion at Athens to hire both cooks and

appointments for a dinner-party, and to commission

the cook to undertake the marketing ;
the lights, tables,

and other ware seem to have been supplied by a

separate class of tradesmen \ It appears, too, strangely

enough to our own notions, that the employer went

into the pottery-market (tov Kepanov), crying out,

Who wants to take a contract for a dinner ?' so

that market cries, which certainly existed, as appears

from Aristophanes (Meineke, iii. 68) were not con-

fined to the sellers. A remarkable fragment in the

Painter of Diphilus, gives the advice of an experienced
caterer on this matter. I quote it here, though occur-

ring in a later generation than Plato's, as there seems to

have been no change at Athens in this respect, and it

1 We have our own parallel in the French menus set forth on fashion-

able dinner tables. I suppose we shall never get into the habit of good

English for these purposes, in place of the mongrel, and generally mis-

spelt, jargon dignified in these documents with the title of French.
* Called Tpmrefotrotoi, Meineke, iii. 83, 501.
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is more convenient to discuss all our evidence on these

customs at once and in connection. He is addressing
his colleague, the rpa-neCoiroios, who was to supply the

appointments \ ' Never fear, Draco, you shall never find

me with you in the way of business, that you will not

be occupied with your contract all day, and live in the

highest luxury. For I never go to a house till I

scrutinise who the man is, that is giving the sacrificial

feast, or the occasion of the dinner, or whom he has

invited
;
and I have a table in which are classified

under general heads the parties with whom I engage

myself, as well as those of whom I keep clear. Let us

look, for example, under the mercantile head. Suppose
a skipper is fulfilling a vow, who has lost his mast or

broken his rudder, and was obliged to heave his cargo

overboard from being waterlogged, I dismiss such a

fellow, he does nothing heartily, but merely to satisfy

his obligation. During the very libation he is com-

puting in his own mind what share he can put upon
his ship's company and passengers, and so each man
feels that he is dining at his own expense. But another

has sailed in from Byzantium on the third day without

accident, successful, delighted at making iris ten or

twelve per cent., prating about the passage-money,

ready for any debauchery. Such an one I take by the

hand as he is disembarking, I remind him of Zeus Soter,

I insist on serving him. Such is my habit. Again,
some young fool in love is squandering his patrimony.

I go, of course 2
. Another set having collected money

1 Cp Meineke, iv. p. 394.
2
Anaxippus (Mein. iv. 460) who makes a learned cook descant on the
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for a club dinner, come rushing into the pottery-

market, shouting, "Who wants an engagement to cook a

dinner ?
"

I let them shout, for if you went you would

get cuffs, and have to work all night. If you ask for

your wages, you get impudence.
" The lentils," he says,

" had no vinegar." You ask again, and he replies,
" Go

to the devil, first of all cooks !

" and so on. But I am
now bringing you to a house of doubtful reputation,

where an kraipa is celebrating the festival of Adonis

lavishly with others of her class ; you will get your fill

and carry away plenty besides.'

Having shown by these quotations the sauciness and

self-importance of these people, I shall add another

curious passage on the grandeur of their language.

Like all Greeks, they excelled by their acuteness and

education the corresponding classes in other nations.

So in Epicurus' days, they at once laid hold of

his celebrated principle that pleasure was the sum-

mum bonuni. Of course they applied it without

the reservations of its illustrious author, and explained

it, not as he did, to be mainly mental pleasure, but as

aesthetical pleasure, in which their profession could

claim a prominent place. His intimacy, indeed, with

that prince of pleasure-seekers, Menander, and the open

support of him by the pleasure-providing classes, produce

upon us the strong impression that the moral effect of

Epicurus' teaching, even in his own day, and from his

various dinners suitable to various persons, mentions this class :
' a youth

with his mistress is eating up his patrimony, I set before him cutUe fish,

and various shell fish, set off with rich sauces ; for such a creature is not

a trencher man {SawrjTticos) but has his mind intent on love.' The philo-

sopher on the contrary has a large appetite, and must be fed accordingly.
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own lips, was not far removed from the somewhat

coarse exposition in Cicero's writings. But of these

things there will be future opportunity to speak.
'

I return to the grandiloquent language of the cooks.

Strato, a poet of unknown date, but probably late

in the Middle Comedy, and about Alexander's time,

introduces an unfortunate host, saying :

'
I have taken

a male sphinx, and not a cook, into my house, for

by the gods I simply can't understand one word of

what he says. He came equipped with a new vo-

cabulary ;
for no sooner was he in the house than he

asked me in portentous style,
" How many of the

articulately speaking (fxipoTias) have you invited to

dinner
; speak ?

" " Is it / ask the articulately speak-

ing to dinner ? You are mad. Do you think I know

such company ? Not one of them is coming a good

joke, I declare, for me to ask the articulately speaking

to dinner !

" " There will not be present then any
Wassailer at all ?

" " Not Wassailer, I think. Let me

see, Philinus is coming, Moschion, Niceratus ;" this and

that other fellow, I counted them up by name, there

was no Wassailer at all among them. " There is no such

person coming at all," said I.
" What do you say, no

one at all ?
" and he grew very angry, as if insulted at

my not inviting some of the Wassailers very strange

conduct.' The cook then goes through oxen and sheep
in their Homeric names, and asks, will they be sacri-

ficed, so as to be available for the feast. The

host cannot understand him, and when he deigns to

explain, retorts testily :
' "

I neither understand you
1
Meineke, iv, 545.
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nor do I wish to do so. I am a plain country bump-
kin, so speak plainly to me." " Then you are not versed

in Homeric language ?
" " Let Homer talk, O cook, just

as he pleases, but by Hestia what concern is this of

ours ?
" " Because you and I must transact business

according to his prescription, for I am a Homerist."

The host goes on to say that he was obliged to take

up the works of Philetas on cookery, to find out what

each thing meant.

This then was one of the main social grievances

which occupied the Middle Comedy and did not

subside till Menander's day. But with his peculiar

refinement I suppose that these discussions about

the preparations for dinner parties were as much out

of taste as they would be in our better society, and

so the long lists of dishes, and the general prominence
of cookery, vanishes from his plays, after a long and

somewhat offensive importance of more than a century K

With regard to the pompous phraseology of the cooks,

it should be noticed that it was one of the main duties

of the literary critics of that day to repress this

tendency in various ranks and classes, and the cooks

were not more severely dealt with than the tragic

poets, who as a rule did not follow the exquisite

simplicity of Euripides' diction, but aped the pomp
of yEschylus without his titanic power.
The cooks however may have vanished from Me-

nander's stage for another reason. With the Macedonian

1 Indeed we may go back much farther. Solon, Hipponax, and

Simonides of Amorgos have left us fragments on dishes, just like the

Comic fragments; cp. Bergk, pp. 436, 762, 787.
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times came in the fashion, continued by the Romans,
of having cooks among the slaves of their household,

a custom apparently unknown to the earlier Athenians.

Thus this social difficulty vanished, and the free

man, with his Homeric talk, and his self-importance,

made way for the expensive and well-educated, but

submissive slave. The reader will here again notice

the curious analogy to the history of medicine, for

among the late Greeks, and among the Romans, the

household physician was always a slave attached to the

family.

But in the days of free Attic society, it may well

be imagined that the unlucky host could not trust im-

plicitly the marketing of the Homeric cooks
;
he was

often obliged to go himself to market, and to encounter

there a class of men hardly less manageable, the Fish-

mongers, who were decidedly the most important

catering class at Athens, seeing that the Attic people

ate little meat, and lived chiefly on fish and vegetables.

There were indeed butchers, who exposed joints of

meat for sale, but to feast on such fare is noticed as Boeo-

tian coarseness, while the Thebans retorted that the

Attic dinners might be elegantly served, but were miser-

ably stingy \ So again the marriage feast of Iphicrates

with the princess of Thrace was notorious throughout

Greece for its lavish expenditure, and for the enormous

joints, or even whole animals, which were put upon
the table. I think so much may be fairly inferred

despite of the comic exaggeration of the passage, which

the Germans, of course, take an pied de la lettre. But

1
Plato, Laws, 849 E ; Meineke, Com. Frag. iv. p. 433.
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the maritime supremacy of Athens, combined as it

was with all manner of restrictions on the trade of

other ports, made the daily importation of fresh fish,

as well as the systematic traffic in salt fish from the

Black Sea and from Spain, one of the most striking

features in the myriad life of the Peirseus. A few

quotations on this point will not be unacceptable.

Fish being, as I have said, the staple article of more

refined Attic diet, the fishmongers were a large and

important class. It is I think very strange, that among
the various political men taunted with having risen by
the exercise of low trades, there is not one who had

practised the lucrative business of retailing fish, and I

am disposed to infer that they were 'usually freedmen

or metics. But however this may be, according to the

poets of the Middle Comedy, and especially Antiphanes,
their insolence and their extortion were unbearable.

Some of the allusions are very comical. ' Both in

other respects,' says Antiphanes, (Mein. iii. p. 80) 'they

say the Egyptians were clever fellows, and also in this,

that they made the eel of equal dignity with the gods.

For in reality it is much more precious (rt/xtcorepa) than

the gods. For to them we can attain by prayers, but eels

we are only allowed to smell after paying at least twelve

drachmae or more, so utterly sacred is the creature.'

And again :
'
I used to think the Gorgons a mere inven-

tion (of the poets), but when I go to market I believe in

them, for when I look upon the fishmongers, I become

petrified, so that I have to speak to them with averted

countenance
;
if I behold the tiny fish on which they put

such a price I freeze with horror !

' ' It is ten thousand

U
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times easier,' too (p. 312) to 'obtain an audience with

the generals (the highest state officials) and to get a

question answered by them, than by the cursed fish-

mongers in the market. If you ask one of them a

question, either he takes up something lying near him,

or stoops over it in silence like (the) Telephus (of

Euripides). And this is fair enough, for they are every
one of them homicides like him. But then as if he

had not heard a word you say, muttering he shakes a

polypus lying before him, and won't even utter whole

words, but mutilates them into Wapav '(3o\G>v ykvoif av

(it might go for four obols)' and so forth
;

' this is what

you must submit to when you go marketing for fish/

' When I see the generals,' says Alexis, (p. 391)
'

drawing

up their eyebrows (giving themselves airs), I feel vexed,

but don't much wonder that those selected by the city

for high honour should be more conceited than their

neighbours, but when I see the ruffianly fishmongers

looking down, and having their eyebrows drawn up to

the crown of their heads, I choke with rage. And if you
ask one of them, at what do you sell these two mullets,

he says: 'ten obols.' 'A big price, would you take

eight ?
' '

Yes, if you buy one of them.' ' Come friend,

take the money and don't be joking.'
' The price is I

fixed, off with you.' Is not this bitterer than gall itself?]

It is idle to multiply these quotations, when the
idea]

has been fully conveyed ; they show plainly what isl

told in hundreds of other passages, that there was
a|

sort of trade-union spirit among the retailers at Athens,!

and that they had succeeded in some branches of

business, at all events, in keeping up high prices. The
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city being four miles from the sea, it was nearly im-

possible to obtain fish directly from the boats, and thus

the fishmongers were in a strong position. There were

indeed laws enacted to prevent them from selling stale

fish, for we are told that they were even forbidden to

sprinkle it with water. But as they are alleged to have

evaded this law by fainting in their stalls, and getting

their friends to inundate them with water, so I suppose
in other respects they contrived to make their profits

in spite of these interferences.

V 2



CHAPTER X.

ATTIC CULTURE. ENTERTAINMENTS AND CONVER-

SATION. THE SOCIAL POSITION OF BOYS.

THESE considerations, however, suggest to me to

say something more particular concerning the tone

of Greek dinner-parties, the preparation of which was

so troublesome. I shall not spend one line on dis-

cussing the peculiar dishes, and the peculiar ways of

dressing them a minute and tedious enquiry, as any
one may see who will open Athenseus. It is not at

all so important to us to know what the Greeks ate,

as to know with what manners and conversation they

ate, and I cannot but think that most handbooks of

Greek antiquities make the mistake of confining them-

selves so closely to the materials of old Greek life,

that the really important features fall into the back-

ground.

We have, in addition to the allusions in the Middle

and New Comedy, three detailed pictures of imaginary
Greek dinner-parties, one the scene in Aristophanes'

V, Wasps above alluded to (p. 206) ,
in which the gentle-

manly son instructs his father how to behave a scene,

by the way, which shows that I am correct in making
this particular branch of refinement a feature of the
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Platonic, and not the Periclean age. The two other

pictures are the Symposia of Plato and of Xenophon,
in each of which Socrates' presence at a banquet of

aristocratic gentlemen is made the occasion of much

philosophical and aesthetical conversation. The dialogue

of Xenophon is as usual tamer and less brilliant than

that of his rival, but probably more faithful to life, and

a more natural specimen of Greek society than the

deep and mystical composition of Plato, which, though

now-a-days greatly admired, was by old critics, such as

Dicaearchus *, despised as fyopriKov.

Of course the whole tone of the entertainments was

affected by the exclusion of married women, and of the

children, who dined at midday
2
. As I said before,

^Conversation took a leading place in Athenian society.

'We,' says a Spartan character, (Mein. iii. p. 208) 'are

great both at eating and working, but the Athenians

at talking, and eating little, and the Thebans at eating

I a great deal/ Plato goes so far, in a striking passage of

his Protagoras, as to charge with great stupidity those

that introduce musicians into their feasts, as being people

devoid of rational conversation, and hiring mercenary
musicians to amuse their guests

3
.

' The talk about the

poets seems to me like a commonplace entertainment

to which a vulgar company have recourse
; who, because

they are not able to amuse or converse one another,

while they are drinking, with the sound of their own
voices and conversation, by reason of their stupidity,

1
Miiller, Frag. Hist. ii. p. 243.

*
Aristoph. Cocalus,/r. 2,

Jowett, ii. p. 156, (p. 347 D).
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raise the price of flute-girls in the market, hiring for a

great sum the voice of a flute instead of their own

breath, to be the medium of intercourse among them :

but when the company are real gentlemen and men of

-education, you will see no flute-girls, or dancing-girls,
or harp-girls ;

and they have no nonsense or games, but

are contented with one another's conversation, of which

their own voices are the medium, and which they carry
on by turns and in an orderly manner, even though

they are very liberal in their potations.' This is exactly
the sort of thing we find in Plato's own Symposium,
of which there will be occasion to speak more par-

ticularly hereafter. This hostility to music at dinner-

parties was evidently a marked feature in the Socratic

society, for Aristophanes brings it out in his Clouds,

where old Strepsiades is giving an account of how he

and his son quarreled.
' As we were sitting at table,'

says he,
'
first I asked him to take up the lyre and sing

some song of Simonides, such as, The Shearing of the

Ram. But he replied that playing and singing at table

-were gone out of fashion (apxcuov zlv e^aovce to Ki6apL{uv

abecv re n'wovQ''), and only fit for women grinding at

the mill,' but ends by singing some loose lyric of

Euripides \ I think anyone who dines at those state

dinners, where it is the fashion to have a band playing,
will be disposed to agree with Plato that it is very

injurious to conversation.

But I fear Xenophon's Symposium shows that we
must not take Plato's standard as the usual one, and

1

Cp. Jowett's Plato, ii. p. 156 (p. 347 D) and Aristoph. Nubes, 1353

sqq. See also Meineke, Com. Frag. vol. iii. p. 119.
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that professional musicians, and even jugglers, were

commonly employed to amuse even those Athenian

.gentlemen, who, like the rich Callias, affected philosophy.

In that dialogue the Syracusan who has been hired

with his slaves for this purpose, is much annoyed at

Socrates for distracting the attention of the guests by
his talking powers; and all through, it is a sort of

conflict between the juggler and the philosopher,

whether gymnastic feats or philosophy are to have the

upper hand.

But assuming that conversation was to prevail, we
can easily see that this was the great reason why Attic

feasts were limited to a few guests. The studied

elegance and completeness of the appointments and

the attendance, are always sacrificed if there be a

crowd, and were not so much prized by cultivated gen-

tlemen of that day, as to make them forget that the

conversation must remain general, and never degene-
rate into separate tetes-a-tetes. In the Symposium of

Plato, and elsewhere, Socrates is at once pulled up if

he whispers, or addresses separate individuals. Even
in Herodotus' day, he represents the tyrant Cleisthenes

testing his daughters suitors Aeyo^e'ro) h \i<rov by
their powers of general conversation. Thus there was

in Plato's day no necessity for the officers mentioned at

a later period by the Comedians, and called yvvaiKovofioi,

who went round to private houses, and punished people

who had too large a number of guests. The ostentation

of these later days, and the decay of social culture,

may have led them back into such absurdities as our

state dinners, which can be paralleled by the feast which
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Herodotus speaks of, as given at Thebes to the noble

Persians of Mardonius' army, of whom fifty were in-

vited, and a Greek gentleman sat beside each \ This

was stately, but was not society. So then according to

the highest Attic taste the number should not exceed

the limits which render general conversation possible.

But despite of their powers of talking, the Greeks

deprecated, as we do, any delay in serving the din-

ner, when the guests had arrived, especially as they

assembled in the dining-room.
' What a misfortune,'

says Alexis, (fr. incert. 13) 'to lie down at table

before dinner is ready, for there is no chance of sleep,

nor can we attend to what anyone says, for the mind
is intent upon the table.' This then is the mauvais

quart (Theure of the French. We may look back to

the passage in Aristophanes' Wasps already cited

(above p. 207) for hints as to the proper way of com-

mencing the entertainment under such circumstances.

But from the fact that such remarks on the appointments
are not common in Plato and Xenophon, they probably
felt what we should do, that praise of the banquet and

the furniture before the host's face was hardly refined

(doreioz;).

I cannot but think that the same principles must

have been applied to those stock contrivances for

keeping up conversation which are so often mentioned

in the Comedy, I mean the scolia, when one guest

commenced a sentence in verse, and handed a branch

to any other he chose, who was compelled to finish the

-
1

x
Cp. also the state-dinner given by Philip of Macedon, iEschines

p. 143 (Teubner).
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verse in the cleverest way he could. Of this practice

we have happily a remarkable specimen in the Wasps,
where the only real social talent displayed by the old

dicast is in rounding off the scolia with political jokes

and allusions.

The other stock contrivance was the ypfyos or

riddle, which appears to have been a later fashion, and

perhaps to have supplanted the scolia. The fashionable

kraipai were very celebrated for propounding these

riddles, many of which are quoted by the grammar-
ians. But of course, as among ourselves now-a-days
riddles and acrostics and all such stuff are miserable

substitutes for witty or even sensible conversation, so

there seems in the philosophical dialogues of the

Platonic age a silent contempt for such devices. They
too, like music or tumbling, are inconsistent with a

really good and general conversation.

It is from the very same stand-point that Menander,
whose essentially refined and social temper belonged
more properly to the Platonic than the Hellenistic age,

complains of the miser}' of being invited to join a

family party at dinner, whereas on the other hand he

censures as vulgar the habit of crowding the table on

such occasions with strangers (Mein. iv. 202). Thus a

marriage feast is necessarily a family party, and to this

the family alone, and old family friends, should be in-

vited. ' For {Jr. incert. 16) it is labour and sorrow to

fall in among a company of relations, where the father

keeping the bottle in his hand begins the conversation,

and jokes in trite saws, then the mother comes next,

then some grandmother puts in her talk, then a hoarse
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old man, her father, and then some old woman that

calls him her darling. But he nods assent to them all.'

It appears that well-bred ladies affected small

appetites, and the Milesian and Cean maidens were

even water-drinkers, in spite of the constant accusa-

tions of drunkenness brought against Greek women in

Attic Comedy. Of course they were never present

except at strictly family dinners. The ladies who

frequented men's society, though they too affected the

same modesty, were often I fear led away to greater

indulgences than were consistent with the purest Attic

salt.

Drunkenness was about as common and as repre-

hended, as it now is; but it is indeed a difficult problem

to explain how the Greeks managed to get drunk on the

very weak mixture they drank. Three parts of water

to two of wine was the usual proportion, four to three

was thought strong, equal parts
' made them mad,' as one

of the comic fragments asserts \ I am unable to dis-

cover whether their wines were stronger, or their heads

weaker, than ours. This is certain, that to them their

wines were fully as strong as whiskey is to us. As
to their various kinds and various value, it was as

large a subject as it now is. There are in Athenaeus

endless discussions about them, which are now very

uninteresting, as we cannot try the taste of the Greeks

by any specimens. Putting snow and salt water into

wine seems curious treatment. The most modern

feature in Greek wine-drinking is the coming into

1 See on this point Meineke, iii. p. 529 and iv. p. 605. Also Bergk's

Lyric Fragments pp. 594 and 1027.
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fashion of dry wines
*,
and the objections against them

by the adherents of the old fashion
;
as in Homer, for

example, sweetness was a special recommendation to

wine. We hear that it was brought round in carts,

like our city milk, and there are analogous complaints
that it was watered before selling it

(iii. 386, 405).
Its bouquet seems to have been as important as with

our wines, and there is a remarkable fragment of

Hermippus (ii. 410) comparing the Mendean, the

Magnesian, the Chian in this respect, giving how-

ever the palm to a wine called crai:pias, properly

rotten, but meaning very ripe, as we speak of Stilton

Cheese 2
.

These scattered details will give the reader some

idea of Attic entertaiments, especially if he compare
them with the detailed description in Plato's Sym-
posium. I think that in spite of an element of love

being admissible which is quite foreign to our notions,

and which compensated for the loss of female society

at these feasts, on the whole they were about as orderly

as our gentlemen's parties, and intellectually something
like an agreeable assemblage of university men, particu-

larly among lively people, like the Irish. This is I think

.a juster verdict than taking Plato for an historical guide,
as some Germans have done, and talking bombast

about the loftiness and splendour of Attic conversation.

To my taste indeed the description of his feast abounds

1

Posidippus (Meineke, iv. 526) says: Airfnjpos, airoros 6 fivpivrjs 6

rifitos. This epithet Sc^rjpos (dry) has greatly puzzled the Germans.
* The same epithet is applied by Aristophanes to a rich and luxurious

peace, coming after the wants and hardships of war.
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far too much in long speeches, which are decidedly

tedious, and which would certainly not be tolerated

at any agreeable party in Ireland, where this is the

branch of culture thoroughly understood. But of

course the scene of the banquet is only a secondary

point with Plato, and he has done wonders to combine

deep philosophical instruction with his scenery I am
far from censuring his great genius I only wish to

point out that for our present purpose his dialogue is

not a safe guide.

There are, however, some excellent points of manners

in the dialogue. Even Socrates dresses himself with

peculiar care, and wears sandals contrary to his usual

custom, owing to the fashionable nature of Agathon's
entertainment. But despite of this he proposes to a

friend whom he meets on the way to come with

him unbidden
;

and stopping in one of his usual

trances, the unbidden Aristodemus does not hesitate

to proceed by himself. ' When he reached the house

of Agathon (Jowett, ii. p. 492) he found the doors wide

open, and a servant coming out met him, and at once

led him into the banqueting-hall
1 in which the guests

were reclining, for the banquet was about to begin.
' Welcome, Aristodemus,' said Agathon,

'

you are just ii

time to sup with us
;

if you come on any other erranc

1
Cp. on this hospitable feature the charming fragment of Apollodorus

(Meineke, iv. p. 455), a writer of the New Comedy. He says:
' Wher

you go to visit a friend at his house, you can perceive his friendliness

the moment you enter the door, for first the servant who opens the

door looks pleased, then the dog wags its tail and comes up to you, anc

the first person you meet hands you a chair, before a word has beer

said.'
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put that off, and make one of us, as I was looking for

you yesterday, and meant to have asked you, if I could

have found you/ (I suspect this was a polite way of

speaking, not meant to be true.) But what have you
done with Socrates?' Aristodemus explains that he him-

self had come at Socrates' invitation. You were quite

right in coming' said Agathon, 'but where is he himself ?'

' He was behind me just now, and I cannot think what

has become of him.' Agathon then sends out a slave,

who finds Socrates in a portico, but comes back to say
that he cannot stir him. When Agathon is assured that

there is no use in farther messages, he acquiesces ;
and

adds :
* My domestics, who on these occasions become

my masters, shall entertain us as their guests. Put on

the table whatever you like,' he said to them,
' as you do

when there is no one to give you orders, which is my
habit. Imagine that you are our hosts, and that I and

the company are your guests, and treat us well and then

we shall commend you.' Presently Socrates makes his

appearance. Agathon is reclining himself at the end

of the table, which was, I suppose, the proper place for

the host.

When the meal is ended, the libations are offered,

and then a poem is sung to the god,
' but as they

were about to commence drinking, Pausanias reminded

them that they had had a bout yesterday, from which

he and most of them were still suffering, and they

ought to be allowed to recover, and not go on drink-

ing to-day.' They then agree not to drink hard, and

Eryximachus next proposes, that the flute-girl, who had

just made her appearance, be dismissed
;
she may play
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to herself, if she have a mind, or to the women who are

within !' So then it appears that the character of these

flute girls did not prevent them from being received, for

amusement's sake, in respectable ladies' apartments.
' But on this day let us have conversation instead.'

What follows is indeed not properly conversation, but

long speeches in honour of love.

These are suddenly interrupted by a great knocking
at the door of the house as of revellers, and the sound

of a flute-girl is heard. Agathon tells the attendants to

go and see who were the intruders. If they are friends

of ours,' said he, 'invite them in, but if not, say the

drinking is over.' Here we again have great politeness

at the expense of truth. A little while afterwards they

hear the voice of Alcibiades resounding in the court
;

he was in a great state of intoxication, and kept shout-

ing, 'Where is Agathon ?' and at length supported by the

flute-girl, and by some of his companions, he made his

way to him.

I shall not follow up the very strange scene that

ensued, but recommend all those desirous of seeing

how far Greek ideas on some subjects differ from ours,

to read Alcibiades' speech which follows. The feast is

however again interrupted by another band of revellers,

apparently strangers, 'who suddenly enter (p. 538) and

spoil the order of the banquet.' Someone who was

going out having left the door open, they had found

their way in, and made themselves at home
; great

confusion ensued, and everybody was compelled to

drink large quantities of wine.' Aristodemus having

at last fallen asleep, is awakened towards daybreak
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by the crowing of the cock, and finds that the others

were either asleep or gone away ;
there remained

awake only Socrates, Aristophanes, and Agathon, who

were drinking out of a large goblet which they passed

round, and Socrates was discoursing to them. Aristo-

demus did not hear the beginning of it, and he was

only half awake, but the chief thing which he remem-

bered was Socrates insisting to the other two that the

genius of comedy was the same as that of tragedy,

and that the writer of tragedy ought to be a writer of

comedy also. To this they were compelled to assent,

being sleepy, and not quite understanding his meaning/
Such is the scene drawn by Plato of a fashionable

banquet of young men of quality at Athens. It strikes

us as strangely similar to one of the supper parties

that most of us remember in our College days. Acute

argument and philosophical discussion combined with

hard drinking and perhaps some ribald talk late in the

evening an open door to any exhilarated passer by, who
is attracted by the sound of revelry. In one point the

Greeks had the advantage, there was none of that

noisy singing, or of those stupid personal compliments
in the shape of toasts, which degrade modern supper

parties.

The general tone of Xenophon's Symposium is not

dissimilar, though he admits, not drunken revellers, but

professional makers of pleasure, such as the joker Philip-

pus, and the Syracusan jugglers. The feast was given by
the rich Callias at his sea residence in the Peirseus, and

properly for a beautiful young friend Autolycus, whom he

invites with his father. He meets on his waythe Socratic
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party, five in number, and presses them to join him.
' At first,' says Xenophon

' as was seemly they declined

the invitation with thanks (irpSiTov \xkv, &<nrep dxbs rjv,

eiraivovvres ti]v K\i]<nv} oux. vtikt^vovvto avvbemvrjaetv)

but when they saw that he would be vexed at their

refusal, they went with him.' At first however they

are all so struck with the beauty of Autolycus, that they

keep their eyes fixed on him, and are speechless, some

of them too show signs of awkward constraint (k^xw --

tl(ovt6 7tcos). So then they dined in silence as if

ordered to do so by a superior.

At this moment Philippus the joker knocks at the

door, and tells the servant to announce who he is, and

why he desires admission. ' It would be disgraceful,'

says Callias,
' to shut the door against him, let him

come in/ But the company is too serious, and will

not appreciate his jokes, at which he gets very angry,

and is appeased with politeness by the host. The

course of this feast results in a mixture of conversation

with professional entertainment, which may have made

a pleasant evening, in spite of Plato's strictures on

such devices. It is to be observed that Autolycus

goes off to bed before the last scene (of Ariadne and

Bacchus) introduced by the Syracusan a scene which

could hardly have been considered suitable before so

young and innocent a guest.

It seems plain from both these dialogues, especially

from the end of Xenophon's, that even when the guests

became intoxicated and went out in procession through

the streets, there was no other place of resort for them

but the houses of their friends, especially of friends who
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had company on the same night; failing these they

invaded the houses of strangers. This corroborates

what I said above, that we find no trace of gambling

houses, hells, and other such establishments so common
in modern cities, which are only frequented at dead of

night, and generally by men tired of drinking at

private houses '.

The great and striking feature in all this convivial

society I have kept back for a special discussion I

mean the peculiar delight and excitement felt by the

Greeks in the society of handsome youths, and the

attachments of this kind which were common all

through historical Greece. This it was, which gave
to almost every feast of men the same sort of agree-

able zest which the young men of our own time feel

in the company of young ladies. But such an enter-

tainment as the modern ball would have appeared to

the old Greek profoundly immoral and shocking, just

as we are apt to regard his attachments as contrary

to all reason and sense of propriety. There is no

field of enquiry, where we are so dogmatic in our

social prejudices, and so determined by the special cir-

cumstances of our age and country. I need not go so

far away or so far back as the Greeks, to find a judgment
on our evening parties, which will prove how grossly

men may mistake the entertainments of other nations.

1 There are some disreputable pothouses alluded to in the Attic

orators, but they appear to have been frequented only in the day. I

suppose they were either outside the walls, or closed by law at night.

Cp. Lysias, pp. 122, 125, Isocrates, ii. p. 169 (Teubner), Isseus, p. 53

(Tauchnitz).

X
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A well known French writer on social subjects notices

with wonder that he was present at a ball in England,
where a large party of young people of opposite sexes

were dancing and talking together, and that though no

chaperon or elderly person of any kind was immedi-

ately present, he nevertheless could hear or see no

indecency or impropriety whatever ! Verily a striking

commentary on his own nation *
!

I can, however, easily imagine a modern Irishman

transplanted to an old Greek symposium, and there

observing that in spite of the romantic feelings existing

between the men present, nothing was done, or even

hinted at, inconsistent with the strictest taste and pro-

priety. I will not deny that this sentiment in the

Greek mind did ally itself with passion, and lead to

strange and odious consequences, but we should not for-

get the modern parallel, that in the midst of all the

romantic and chivalrous respect with which ladies are

treated in society, there are also cases where senti-

ment allies itself with passion, and leads to conse-

quences socially more serious, though less revolting (of

course) to our tastes.

While there exist sexes and passions the wild beast,

as Plato calls it, within the frame of every strong man
we can (socially) guard against their dangers by two

methods only, by strict seclusion or supervision of the

weaker sex, as v/as done in old Greece, and as is done

1 Thus many religious people of strict lives have notions about dancing

parties, and about theatrical performances, totally at variance with facts.

Either they or their informants seem to have obtained their knowledge

in some strange places of amusement.
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in modern France up to the time of marriage, or by

the cultivation of a romantic and chivalrous feeling,

which seeks the ennobling of its object so eagerly

as to obscure and blind the carnal eye. This is at-

tained in our higher society, and was aimed at by
the Platonic Greeks in regard of their boy friends.

A great part of the heroism of Greece, a great part of

their few unselfish friendships, a great part of their

highest education, was based upon these, often purely

romantic, attachments. But when we find such men as

Parmenides, as Epaminondas,as Sophocles, as Alexander

not free from guilt in forming them
;
when we find so

pure and lofty a teacher as Socrates distinctly resting

all his influence upon them, but clearly confessing a barely

repressed passion which fired him with its enthusiasm,

at the cost of many a hard struggle in the face of

these phenomena we must learn more and more to iden-

tify these Greek feelings with the mixed feelings enter-

tained by young men for their equals of opposite sex.

The Darwinians say that these feelings are all

based upon a purely physical want, and have written

(especially Hackel) things justly offensive to modern

taste on the subject. But, even supposing that they were

right, their argument does not the least affect the present

case, so long as these physical springs are not conscious-

ly felt. Every English gentleman, who has not gone
in search of low philosophy to palliate bad morals,

will testify that though there is a distinct difference

in his sentiment as regards friends of the opposite sex,

yet to him, consciously at least, any physical cause is

not only rare, but abhorrent. His sentiment takes the

X 2
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form of brighter conversation, or increased politeness,

of voluntary slavery, of keenness in argument or in

teaching, and stops there in almost every case, giving

him no trouble or thought when the hour passes, and in

nowise related to that strong want, with which the

Darwinians identify it.

Even in the exceptional case where this sentiment

leads to the longing for a permanent union, it is held

separate from the lower passion, so much so that a

modern gentleman who married for the reasons ad-

mitted by S. Paul, would be justly stigmatised as a low

and brutal creature, who was dishonouring the so-called

object of his affections. We are ready enough to admit

all these things as to our own society, and we know

quite well, as I have said, that a great proportion of the

passing attachments among our young people have

no conscious physical source, nor does such a notion

present itself to the purer minds among us. But

when we come to consider the parallel case of Greek

society, and the attachments there formed, we are

by no means so generous or so just, and there is

generally a feeling of wonder and of disgust that so

highly-wrought natures should have tolerated such

strange and unnatural attachments.

As to the epithet unnatural, the Greeks would

answer probably, that all civilisation was unnatural,

that its very existence presupposed the creation of

new instincts, the suppression of old, and that many
of the best features in all gentle life were best

because they were unnatural. But as to the facts

of the case, they would indignantly deny that in
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better Greek society these attachments led to crime.

Of course there were excesses, just as there are in

the relations of the sexes now-a-days. But as

is the case now-a-days, these excesses were not

such as to justify them in abandoning what they

held to be their noblest and most peculiar plea-

sure. There were indeed cities, they would say, like

Elis and Thebes, where such unions were openly re-

cognised by law, where no one objected to such rela-

tions being even physical. The sacred band of Thebes

was cemented by these relations, and the greatest and

purest of all the Greeks in history Epaminondas was

known to have been attached in this way to the boy

Asopichus, without fear and without reproach. There

were other states, such as Chalcis in Euboea, and the

Cretan cities, where the lawgivers had expressly sanc-

tioned these things after previously forbidding them,

owing to the useful results they afforded.

But in spite of this large and respectable body of

opinion in favour of allowing such intimacies without

restriction, all the higher classes in both Sparta and

Athens would agree in reprobating them, when they
exceeded mere sentimental friendships. To these

latter they held fast as the best outcome of their cul-

ture, as the highest possible stimulus to virtue and

refinement
;
and the excesses to which they led were

branded by Plato and by men of his stamp just as we
should brand the conduct of modern gentlemen when

they allow their admiration of the other sex to exceed

the bounds of mere sentiment. But so different were

Greek notions on this point from ours, that they would
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have thought these sentimental friendships of ours un-

natural, seeing that to Greeks they suggested something

beyond them, whereas their male attachments were

naturally only sentimental, so that any excess could

be more easily avoided and more justly censured.

So much I have ventured to say in explanation of

the attitude assumed by all the speakers in the philo-

sophical dialogues, by all the orators, even by many of

the poets. I have sought to show how from its senti-

mental side, this feature in Greek life can be con-

ceived as coexisting with purity and refinement. It

should not however be concealed or denied that in no

point was public opinion more widely at variance with

modern notions, than in its attitude towards excesses

in this direction. They were treated, I fear, more

leniently than even ordinary immorality is treated by

our worldly people. There are not wanting confessions

on the point, in which the speakers say that they are

ashamed, and confess that such things ought not to be,

but nevertheless seem pretty certain that their hearers

will regard them guilty of no more than an ordinary

human weakness. Such is the famous scene in Plato's

Symposium, where Alcibiades, who all through treats

Socrates with the airs of a jealous mistress, gives an

account of his temptation of Socrates, and of the

triumph of the latter by his sobriety and purity. Such

is the speech in court, which Lysias has left us, in

which the pleader owns to an attachment of this kind,

which involved him in a serious case of assault and

battery, and for which he apologises to the jury, but

without fear or anxiety, as an excusable weakness.
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To us these things are so repugnant and disgusting,

that all mention of them is usually omitted when

treating of Greek culture. But this is to ignore a leading

feature, and the principal blot, in their civilisation,

as compared to ours one too which affected society

deeply and constantly, so that without estimating it our

judgment of the Greeks must be imperfect and even

false
1
. I have already spoken of its effects in giving

zest and life to societies of men, now so dull and

stupid, and I have above (p. 239) mentioned how men
talked of the leading beauties at Athens, and crowded

to see them in the palaestra, just as we turn to admire

the belle in a modern ball room.

I must not, in concluding this painful subject, fail to

add the effects produced on the education of boys. It

seems to me that this moral risk to which Greek boys

1 The most important authorities on this curious question are the

second book of Theognis' Elegies; Plato's Symposium (Jowett i. pp.

496 sqq.) and his Laws (Jowett iv. 157, 347-8, 353); the 8th Chapter
of Xenophon's Symposium ; the third oration of Lysias (Tlpos 2j'^<wo) ;

the remarks of Aristotle in Midler's Fragg. Hist. ii. pp. 132, 143, io,

2ii, note; JEschines' oration against Tlmarchus; Plutarch's Agis

capp. 11 and 13, and Lucian's Amores. These are all directly

upon the subject ; stray allusions to it are endless and not

worth citing, save that Aristophanes commonly and publicly re-

proaches his audience with this crime. In Plato's Symposium and

elsewhere it is distinctly set above the love of women, which is

held to be inferior and carnal ;
it is also held to be the mark of free

cities, as Oriental tyrants were afraid of these strong attachments

among men, which often resulted in conspiracies. It appears from

.Sschines that any one who made money of it as a trade, was dis-

franchised, and we know that there were regular establishments for these

wretched creatures ;
but a single attachment, and one not paid with

money, was strictly within both law and public respect.
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were liable, made their moral training, when successful,

more perfect than any now aimed at, even by the strict-

est parents. In fact the higher education of a Greek boy

combined, with the highest physical and intellectual

training then attainable, a moral supervision as strict

as that aimed at by us in bringing up our daughters.

Far from casting out their sons into public schools,

with the full knowledge that they will there lose all

their simplicity and innocence, Greek parents of the

better sort kept their sons constantly under the eye of

a slave tutor, a pedagogue, a sort of male duenna, who

never let them out of his sight. It is complained,

indeed, both by the speakers in Plato, and in the come-

dies, that these slaves were mostly old, that they spoke

with a bad accent, that they were rough in their man-

ners, and that they were chosen for the office of peda-

gogue because they were useless for any other purpose.

But we should never forget that we hear this from the

very people who found them in the way, and who were

thwarted and hindered by their presence. Thus many
a most respectable and kindhearted duenna has been

spoken of as a disgusting old harridan, because she was

faithful to her charge, and perhaps the highest encomium

in her favour is this abuse from her natural enemies.

However then, the pedagogues may be abused, no-

thing can be more certain than that the boys whom

they had in charge were probably the most attractive

the world has ever seen. There are no sketches in all

literature more exquisite than these youths in Plato

and Xenophon. They combine with the highest beauty

and intelligence a peculiar modesty and freshness,
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which is worn off our boys by the soil of school life,

and which now no longer dwells among us, save in our

delicately brought up girls. All this maiden grace and

purity, this implicit obedience to parents, this docility

to instruction, was, I believe, the direct result of the

greater moral risks to which they were liable, and

the consequent greater chastity and reticence with

which they were brought up \

There was no question more agitated at Athens than

the education of boys. There was no controversy on

which party-spirit ran more hotly, or on which the old

and the new Attic life differed more profoundly. The

older fashion had been to bring up boys very much as

we bring up girls, keeping them constantly under the

eye of a special attendant or teacher, insisting above

all things on purity and modesty, teaching them the re-

ceived religion and a little of the standard literature,

inculcating obedience to the gods and to parents, but

aiming at no higher intellectual standard. If we

except the gymnastic training of Greek boys in the

older Attic period, and to which the calisthenics or

deportment of modern young ladies but faintly cor-

responds, we shall, I thiDk, see reason for the assertion

that it was very like what is, and has been, the received

education of girls in our own civilisation. The locus

classicus on this question is undoubtedly the famous

controversy between thejust and the unjust arguments

1 Greek fathers spoke more freely with their sons on these points than

we should do. iEschines (In Timarch. p. 84) assumes that all the boys
will ask about this infamous case, and have it explained to them by their

parents.
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in Aristophanes' Clouds (vv. 934 sqq.) in which the poet,

who was of the old school, puts the fairest colours on the

education of his own youth. Whether he paints with equal

fairness the new education may well be questioned.

But the collateral evidence we possess leaves us in

no doubt as to its real nature. Among the Sophists,

and with Socrates, sceptical inquiry, intellectual acute-

ness, rational persuasion usurped the place of the old-

fashioned training in received dogmas and in popular

music. Instead of playing and singing in society, their

pupils were taught to discuss morals and religion, and to

train themselves for politics and courts of justice rather

than for the battle-field. Of course the usual results

followed. Despite of the great earnestness and exceed-

ing manliness of Socrates, whose strong and healthy

nature withstood the dangers and temptations of his

condition, his disciples had the very opposite repu-

tation. With a few such exceptions as Xenophon and

Plato, they were daring unprincipled men, either reck-

less in politics, if they were ambitious
;
or reckless in

morals, if they were sensual.

This sceptical questioning fell in too well with the

salient weaknesses of Greek nature to escape perver-

sion
;
and so while to the world at large, down to our

own day, the gain from the teaching of Socrates has

been greater than that from the teaching of any other

man, to the Athens of his day the damage was, I

believe, grave and remarkable. I have not the least

doubt that the constantly repeated accusations of the

Comic poets are mainly true, and that the idleness

openly countenanced by Socrates was most injurious
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to his school. Of course he did -not call it idleness
;

to him a deep and earnest discussion of morals, an

extracting of thought from the dormant intellect of a

pupil, was the noblest and most important business

of life, but as he never even hinted at a test to dis-

tinguish serious and useful conversation from idle

subtilties, and wordy waste of time, his school was

certain to fall into this mistake. Even the greatest

of them all, Plato, shows us plainly by his dialogues

what a superfluity of talk was thought desirable by the

school, and there is no feeling stronger in modern

practical minds, upon reading these doubtless immortal

but never ending discussions, than the feeling that the

Socratic school were a school of idlers, whose time

either had no other value, or if it had, was frittered

away with unpardonable wastefulness *.

But of course the excessive conversation of these

dialogues was no general Greek type. I suppose that the

Ischomachus of Xenophon's CEconomics would not have

tolerated it. He went himself daily to look after his

country farm, and took his gallop across country in

1 Observe the contrast of the respectable and diligent Nicias.
' Thus then guarding himself against the professional false accusers

he neither dined out, nor mixed in general society or conversation, nor

did he at all allow himself leisure for such amusements, but as Archon

he remained at his office till night, and was the last to leave the council,

having been the first to come. Nay even when he had no public duties to

perform, he was hard of access and difficult to meet, for he stayed at home
and in seclusion. But his friends used to receive people who came to his

door, and beg of them to excuse him on the plea that even then Nicias

was engaged about some public business.' Plutarch's Nicias, cap. v.

Plutarch thinks from the tone of the comic poets, that this diligence

was partly assumed. This I do not believe.
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order, as he says, to know how to manage his horse

when he served in the cavalry in war. The very

general criticism in the Comedy of the day shows

what the public felt, and we may conclude that here,

as usual, we have preserved to us the spokesmen of

the opposite sides, and that the higher education of

Athens, though deeply affected by the sceptical spirit

of Socrates, nevertheless maintained the old music

and gymnastic training, nay even (as we shall see) the

old orthodoxy to a considerable extent. Athenian boys

were after all in most respects like our own.

If there had been any game in Attica, they would

have taken to hunting, as the Spartans did
;

and

the theoretical educators knew quite well what most

of us do not, that such field sports as this are vastly

superior to pure athletics in their effects upon the

mind. It were well to reflect upon this now-a-days,

when boat-racing and running and jumping and

putting weights are bidding fair to take the place of

our old foxhunting, and shooting, and fishing. The

Greeks knew very well, what we ignore, that such

sports as require excessive bodily training and care

are low and debasing in comparison to those which

are content with the ordinary strength and quickness

of young men, but stimulate them to higher mental

exercise daring and decision in danger, resource and

ingenuity in difficulties \ Plato argues this point fully,

and we find it again strongly put in Plutarch's Philo-

pcemen.
' As he appeared to have natural qualifica-

tions for wrestling, and some of his friends and tutors

1
Cp. Jowett's Plato, iv. p. 154; and Grote's Plato, iii. p. 174.
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urged him to train, he asked whether athletic training

would at all interfere with his condition for military

purposes/ Being told that it would, 'he not only-

avoided it altogether and ridiculed it, but afterwards

when commanding punished all such training with dis-

grace and even insult.' But he rather feared physical re-

sults. Plato sees the mental consequences more plainly.

The want of game, as I have said, in Attica, stood

greatly in the way of this part of education, and so the

high-spirited youths who could not bear to keep talk-

ing all day, were obliged to vary their gymnastics with

lower amusements dice-playing, drinking and de-

bauchery which are much complained of by Isocrates

(ii. p. 169).

What I have said hitherto refers only to boys of

some age, who were approaching the age of puberty,

and had arrived at such a mental stage, as was suited

for philosophical discussion. As to little children we
have but scanty advice, and apparently not much

sympathy among the philosophers. It was in fact

mainly the intellect which attracted the attention of

these speculators. The only educator who seems to me
to have had a really deep sympathy with the temptations

of his pupils was Socrates, and he did not seem to

concern himself with little children, but only with

boys old enough to inspire him with passion.

I fear Plato was an old bachelor, and estimated chil-

dren accordingly.
' Of all animals,' he says in the Laws

(iv. 322) 'the boy is the most unmanageable, he is the

most insidious, sharpwitted, and insubordinate/ He
notices in the sequel how peculiarly the Egyptians
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excelled in the education of children, thereby implying

inferiority in the Greeks. He proposes indeed to have

two or three stout nurses to carry about each child

in his ideal State, chiefly to obviate their roaring,

in which he contrasts them unfavourably with the

lower animals
;
but this very advice, and the reason

for it, speaks plainly the unsympathetic doctrinaire.

So Aristotle, too, when he recommends for little

children toys,
' that they may not break the house-

hold furniture,' shows himself both a bad observer,

and a bad adviser. Toys are most injurious to

the peace of mind and the good temper of children
;

they will by no means save the furniture, and it is

certain that intelligent children will exercise both

their minds and bodies far better by inventing plays

and games, as they all do, than by struggling for the

possession of a new toy, which is broken and forgotten

within a few hours.

I fancy, though we have little evidence, that the

average Greek parents were harsher than we are. Lysis

(Plato, i. p. 49) says he would be beaten if he touched

his mother's spinning gear. He would be called in at

once if they wanted reading or writing done an allu-

sion which leads us to suspect that the older generation
were not very perfectly educated. But in spite of the

repressive system of education described in this in-

teresting passage of Plato, we know from Plutarch's

anecdote (above, p. 218) about Alcibiades, that boys
even of high family played in the street, and in the

cartway.

I am persuaded by other hints, that the streets of
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Athens were not at all more fit for respectable boys to

play in than the streets of modern towns. I have men-

tioned people opening their doors, and shouting erTO)

(stand aside) to the passers by, before they threw out dirty

water, as they do in the lanes of London and Dublin.

We hear of no strict supervision of the streets nothing

that I know of save one allusion in Aristophanes to men

being arrested as intoxicated, if they went out without

a walking-stick (fiaKrripiov), and one in Hypereides that

women who misconducted themselves in the streets

were fined 1000 drachmae an enormous fine. Never-

theless, though in theory hurried walking, or laughter,

or noise of any kind was thought vulgar the ordinary

Athenian public did not live up to an ideal level. Old

gentlemen often went along whistling, as Aristophanes

tells us. Crowds too would gather in the streets, not

only to run after a groom who was leading a splendid

horse
*,
as Xenophon tells us, but also to hear and join

in an altercation.

A very amusing account of such a street brawl is

given in one of Lysias' speeches. It was concerning
the possession of a boy whom the speaker endeavoured

to rescue from a drunken party attempting to carry

him off by violence. They had rushed into a fuller's

shop, where the boy had taken refuge and concealed

1
Cp. also Lysias, p. 1 78 on the other side. We see how ordinary

hacks were so common, that a very poor man could borrow one to ride

about on business, instead of doing the more comfortable thing and

driving. Isaeus (p. 53) corroborates this inference, when he tells us

that one could be had for three minae (13), apparently the lowest

price.
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himself. The boy was dragged out screaming and bawl-

ing ;
and many people having come up and crying out

shame, the party gave them no heed, but knocked down

the fuller and others who tried to rescue the boy. The

speaker then came up, and as the boy was his special

favourite, he forthwith joins in the fight. He and the

boy both take to throwing stones, and being helped

by the by-standers, there was a general melee. In

this row we all had our heads broken 1
.' He says that

there were presently 200 people present.

The. men who had been drunk and had assaulted the

speaker came afterwards and apologised, which was

the gentlemanly thing to do, as the penalties for assault

and battery were at Athens very severe, and would be

enforced if the matter should come into court. Probably

for the same season, we are told (Lysias, p. 98) that

actions for abusive language were thought disreputable.

But I must reserve the legal peculiarities of the Athe-

nian state for a special discussion. I have here only

sought to show that while the theories of Plato were

most advanced and philosophical on education, there

was probably as great a difference between his specula-

tions and ordinary Athenian practice, as there is

between our theory and our practice in education. I

hold it therefore uncritical to quote Plato's Dialogues as

evidences of Athenian education, except where he

alludes to the ordinary practice directly, and often as

differing from his views. Most of his theories were

peculiar
to himself, or to the select few brought up in

the higher atmosphere of Socratic teaching.

' tv tovtoi T<f 6opv(Scp avvTpiP6/x($a ras Kpa\oLs airavres (p. 31).



CHAPTER XL

RELIGIOUS FEELING IN THE ATTIC AGE.

The common theory as to the religion of the Greeks

assumes that in Homeric days men believed faithfully

in the acts and adventures of the Gods, as they were

collected and recited by the Epic poets. In these

primitive days the personification of natural powers
was universally admitted as the only reasonable ex-

planation of the action and order of nature
;
and it

seemed hot only impious but absurd to the early Greek

to regard his Helios *as no longer a great god driving
his chariot daily, and casting an eye of desire upon the

fair things of this world, but a mere lump of whitened

metal suspended in the sky, and moved at the

beck of some unseen and spiritual agency. In this

sense the saying of Herodotus is often quoted, that

Homer and Hesiod ' made the theology of the Greeks :'

in other words, these widely-spread and popular poems

gave some connected view of the various scattered

local beliefs concerning the Gods and their relations to

men.

Mr. Grote has shown with great ability and force, in

his celebrated xvith chapter, how this simple un-

reasoning faith began to fade out under the light of

Y
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criticism when the nation awoke into conscious re-

flection. The Greeks were too subtle and thoughtful

a people to remain content with any received dogmas
either in religion or in politics, without sifting and

testing them by the light of reason; and the Epic

theology of the Greeks required no singular acuteness

to exhibit its inherent defects. Apart from the element

of the supernatural, which must always lack scientific

evidence, and is generally made to act without

sufficient reason apart, I say, from this element

there were open and uncensured immoralities, which

must shock the moral sense of any sound human

nature. To these blots in the Epic literature I have

already often adverted. The constant quarrels of the

gods, carried on by confessed fraud and deceit, and

involving injustice in the treatment of innocent

mortals, are almost the salient feature in the Iliad.

In the Odyssey we have, in the same way, but little

rational Providence, and in place of it, the man repre-

sented as the mere plaything of his friendly or hostile

god. In addition to this, we have, in the lay of Demo-

docus, the first of these strange poems, called hymns
to the gods, which detail adulteries and perjuries and

fornications as no exceptional part of an eternal and

supremely happy life.

The remarkable feature in this Epic theology is how-

ever, that it is by no means made up of immoralities.

These are a frequent and prominent feature in the

poems, but appear rather as the sport and recreation of

the blessed gods. For there are distinct moral principles

justice, humanity, gratitude, underlying the^levities
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and excesses of the gods, and- it still remains to us a

problem hard to solve, how these higher notions should

have been combined with what was plainly disgusting

and immoral, even in the serious thoughts of the poets

themselves.

Of the many theories suggested in explanation I

shall refute only one, because it has the merit of com-

parative novelty, and because it seems to me exactly to

reverse the real facts of the case. For under such

circumstances a refutation is a statement of the right

theory. I allude to the popular views of the compara-
tive mythologers, who hold that the immoral stories

about the Greek gods and heroes were not composed
as such by the poets, but are misunderstood and mis-

translated versions of old physical aspects of nature.

The old poetical view of the sun or dawn being over-

powered by the dark clouds, or by the night, thus turns

into the story of Helen, the wife of Menelaus, being
carried away by the adulterous Paris. The stealing of

the oxen of Apollo by Hermes, as detailed in the hymn
to Hermes, is the same fact, or a similar one, translated

into mythical symbolism. Mythology is forsooth only a

disease in language, a literal understanding of primitive

metaphors, a forgetting that even the ideas most remote

from sense must have names of sensuous origin, and

that the action most remote from voluntary action

must be assimilated to it in our nomenclature. Thus,

say the comparative mythologers, the Greek poets did

not invent immoralities about the gods, but fell into

believing them by mistake, and propagating them by
tradition.

Y 2
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It is indeed difficult to discuss such a theory

seriously, especially when we find it in its naked ex-

. travagance in the works of Mr. Cox \ In a former

book I have gone into some detail upon the theory,

and have shown a good many of the fundamental

fallacies with which it positively teems 2
. The best and

most proper answer to it is such a reductio ad absurdum
as was performed by a brilliant and well known writer

in the fifth number of the Dublin University Kotta-

bos, and has been accepted with the highest satisfac-

tion by competent judges all over the literary world.

But here I am concerned with only one point, the

confessed immorality of so many of the Greek myths,
a point which I did not touch in my former refutation.

I ask, has the theory in question even attempted to

explain it? For how does the misunderstanding of

an old pictorial statement about natural phenomena
introduce immorality? It may introduce volition

;
it

may introduce motives and intentions like unto ours
;

but why must it give these humanised actions an

immoral turn ! Why must Paris be an adulterer ; why
must Helen go with him of her own accord

; why must

Hermes perjure himself after his theft ; why must

Aphrodite seduce Anchises ? Under their clouds of

words, and their series of examples, the mythologers
seem to have completely forgotten what they had to

prove, and to have substituted assertion for argument.

Given the facts in their primitive and pictorial dress,

1
Especially his Mythology of the Aryan Nations, a book which is very

useful in showing the full results of the theory.
2
Prolegomena to Ancient History, pp. 42, sqq.
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they do not suggest anything but simple acts carried

out by conscious agents, instead of mere natural forces.

The old language does not suggest the motives, or

paint the scenery these must be added by the epic

poet, when he is about to produce the story in a

mythical form. And so if the poet were a serious and

moral author, he would give these stories a serious and

moral complexion, and add to the facts such motives as

he thought worthy of the blessed gods ;
if on the con-

trary he were a smooth court poet, singing to an

audience of loose morals, and of doubtful honesty, he

would naturally attribute to the gods motives similar

to those common among his own hearers, and transfer

to the immortals the foibles and the doubtful amuse-

ments of human princes and princesses.

This is what was done by the Homeric poets. The

levity of the Ionic character, which we see afterwards

in the history of the Asiatic colonies, which speaks in

I the fragments of Mimnermus and of Anacreon, was

present in the Homeric audiences, who received with

laughter and amusement these sallies about the im-

mortal gods. We can imagine what ground for satire

was given by the theory that the gods came down
from Olympus, and allied themselves secretly with

mortal beauties
;
and we can also imagine the effect

upon the morals of Homeric princesses, if a breach of

chastity might be ascribed to Divine persuasion, and

the child of shame glorified by a supernatural origin.

The immoral elements in the Greek Epos were

^ therefore late additions to the old beliefs about the gods,

and invented by the rhapsodists to please the tastes of
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a luxurious and corrupt age. They are not nearly so

prominent in what we call Homer, as they are in the

Theogony of Hesiod and in the Homeric Hymns,
a strong argument in support of their late appear-

ance in the Epic age. The primitive features, on the

contrary, are noble and simple. The awful Zeus of

"Dodona, to whom the husbandman raises his hands

in pure adoration, is not only older but far purer than

the Zeus of Olympus, a sort of immortalised Aga-
memnon the prey of moral weakness within, and of

turbulent subjects without. Thus the Epic poets built

upon an old and pure foundation, but deformed and

defaced it with their voluptuous additions.

Far therefore from these immoralities being primi-

tive or early features of the Greek religion, as the

mythologers pretend, they were the accidental outcome

of a special court poetry, and it was as such that they
were so severely criticised by Xenophanes, and Socrates,

and all sound Greek philosophers. These sober critics

knew perfectly that they were inventions of the Epic

poets, overlaying a pure and simple basis, and could

they have eliminated this feature in the Epos, they would

doubtless have recommended expurgated editions, as

we now have (practically) expurgated Bibles, in which

we pass by objectionable chapters and even palliate

apparent immoralities, in order to force moral lessons

out of the rude history of the old Hebrews.

This analogy is far closer than at first appears, and

there is a vast deal of truth in calling Homer the Bible

of the Greeks. There are indeed three or four special

features so closely analogous to those of our faith in
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this Epic religion of the Greeks, as to be well worth a

special and detailed discussion. Such considerations,

if well established, should have no small effect upon
the attitude we take towards our own religious docu-

ments.

The first feature to be noted is the consistent asser-

tion of all our authorities that Homer wrote with a

moral intent, and with the conscious purpose of con-

veying moral lessons. There is nothing to my mind

farther from the truth, and yet nothing is more per-

sistently believed by the Greeks. It is directly im-

plied by Pindar, Aristophanes, Plato, and a host of

other authors. It is developed in the remaining frag-

I ments of Dicaearchus x to an extraordinary extent. In

fact, just as we read the old Hebrew history to our

children much more from a moral than an historical

attitude, and give to all the facts a didactic turn, so

the old Greeks read Homer as a moral work, con-

taining models of what men ought to be, exhibitions of

punished vice and meanness, examples of fortitude, of

"temperance, of justice, and of wisdom. If we object

that the Homeric poems were ill-suited to such a pur-

pose, we shall only repeat the criticisms of Xenopha-
nes and Plato, but not invalidate the facts.

We should do better to consider the analogy of the

Old Hebrew Scriptures. I need only mention the fact

that there are several chapters unsuited to modern

perusal, and passed over in all family reading. This is

of less importance. But what is more curious, manifest

1 Collected by Carl Muller, in the 2nd vol. of his Fragmenta His-

toricorum Gr&corum pp. 240 sqq.
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immoralities are daily read, and are glozed over by
our moral attitude in such a way, that they actually

fail to do the harm which might have been expected.
There are cases of dishonesty in the very highest

characters of the history, which somehow are passed
over without making an impression on the moral

reader. There are lessons in cruelty, which lose their

effect by being considered Divine punishments, and

special commands of the Author of our being. Thus
the incidents which are in accordance with our

moral sense are utilised and insisted upon, the other

matters are forgotten, and so the whole annals of a race

in some respects unfit for our instruction are taught as

the inspired word of God written for our learning
1
.

It is not difficult to explain how the same attitude

existed as regards Homer among the Greeks. The
earliest known poets whom the Greeks possessed were

really moral teachers. First, there was the didactic

epos of Hesiod and his school, which professedly dealt

in moral lessons
;
then came the gnomic or proverbial

poetry of the early elegiac and the philosophical poets,

and of the lyric poets in Pindar's style. These men

monopolised the moral teaching in Greece} if we ex-

cept a few responses of the oracles, during the seventh

and sixth centuries. It was but natural that they
should represent themselves as the successors of their

1 I am merely speaking of these things as facts, and offering no

opinion upon them. I do not know whether any better system of edu-

cation will be discovered, than this moral interpretation of documents,

venerable in age, and of extreme literary excellence. Certain it is that

all civilised men have proceeded on this plan, and no other has yet been

tried with success. Still I think I am bound to state the facts strongly

from a purely historical point of view.
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brilliant predecessors, in more than mere poetry, and

that they should ascribe to the splendid Iliad and

Odyssey an aim and intent similar to their own tamer

productions. Thus it came to pass that Homer, in

one sense the idle singer of an empty day,' because

he sought no other object than the clear and deep
delineation of human character and human passion
was degraded, if I may so say, into a moral teacher,

and accredited with definite theories of life and of

duty.

It was the same sort of blunder as we should make,
were we to dilate upon the moral purposes of Shelley

and Keats, and insist upon classing them with the

school of Mr. Tupper and of Dr. Watts. The ob-

sequious rhapsodist who sang before chiefs and ladies

at high feasts, and depended upon their grace for his

daily bread and for his fame, thought more of glorifying

the royal ancestors of the palace where he sat, and the

acts of his patron's forefathers, than of insisting upon
moral saws or conveying deep lessons in voluptuous

allegories. But, as I said, all historical Greece thought

differently. As gnomic poets were moral teachers, as

the tragic poets were moral teachers, and were openly
criticised as such, so Homer and his legends were

accepted and taught by all respectable Greeks as in-

spired lessons of the highest wisdom and sanctity.

When I speak of them as inspired lessons, I am

using no rash expression, though it may doubtless be

objected that in this point lies the essential difference

of the Hebrew analogy which has been suggested. We
are not here concerned with the truth of this claim for

the documents on which our religion is founded, nor
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am I the least disposed to deny it ;
but what is here

insisted upon is that the Greek epic poets, and indeed

. some of the lyric poets, laid claim to a closely similar

inspiration. In Plato's official dialogue upon this sub-

ject, the Ion, he develops very fully a theory of inspira-

tion in every respect like that claimed by the Hebrew

poets. He represents the rhapsodists as asserting the

great epic poems to have been written under some sort

of enthusiasm akin to madness, he represents the

authors as only partly responsible for what they said,

and plainly asserts that the moral lessons which they

claimed to teach were the inspiration of some Divine

power, speaking through the bard as a mortal and

imperfect instrument l
. Such a theoiy must have

1 ' I perceive, Ion ; and I will proceed to explain to you what I imagine

to be the reason of this. This gift which you have of speaking excellently

about Homer is not an art, but, as I was just saying, an inspiration ;
there

is a divinity moving you, like that in the stone which Euripides calls a

magnet, hut which is commonly known as the stone of Heraclea. For

that stone not only attracts iron rings, but also imparts to them a similar

power of attracting other rings ; and sometimes you may see a number

of pieces of iron and rings suspended from one another so as to form

quite a long chain : and all of them derive their power of suspension

from the original stone. Now this is like the Muse, who first gives

to men inspiration herself; and from these inspired persons a chain

of other persons is suspended, who take the inspiration from them.

For all good poets, epic as well as lyric, compose their beautiful

poems not as works of art, but because they are inspired and possessed.

And as the Corybantian revellers when they dance are not in their

right mind, so the lyric poets are not in their right mind when they

are composing their beautiful strains : but when falling under the

power of music and metre they are inspired and possessed ; like

Bacchic maidens who draw milk and honey from the rivers, when

they are under the influence of Dionysus, but not when they are in

their right mind. And the soul of the lyric poet does the same, as

they themselves tell us ; for they tell us that they gather their strains
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afforded them a ready defence against the moral ob-

jections just now stated. Here then we have a second

and most remarkable analogy to the religious condition

of our own day. The documents on which moral in-

struction was based claimed a higher authority than

mere human wisdom, they boasted a stranger origin

than human genius and human labour, for they claimed

to be in some way dictated by the Gods, and composed

from honied fountains out of the gardens and dells of the Muses ; thither,

like the bees, they wing their way. And this is true. For the poet is

a light and winged and holy thing, and there is no invention in him

until he has been inspired and is out of his senses, and the mind is

no longer in him : when he has not attained to this state, he is powerless

and is unable to utter his oracles. Many are the noble words in which poets

speak of actions like your own words about Homer ; but they do not

speak of them by any rules of art : only when they make that to which

the Muse impels them are their inventions inspired ; and then one of them

will make dithyrambs, another hymns of praise, another choral strains, an-

other epic or iambic verses and he who is good at one is not good at any
other kind of verse : for not by art does the poet sing, but by power divine.

Had he learned by rules of art, he would have known how to speak not

of one theme only, but of all ; and therefore God takes away the minds

of poets, and uses them as his ministers, as he also uses diviners and

holy prophets, in order that we who hear them may know that they

speak not of themselves who utter these priceless words in a state of un-

consciousness, but that God is the speaker, and that through them he is

conversing with us. And Tynnichus, the Chalcidian, affords a striking

instance of what I am saying : he wrote nothing that any one would care

to remember but the famous paean which is in every one's mouth, and

is one of the finest poems ever written, and is certainly an invention of

the Muses, as he himself says. For in this way the God would seem to

indicate to us, and not allow us to doubt that these beautiful poems are

not human, or the work of man, but divine and the word of God; and

that the poets are only the interpreters of the Gods by whom they are

severally possessed. Was not this the lesson which the God intended

to teach when by the mouth of the worst of poets he sang the best of

songs? Am I not right, Ion?' (Jowett, vol. i. pp. 237-8.)
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under the excitement of a sudden and Divine compul-
sion.

Little need here be said upon the gradual develop-

ment of scepticism within the Greek religion, upon the

gradual separation, and at length conflict, between

religion and philosophy ;
how the higher thinkers in

politics began to despise the oracles, and the higher

. teachers in morals to condemn the poets. These things

"are natural to every speculative race, and this gradual

development from instinctive faith and authority

to reflective faith and private judgment, and then to

absolute freedom of thought or scepticism, is one of the

most universal and ever-recurring changes, which can be

found in civilised races. It has been expounded with

great power, and marvellous richness of illustration, by
Mr. Grote, indeed by all historians of Greece, and my
weaker pen can add nothing to what is now an his-

torical common-place.
I am rather here concerned with insisting upon a

point which they seem to me to have misrepresented,

either by distinct statement, or by implication. I think

they are disposed greatly to overrate the area over

which this scepticism spread, or its density within any

given area of population. It is somehow assumed, that

after the epoch of Pericles, as expounded by the Greek

history of Thucydides, scepticism became the prevailing

fy -religion of the Athenians, if not of all educated Greeks.

It is assumed that Thucydides' sneers at the oracles,

and his silence upon the interference of the gods, are

evidence of the tone of mind pervading the general

Greek public. It is assumed, contrary to all the evi-

dence of history, that there was no reaction from this
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advanced and negative attitude, and that the positive

faith of Greece died almost as her political greatness

came into full development. I know not whether I

am wronging the historians in this matter, but such is

certainly the general impression they have left upon me,

and upon many other students whom I have consulted

upon this point.

But if I am in error as to their real views, I am the

more anxious to prevent others from like stumbling,

and to insist upon the true and natural attitude of the

Greeks on this all important problem. The general be-

lief in the almost universal scepticism of the Periclean

age arises from our over-estimate of Thucydides as its

exponent. As I have often before said, Herodotus is

nearer the state of the public mind than Thucydides.
The latter represents a small set of advanced thinkers,

such as Pericles, Anaxagoras, Damon, and probably

Phidias, who led in politics, in art, and in literature,

but were obliged to conceal their advanced thinking
"in religion, and could not lead their contemporaries
here also. They were probably indifferent on this

point, and thought, as many sceptics do, that faith was

a good thing for the crowd. There are stories in

Plutarch's Pericles which seem to point to some such

belief in the mind of Pericles himself 1
.

Thus we estimate the state of the Athenian mind in

genera! by a few brilliant exponents, who stood in

1

Especially the story of his being in great distress at a severe acci-

dent to a workman engaged on one of his great public buildings, and

his being told in a dream of the proper remedy to apply. He came

down to the Agora, and announced that the Gods had revealed to him the

remedies which really proved effectual. Plut. Pericles, c 13.
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direct opposition to it at this very time. In the very
same way the great literature of the Hebrews, written

by what was evidently a small though brilliant mino-

rity, blinds us to the fact perpetually breaking through
the history, that the masses of the Jewish people were

always idolatrous and polytheistic, though their literary

monuments were composed by the cultivated monothe-

ists
;
and hence these great prophets and psalmists are

now generally accepted as uttering the voice of the whole

nation. So in the present day, to give a more homely
and practical example, because the German university
men are sceptics, and the tone of German learning is

sceptical, we find it commonly believed that the Ger-

mans generally are an irreligious and unbelieving

"V people a flagrant error, which the anecdotes of the

late war, and still more the politic telegrams of the

German emperor should have exploded.
But when we have gained from Thucydides this

general notion that the Greek mythology was then

altogether abandoned, we are so impressed with its ab-

surdities and its immoralities that we can hardly con-

ceive it rehabilitated, and thus we come to believe in

""
. a sort of general scepticism pervading Attic society

from that day onward. This again is applying our

standpoint to other men, and forgetting that only the

few come to hold as absurd what they have once be-

lieved, nay more what has once been to them the

object of deep veneration, and the source of their best

and purest moral principles.

There is no more frequent attitude among reasonable

and educated sceptics of our own day than this, that

however false Christianity may be, its effects upon the
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moral and social history of man are such, that it must

for ever be regarded with respect and high consideration.

They will tell you, and with great good sense, that the

scoffing scepticism of Payne and Proudhon was not only

rude and out of taste, but historically absurd and igno-

rant, and that in a world where absolute truth is hardly

to be discovered, it is a very silly proceeding to ridicule

a system which, even regarded as fictitious, neverthe-

less impressed great moral principles upon mankind.

All this applies, we may think, to our pure and vene-

rable Christianity, but could never be asserted of those

heathen systems which teemed with dishonesty and

immorality. This is the narrow modern attitude which

I think so false. To the old-fashioned Athenian, his

mythology was the source of his morals and of his

highest culture. He had framed for himself ideals of

bravery, of honour, of greatness from his Homer
;
he had

seen the tragic poets draw their most splendid inspira-

tions from these legends ;
he had seen the Epos inspire

the painter, the sculptor, and the architect in fact, the

whole glory of Athens, literary, social, and artistic, was

bound up with the Homeric theology. Supposing him.

therefore, to be persuaded by the philosophers, and to

abandon in secret the faith of his forefathers, we can

well imagine him arguing with even more apparent
force than the modern sceptic, that however false or

fictitious were these ancient legends, however unproved
or doubtful this ancient creed, yet at all events under

it, and through it, Athens had grown in splendour, and

become perfect in culture
;

that therefore no citizen

versed in the annals of Athens, and appreciating her

true greatness, could venture to speak disrespectfully of
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her creed, even were it proved obsolete. I must insist

upon these subjective analogies, because of the common

habit, which is well nigh the essence of modern faith,

of regarding one's own creed as absolute truth, and all

other systems as obviously absurd and wicked.

In opposition then to all these one-sided and partial

views, it appears that the Greek public was always re-

ligious in the sense in which our own public is religious,

that is to say, bound by tradition and habit to a creed,

which many believe conscientiously, and which even

those who doubt care not to disturb. There are among
ourselves epochs and outbursts of scepticism, when it

seems as if all the world were abandoning its faith, and

as if a return to the old belief were quite impossible.

Such was the outbreak in the eighteenth century ;
such

is perhaps the present attitude of our English society

in India. Such is that of the German universities, and

of our own literary circles. And yet if history can be

any guide, we may be perfectly certain that there will

and must come a reaction into positive belief. The

dogmas may vary, the articles of our faith may possibly

be changed, but faith, that quality on which all our

early experience, all our higher feelings, all our greatest

hopes are based, faith will reassert itself.

It is to us a very interesting speculation, what form

that faith will take, whether it will be the reassertion of

some wider Christianity, or whether, as seems just now

likely, it may assume the stranger form of a systematic

spiritualism. When we see men who have lived and

preached as sceptics all their lives coming round to be-

lieve the evidence of new miracles, to argue the possi-

bility of a scientific system of communication with other
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existences, we seem to stand on the threshold of an

outburst of positive belief far less rational, and there-

fore less enduring than that which is now being con-

temptuously cast aside.

I mention these things as analogies to the Greek

attitude upon religion, because they are eternal features

in civilised human nature, and will repeat themselvts

wherever the circumstances are at all similar. In this

sense our present experience may be as much a K-rima ks

aeC applicable to older times, as Thucydides' history is

applicable to our times. The important point in the

analogy is this, that all through Greek history scep-

ticism never made way among the majority even of

the educated people, but was merely the privilege or

pain of small circles of philosophers and their followers.

The Sophists indeed attempted to transfuse this mental

attitude, by means of education, into the public mind,

but the soberer portion of the nation vehemently and

successfully resisted them.

The evidence upon this point need only be stated to

convince the reader. Protagoras' books were burnt by
the common hangman at Athens, perhaps the earliest

example of this curious practice of punishing not men
but things ; yet less curious than in the middle ages, if

we remember that there was at Athens a special court

and form of trial for inanimate objects which had

accidentally caused death, and which were cast beyond
the border, if found guilty of homicide 1

. Damon and

1 These are the atf^x "" S'*01* described by Pollux, and also Harpocration

(sub. voc. 'Eii HpvTavtiai), but alluded to by both iEschines and Pausanias;

and probably a very ancient form 'of trial at Athens. Cp. Hermann-

Stark, Gruch. Antiqq. i. p. 487.

Z
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Anaxagoras, the friends of Pericles, were prosecuted

for impiety, in spite of the powerful support of the

prime minister, nor did he dare to stand forward

openly and defend their theological tenets. We have

next the frequent and bitter complaints of Aristophanes

in his comedies, the whole of the Clouds being directed

against even Socrates' teaching, though he was confes-

sedly no common sceptic, but a man who desired to

deepen the foundations, and strengthen the roots, of

popular faith and of popular morals. Then comes the

actual prosecution of Socrates, in which the attitude

of the prosecutors is far more important than the result,

which depended partly upon a widespread political ani-

mosity against the aristocrats, and partly upon the con-

tumacy of the accused. This attitude is based firmly

. upon the orthodoxy of the general public, and would have

neither force nor meaning without such presupposition.

These are the polemical evidences on the very surface

of Greek history, which need only be recalled to the

reader's attention, and which need not be supported by

special quotations. During all this time the youth of

Greece were still being taught morals and religion

through Homer and Hesiod, and the gnomic poets.

The sophists talked a great deal, and made such a noise

that we still hear their voices across the gulf of cen-

turies, above the voices of quiet and orderly people ;
but

these latter were after all the great majority, and formed

the popular mind. Take Demosthenes, or the orator

Lycurgus, or Hypereides, or any of the later authorities

whose works have been preserved. Do they imply a

public educated by the sophists? Do they preach or

suggest sceptical views? Nothing of the sort. De-
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mosthenes addresses throughout an orthodox and even

religious public
1
. He complains that they were wanting

in energy and action, but he never attacks them for un-

belief, nor on the other hand does he encourage it, but

alludes to religion as we should do, admitting and

enforcing a faith in Divine Providence, and looking to

the gods for help and succour in national dangers and

transgressions.

The same was the attitude of Xenophon, a very good

specimen of the educated Athenian in days succeed-

ing the outburst of the sophistic scepticism. I do not

so much refer to his own action in consulting the

oracle at the instigation of Socrates, for in those days
the oracle had been so often convicted of partiality, that

the apostolical succession
'

of its priests and prophetess

may have been open to general question, though the

old habit of consulting it on moral difficulties still

remained. But let us rather consider the tone assumed

throughout his dialogues towards religion. We there

find, as has been said, that a sort of average orthodoxy
is professed by his speakers, and implied as the general
state of belief.

Among the country folk this orthodoxy was of course

stronger and clearer, and appears associated rather with

a belief in some systematic ruler of the world, single in

purpose, and not specialised in form or character, than

with a passionate capricious personage like the Zeus of

Homer. Indeed I am convinced that many a good old

1 See for example the speech Upbs Mtucapraror (p. 1072) in which he,

or his client, quotes an oracle, as supporting in principle Solon's laws,

and as the highest authority in morals.

Z 2
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country gentleman felt how unworthy were the pictures

of the poets, and how much better was the rustic habit

of speaking of ' the God '

without farther detail, and in-

sisting upon his general benevolence and care of human

affairs, rather than upon his amours with some ances-

tress, in order to claim a divine parentage. Many old

and picturesque sayings are even now preserved among
the Greeks, which point to these simple and reasonable

beliefs
;
and we can well appreciate that most poetical

expression of Xenophon :

' when the late harvest time

is come, do not all men turn their eyes towards God, to

see when he will water the earth and let them out to

sow their seed 1
.' Such people had little to say to the

sophists, and cared little about even the Socratic

elenchus.

But even the speakers in more educated society, the

1 Xen. CEcon. c. xvii. (ireiSav fdp 6 pLeroiiupivbs ypovos e\0r), irdvTts

'irov ol dvOpwiroi irpbs rbv Oebv dvo^Kerrovaiv, bnore @pta$ tt)v yijv diprjati

avroiis aneipetv. This attitude of looking to one supreme God, especially

as the ruler of the weather, fell in easily with the Christian doctrine, fo

that even in the present day Greece is full of these old pictorial expres-

sions, which remind us of the old simple mythology. There are a

number of most interesting hints on this point in Bernhard Schmidt"s

Volksleben der Neugriechen, especially pp. 2635. They still say )3p'x

6 6(6s, and even tcarovpati 6 Oeos, which strangely reminds us of old

Strepsiades' remark in the Clouds 373. Rainwater is still called Oeoriitb

vtp6, literally Theophrastus' to Ik tov Aibs vdcup. Lightning and thunder

are still caused by the god shaking his head, which we find in the magnifi-

cent lines of Homer, A. 528, where Zeus shakes his ambrosial locks, and

as they wave upon his immortal head, all the great Olympus rocks. God

still uses the thunderbolt for his weapon as we find it in Aristophanes,

Tindar, and ^Eschylus. The quaint form of these expressions points to

a great antiquity, dating from long before the Periclean age, nor was the

habit probably ever interrupted. Thus Marcus Aurelius (v. 7) mentions

an Athenian prayer for rain beginning vaov, vaov, 2> (pi\t Ztv, which was

of course very old, but used down to his days.
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gentlemen assembled at Xenophon's Symposium express

themselves satisfied with their faith, and desirous to

practise it as a duty. 'That both Greeks and barba-

rians consider the gods to know all that is and that

will be is very manifest, accordingly all cities and all

nations enquire of the gods through prophecy what

they ought and what they ought not to do. Moreover,

that we at least believe that they can do us both good
and ill, this too is plain, for all pray to the gods to

avert evil, and to grant prosperity. These gods, then,

that are omniscient and all-powerful are so friendly to

me, that on account of their care for me they never lose

me out of their sight, either by night or day, wherever

I may go, or whatever I may do. But by reason of

their foreknowledge how each thing will result, they

give me signs, sending as their messengers (angels)

voices and dreams and omens, what I should do and

what I should forbear. When I obey these I never

have reason to repent, but it has happened that I have

been punished for want of faith in them.' Then

Socrates says :
' None of these things are the least

incredible, but this I should gladly hear, how you serve

them so as to make them such friends of yours.'
* So

you shall,' is the reply. and I do it at very moderate

expense. For I praise them without any cost to my-

self, and of what they grant me I always return them a

share. I speak of them respectfully, as far as I can>

and when I call them to witness, I never intentionally

tell a lie.' 'Well by Jove,' says Socrates, 'if by so

doing you have the gods your friends, the gods too, it

seems, are pleased with gentlemanly conduct 1
.'

1
Symp. iv. 47, sqq.
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This then is a fair account of the ordinary Greek

orthodoxy. It was not the faith of mystics, nor an

absorption of the mind in the contemplation of Divine

perfections and Divine mysteries, but rather the religion
of a shrewd and practical people, who based their

worship upon their wants, and blessed God, not like

Fenelon, because he was ideally perfect, but like Bos-

suet, because they received from him many substantial

favours. We have no reason to think that the faith of

'Xenophon's speakers was a decaying faith, nay rather

I fancy that after the fever of the Peloponnesian war

was over, when the novelty of the sophists had gone

by, when the hard and selfish generation of Pericles

had passed away, there may have been a reaction

)< towards positive belief, and towards old-fashioned

views. This seems to me the attitude of the orator

Lycurgus, so far as we can judge from his one re-

markable speech remaining to us. It seems also im-

plied by an argument in his contemporary Hypereides,
whose whole speeeh 'Twep YAi&v'nntov turns upon
what we should call a state superstition, as to the

special way in which individuals should announce

important dreams to the state, and as to ^the veri-

fication of these professed dreams by sending to

Delphi \

1
Hypereides, pp. 36 sq. (ed. Blass),

' The people directed Euxenippus
with two others to be put to sleep in the temple, but he having slept

there says he saw a dream, which he says he will announce to the people.

If you considered this to be true, and that he announced to the people
what he (really) saw in the dream, how is he in fault in telling the

Athenians what the god directed him. But if, as you now say, you think

be belied the god, and made a false report to the people in favour of

certain (friends of his own), you should not have proposed a decree about
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Thus the Demosthenic public was probably more

orthodox than the Periclean, certainly not less so, and

the supposed destruction of the Greek religion was like

the supposed destruction of the Christian faith in the

eighteenth century a phase in speculation, a fashion

among philosophers, but no national abdication of faith.

It was no doubt similar to the newer outburst of scepti-

cism under the influence of Epicurus and Menander,
who embraced an atheistical philosophy from lassitude

and for pleasure's sake, not as their ancestors had done,

"from hard selfishness and engrossment in the cares and

ambitions of public life. For though even the cooks of

the New Comedy profess philosophy, and tell us that

Epicurus had raised their profession to the highest in

life, yet the victory of Stoicism at the same period, and

the appearance and success of moral reformers like

S. Paul and Dio Chrysostom, show that scepticism had

taken no firm hold even then. It was, as it has ever

been, and probably will ever be, a transient state of

the human mind, and even as such unable to retain

the mass of mankind.

I have thus brought before the reader what may be

regarded as important analogies between the religion

professed by the Greeks and that professed in the pre-

sent day I do not mean in the dogmas themselves, but

in the attitude assumed towards these venerable tradi-

tions, and towards their positive teaching of morals in

old Greek days, as compared with our own. It seems

to me that no branch of our enquiry has demonstrated

the dream, but as the former speaker said, (you should have proposed) to

send to Delphi, and enquire the truth of the God.' The whole argument

turns upon the treatment of this report of Euxenippus.
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more clearly the modernness of Attic life, and the

contrast of what we call the Middle Ages to both

-that life and to our own. The world has not been pro-
'

gressing with even and steady step, but has gained

from time to time great vantage ground, and has again

been thrown back by the tide of circumstances. Thus

we are in some respects only coming up to the level

attained by the Greeks
;

in some respects they were

striving to attain our level, but we should class both

the Greeks and ourselves as developed nations, whereas

mediaeval culture was rather an early and blind groping

towards politics and humane society.

These reflections would however be incomplete were

we not to take into account the points of contrast

between Greek religion and our own. And here I still

use religion in its subjective sense, as a state of mind,

-not as a collection of dogmas ;
for in this latter sense

to discuss the contrasts with Christianity were a mere

idle enumeration of differences. But in the other

sense of devout feeling, of reverence in the presence

of awful and unseen powers, which wield weapons for

the destruction and for' the chastisement, as well as

for the happiness of the human race we may, find like-

nesses and contrasts quite apart from the particular

objects adored, and may compare the manner of wor-

ship, even though the matter be totally at variance.

I think the first contrast that strikes us from this

point of view is the love of mystery in our modern

religions, and its absence, or at least rare appearance,

in the religion of the Greeks. On the surface indeed

of the epic and gnomic poems, there is no trace of it

at all. The gods assume mortal forms, and act with
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human feelings. They speak and argue like men, and

with men. When we compare the main dogmas of our

own religion, the subtleties which brought fire and

blood upon the world in the Middle Ages, the secrets

of the Incarnation, of the Atonement, of the Trinity,

of the Intermediate State, we stand in the presence

of two mental attitudes totally and thoroughly opposed.
The one got rid of all mystery, and made all things

plain. The other adored mystery as such, regarded it

as necessary to true religion, and made all things
"
abstract and difficult. So far Greek religion is in

thorough consonance with Greek art. The great reason

why the Greek chefs cCceuvres have been everlasting.

\ and have spoken to all cultivated men in all ages, is

that their conception was everywhere clear and precise.

Whether in poetry, in architecture, or in painting, strict

form, distinctness of view, chastened imagination, are

^
4he eternal features of true Greek art. And this was the

spirit in which their early poets treated religion also.

We have inherited other traditions. The sublime

vagueness of the Egyptian priest, the conscious self-

prostration of the Semite shepherd, the fine-drawn

subtleties of the Orientalised Hellenist, all these passed
in the ferment of Alexandrian days into our creeds,

and leavened the whole lump.
But the Greek mind was too full and diverse to

be satisfied by mere clearness and beauty. However
hard and precise we may be in thinking, however

strict we may be in defining the outlines and bounds

of our ideas, there is still the vagueness of yearning,
the longing of unsatisfied desire, which haunts all

natures in their highest moods, and makes them feel
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after the perfect, and seek an union with the Pure

and the Good, an union closer and more passionate

than arises from the fulfilment of a moral law, or the

performance of a moral duty. The earliest Greek form

of this deep longing and vain regret was the reflection

on the moral imperfections of the world's course, and

the seeming random distribution of good and ill. I

have above noted (p. 85) this prominent feature in

the poets of the lyric age. Here is such a passage,

which I quote as a fair specimen from Theognis:
'

Kyrnus ! believe it, Fortune, good or ill,

No mortal effort, intellect or skill

Determine it ; but heaven's superior will.

We struggle onward, ignorant and blind,

For a result unknown and undesigned ;

Avoiding seeming ills, misunderstood,

Embracing seeming evil as a good:
In our own plans unable to detect

Their final, unavoidable effect.

Tormented with unsatisfied desire

The fortunate to farther aims aspire

Beyond the bounds of mortal happiness ;

Restless and wretched in their own success !

We live like children, and the Almighty plan

Controls the froward children of weak man l
!'

This want, which was not absent from Greek nature,

they strove to satisfy by those religious Mysteries, of

which we hear so often but know so little. It seems,

however, nearly certain that they substituted the know-

ledge and belief in new revelations, in hidden dogmas,

as a higher ground of action, and a more all-embracing

-rule of life, for the calm computation of duty or higher

1 I transcribe this from Mr. Frere's Theognis Restitutes in his Works,

2nd ed. iii. p. 383.
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interest. We are told by the Germans 1 that such

doctrines as the immortality of the soul and the future

retribution of good and evil were among the tenets

disseminated by these mysteries, and that to them such

poets as Pindar owed a clear vision of these doctrines,

which are foreign to Homer and Hesiod. This may
be true, and is likely enough in itself, but it is hard

to find any explicit authority for it in Greek Literature,

and perhaps it should not be set up by its authors as

more than an ingenious theory. The Greeks have care-

fully concealed from us the teaching of these mys-
teries

; they prosecuted for impiety, and punished with

death or banishment any man who could be shown to

have divulged them. Thus they have concealed from

us one of the most interesting points in their religion,

and left us to mere conjectures about the exact scope
and teaching of these widely-spread and secret religious

exercises. It is unnecessary to repeat these conjec-

tures, or add to their number * as I am concerned with

1 E. g. O. Miiller, Lit. ofAnc. Greece, vol. i. p. 76, and Hermann-Stark,

Griech. Antiqq. part ii, p. 198, note 12, quoting from Nagelsbach and

others.

* One remark is worth making, in opposition to the Germans and

their French followers, who think the influence of the mysteries are

most prominently seen in Pindar. It is iEschylus who suggests the first

it change in the religious Anschauungsweise of the Greeks. The few

additional dogmas alluded to by Pindar in the midst of his old school

morals, and his commonplace view of human life and of Divine Pro-

vidence, are as nothing compared to the totally new and deep aspects

which form the main burden of iEschylus' dramas. We should also re-

member that he (and not Pindar) was distinctly charged with having

divulged some of the mysteries in his Eumenides. If all this be true, it

points to a speculative, rather than a moral character in these religious

exercises: nor is this view really contradicted by Aristotle's remark, which

Synesius repeats :
' that he considers the initiated were not bound to
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reproducing actual features in old Greek life; but

it seems certain, and beyond mere hazard, that what-

ever was their scope, they were meant, as their very
name of mysteries implies, to satisfy this longing
after the perfect, which was inadequately provided for

in the clear and human faith of the ordinary priests

and their temples. At all events, with this unexplained
feature in Greek religion before us, and with the great

probability that such was its principal object, we cannot

assert the hard contrast between Greek and modern

/1\j piety which our other sources would warrant. For all

we know, justification by faith may have been a

standard doctrine in these mysteries, just as atonement

by human sacrifice lasted down into historical times,

and caused scenes painful and shocking (above p. 225)
to such as did not embrace the dogma, and blind their

humanity by keeping the eye of faith fixed upon its

efficacy.

The remaining contrasts between Greek religious-

ness and our own are, like the former, partial contrasts

only, but still contrasts, at least with the Protestantism

of modern Europe; and though Catholicism be in out-

ward form not so contrasted, its whole temper and spirit

was so thoroughly anti-Greek, that I can hardly bring

myself to take it into account in the present sketch.

The first of the points alluded to is the intimate

association of art with religion, in the identification

learn anything, but rather to be placed in a peculiar emotional con-

* dition
'

{waOw iea.1 SiaTtOijvai). This rather refers to the way of instruc-

tion in the mysteries, which were like modern religious revivals, where the

new life is attained by a strong physical sympathy, and not by ordinary

instruction.
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of the beautiful, that is to say the physically beautiful,

with the good; in the offering, as the noblest tribute

to the blessed gods, the purest and best products

which human genius could attain in art. Strangely

enough it is in mediaeval Christianity that we find this

feature reproduced. The magnificent cathedrals of

Normandy, the divine pictures of the Fra Angelico
and of Giotto speak of a religious temper not unlike

in manifestation to that which built the Parthenon,

and carved the Zeus of Olympia. But since the days
of Protestantism the analogy has vanished, and human
art has been thrust into a worldly attitude, nay even into

hostility with our stern and gaunt devoutness. It is

wellnigh incalculable what we have lost by this disastrous

dissociation, how much on the one hand religion has

suffered, by abandoning those elements which are its

most essential features, and by casting aside the beauty
of holiness, in order to proclaim its uncompromising

severity. It is equally plain how much mankind has

suffered, how artistic and passionate natures have been

repelled and disgusted, and have preferred what were

branded as the pleasures of sin to the joyless pilgrimage

through the dry and stony waste into which the fanatic

priest would blight our beautiful world. Had the

Greek priests or the Greek oracles ever attempted
such a crusade against art, their reign would indeed

have melted like winter snow, and one generation
would have been sufficient for the disappearance of

their inhuman creed.

The remaining feature is again one which we find

rather in Catholic than in Protestant Christianity, yet

1
--'- >---
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allude to the embracing of all the pleasures of human
nature within the services performed in honour of the

gods. Divine service included the whole range of

human enjoyments ;
there were even in the cult of

Aphrodite allowances made for the gratification of the

animal nature, and the phallic processions show plainly

how the mystery of the origin of life was not excluded

from religious services, in spite of the coarse features

which it necessarily presented. But more generally,

sport and religion were not opposed by the Greeks,

but identified. ' Ye play and keep your feasts,' say the

Athenians in Herodotus to the Spartans,
' and thus

betray your allies and the interests of Greece.' We
have it paralleled in the books of Moses :

' The people

did eat and drink and rose up to play/ What the

play included is plain enough from the account of the

temptation with which Balaam tempted Israel, and

from the story of Phinehas' prompt procedure against

some of the celebrants *. This feature is really quite

ancient, and opposed to any modern cult; and the appa-

rent jollity of Catholic feast-days, is, as I have said, no

real analogy. The Catholics are in so far nearer to

the Greek standpoint that they do not set their face

against human enjoyment on feast-days. They permit

relaxation and pleasure at the special seasons set apart

for the highest religious ceremonies. But their plea-

sure on these days is relaxation, and not service
;

it is

a relief after the worship, and not the worship itself.

Here is the fundamental difference. The Parisian

goes to the theatre on Sunday evening, because it is

1

Cp. Numbers, xxxi. 16, and the references there given to previous

passages.
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a holy day, and because he is allowed relaxation and

amusement after his devotions at High Mass. The

old Greek went to the theatre to honour and serve his

V god ;
his praise was offered up not before, but in, the

performance. To him his pleasure, intellectual and

physical, was not a concession made by the jealous

Deity to his weakness, but a privilege granted by the

gods who sanctioned and encouraged his enjoyment.

The psychological result of this feature in Greek

religion was a certain earnestness in Greek pleasure,

a certain seriousness in sport, which brings out a

curious analogy to the modern nation of all the most

widely diverse. The English people possess (I sup-

pose) only two attributes which are also to be found
-
prominently among the Greeks an overweening self-

conceit and contempt for all outsiders, and this remark-

~?C able mixture of seriousness and sport. But in the

latter case the result has been reached from opposite

points of view. The Greeks made their serious pur-

suits, especially their religion, sportive real feasts, in

the proper meaning of the term. The English have

made their sports serious by making them important

ends, and success in them a coveted distinction.

This was also done by the Greeks in the case of the

public games, but still the first origin, even here, was

not amusement, as with us, but religion.

It is indeed true that the Christian Church has

talked much of joy and gladness, and has affected to

have feasts, like the heathen feasts, in which religion

and present pleasure might be combined
;
but how is

it reasonably consistent, how is it possible for a faith

which despises the body, which hates and condemns
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bodily pleasures, which extols self-denial and conti-

nence, to combine with these features an element of

.present enjoyment and indulgence? Thus the Christian

feasts which have any real jollity about them are those

where old heathen customs have survived, and have

been allowed to foist themselves in upon the creed

which proscribed and persecuted them. It is there-

fore rather in British sports than in religious feasts

that we should look for an analogy to the Greek com-

bination of wild pleasure and deep earnest.

I need not lay stress upon sundry smaller resem-

blances, which are likely to spring up anywhere from

like circumstances, such for example as hereditary

priesthoods coming to be considered comfortable sine-

cures \ or the transaction of love affairs under the

guise of attending religious worship a thing of every-

day occurrence among strict people now-a-days, and of

course equally so at Athens, where young women could

not show themselves elsewhere, save in a stray peep

through an open door. Human nature will assert it-

self in some way, despite of all restrictions, nor are

religious meetings exempt from contributing opportu-

nities for this great purpose.
1

Isocrates, vol. ii. p. n8,ed. Teubner. Hermann-Stark (Griech.

Antiqq. i. p. 412,) quotes from Dionysius Halicarn. a passage implying

the public sale, and even the letting by lease of such priesthoods, which

were evidently comfortable posts, abounding in indirect perquisites, like

the post of parish priest, or incumbent of a private chapel, among us.

The prophet or seer (fxavrts) was like his Hebrew parallel, not attached

to any temple, and often, as in the case of Lampon the founder of Thurii,

of great social importance. A passage in Demosthenes concerning the

prize of Hierarchy {Or. 51. p. 1234) compares the jealousy of the rhetors,

who would allow no one to advise the assembly but themselves, to the

jealousy of men holding a peculiar priesthood as a monopoly. This

implies that it was generally a valuable monopoly.
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I turn in preference to an isolated argument in a

speech of Demosthenes x which touches a very impor-
tant feature in the religion both of our day and of the

Greeks. He is arguing that to deprive certain men of

immunities once granted by the State is a breach of

public morality and not to be tolerated. 'But,' says

he,
' it may be urged that these immunities from State

duties include in them immunities from doing honour

to the gods, by spending money upon expensive public

processions and contests, and it may be urged as im-

pious and wrong that any man should be relieved from

his duties to the gods.' In fact the heaviest public

burdens at Athens were expensive religious celebra-

tions. ' Such an argument,' says the orator,
' I con-

sider full of danger (beivov). For if,
when they have no

other way of proving it just that you should take away
these privileges, they seek to do it by relying upon

religious grounds (ZttI t<3 t<ov Oc&v ovofxaTi), how can

we acquit them of a most impious and dangerous pro-

ceeding? For in my opinion, whatever a man does,

claiming the express countenance of the gods, should

surely be such an action as will not appear base in

the eyes of men.'

Here then we have an instance, where we should

hardly have expected it, of the attempt to make religion

override morals, and of defending a piece of common

injustice under the plea of conferring honour upon the

gods. How often this sort of argument was used in

the Middle Ages, I need hardly recall to a reader of

history; it has recurred whenever dogma has been made
1

Tlpjt Atwrivrfv. 495.

A a
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of primary importance, and where the belief in

creeds has been more anxiously promoted than the

-doing of justice and loving of mercy. But this was

not an usual fault in Greek religion, and I cannot

but regard the passage as a very singular one, and not

yet sufficiently considered.

I now conclude this brief chapter upon a very large

subject. But the classical student will find no diffi-

culty in illustrating for himself the general principles

sketched out here in rough outline. The chief rule

to be observed in this, as in all other branches of our

social enquiry, is to go straight to the authorities

themselves, to draw from the fountain-heads, and not

be content with the speculations of learned modern

thinkers. The trouble and tedium of this labour will

be relieved by the consideration that where our con-

clusions must be formed from scattered hints and

delicate inferences, no single writer can exhaust the

subject, and every honest gleaner who comes after him

may fairly expect to contribute materially to the result.

The same text which has revealed nothing to one will

suggest to others in a different frame of mind many
interesting points; nay, even a reperusal discovers to

the same mind many things at first overlooked or

imperfectly understood. The subject of the present

chapter, if fully treated by a man of English common

sense, who read Greek literature through with a special

attention to the allusions bearing upon it, would form

the argument for a useful and instructive volume.



CHAPTER XII.

THE BUSINESS HABITS OF THE ATTIC GREEKS.

There still remains an important feature of Attic

civilisation, demanding a special chapter. It is well

known that one of the great features in Hellenic life

was its extensive commerce. From Homer's days,

when the Greeks first began timidly to creep after the

Phoenician traders round the headlands which bounded

their seas, down to Attic days, when they had long
made the Mediterranean their own, and when Athens

was like London, a centre for traffic extending from

Pontus to Tartessus during all this period there

-were few things in Greek life more important than

trade. Thus the colonies were founded under solemn

religious auspices, and at the advice of the Delphic
oracle

;
their sites were specially chosen as suitable

for intercourse between the sea and the interior; we

may even fairly suppose that all the important wars

which took place during the colonising epoch of Greek

history were wars concerning commercial interests,

and with a view to protect trade interests.

We are told, for example, that almost all Greece

I

joined in a war between Chalcis and Eretria about

;the Lelantine plain a war alluded to as contemporary
A a 2
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by Theognis, and concerning which even Aristotle still

preserved anecdotes. Historians have justly pointed

out the inconceivability of all Greece being interested

about some fields in Eubcea, and that the rivalry of

the two towns concerning settlements at the mouth

of the Euxine was the real cause, while a local dispute

was the occasion, of the war l
. The passage into the

Black Sea was always of vast importance, as even in

Attic days the toll levied for passing Byzantium

formecj a considerable item of revenue
;
and it appears

that the Greek trading cities supported Chalcis or

Eretria according as pre-existing treaties secured to

them protection or immunity from either party. Thus

the Lelantine war, a name unknown to our ordinary

compendiums of Greek history, was a great war of

traders, and in Thucydides' opinion (i. 15) the only

general struggle throughout historical Greece previous

to his own day.

These facts, as well as the innumerable speeches on

commercial disputes left us by the orators, show that

- there was a strong trading instinct in the Greeks
;

that there were large portions of the community sup-

ported in this way ;
that it was, as now, the' best avenue

to wealth. No sketch, therefore, of social life among
the Greeks would be complete without some notice of

their business habits. Here, as elsewhere, we shall

only note laws and customs as illustrative of manners

and of sentiment. Innumerable books have already

been written on Greek* laws, on Greek notions of pro-

perty and of inheritance, on Greek political economy
1 E. g. E. Curtius, in his History of Greece.
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and social science. We are here concerned with the

subjective aspect of the facts which have been collected,

and which has as usual to be gathered from stray hints

and implied ideas.

Perhaps the first essential for a proper development
of business habits, and for a proper confidence in the

stability of trade, is a good and complete system of

law, promptly and firmly administered. Without this

all contracts are suspicious, and all speculations mere

gambling. As we might expect, then, Attic trade

could not exist without a system of Attic law, upon
the general features of which the following reflections

may be interesting to the reader.

If he will look into any of the Classical Dictionaries

or books of antiquities on this subject, the first point
which will strike him is the rich and varied termin-

ology the host of technical words employed, showing
a well-developed and complicated system. The school-

boy who knows no law is puzzled with demurrers,

and bills of exception, and judgments by default, and

affidavits and counter-affidavits; every case appears
to be tried in two or three forms, and no decision

seems final without appeals, and motions for re-

hearing. All these things indicate an advanced and

systematised conception of law, and the orators justly

appeal to them as a proof of culture. Not only were there

a vast number of distinct courts and boards of magis-

trates, before each of which the procedure was distinct
;

but a variety of procedure was allowed in the case of

each single definite action. '

Solon,' says Demosthenes *,

1 In Androtion, p. 601.
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' did not grant to those who sought redress from injury

some single course of procedure in each case, but many
and divers.' For he knew that men would not be equal

in boldness and daring, and that variety of procedure

would help the simpler and gentler litigant.
' He desired

then that every one should receive even-handed justice.

How can this be done ? By permitting many avenues

for attacking wrongdoers ; as, for example, in'the case

of theft. Is your case strong, and are you confident ?

arrest him
; you run a risk of paying iooo drachmae

(if
the case goes against you). Are you too weak for

this ? lay an information before the archons
; they will

do it for you. Are you afraid even of this ? bring an

action against him. Are you a diffident person, and

so poor as not to be able to pay the iooo drachmae ?

have a (preliminary) trial for theft with him before an

arbitrator, and you run no danger/

Thus, in his famous speech against Aristocrates, the

same orator (p. 643) gives an exhaustive discussion

of the laws concerning homicide, in which he enumerates

and explains six distinct procedures, but in this case

not for the same crime, but for six different shades of

homicide accidental, justifiable, in self-defence, and

so forth. Similarly in the case of personal quarrels,

it is noted that the Attic law allowed an action

for every step in the quarrel, from the use of language

'calculated to provoke a breach of the peace,' through

common and aggravated assault, up to grievous bodily

harm and manslaughter.
'
I wonder,' says a speaker

1

,

' whether there is any excuse or pretence discovered
1 Dem. against Conon, p. 1 263.
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among you which will save a man from punishment
if he is convicted of assault and battery. For the

laws with a very different spirit foresaw the excuses

which would necessarily arise, and guarded against

their being allowed to develop ; as, for example, there

are actions for using offensive language, which they say

are intended to prevent people from being betrayed
into striking one another, by the use of bad language.

Again, there are actions for insult (aiKias), for this pur-

pose, that any one being worsted in a quarrel should not

defend himself with a stone or other such weapon
1
,
and

rather await the vindication of the law. Again, there

are actions for wounding, lest from wounding man-

slaughter might arise. The most trivial, I suppose,

that for abusive language, guards against the final and

worst offence, that manslaughter may not arise from

a man being gradually led on from bad language to

blows, from blows to wounds, from wounds to death
;

but in the laws there is redress for each of these, that

they may not be decided by the passion or caprice

of the individual/ It was indeed thought disreputable

to bring an action for abusive language
2

,
an offence

atoned for easily by an apology ;
but in theory this

is the fundamental conception of all sound law, and

no nation can be said to have realised it till they
have abandoned the license of the tongue as well as

the carrying of arms, and so openly declared their

1 The usual natural weapon seems to have been an oarpaicov. Whether

this means a shell or a potsherd I am unable to tell. Cp. Lysias, p. 37.
1
Cp. Lysias, Or. x. p. II 7, aveKtvOtpov yap kcu Xiav <pi\68iicov tlvai

vopufa icaicTjyopias 8ticdt(T0ai. But in this case the defendant had asserted

that the plaintiff had killed his own father.
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dependence on law, as opposed to force. Thucydides
notices this carrying of arms as a sign of barbarism

in the Greece of former days, and Aristophanes in-

troduces the same feature as a mark of troublous and

disturbed times in his Lysistrata
1

. The suppression
of piracy abolished this habit, which was so completely

gone from Attic usage that there were not even laws

against it. It may indeed have been also a provision

of the Peisistratids for their own safety, continued

afterwards on democratic grounds.

But even more marked than this abandonment of arms

was the strong feeling about {!/3pts,
as they called it, abcut

personal violence, which they would not allow even to-

wards slaves. The writer of the tract on the Athenian

polity complains indeed of the absurd independence
allowed to slaves, who dressed like freemen, and were

not afraid to meet you in the street.
' Of course/ says

jEschines2
,

' the lawgiver was not so anxious about slaves

as to make such a law, but what he did insist upon was

the repression of the habit of personal violence, which

was fostered through violent treatment of slaves by free-

men, and of the poor by the rich.' Hence any man,
whether concerned in the outrage or not, was allowed

to prosecute the offender. There is a very interesting

oration of Isocrates on the question [Or. 20) where he

plainly puts forward, that it is not the hurt, but the

insult, which is intolerable to a free citizen, just as

now-a-days to touch a man in anger constitutes an

1 v - 556 fy> iravawfifv irpwriOTOV pi\v [vv onKoiaiv dyopa^ovras Kal paivj-

jxtvovs k.t.X.

2 In Timarch. p. 26, Tauch.
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assault. At the end of the speech the orator calls

upon the crowd present to stand forward and join him

in the accusation. This strong feeling was even made

the lever of raising odium against a man. Apollo-
dorus complains that his enemy Nicostratus sent in

a city boy from the neighbouring house to pull up
his roses, and injure the garden, in order that if

Apollodorus struck or bound him, they might bring
an action for v/3pis against him l

.

These examples are from the criminal code of the

Athenians, which was perhaps developed at an earlier

period, and therefore may have been the most complete ;

but the very same variety of procedure, the very same

accuracy of subdivision, and the same sensitiveness

may be found in their civil code. Closely allied to

this feature, in fact another aspect of it, is the sub-

division of legal business, and the confining of each

special court, to a special class of business. Thus the

Eleven, who were the chief police officers at Athens,

were occupied with burglars and thieves and with

offenders condemned to death. The chief archon

had charge of heiresses and orphans. The king archon

tried cases of impiety, and those that arose in gym-
nasia. The polemarch, again, investigated all cases of

patrons and clients. There remain the generals, and

they were concerned with the navy and army, but not

with mercantile shipping. We have, on the other hand,

in the extant fragments of Aristotle's lost iroAireiat, a

list of special boards of magistrates supervising trade

1 Demosth. in Nicostr. p. 125 1.

2
Cp. Dem. in Lacrit. p. 940.
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and commerce, which is perfectly astonishing. There

were ayopavojxoi, and (TtTcxpvXaKes, and 7rtcrrdrat, and

fTrtjueAijrai over everything, even tu>v Koirpoivoov, and in

separate boards for the city, and for the Peirseus
1
.

There were besides fxerpovoixoi, there were a<TTvv6fxoi,

who controlled flute girls and dancing girls, and

scavengers ; TTooXrjrat, who superintended the sale of the

state monopolies ;
also airobcKTai and Aoyiorai. These

boards consisted of numbers varying from five to fifteen,

and all had fixed duties. If we consider all these

offices, and how a great number of citizens over sixty

years of age were constantly employed as arbitrators

and on juries, we must conceive the Athenian people
as very much oppressed with these self-imposed duties.

Thus, then, the Attic legal system afforded ample means

of redress, and by specialising its courts apparently pro-

vided for a prompt and accurate treatment of disputes.

But all these courts and boards and arbitrators

were subject to an appeal to the sovereign people,

sitting in juries the dicasteries of which we hear so

much. It was not thought proper to appeal to these

juries until other modes of settlement had been at-

tempted, and many of the extant orations -delivered

before them apologise for apparent litigiousness ;
but

still any one who could speak well, or pay a good

speech-writer, seems to have been ready enough

to go before them. Consequently owing to press

of business, including not only city affairs, but

those of their allies, owing also to the interruptions

1 See especially the fragments quoted in M tiller's Fragg. Hist. Grcec.

vol. ii. pp. 119, sqq.
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caused by critical wars or revolutions, these juries

were generally far in arrear of their business, and

there was great difficulty and tediousness in getting

a case settled. The authorities speak of it just as

our forefathers did of a suit in Chancery \ It is, I

suppose, for this reason that we find suits revived after a

lapse of eight or ten years, nay even of eighteen years
2
.

There was indeed a statute of limitations, which laid

down five years as the longest period of delay in bringing
an action, but it is clear that the Attic juries were often

in arrear of their work, or, like the Irish juries, did not

feel themselves bound by this law, and listened to a liti-

gant, if he spoke well, even though he was excluded

from pleading by the statute book.

I have thus been passing from the strong side of

Attic law to its weaknesses. Indeed it seems to me
that all the inferior courts, all the preliminary en-

quiries, were on the best possible footing, but that

this appeal to a large and untrained body of men as

jurors was thoroughly unsound, and fraught with great

mischief. But both the Greek and the English trial by

jury were at one time the great political safeguard

against state oppression and injustice; and, owing to

this origin, free nations become so attached to it that

tney are blind to its defects. And just as Ireland

would now benefit beyond conception by the aboli-

tion of the jury system, so the secured Athenian (or

1

Cp. M. Striibing Aristophanes &c. p. 94, and Demosth. Kara. 2t/>.

a, p. no.

*
Cp. Lysias, p. 109 ; Dem. In Meid. p. 541 ; Pro Phorm. p. 950 ; In

Nausim. p. 986.
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any other) democracy would have thriven better had

its laws been administered by courts of skilled judges.

For these large bodies of average citizens, who, by
the way, were not like our jurymen, unwilling occu-

pants of the jury-box, but who made it a paid business

and an amusement, did not regard the letter of the

law. They allowed actions barred by the reasonable

limits of time
; they allowed arguments totally beside

the question, though this too was illegal
1

,
for there

was no competent judge to draw the line
; they allowed

hearsay evidence 2
, though that too was against the

law, indeed the evidence produced in most of the

speeches is of the loosest and poorest kind. Worse

than all, there were no proper records kept of their deci-

sions, and witnesses were called in to swear what had

been the past decision of a jury sitting in the same city,

and under the same procedure
3
. All these things meet

us at every turn in the court speeches of the Attic

orators. We are amazed at seeing relationships

1

Cp. Lysias, Upbs 2i/*wva sub fin. and on its violation Kar' 'Epar. p.

124, Lycurgus, p. 149.
8
Cp. Dem. Upds Ev0ov\. p. 1301 ovSi papTvptiv o.kot)v (Siaiv ol vofioi.

He quotes an exception made by the law in the case of deceased people,

KarcL Xrp. /8. p. 1131, aKof/v (Tvai fiaprvptiv TtOvtuiros.

3
Cp. the witnesses called in by Demosthenes in evidence of past de-

cisions against Meidias (p. 541). This is the more remarkable, as there

were state archives, in which the decrees of the popular assembly were

kept under the charge of the public ypannarfvs (cp. Suidas sub. vocV

There is a most extraordinary speech of Lysias (Or. 30) against a man

called Nicomachus, who was appointed to transcribe the laws of Solon

in four months, but who kept them in his possession for six years, and is

accused of having so falsified them as to have substituted himself for

Solon. Hence there can have been no recognised duplicate extant, or

such a thing could not be attempted.
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proved in will cases by a man coming in and swear-

ing that such a man's father had told him that his

brother was married to such a woman, of such a

house. We find the most libellous charges brought

against opponents on matters totally beside the question

at issue, and even formal evidence of general bad

character admitted. We find some speakers in con-

sequence treating the jury with a sort of mingled
deference and contempt which is amusing.

;On the

former trial of this case,' they say, my opponent

managed to tell you many well devised lies, of course

you were deceived, how could it be otherwise, and you
made a false decision f or else,

' You were so puzzled
that you got at variance with one another, you voted

at sixes and sevens, and by a small majority you came

to an absurd decision 1
.'

It is not desirable here to go at greater length into

a description of the jury system, especially as this has

been so ably done by Mr. Grote. It is, however, worth

repeating, that the inherent defects of any jury system
were enhanced at Athens, not only by the absence of

any judge to rule the law of the case, but by the great

size of the jury. Many obvious inconveniences re-

sulted. In a complicated will case, the speaker says

(Dem. p. 1053) :
'
I had intended to make out a table

of the descendants of Hagnias and show it to the

jury, but then I considered that those sitting far off

would not be able to see it, so I must explain it in

words.' Mr. Grote has also enlarged upon the psycho-

logical peculiarities of a crowd, as contrasted with

1

Cp. Dem. p. 1 104.
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single individuals, and how subject it is to sudden

impulses. That these were common among Attic

juries, appears from the allusions to cases, where the

defendant could not obtain a hearing, and when the

jury decided without knowing both sides of the case.

There were men condemned to death at Athens in

this way
1

,
a melancholy and striking proof that with

all the complications and refinements of their legal

system, these final decisions of large juries were a

great flaw, in fact an inherent weakness which could

not be avoided.

I do not consider the poet Aristophanes as a critic of

any historical value, and all inferences from his broad

farces must be received with the greatest caution and

suspicion ;
but if he has anywhere criticised fairly and

to the point, it is probably in the Wasps, where he

pulls to pieces the jury system. It may be that the

appointment of temporary magistrates, even to legal

offices, made the decisions of special boards uncertain,

and that an appeal to the people was necessary when

bitter personal animosities might exist between the

1 Here is a significant passage in Lysias' 19th oration, (about' the property

of Aristophanes, p. 143): 'For I hear, and suppose that most of you

know, that calumny is most dangerous. This is best illustrated by the

case of several people being prosecuted on the same charge. For in

most cases those who are last tried escape, because your anger being ap-

peased, you listen to them, and are then willing to accept argument and

evidence. Consider then that Nicophemus and Aristophanes died un-

tried, before any one heard them convicted before him of any crime.

For no one even saw them after their arrest, nor were their bodies even

given back to their friends for burial, but so great a calamity fell upon
them, that in addition to all the rest, they were deprived even of this.'

Cp. the same orator, pp. 164-174, and Isocrates, ii. pp. 201, :o8.
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judge and the litigant ;
but still the principle of the

Athenian sovereign people sitting down to decide

questions of law was really absurd, and led to endless

chicanery. Hence the universal prevalence of what

was called avKo^avria, a profession followed by men of

impudence and ability in speaking, who lived by

carrying on
'

speculative actions,' as our newspapers now

absurdly call them, and who extorted money from

rich and quiet people by a sort of chantage, not very

different from that practised in modern Paris. All

the Attic literature is full of allusions to these villains,

and it seems hopeless to deny their existence or their

power. Rich men at Athens are even described in

Xenophon as cowering with fear before the scrutiny

of these inquisitors
1
. Of course such a state of things

1
Cp. Xenophon, (Econom. c. ii. and xi. 21, which show that the

Athenian people were stricter about the duties than the rights of pro-

perty. This is implied in Plutarch's Nicias, quoted above, p. 315. See

also the curious description of the advantages of poverty in Xenophon's

Symposium, c. 4. 29 sqq. Charmides describes his life while rich as one

of misery and constant fear, always subject to heavy state duties, and

moreover he was not allowed to travel. Now he is not only free, but

threatens others, travels where he likes, and the rich make way for him

in the streets (ynayiaravrai St pot %&] ical Oclkojv, kc.1 oZarv (imavrai 01

v\oiaioi). The most barefaced attempt is that recorded by Hypereides

(p. 45. ed. Blass.) where Tisis indicted Euthycrates on the ground that his

property was not private, but public, merely because it was too large,

amounting to sixty talents. On this occasion the accuser was disgraced ;

but there were cases where the Athenian Demos confiscated property to

obtain money just like the worst Roman Emperors. Thus Lysias says,

p 185 : knowing as I do that the Council in office, when it has sufficient

funds for its administration, does not go wrong, but when it gets into

money difficulties, it is obliged to entertain indictments and to confis-

cate the property of citizens, and to follow the public speakers who give

the most unprincipled advice.'
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must have told severely on the business habits of the

age. Honest as were the juries in their decisions,

there was nevertheless a great uncertainty in going
before them, and the timid quiet man was at a serious

disadvantage.

As regards the literature of Greece, the effect of the

same system has been completely ruinous to Greek

legal oratory. Here the vastly inferior Romans are

on a far higher level. Take for example such a case

as that of Curius v. Coponius, argued in court by the

orators Crassus and Antonius, and often mentioned by

Cicero. The testator had left his property to a friend

after the death of Ids son, believing at the time that he

was sure to have issue. The supposition proved false,

and, after the testator's death, the legatee claimed the

property. But the next of kin argued that the con-

ditions had not been fulfilled. The testator's son had

not died, seeing that he had never been born. They
therefore claimed the inheritance. It was argued on

the other side, that though the letter of the will was

unfulfilled, this arose merely through the incautious

wording of the testator; that his clear intention was

to leave the property to his friend, in default of issue by
death or otherwise; that it would therefore violate

the intention of the will, were its wording strictly

interpreted. This remarkable case, one of the widest

applications and of the greatest importance, occupied

the leading counsel of Rome for days ;
and they spoke

to competent tribunals. No such case occurs among
the Attic court speeches. The nature of the jury de-

graded the eloquence of the bar at Athens. Subtle
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points of law, large questions of equity were thrown

away upon them. Simple and plausible statements,

plenty of random evidence and of personal abuse were

-the qualities desirable in their harangues. Above

all, appeals ad misericordiam formed the staple

conclusion of every speech, and it was not held

undignified for the greatest aristocrats, or grotesque

for the most notorious scamps, to burst out crying
in court, and to bring up their children to excite

the compassion of the jury by their tears. Such a

course was taken even by Meidias, a sort of mock
Alcibiades in Demosthenes' day, and a man of noto-

rious profligacy and violence, though nearly fifty years

of age. Such is the course expected from Conon, a

member of a sort of hell-fire club at Athens, when he

had knocked down a man in the street, danced upon
him with his friends, and then clapped his arms and

crowed in imitation of a victorious cock. It was

done too by the rich Aphobus, when he begged the

jury to diminish his fine *.
' I should not wonder,'

says another speaker, pleading against two young
mauvais sujcts,

' if they try to weep and make them-

selves objects of compassion. But I ask you all

to consider how shameful, nay rather iniquitous it

is, that men, who have spent their own substance in

eating and drinking with noted scoundrels, should

now set up tears and lamentations in order to obtain

other people's property.'

I cannot but hazard the conjecture that the Athenian

juries, with their native shrewdness and intelligence,
1
Cp. Demosth. pp, 873, 1259, 1271 (margin).

B b
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their great impulsiveness, their tendency to override

strict law, and their facility of being gained over by
clever speaking though beside the point, were more like

the Irish juries of the present day than any other parallel

which can be found. They had the same merits and

the same defects, and were there not a controlling

judge in the Irish Law Courts, the decisions would

often be as irrelevant as those of the Athenian people
1
.

There can be no doubt that the eloquence of the

French bar is much more like what we find in the

Attic orators, than what is thought decent elsewhere

in modern times. Subtle, therefore, as the Greeks

were beyond all other men, there is no subtilty in

their legal oratory, which is the very best field (as we
should think) for displaying it. There is not a single

legal principle argued by them which would be of

use to modern lawyers.

No doubt the nature of the jury was one strong

reason, but there was also another the poor and

shabby nature of Greek commerce and speculation,

as compared with either Roman or modern civilisa-

tion. For here we come to a branch of social life in

1 Thus in pleading a demurrer, it was generally thought necessary to

prove the justice of the case on its merits apart from this formal objec-

tion to the adversary's procedure, though before a strictly legal tribunal

such a digression should not be allowed. Cp. the argument to Demos-
thenes' speech "Tirtp Qoppucovos, the freedman of Pasion. The pleading
was a Trapaypatpr). airreTcu \xkvjoi leal ttjs evdtias 6 prJTcvp . . . tovto Si

veTTOiijKfv iva r) irapaypcupr) p:a\\ov lax^y, ttjs evOetas b(iicvvop.ivr]s rw
'

Airo\\c5wpq> aaOpas. On the question of applying torture to obtain evi-

dence, and the universal confidence in its efficacy, I have spoken above

p. 226. Demosthenes' clients constantly profess the same principle,

cp. Dem. p. 875.
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which the most advanced of the ancients were on a

level with the Middle Ages rather than with ourselves.

When we look into the business habits of the Attic

Greeks, as shown in their trade, and their general

treatment of wealth and produce, we are surprised

to find them as children compared to the average

German or Frenchman, not to say the average Eng-
lishman or Scotchman. The causes were many and

various, but before we consider them it is well to

hold fast the main facts, and they are plain enough
before our eyes. In the first place the States of those

days knew nothing of free trade, and were constantly

passing prohibitory acts, preventing exports and in-

sisting upon special imports. Thus it was forbidden

that any man should cut down more than two olive

trees each year, because the State of Athens required

much olive oil, and could produce it of the best

quality; thus there were all manner of restrictions

upon the corn trade
;
Attic traders were not allowed

to import corn elsewhere, and foreign corn ships

which touched at the Peiraeus were required to sell

two-thirds of their cargo to the Athenians.

When a scarcity arose, we have attacks upon the corn

traders in the Peiraeus apparently respectable foreigners

settled there like those which form so melancholy a

feature in the ignorance and the tyranny of the

Middle Ages, nor do I know of any document more

disgraceful to Greek culture than the speech of Lysias

against the corn-factors. All the necessary and natural

causes of enhanced prices are overlooked, and, with

the true spirit of the Middle Ages, the dearness is

B b 2
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wholly attributed to a combination among the factors.

The famous picture in Manzoni's Promcssi Sposi,

echoed as it was this very year in Italy during which

there have been corn riots and orders from the au-

thorities fixing the price of bread 1 does not exhibit

more stupidity and ignorance than the tone assumed

by the orator and presupposed in his audience. ' For

when the prytanes referred their case to the council

they were so enraged with them, that some of the

public speakers declared that they ought to be handed

over untried to the Eleven that they might put them

to death. But as I considered it a very serious thing
that the council should admit such a precedent, I stood

up and said they should first be tried,' &c. This,

indeed, seems fair in the speaker, but the whole tone

of his speech appeals to the passions of the mob. It

appears from the speech that these factors were not

allowed to purchase more than fifty phormi at a time,
and they were not allowed to charge more than an obol

profit upon a certain measure. The accused confesses

that he bought in a larger quantity, but on the advice

of the archons, who partly deny the imputation, and

partly equivocate about it. The orator argues that

even if the archons did advise it, it was illegal, that in

any case the price ran up in such a way that the

1 Th e Voce Libera of Genoa, in describing one of these disturbances at

Sassari, says (impression of 24th June, 1874)
'

Quel signor Sotto Prefetto

ordinava indi immediamente l'arresto di tutti i spacciatori. II pane
nascosto dai rivenditori fu venduto al pubblico al prezzo della nuova

tariffa ... I signori spacciatori posti poi in liberth,, colla massima tran-

quillita vendono il pane secondo il prezzo fissato dal municipio.'
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ordained profit had been exceeded, and for this he

demands instant death as the penalty.
' In the case

of other criminals,' he concludes,
'

ye have to learn

their offence from the accusers, but the wickedness of

these men ye all know. If then ye condemn them ye
will act justly, and make corn cheaper^

but if not,

dearer?

This harshness may be partially owing to the impor-
tant fact that these factors were not citizens but aliens,

and that they thought it worth while, like the Jews of

the Middle Ages, to run such risks as these on account

of their large profits ; yet still the whole attitude of the

accuser is thoroughly absurd, and the laws to v/hich

he refers intolerably mediaeval. On the other hand,

however, the concentration of trade, or at least of

most of the trade, in the hands of foreign residents and

of freedmen, produced a peculiar feature in the protec-

tive laws which we are considering. For the aristocrats,

or even the body of well-to-do citizens, despised trade,

and looked down upon this sort of lucre. Consequently
all the prohibitory trade-laws were for the protection of

the whole state, that is of the whole body of citizens,

and never for the protection of some privileged class of

traders, or of some trade union powerful enough to in-

fluence the legislature. Thus the protective laws of

Greece, so far as we know them, do not exhibit that

odious feature so common in European history, and

which forms far the worst feature in the past treat-

ment of Ireland by England. All the other oppres-
sions of the Irish were of no importance compared
with the destruction of their trade for the benefit of
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English producers. The traders in Greece were a de-

spised and politically insignificant class, who were often

plundered by the State, but never protected or favoured

beyond some trifling immunities. There is evidence

that Pericles knew better, and sought to induce them

to settle at Athens
;
but he was of course far in advance

of his time. We may accept what we know of Athens

on this point as similar to the practice of other states,

but probably more generous than many of them. In

some of them trade was an actual disqualification for

public life.

But the limitation of profits by law points to a

still more decisive feature the ignorance that money
has, like any other thing, a changeable market value,

and that interest for its use is no robbery and injustice,

but a most useful principle in trade. Many of the

Greeks held the now exploded notion, that all taking

of interest partook of the nature of usury, and except in

the case of wardships and trusts, when the law insisted

upon money being usefully invested, they looked upon
the man who lived by investments as a bad character, and

"his trade as a disreputable occupation. Even Aristotle,

a most advanced thinker in some respects even Aris-

totle shares this national blunder, and talks the most

arrant nonsense in his Politics, about money being an

essentially barren thing, which cannot produce any

offspring or increase without violating nature. There

is evidence that in practical life these foolish preju-

dices could not assert themselves. As the later Athe-

nians began to consider trade an honourable road to

riches, and aristocrats like Nicias were known as
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careful trade-masters, so there were instances, as in the

case of wards' property, where interest was acknow-

ledged fair
;
but still we should note the persistence of

the old stupid prejudice, not merely in ordinary minds,

but in those of advanced thinkers.

The general absence of machinery made any large

employment of hands in manufacture impossible, and the

light Attic soil and limited territory made such things

as the Roman latifiindia equally so. There was con-

siderable subdivision of labour, the various parts of

a shoe, for example, being made by different classes of

workmen, and so far as the population could produce
with the help of manual slave labour there was in many
parts of Greece a considerable export trade. But still

anything like our wholesale modern manufactures they
could not attain. In another direction too, the want

of mechanical development was fatal. As they had no

equivalent for our paper or token money, beyond trans-

ferable bonds, they had no such thing as a money-
market, no such thing as state banks, in fact none of

that surprising and, to ordinary men, inconceivable

sort of trade stock exchange business. The objection

to interest already mentioned cooperated in this result,

but I fancy the main cause was the want of current

and universally accepted tokens. The Greeks were

like the old arithmeticians trying to solve complicated

questions as compared with our modern algebraists.

Here the discovery of the use of universal symbols,

easily handled, and so thoroughly accepted as to make
us forget the reality in the background, has made a

complete revolution in the way of handling and solving
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problems, as well as in our power of unravelling in-

tricacies and mastering complications. The modern

stock-exchange stands to the old methods of trade in

the same relation. The symbols in a share-list are as

unlike the realities as the x and y of an equation, and

I believe are often used without any conscious reference

to reality by business men.

Here we have a modern development, not second to

any of those which separate us from former centuries
;

it is really a new discovery. This is indeed fortunate

in some respects for students of Greek literature. If the

mysteries of such a system as our stock-exchange were

argued in the Greek orations, the translation and com-

prehension of these documents would indeed be a most

ungrateful labour. Fortunately the cases discussed in the

Attic courts were of a far simpler kind. The charges

of fraud, which are many, are of the vulgarest and

simplest kind, depending upon violence, on false

swearing, and upon evading judgment by legal devices.

There is not a single case of any large or complicated

swindling, such as is exhibited by the genius of modern

English and American speculators. There is not even

such ingenuity as was shown by Verrcs in his go-

vernment of Sicily to be found among the clever

Athenians. In this feature the Roman aristocracy

seems far more advanced.

We have already discussed one reason of the poor-

ness of Greek legal oratory the nature of the tribunal
;

but it seems to me that the facts just stated must also

be taken into account, as contributing to the same re-

sult. The smallness of the Greek states, so conducive
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to political development, was certainly unfavourable

to large and safe trade. Their constant wars and

disputes made all international treaties transient and

uncertain, and the keen speculator, the man of large

views and great capital, never had the same scope

for his talents which was afforded him by the Roman

Empire, or by the great modern states. The nearest

approach to a large business was that established by
the banker Pasion 1

,
of whom I shall speak presently,

who was the generally acknowledged banker for all

foreign merchants, and who commanded credit all over

the Hellenic world.

But there were several laws tolerated in the best

Attic days, which prove in themselves that even

the Athenians had no real capacity for business, or

any complicated conditions of property. I allude

above all to the well known avriboo-is, or exchange of

property, about which we hear so much in the Attic

orators. In the first place their taxes were not con-

solidated rates, regularly payable, but occasional and

varying charges, imposed in the case of war or other

public necessity, and generally for the outfit of a fleet.

The tax was then struck in proportion to assessed

property. It was actually the law at Athens on such

occasions, that any citizen who was charged for the

outfit of a ship, and thought that some richer man
had been passed by, could challenge this other to

accept the burden, and if he refused, compel him to

1 I should observe that Nicias had iooo slaves working for him in the

mines of Laurium, but this was a business not requiring the large intel-

ligence shown by Pasion.
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exchange properties for the space of a year. No law

can be conceived more absurd. Any man whose

.property consisted in numerous investments, could

not transfer it to a stranger without the chance of

absolute ruin, and even in the treatment of landed

property, a change of masters for one year might de-

stroy the labour of a life, and ruin all the improve-
ments and the outlay of years of toil. We can imagine
a man preferring to submit to the most unjust burdens

in preference to such an alternative. Of course it

disposed men to hide their wealth, to give false returns

of it, and to resort to all manner of deceit, as we can

see from the speeches of Isocrates and Demosthenes

(against Phcenippus) on this subject. It seems simply
the legislation of the Athenian mob about property

which they had never possessed and did not under-

stand, for the other alternative that Athenian pro-

perties were small or of a simple nature, like our

rentals of estates is refuted by the many descriptions

of property in the orators. It is in fact inexplicable

that any intelligent people should have tolerated such a

law, and it is conclusive against the business capacity

of the men who tolerated it.

Similarly absurd were the arrangements for managing
the ships so provided. It often occurred that two or

more citizens were required to join in the expense of

keeping a single ship afloat. In such cases the system

obliged one of them to fit out the ship, and sail with it

till his share of the time had elapsed, when the other

was bound to come out, and take the ship with all its

appointments off the hands of his partner in the burden.
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He might, however, consider these appointments too

expensive, or unsound, in which case he might refuse to

take them, and refit the ship for himself. Can any-

thing more clumsy or foolish be imagined? In the

case from which we know these details, that of Apol-
lodorus against Polycles, the former had gone to great

expense and done everything very handsomely. He
was to be succeeded in a certain time by Polycles, but

the latter, theugh he came out to the fleet in the Thra-

cian waters, delayed or refused to take over the ship.

He alleged that Apollodorus' ostentation had made him

fit out the vessel absurdly, and that he could not take

the appointments at a valuation: he did not, and

perhaps could not supply himself in Thrace so Apol-
lodorus was left for months on duty beyond his time,

and was sent by the generals on all manner of state

missions, which inflicted upon him expense and hard-

ship
1

. But suppose he had left the ship and gone

home, what would have been* the consequences ? And
in any case, he was a grumbling and unwilling pay-

master, who only waited for his return to bring an

action against Polycles, and recover from him his

undue expenses.

Such a system was evidently not based on sound

business principles, and shows a want of the faculty

which the Romans, and many modern nations have

acquired. Thus, to revert to money matters, we find

frequently in the orators assertions that intelligent

men of business hid money in the ground. This was

one of the pleas put forward by the guardians of

1
Demosthenes, pp. 1206, sqq.
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Demosthenes 1

,
to show that all the property of his father

had not come into their hands, and yet the elder De-

mosthenes was evidently a thriving man of business,

keeping up two large establishments for the purpose
of two distinct manufactures. Though the allegation

was false, the fact of its being made, and not ridiculed,

shows that such stupid hiding of money was not

uncommon 2
.

But it must be added that some weight should be

allowed to the bad condition of banks and banking.
We know that in older days the temples were used

as safe places for the deposit of treasure
;
we also

know that loans could be effected from them, and

they may therefore be regarded as the earliest banks

in Greece. But we are in ignorance as to the terms

they imposed, and indeed it may be doubted whether

they lent money to individuals, and did not confine

themselves to State loans. In Attic days we find no

attempt made by the State either to work or to

guarantee a bank, and thus this important business

was left to individuals. I say to individuals, for the

remarkable business invention of joint-stock companies
was beyond the reach of the old Greeks, who never

advanced beyond ordinary partnerships. There were

1 Kar' 'AfoQov, /?. p. 830.
2 Thus the Irish farming classes, a people quite innocent of business

habits, used in the last generation to keep the money they saved in an

old stocking under the thatch ;
in the present they have advanced so far

as to deposit it in the local banks at one-and-a-half per cent, interest.

They never dream of any better investment. These banks have an

enormous capital at so cheap a cost, that they are able to make great

profits,
and their shares are often 100 per cent, above par.
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then a large number of private banks and bankers at

Athens, on account of its great trade. They seem

distinct from the money-lenders, a class of men who

set up chiefly in the Peirseus, and made speculations

by lending on the security of ships and their cargoes,

getting from 25 to 30 per cent, if the voyage prospered,

but losing their money if the ships foundered at sea.

This sort of lending was so general, that one of the

speakers asserts it impossible for any ship to leave the

Peiraeus without having recourse to it
>,

so that it must

have acted simply as a maritime insurance. These

money-lenders, who were looked upon with suspicion

and dislike, were an inferior class to the bankers, one

of whom at least, the well-known Pasion, became so

important a man as to be granted the freedom of the

city. Yet even among them failures were frequent
2

;

there is even an absurd statement that when they were

asked for money which had been lodged with them,

they made much ado about giving it up, thinking that

it had become their own. Perhaps the safest and

clearest evidence as to their insecurity is the fact stated

on the bankers' side, that when Pasion's son had his

choice of a business worth 60 minae, or a bank worth 100

in respective yearly income, he justly, says the orator,

preferred the ownership of the business establishment,

on account of the insecurity of an income made from

1 Demosth. IIpos #op/. sub. fin. There is a most interesting text of

a orvy-fpcupTi, a bond of agreement, quoted in Demosth. IIpos Acucpir.

p. 926. Cp. Biichsenschiitz, Besitz und Erwerb, p. 506.
2
avaaicfvafcaOai {ttjv rpawtfav) was the technical term for a bank

breaking.
3 Dem. Tvtp *o/>/i. 948, 9.
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other people's money. This speaks volumes on the

point, and is in itself sufficient evidence of the bad

condition of banking.

But there were other difficulties in the way, among
which the chief was the injustice with which aliens

were treated even at Athens, and the disadvantages

under which they laboured in asserting their rights.

As these men had most of the trade in their hands,

and also most of the banks, it is evident that there

were insuperable obstacles in the way of any real busi-

ness development. We happen to know a good deal

about the celebrated banker, Pasion, because his son

Apollodorus retained Demosthenes as his special

speech-writer upon a large number of occasions,

whereas his supplanter in the bank, and chief adver-

sary, once, at least, secured the same orator's services,

and this in a family dispute about Pasion's will and

bequests. From these various speeches, which are

strong evidence of the complete impartiality of De-

mosthenes, who abuses the contending clients in turn

according as he is paid, we can sketch a picture

of the social position of this remarkable banker,

who was evidently something of a power in Greece,

and probably one of the best-known men in the

crowded Peirasus. It is not necessary for our purpose

to detail the routine of his business, which consisted

of keeping account books and making accurate entries

just as at present.

This Pasion then had been a slave, from what

country we know not, and had been the property of

bankers called Antisthenes and Archestratus. Being
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found both hardworking and upright, he was promoted
to places of trust and enfranchised. He then set up on

his own account, and became so important a man as

almost to monopolise the banking of the traders to

the port of Athens. He commanded credit all over

the Greek world, and having done great service to the

State, among other things by presenting it with

1000 shields (of which he owned a manufactory), he

was made a citizen, and enrolled in the respectable

Acharnian deme \ by public vote. His wealth was

sufficient to enable him to fit out and equip five ships

of war at his own cost. He kept a mistress, whom
he afterwards made his wife, but of whom we hear a

very bad character from her own son, Apollodorus.

For Pasion. doubtless perceiving that Apollodorus was

an ostentatious and idle man, with no business habits,

and that his second son, Pasicles, was a mere child,

promoted a trusty slave, Phormio, just as he himself

had been promoted, by making him free, and finally, as

he became old and anxious to retire from business,

allowing him to manage the bank at a fixed rent of

nearly 700 a year. But in oa.er to secure Phormio,

he seems to have made himself a debtor to the bank

for eleven talents (2,680). This Phormio certainly

was a man of good business habits, for in a great mone-

tary crisis, when all the other Athenian banks broke,

1 The Attic demes varied greatly in respectability, as appears from De-

mosthenes' speech IIpos Ev[lov\. p. 1316; the fact also, that Pasion, whose

life was spent in the Peineus, was enrolled in the distant Acharnian

deme, shows that the people were not tied down by local considerations,

when electing a new citizen by public vote.
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he, in spite of his heavy rent, sustained the public

credit, and remained unshaken. It was probably for

this that Phormio, ten years after Pasion's death, was

also made an Athenian citizen.

Pasion on his death-bed betrothed his wife with a

large dowry to this Phormio
*,

and in other respects

treated him with great favour. He probably saw that

his business would go to ruin if left to his sons.

Hence there arose long and grievous litigation. Apol-
lodorus charged Phormio with falsifying the will

;
he

openly accuses him of having seduced Pasion's wife,

his own mother, and insinuates that his younger

brother, Pasicles, who sided with Phormio, was the

result of this intimacy, and not his legitimate brother.

Phormio, on the other side, accuses Apollodorus of being

an immoral spendthrift, endeavouring to plunder the

faithful supporter of his father's house of his honest

profits. We need not go farther into the quarrel, ex-

cept to observe that Demosthenes appears to have

been first employed to argue a demurrer for Phormio,

which he easily carried, but afterwards to have written

speeches for Apollodorus against Phormio, and against

many other adversaries. His abuse of his old client

contrasts curiously with his former abuse of his new

client, and shows that the Athenian speech-writers

were justly contemned as plying a venal and unprin-

1 It was a usual proceeding for Athenians on their deathbed to betroth

their wives to some friend or relation, especially if he was appointed

executor in the will. This was not the least against Attic sentiment,

but to treat a freedman with this confidence and intimacy, was thought

strange even then. It is a melancholy proof of the low consideration in

which women were held.
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cipled trade. It is hard to make out the real state of

the case between the contradictory statements, both

of them compiled with art by Demosthenes
;

but this

is certain, that though Pasion was so rich and impor-

tant, he bore about him the traces of his low origin.

Even his son Apollodorus apologises in court for his

own bad manners. He attributes his vulgar face, his

quick walk, and his loud voice to an unavoidable want

of breeding
1

,
faults which constituted avaihda or bump-

tiousness, according to Attic taste. Doubtless the son

was more ostentatious than the wiser father, who was

evidently a quiet, peace-loving man, even conniving
at injustice to avoid incurring enmity. He lived in

the Peirasus, and in later years came up seldom to

Athens, though he seems to have died there.

His business was so large that he did not know all

his clients. In the interesting speech against Callippus
we have a very characteristic picture of him from his son.

He is asked by this distinguished but unprincipled Athe-

nian whether one Lycon of Heraclea had lodged money
with him, and he answers (p. 1238) 'that he thinks

so, but that if Callippus would like to go down to his

bank in Peiraeus, he could at once find out accurately.'
1 Do you know why I ask, Pasion ?

'

replied the other
;

I am consul (proxenus) for the Heracleots here, and

as this man was killed by pirates, it is better for me
to have the money than a fellow who is a metic

living in Scyros, and a mere nobody."' This was

1
Cp. Dem, p. 1 125, iyoi 5' Si dvSpes 'A9rjvcuoi ttjs ntv &pu$ rfi <pvoti kcH

to> raxetus /3a8itiv xal \a\uv fiiya ov tSjv (VTVxSit vftpvKuTwv ijiavrbv

tcpivai, and a similar passage, p. 982.

C C
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Lycon's partner, entered in Pasion's books as the

proper recipient of the money in case of Lycon's
death. But Callippus thought that as a proxenus he

could make good some claim, if he once got possession
of the money.

'

Callippus/ replied Pasion, I desire

to do what I can to please you (indeed I should

be mad if I did not), yet so as not to lose my re-

putation or my profits. I have no objection to tell

this to the two guest-friends who were witnesses, or

to his partner himself. But if they will not agree

when I tell them, do you talk to them yourself/
' Never mind, Pasion,' said the other,

' if you like you
can force them.' This was Pasion's own story to his

son. Of course the other people refused to have any-

thing to say to Callippus' barefaced proposal, and then

the money was given back to the proper owner. But

Callippus actually prosecuted Pasion in his old days,

for giving back the money without his consent as

proxenus, having (as he alleged) agreed not to do so.

This story shows very well the attitude of the richest

banker at Athens, even after he had become a full

citizen. We can imagine how submissively and cau-

tiously those must have conducted themselves- who were
' aliens and hence of no influence V It may therefore

be inferred that the utterance of Demosthenes is hardly

exaggerated, when he says that honesty and ability in

business were held a surprising combination.

1 '

Callippus,' says the speaker (Dem. p. 1243)
' was one of our citizens,

and well able to do either benefit or harm, but Cephisiades was both an

alien, and of no influence, so that it is not credible that my father would

promote his interests against justice, rather than do justice to Callippus.'
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These facts, which might doubtless be paralleled by

many more through Greek Literature, seem to prove

conclusively the poor development of a real business

spirit among the old Greeks. We do not expect these

qualities now-a-days from artists and poets, and even

from politicians ;
but among so many-sided a people,

to use a very hackneyed expression, it is somewhat

surprising that their wide coasting trade, and their

connections all over the Mediterranean, did not gene-
rate those qualities which I believe to have existed in

some degree in the Phoenicians, and still more in the

Romans. The Phoenicians appear to have had a like

trading genius to their brethren the Jews, and to have

brought even their seamanship to a far higher level than

the Greeks. At least Xenophon, in his (Economics^

speaks of going down to Corinth to see the big Phoe-

nician ship, just as we should speak of visiting the

'Devastation,' and the points which he remarks are

the extreme neatness and tidiness of the internal ar-

rangements. Everything was stowed away in the

smallest possible space, and ready to hand. I know
no more certain sign of superior abilities than this

very feature of cleanness and tidiness. The Romans

swayed no doubt a great Empire, welded into an unity

very different from the Hellenic unity, if we may use

so misleading a term of the Greeks in general. But

there was also something in the Roman gravitas, an

instinct of adherence to bonds and promises, which

Cicero, as I have quoted (p. 114), asserts to be foreign
to the Greeks, and which is the first essential of any
sound commercial prosperity.

C C 2
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> This was in my opinion the great national blot on

their character, and the principal cause of their com-

.parative failure in this direction. I know that my
judgment will be contested, that it is usual to assert

the Greeks to be the greatest and most successful traders

of antiquity, but I appeal to the judicial literature in

proof of the reverse, and hold that however much they

may have traded, however many their ships, and various

their exports and imports, all this was as nothing com-

pared to what such a nation as the English would

have accomplished in the same position. That love

of overreaching, that ingrained shrewdness and intent

watching of personal interests, which I have noticed

all through Greek civilisation from Homer into the

Attic times, was an obstacle to all their perfection,

and not the least in those very branches of civilisation

which are its proper scope. Trade does not often fall

into the hands of the aristocracy of a nation
;

it is

the special function of the middle classes, and hence

the core of a nation must be sound, the average man
must be steady and thrifty and honest, in a really mer-

cantile people. Hence the noblest moral principles

in the leading men, the highest moral preaching among
the philosophers, are not adequate, nor are they a sure

sign of a solid national quality. It seems to me, upon
a careful review of a very wide and conflicting body
of evidence, that the Greeks had these great leaders

and preachers, but that the average man was below

the level of fair honesty.

It will be said in reply that the most noted trad-

ing races the world has seen have been notoriously
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dishonest, that the Phoenicians and Jews are striking

examples of this side of the question. Even admit-

ting this doubtful statement, and without entering into

a full discussion, which would indeed require a sepa-

rate volume, I shall merely observe that the Phoe-

nicians and mediaeval Jews succeeded chiefly as the

Greeks succeeded, either by opening up an intercourse

with savages, where mere enterprise secures great ad-

vantages, or as members of a subject race, constrained

by the severest and most bloody penalties to keep
within the limits of fairness. So far the Greeks suc-

ceeded in trade also. The early colonists plundered
the barbarians unmercifully under the guise of barter ;

the subject classes at Athens, such as the cornfactors

of whom I have spoken, were compelled, by fear of

execution uncondemned, to keep within some limits,

and under this compulsion, they may have induced

people to deal with them, and so prospered under a

supervision unjust as well as evere.

But when I speak of great and successful commerce,
I speak of it in a free and dominant race, carried on

upon large and fair principles, and without any con-

stant thought of overreaching those with whom we
deal. I speak of it. and of the business habits it

engenders, as we find it in such countries as England
and Belgium. This I do not believe ever to have

been attained by the Phoenicians, or by the Jews till

the present day, when they have taken their place as

free members of the great free nations among whom

they dwell.

With these remarks I close a chapter to which
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further study may suggest some modifications, but

which will, I trust, suggest true and reasonable views

.upon a complicated and difficult aspect of Greek social

life.

I still owe the reader a discussion upon Greek art,

^and its relation to ordinary Greek life. This is of

all others the branch of my subject about which the

pedants have written many absurd things, and upon
which therefore homely common sense might be pro-

fitably employed. But it is too great and various a

theme to be disposed of in a chapter, and requires a

familiarity with Greek sculpture and architecture which

can hardly be acquired in this ultima Thule. I hope,

however, some day, to supply the deficiency, and to say

something practical on this interesting topic one of

(/*-j
the greatest importance in our modern life. The

aesthetical education of our lower classes cannot be

reformed without a thorough psychological study of

the genesis of national taste, and for this the principal

materials must be found among the Greeks.

THE END.
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